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GAMES LATEST:
News and reviews
for Christmas

ROLL THE DICE:
Random numbers
for maps and mazes

IN CAMERA:
Advice on taking
screen shots

WORDPROCESSING:
Two utility ROMs
for easy printing

ARC DIGITISER:
Paint by numbers
with Watford

USER
CARD
Easy database for
BBC micros

COMPATIBILITY:
Free chart inside
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PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 6 for the BBC Micro and Acorn Electron
SuperiorSoftware has combined a top-qualitybrand-newrelease with three great classics (one newto the Electron).

The result isone ofthe best ever four-game BBC/Electron compilations. Don'tmiss itforyour collection!

BBCMicro Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £9.95

BBC Micro 5'/«" Disc £11.95 BBC Master Compact 3Vf Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B,B+ and Master Series computers)

Please make cheques payable to "Superior Software Ltd".

supcmon
soFTUinnc ACORNSeFT

Z^7
(Acornsolt Isa registered trademark ol Acorn Computers Ltd.Superior Soltware LtdIsa registered user.)

Dept 6PS1, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX.Telephone:(0532) 459453

ACORN ELECTRON VERSION
Unlottunalely ItIsnot technically possible to produce an Acorn Electron version ol THE SENTINEL
The lour games on the Acorn Electron version ol PLAY ITAGAINSAM6 are:
GALAFORCE2. HUNCHBACK.HOPPERand VIDEO'SREVENGE.
VIDEO'S REVENGE- An action-packed, fast-moving alien blaster (rom Budgie Software.
"//you can ImagineDefenderIwlsledon lisside with the mentalityolRamboIna bad mood,
thenyouate gelling close tothedestructionpossible InVideo's Revenge Spritesare lastand
lurlous... sound Is wonderful".... Micro User.

The screen pictures
show the BBC Micro
versions of the games.

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post

1Ftostage and packing is tree.
i Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
(This does not allecl your sialuioiv "gwsl
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AMAZING

WKBEXBEBS&

OFFERS!

ELECTRON COMPUTERS ES9.95
(includes power supply, aerial lead and 90 day warranty)

PLUS ONE INTERFACE £49.95

PLUS 1, VIEW & VIEWSHEET .... £69.95

ARCHIM =IO=l-Uj *' "* *" Thomson
12" High Resolution

Green Screen

MONITOR
Now only £69.95

BBC or Ele lead EHUD!PACKAGE TWO

ELECTRON COMPUTER, PLUS 1 + VIEW
only £109.95

IJiMlfHitiliH'
Vi V VIEWSHEET ROMS £ ::.

3333I3HZSnE
LOGO, VIEW, VIEWSHEET for £49.95

And get Lisp ROM FREE

PACKAGE FIVE

PLUS 1, VOLTMACE 3B TWIN JOYSTICKS
with VIEW or VIEWSHEET £79.95

PACKAGE SIX

PLUS 1, LOGO, VIEW +, VIEWSHEET. £109.95
+ get Lisp ROM FREE

JOYSTICKS
LOW PRICE

iLECTRON JOYSTICK INTERFACE
& SOFTWARE E14.95

QUICKSHOT II TURBO
JOYSTICK El 3.95

BUY BOTH £24.95!

VOLTMACE DELTA 3B TWINS

For use with Plus 1 or BBC

VOLTMACE 14B HANDSET El 5.95
INTERFACE FOR 14B £14.95

BUY BOTH C27.95!

VOLTMACE 31b SINGLE £13.95

VOLTMACE DELTA 35 £12.95
(for Master Compact)

COMPETITION RRO
E22.45 GIO.OS

ELITE ZIPSTICK

El 5.95 CIO.OS

1st Words Plus D
Alenon
Alpha Base
Ansi C
Arcn DusI Cover
Arctisi
Artisan Support Di
Artisan
Autosketcn
Corruption NEW!

; disk

Deitabasc
Desk Top Ennancer
Fireball NEW'
Flying Start 2
Fortran 77
Freddys Folly NEW1
Gama Plot
Graphic Writer

Pipedream
Presenter
Prolog
Purchase Ledge
Sales Ledger
Sigma Sheet
Sound Synth
Spellmaster
stock Manage™
System Delta PI
Terramex
Toolkit Module

nn."

C91 94
C14 95
£49 95

C113 85
El 4 95
C19 95
C19 95
E39 95
C90.85
E24.95
£19 95
£24.95
£29 95
£29 9!.
£19 95
£99 95

£113.85
£14 95
£69 95
£29 95
£14 95
£28 75
£44 85
£44.85

£113.85
£56 35

!';•:•» (if,
£113.85

£14 95
£14 95

£64 95
£64 95
£14 95

£1 13 85
£279 99
£113 85

£28 69
£228 85

£64 95
£64 95
£69.95
£49,95
£58 99
£64 95

£69 95

£19 95
£39 95
£33 35
£59 95
£59 80
£23 00
£19 95

WORD PROCESSORS

TITLE F RRP SALE
1) 59.80 49.95

R 56.35 49.95

R 97.75 84.95

H 9890 7945

Printer D Generator U 11.50

H 33.35
H 59.00

View 3.0 H 50.80 44.95

1) 7.95

1) 14.95 11.50

o 99.95 79.45

R 39.95 31 95

H 45.42 35.95

Wordwise- R 58.35 45.95

SPREADSHEETS

TITLE F RRP SALE
Inter-Sheet R 56.35 49.95

Ultracalc 2 H 29.95 24.95
Viewsheet H 59.80 49.95

BISMARCK AVOUS LA FRANCE? • integrated office suite , SUPERIOR DEAL!
Death ofa battleship

Requires thehighest qualities of
judgement, observation &strategy.

BBC DISC

MAST £12.95

Acomplete introductory package for
French language learning. Includes 45

computerprograms.

BBC CASS or DISC

SMtt £21.95

TITLE

Mini Office
Mini Office 11

Mini Office 11
Mini Office 11 40t

Mini Office 11 801
Mini Office 11 M40t

RRP

5.95

14.95

59.95

16.95

16.95

SALE

4.75
11.95
54.95
13.95
13.95

19.95 15.95

Mini Office 11 M80t D 19.95 15.95

OFFER
£84.95
£12.95
£44.95
£99 95
£12.95
£17.95
£17.95
£34.95
£79.96
£19.95
£15.95
£19.95
£25.95
£24.95
£17.95
£89.95
£99.95

£11.96
£59.95
£24.95
£11.95
£24.95
£39.95
£39.95
£99.95
£49.95

£219.95
£99.95
£11.95
£11.95
£54.95
£54.95
£11.95

£113.85
£249.95

E9C.95
£24.95

£215.95
£64.96
£54.95
£59.95
£44.95
£49.95
£54.95
£59.95
£17.95
£34.95
£29.95
C49.95

£49.95
£19.95
£17.95

RECENT RELEASES

AT SPECIAL PRICES

IK IK
OREIE DISC COKTflACT

C4.95 £9 50 £11.50

£4.95 £9 50 £11.50
C7.45 £9.50 £1150
£7.45 £9 50 £11.50

tlitiAKthiough C7.45 £9 50 £11.50

By Fair Moans or Foul £7.45 £9.50 £11.50
£7.45 £9 50 £1150

£7.45 £9.50 £11.50

Elixir £7.45 £9.50 £1150
£995 £11.95 £15.95

£7.95 £9 50 —

£7.45 £9.50 —

Llls 01 Repton £550 £650 £7.95

Palace Ol Magic £7.45 £9.50 £11.50
£7.45 £9.50 £11.50

Play It Again Sam £7.45 £9.50 £11.50

£7 45 £9.50 £11.50

Play It Again Sam 3 £7.45 £9.50 £11.50

£7.45 £9.50 £11.50
£7.45 £9 50 £11.50

Repton Infinity £9 95 £11.95 £15.95

Skirmish £7.45 £9 50 —

Spellbinder £7 45 £9 50 £1150

Spy Cat £7.45 £9 50

£7 45 £9.50 £1150

Slryhers Run £7.45 £9 50 £11.50
Superior Collection t C7.45 £9 50 £11.50

£7 45 £9 50 £11.50
Superior Collection 3 (Eire) £7 45 £9 50 £11.50

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

TITLE F RRP SALE

Admin Extra (40T) D 14.95 11.95
Admin Extra (80T) D 14.95 11.95
Fleet St Editor (40T) D 39.95 29.95
Fleet St Editor (80T) D 39.95 29.95
Fonts & Graphics 4 D 14.95 11.95
Fonts & Graphics 8 D 14.95 11.95
Stop Press (Mas) D+R 49.95 41.95
Stop Press (ES/B+) D+R 49.95 41.95
Walt Disney (40T) D 14.95 11.95
Walt Disney (80T) D 14.95 11.95
Mouse & Stop Press D&R 79.99 69.95
(State B/B+ or Master)
Mouse & Superart D&R 79.95 69.95
(State B/B+ or Master)
Mouse Only ___ 38.75 34.95

DeatiStat flej!oi2
•WtW! RepiOT 3
• Ciess • Oraugits
"Tempest 'Overdue

Frml Wacniie • Straided
'•EeOiyi h*i3er$

Any5for £9.95 Cass mi

MITSUBISHI

DISC DRIVE
400K, DD. 40/80t &2yr warranty

ONLY £139.95!
M1CR0P0WERAND OTHERGAMES

is
EDUCATION L iV 1 MICRO

POWERS

CASTLE

QUEST
BBC

CASS DISC
£5.95 E7.95

LOGO
For the Master 128

or Ele Plus 1

ONLY £24.95!
$•:•:<>•
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ANY FIVE FOR ONLY
C7.95I (Can only)

EDUCATIONAL BEST FOUR LANGUAGE
COMPENDIUM BEST FOUR MATHS

(3-10YRS) (7-11YRS)

''3,<SH,0,!, »„ ^,C-,.r 8BCDISC COMPACT
cassordi$< cii.9s _ £17.95 ea £18.35ea

Ghouls

CybertronMission
MrEe!

Jet Power Jack

Blockbuster

Felix & Evil Weevils

Felix Fact

Killer Gorilla

Frenzy
Rubble Trouble

Stock Car

The Mine

Dune Rider

Swag
Plutonium Plunder

Bandits at 3 0 clock INI
DISC
£7.95

LISP Rom (Be) £9.95
LISP Cass (Ele) £2.95

BBC

EDUCATION
SPECIALS

ACORNSOFT
SPECIALS

ANY
5'

FOR

MAIMSWITMASTOHY l«y?

PlCHJHf CHAH.t- 'I,m

ANSWt RHAC RJUNIORQUI/
ANSWI HHACK SF NlOFt U"<T
HAPPY WHI1 INC.

HAPPYNUMHfHS

BBC or

ElECASS DISC

C9 95 C10 9S

- C15.95

C7 95 C895

C7.95 C89S

ANY 5 FOR 2
£11.95

CASS
£6.95

ANY 2
FOR

£3.95!

CASS

ONLY

£7.95!

*Pleaseadd95p P&P (overseas £4.50)
*All prices include VAT
*Goods despatched within 48 hours - Subject to

availability
*Out ofhours answerphone: 0532 687735

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

LOOK!

Dept AU1 8/8a Regent Street, Chapel
Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE.

Tel: 0532 687735, 0532 687789

only£9.95

MAGIC MUSHROOMS
withfree badge,

(EleCass) £2.25!

We can offer attractive discounts for
all educational establishments, phone
or write for a quote.

We supply a catalogue of our entire
stock range per machine type with
every order.



PIPEDREAM
New facilities include:

• user-definable colour displays
• a comprehensive range of financial functions
• full usage of foreign characters including direct

editing and printing
• loading and saving inseveral formats giving

compatibility with Lotus 1-2-3

• linkingfilesenabling you to pass the results of
calculations between spreadsheets.

This inadditionto all the facilities many
thousands of Z88 PipeDream users have come to
expect:

• fully Wysiwyg display
(what you see iswhat you get)

• many columns of formatted text on screen

• full spreadsheet power includesdates
• live calculations within formatted text

• flexible printing of special highlights suchas
underlining and bold text

• documents consistingof many separate files.

POWER

ATYOUR

FINGERTIPS
With Archimedes,you have a breakthrough in
personal computing power. Enoughpower for
the next breakthroughin integrated software -
PipeDream.

With existing integrated packages, you have to
divide your work into artificial sections, such as
text, numbers and calculation, and database.

With PipeDream, you compose your work in the
order you want to print it, with text and numbers
all together inone document. Incorporate
calculations directly into paragraphs of text and
formatted paragraphs directly intospreadsheets.

With this new approach you get awhole new
dimension of power...

PipeDream is a word processor offering many
columns offormatted text. That film script you
were going to write next holiday? Ideal.

PipeDream isa spreadsheet program with a
workarea of500,000,000columns byover
500,000,000 rows, so you'll grow out of your
computer before you grow out of PipeDream.

And beingableto mix numbers and text together
means you can calculate invoices and mail-shot
them withoutresorting to expensive accounting
software.

In fact, PipeDream's unique integration means
that mail-shots couldn't be easier.

Simply type in your letter orinvoice, leaving gaps
fornames,addressesand paymentdates. Then
PipeDream will print the letter to each addressee,
automatically inserting all the details, and
keeping the text neatly formatted and aligned.

And database and spreadsheet functions can
work together.

You can usePipeDream as a database programto
maintain your address book or sales ledger.
Performselections and sorts to invoice allof those
customers living in London whohavebought
morethan 100 products from you since
February but haven't paid within 30days.

The priceof all this power?Just £99 +VAT.

Butdon't just take our word for it. This iswhat
MichaelBywater of Punch had to say:

"PipeDream itself is a remarkable achievement.
Itoffersa spreadsheet, a word processor anda
database, andifyou think Iamtalking abouta
conventional integratedprogram, you are wrong.
PipeDream does all those things within one
program. No switchingbetween modules or
cuttingandpasting; PipeDream simply offersyou
a matrix of 'slots' intowhich youcaneither type
continuoustext or figures or formulae or
database 'fields'."

That was PipeDream on the Z88.

Now we've completely rewritten itfor
Archimedes. The result is even friendlier, faster
and more powerful. There are full menus and
dialogue boxes, making the most complex
operations easy to carryout. You'llprobably
never even need to look at the comprehensive
PipeDream tutorial and reference book. And
keyboardwizardswill love the optimised
keystroke alternatives to the menus. Some will
even devise theirown key layouts,using
PipeDream's unique keyboard programmability.

We've maintained 100% file and keystroke
compatibilitywith Z88 PipeDream, so you can
transfer files between the Z88 and your
Archimedes.

PipeDream isalso 100% file compatiblewith
PipeDream on the IBM PC, and Acomsoft's VIEW
PROFESSIONAL for the BBC Microcomputer,
soyou could work at home onyour BBC
Microcomputer and take yourfiles to,the office
on your Z88, to use on your Archimedes or IBM
PC.Noother software enables you to share your
fileswith all these computers.

POWER

AT YOUR

FINGERTIPS ^
Formore informationor to order PipeDream cut
out the coupon or phone us on 0954 211472

In most cases orders will be despatched the same
day, but pleaseallow28 daysfor delivery.

Please send memore information onPipeDream fj

Please sendme PipeDream packs

Retail price £99.00 £

VAT £14.85 f

Postage UK Free

Postage overseas £10.00 f

TOTAL £

Please tick box. Acorn Archimedes 3W disk [~] MS-DOS SW disk• MS-DOS 3W disk [J

Payment SCVisaO Q Access• Cheque •

Credit card number MM i i i i i ! I_I J

Creditcard expirydate

Name (as on credit card).

Address

JJ

. Postcode

SendtoColton Software, Broadway House. 149-151 St. Neots Road, Hardwick, Cambridge CB3 7QJ AU/1/89

PipeDream isa trademark ofColton Software Limited. Archimedes isa trademark ofAcorn Computers Limited.
IBM anilPCaretrademarks ot International Business Machines Corporation. MS-DOS isa trademark ofMicrosolt.
Lotus 1-2-3 isatrademark ofLotus Development Corporation. Z88 isatrademark olCambridge Computer Limited.

-^J



BBCACORN
ISSUE NO 78

COVER

•ae -aim• nunc* • hjkmncm* Hiwnimcuo

B8CACORN
USER

COVER FEATURE
Push-button database for BBC
micros, pages66-71
Cover by Robin MacFarlan

EDITORIAL
It's likely that very soon

we'll all be using the word
'connectivity'. It conjures up

images of computer hardware
and software working together
and sharing information easily.

Today's world demands con
nectivity — machines linking
up, and even running the same
software. IBM PCs can already
connect to Econet via Acorn's
Ecolink card. Macintoshes will
link soon, and gain a User Port
too. BBC Basic now runs on

Nimbus, PC and Mac; soon it
will go onto the Amiga. First
Word Plus and Timeworks
will link PC, Atari and Arc;
Pipedream comes in PC, Z88,
Arc and Beeb flavours.

Acorn's machines are well
endowed with ports, and it has
vast experience with over 6000
installed networks. As more

people buy Arcs,more software
will migrate from the PC and
ST world. At the beginning of
its second decade, Acorn could
be well placed to exploit a
need for connectivity.

NEWS

RRC ACORN USER 7
More Masters in demand, Uniplex
software for UNIX

COMMS COLUMN 11

CUSTOMER HOTLINE 12

EDUCATION NEWS 15

PREVIEW 23
Wordpower, budget Arc drawing
packages, Technology and Design 2,
Colour Screenprint

NOTICEBOARD 24

READER SERVICE 24

COMPETITION RESULTS 24

BLUNDERBOX 24

FEATURES
USER CARD DATABASE 66
Joe Telford shows how you can
use concepts from Apple's
HyperCard visual database

ARC GKS GRAPHICS 73
Guy Martin and Gary Phillips
introduce 'segments' to the GK.S
standard library

SHOOTING GALLERY 81
Taking good photos of computer
screens is easier than you think,
says Graham Bell

THE MYSTERY OF MAPS 85

Random numbers can create an

almost infinite number of maps,
landscapes and mazes with Peter
Voke's programs

ADVENTUROUS TEACHING 89
Infants can be motivated by
simpleadventures

JANUARY 1989

FREE POSTER

Rob MacMillan shows

you how data can be
transferred between

different

wordprocessors,
spreadsheets and
databases. Get them all

talking to each other,
using this handy
reference guide. The
View family, Wordwise
and the Inter series are

all covered in our great
pull-out poster

REVIEWS
GAMES PAGE

Sam Greenhill presents his fa
vourite five games of 1988, plus a
trio of Arc entertainments

GAMES REVIEWS ^129
Minerva's Freddy's Folly,
dogger from Impact, Mandarin's
Lancelot and Rainbird's game of
the year, Corruption, all under
thespotlight

COMING TOGETHER 131
Games compilations: are they
good value for money? Three
recent packages reviewed

PIN POWER 133
Is this the best-value 24-pin
printer vet? Panasonic's KX-
P1124

CAPTURED 137
Rob Wilmott sees how the Wat

ford Arc digitiser captures live
pictures from video, even in
colour

DRIVEN CRAZY 142

Robert Elwell assesses two ROMs
that can make it easier to escape
from the printer maze with View

EDUCATION
NEWS 15
Commodore Amiga to emulate
BBC micro

INFANT ADVENTURERS 89
Chris Drageand Nick Evans
discuss using adventure games
with young schoolchildren.

REGULARS
HINTS & TIPS 41
David Atherton shows how to

edit Basic programs in IntcrWord,
and keep Wordwise Plus backups.

ARC AGORA 47
Untangling sound on the Arc and
generating your own voices, ex
plained by David Acton

BUSINESS 145
Roger Carus surveys some of
your ways of making use of the
BBC micro

YELLOW PAGES 97

LETTERS 147

FREE ADS 150

ADVERTISERS'INDEX 151

ACORN ABUSER'S DIARY 152

NEXT MONTH
Connect your micro to other
machines, meet Tony Bcnn and
his seven BBC micros, take a
look at new printer technologies:
all in BBCAcorn User's February
issue— published iz January

Editor GrahamBell. Technical Editor Robert Miller. Editorial Secretary ChristinaNcal. Sub-Editor Pauline Mcl.ernon. Production Assistant 'PeriNorth. Art Director Ian
Pinlay. Art Editor Liz Thompson. Assistant Art Editor Paul Holmes. Ad Sales Controller Seamus Gcoghegan. Sales Executive Richard Power. Ad Production David
Noakcs. Publishing Services Manager Sarah Bullard. Merchandising Manager Scran Anderson lladdick. Group Editor Tony Quinn. Editorial Manager Ellen Brush.
Publishing Director Michael Potter. Editorial Director Christopher Ward,
Published byRedwood Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Ni 6DJ. Tel: 01-490 14.14. Telecom Gold81: REDoot.Micronct 919992492. Printed by Riverside Press, Gillingham. Typeset by
Ician Communications Group, Harlow. ColourbyTrumps Studio,Ware,Herts. Printproductionby Aquarius Printand Design,London.Distributed by BBC Magazines, 55 Marylebone HighStreet;
LondonWi. '"Redwood Publishing 1988. Allrights reserved. Acornisa registered trademark of AcornComputersLtd. RedwoodPublishing isa registered data user. ISSNoi(>\7j(6
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ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT (01)/M/B/E/C
™lt°<TJLSer incJ"din9 M"ster, BBC B+, Electron, DFS, 1770 DFS, ADFS, 2nd &co-processors A.C.P.'s BEST SELLING product containing over 30 commands Inc:
EZSEIzEEIa $le « !°r'S?5fhmemory/disc/basic, catalogue/unplug ROMS, load/run programs below page, automatic menu, file transfer (inc locked
EPRoivil& full iMANUAL)6 SSU ' ' ' Da,abase Pubs'" "A top class ,oolkit"' have no hesitation in recommending it". ..Acorn User Nov '86 (16K
ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL (20J/M/B/E/C

TEL: 0276 72046
FAX: 0276 51427
Now available through PRES

£.-14.50ACP Is afront end control panel language providing a sophisticated yet friendly Interface between user and computer for access to Languages. MOS functions and
(16KEPROM& FULLMANUAL? ** PU" d°W" W'nd0W8' 8lmple ,0 change M0S con,l9"re, floating point calculator, file manager, SW ROM's facilities.
"It'svery easytocreatean entirecustomised front endfor your own use."- Acorn User. August 1987.
"ACP is much betterthan anyoftheother front endsystemsI've seen."- Acorn User, August 1987.
"Ican recommend itto anyone who wants easy access totheElectron's functions." - Electron User, August 1987.

ACPs main features are:-
* Pull down windows operate throughout
* Users can create their own windows

PRES Archimedes Utilities — New Product... a low costutility for
Arcusers containing.. . memoryallocationmap, screen mode table, file type
listing, moduleinterogator, continuouscompactionand hard disc back-up.

Only £11 ex VAT, £12.65 Inc.

ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS (05)/m/b/e/c £24.
Electron &Plus3 users ... gainBBC compatibility byadding the Advanced
Electron DFS (1770 DFS) this is thesame discfiling systemsupplied with the BBC
B+.Now youcan produce and access (compatible) BBC disc based software.We*
canalso supply 5.25" disc drives toadd toyour Plus 3(inc 2nd drive adapter)
"ACP has producedanother superb ROM forthe Electron"... Electron UserFeb
86 (Supplied on 16K EPROM + DFS MANUAL)
Also DFS E00. An alternative totheDFS, designed for use inSideways RAM (ABR)
(14)/E + ABR (35- ADFS disc+ manual) f 19.99

ADVANCED ROM ADAPTER 2/M/E moo exdvat: £14.95 inc vat
AnAcorn approved cartridge containing a card with special 'zero' profile
sockets that allow you to fit compatible 8k or 16k EPROMS/ROMS. The
cartridge is fully enclosed providing complete protectionfor your ROMS.
Simpleto use - Noswitching - compliesfully to the Acorn (sideways) ROM
filing system. "The best ROM cartridge is by far the ARA 2... A&B Dec 86

ADVANCED BATTERY-BACKED RAM M/E
AstandardAcorn approved cartridge butcontaining 32k (2x16k) ofsideways RAM.
The added bonus is the battery-backed feature that holds the RAM contents when
the power is switched off! Different ROM images can be loaded into either bank
from ROM images previously saved. The banks can also be locked to imitate ROM
use. Nowit is possible to have View &ViewSheet in one cartridgeevery time you
switch on. Other uses include &EOO ADFS, printer buffer, ROM software
development. The use of ABR is simplified by the newly written PRES software
utlities which include:- SaveROM, LoadROM, Lock, Unlock, Printer Buffer, Zero and
MakeROM a new utility to put your own software from disc or tape into ABR and use
the ROM filing system. All software is supplied in ABR with a simple menu to
transfer the utilities to your own media. No hardware switching - totally software
controlled. Instructions for using supplied software and necessary information for
users developing their own applications.
"It's a superb add-on and a must for all serious Electron Users"...
Electron User £34,77exc, VAT; ggggg jnd VAT

PRES - ADVANCED
FILE MANAGER M/B/E/C

The ultimate front-end' for ADFS and DFS includes:

Hdvinccd fiit nintw 1.84 (c> pres mi.

Sourcei Rdvincid Disc FS.:I.I.Softmre.HFM.jfr.l84

mrciiM rFt*?3tp.«, ?pf. ,., ms ,. Kn . chimed chmsemi™1" Hr»,rlM l»t,rlM 2inui'111 "inuallb ninuil2 Mnuilch

soiMFo Speedy 7J 7$
zpzh

ML

9Zfirint

MLB

SBC
ZPZ6

Tirftt: Hdvinced Disc FS.il.t.AFHarehi

ASM s2

.C)hin« J Off <F)ollo« 1 Off <0>ver : Or. 658951 bytes free II xtrked
s6 nottd for copying to fldvinced Oisc FS. :l.$.HFMjrcriive
it nottd for copying to fldvinced Disc FS.:I.».flFMirchive
si noted for copying to Advanced Disc FS. il.l.HFrlirehive
J9 noted for copying to Advanced Disc FS.:l.*.AFMirchive

Screenpicture showsAFM inCopy modeon Master Turbo
AFMfollowsthe PRES 'Master Plan' of upwards compatibility - it runs on
Electron, BBC B,B+, B+128, Master 128 and Compact, withSecond/Co
processors and Acom-compatjbile versions of DFS & ADFS.

Special limited offer for Master Users AMX Mouse package withSupercart
software and Mk III Mouse. Previously over £60 —

PRES price E29 ex VAT, E33.35 Inc.

ADVANCED PLUS 7 /M/E/B/C £39.00 ex VAT; £44.85 IncVAT
An internal battery-backed RAM upgrade for the Advanced Plus 6. TWO 16K
pages ofSideways RAM, battery-backed andfeaturing full write protect facility.
Just like ABR Out fitted internally &vacating a cartridge slot.This product is
compatiblewith allAcorn BBC/Master &Electroncomputers.

ADVANCED DISC INVESTIGATOR
(06)/M/B/E/C £28.75
Averypowerful Disc utility forstandard&non-standard discs.Backup most
protected discs,editany typeof non-standard disc,check&repairfaulty tracks,
create newdiscformats, copy40 trackdiscs to80trackdiscs,verify two
non-standard discs.

("ADI features an extremelycomprehensive sector editor,and one of the finest I've,
seen".. Tubelink onPrestel) (supplied on 16K EPROM + manual)"

ADVANCED 1770 DFS
3 versions ADM/C(11) - ADB(12)ADE(13) £34.50
ACP havetotally re-written theAcorn 1770DFS, enhancing existing features &
addingnewones. Theresultisa veryfast and powerful disc filing systemwith the
ability tooperate indoubledensityoccupying bothsides ofa disc(640K).
Automatic file relocation, improved file handling, 62 file catalogueand SwaysRAM
can be used as a fast RAM DISC. (16K EPROM f comprehensive manual)

PRINTER ... Panasonic KX-P 1081Graphic Epson Compatible NLQ
ready to connect including capable, delivery and VAT£155.65 ex VAT
£179.00 inc VAT Ribbon £5.50 + VAT

DISC DRIVES Ex VAT

Cumana 5.25 dbl/sided 40/80 track, switchable. inc psu C129.56
Cumana 5.25 single/sided 40 track, inc psu El 12.17
Cumana 3.5 dbl/sided 80 track, inc psu £112.17
PRES special 3.5 single/sided 80 track. Inc psu only £59.00

+ VAT

£149.00

£129.00
£129.00

£67.85

AFM has four distinct modes:
MENU -allows browsing through the files and directories on a disc. Files
are started from a menu of up to 7 options chosen for a selected ROM.
Loaders are provided for Basic, The Basic Editor, View, ViewSheet,
ViewStore, ViewSpell, Edit,Wordwise(+)and InterWord. This listcan be
expanded infinitely usingan Acom-approvedOSWORD call... full details
and example in the manual..
DELETE -allows files tobe marked and thendeletedwith one keystroke.
RENAME-allows oneormorefiles tobe marked andthenrenamed using
a wildcarded name,ieone which varieswith each file renamed. Thusyou
could rename si, s2 and s3 to be s1_old, s2_old, and s3_old in one
operation... and that's only the beginning! As wellas using the wholeof
the original name you can also pickout individual characters to form part
of the new name.

COPY- the strongest feature of AFM. Itis a twostage copy routine. With
both source and targetdirectories shown on screen the files tobecopied
are marked. Once all the files have been marked copyingis started and
the computer can be left to get on with it!
Large files can be split across several disks, and recombined.
Asmuchas possibleof the computer'smemory is used forcopying files,
including unused parts of shadow screen memory, sideways ram banks
(inc. AP7), ram cartridges (inc. ABR (32K) and AQR (256K)), tube
memory(up to 61K),B+paged ram (12K)and unused parts ofthe Slogger
Master Ramboard (Electron).
Comprehensiveerror trappingand recovery is provided,so a copyingrun
will rarely have to be aborted unfinished! And there's much, much more.
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IE ADVANCED PLUS 3

Nowyoucan turn your Electron & +1 into a full disc system - no more waitingfor
tape loading or 'bad block' 'data?'
messages. A.P. 3. gives you. .

1. A fully Acorn compatible 1770 interface
2. 80 track 3.5 disc drive, as used by Acorn (320K

capacity)
3. Separate PSU ,
4. Acorn ADFS
5. Welcome disc

6. Utilities

7. Full documentation

8. All Ihe advantages of the original Plus 3 PLUS extra
ROM socket.

Allthis without dramatically increasing the required desk space!
Now well into the SECOND THOUSAND production.

Remember - 2nd drives (3.5 or 5.25) can be added and Ihe AP3
drive can be used on a BBC or Master computer! Also most Electron

disc-based software is supplied on 3.5 ADFS discs.
The only fullycompatible disc upgrade running Acorn's own preferred filingsystem

(supplied on: Plus 3, Master 128, Master Compact and now the Archimedes)
***EXTRA BONUS***

3 games on disc - SNAPPER - DRAUGHTS- REVERS!
COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY

£99.00 excl VAT; £113.85 inc VAT

ADVANCED PLUS 1.. .The plus 1 is the main expansion for the Electron. It
provides the Centronics parallel printer, printer port, joystick interface and 2
cartridge slots into which go ROM cartridges including View. Viewsheet, Pascal.
Logo and our own popular AP4 disc upgrade.

£43.43 excl VAT; £49.95 inc VAT

ADVANCED PLUS 6.. .a fully buffered 6 ROM expansion module for the
Electron user. AP6 is fitted inside the advanced Plus 1 or modified Acorn
Pius 1 (when used with the Acorn Plus 3,5 ROM sockets are available). All
sockets are designed to accept either ROM/EPROMS or RAMchips. A further
feature is the optional AP7 upgrade.
"A marvellous piece of design.. .don't hesitate buy it!" - EU, May '88

£33.00 excl VAT; E37.95 inc VAT

UPGRADE SERVICE for the original Acorn Plus 1 to Advanced Plus 1 and AP6.
This will provide all the benefits of AP6 and also includes the printer circuit
modification fo some modern printers. (AP6 can be fitted to original Plus 1 by users
with soldering experience) for upgrade service add £7.000 I VATlo AP6 price ie

£40.00 excl VAT; £46.00 inc VAT
4ncl. Mod Fitting i Testing &Carriage. Send to:
P.R.E.S. Service Department, PO Box 34. Shipley BD17 6DE

ADVANCED PLUS 5

Aunique interface for those wanting the maximum expansion from just one slot in
the PLUS 1 AP5 contains:- A User port for connecting peripherals such as a
mouse. 1 MHz bus allowing Music 5000(e). prommers and various control devices
to be added. Tube interface for connecting and Acorn 2nd processor or even a
Master Turbo board (through a 'Co-Pto Adaptor) - &TWO spare ROM sockets (1
high priority).Allhardware connections are Acorn compatible thereby allowing
many BBC products to be added (remember that some software modification may
be necessary for the Electron). So although some expansion options may appear
expensive on an Electron you do have upward compatibility.
£55.00 Ex VAT; £66.70 inc VAT

Advanced Plus 2 ROM

We feel this is one of the best, low cost, additions we have produced for the
Electron & + 1 user, especially for Plus 3, AP3, ABR &AP7 users now with this
easy to fit upgrade you can add:

1) Fixfor Tape fillingsystem in Hi-res screen modes. 2)' ROMS- displays
ROM ROM images present. 3) * UNPLUG disable ROM RAMimage. 4)'
INSERT - enables or inserts a previously unplugged ROM. 5)" KILL - totally
disables Ihe Plus 1.6)" LOCK - locks a sideways RAM bank in ABR, AQR,
AP7 7)" LROMS - locks all sideways RAMbanks found. 8)' UNLOCK- to
unlock a sideways RAMbank in ABR. AQR. AP7 9)' UROMS - to unlock all
sideways RAMbanks found. 10)' SAVEROM - saves a ROM image to
current filing system. 11)' LOADROM - loads a ROM image from currenl FS
into a RAM bank. 12)' FORMAT - will format an ADFS disc for Plus 3 or
AP3. 13)- VERIFY - tests every sector on an ADFS disc. 14)' VFORM -
formats and verifies an ADFS disc in one command. 15)" BUILD - creates a
text file that can be used by 'EXEC (ie !BOOT). 16)' LIST - displays a
numbered listing of a text file 17)' TYPE - displays a fileon screen with no
line numbers. 18)' DUMP - to view a file's contents on screen. 19)" LANG -
selects a default language to be booted on jCTRL-BREAK| 20)' HELP -
provides a full 'help' list on all the ROMs commands. 21)' AORPAGE -
selects specified page in AQR.

Now there is no need to search for your utilities disc every time you want lo
FormatVerily a disc, Builda !BOOTfileor lock unlock/Load a ROMimage into
ABR PLUS much more the ideal companion from the company that
produces the Acorn Plus 1.

£11.00 ex VAT; £12.65 inc VAT
The AP2 is the definitivePlusl ROM I'm not sure what id do without
it likeallof PRESS other products, it's been wellworth wailing for''

Ju

Please somi order to:-

P.R.E.S. LTD..
6 Ava House, High Street.
CHOBHAM. Surrey, England.
GU24 8LZ. Tel: 0276 72046 (24 hr).
Fax: 0276 51427

I(Mail order only)
IAll our prices Include

UKdelivery&VAT

(in event ol any query-
so includeyourlei. no.)

Name....

Address

Postcode

Tel:

Credit Card No.:

ly 88 I

FILING SYSTEMS
ADFS VERSION 1.1

Suitable forexisting Plus 3 or A.P.4 users. This new version has the software fixes
for Zysyshelp. write protect disable &compaction. Also Winchester code has been
replaced with the necessary driving software to handle AQR as a 256k RAMDISC.
Please note - ADFS is Acorns adopted standard filingsystem supplied on the Plus
3. Master 128. Master Compact & now Ihe Archimedes. Supplied on 16k ROM with
Welcome disc & utilities. Please state 3.5'5.25 welcome disk.

£14.95 ex VAT; £17.19 inc VAT
(ADFS manual supplied separately)

ADFS EOO
For Electron users with either Plus 3 or A.P.4 and 32k of S'W RAM i.e. ABR. All the '
benefits of ADFS but without all Ihe loss of RAM! Includes all the software fixes'
call formanaging the new &originalADFS. One ot the most frequent question we
are asked: "Howdo Iget back the memory lost on my Plus 3 system?" Answer:
PRES ADFS&EOO regains 3.75k leaving page (u &EOOthe same as Tape!

ADFS EOO supplied; 3.5 ADFS (manual available separately)
£14.95 ex VAT; £17.95 inc VAT

5.25 ADFS (manual avail, sep.) £14.00 ex VAT; £16.10 inc VAT
5.25' DFS(2 discs-t-ADFS manual) £19.00 ex VAT; £21.85 inc VAT

(See Special Package Prices)

DISC INTERFACES (Plus One required)
AP3 INTERFACE: As supplied with AP3 package. A fullyAcorn compatible disc
interfaoe that will accept any standard 5.25 or 3.5 80T drive withPSU. Itruns
Acorn's ADFS(as supplied on Acorn Plus Three. Master 128, Master Compact
and now the Archimedes) supplied with A.D.F.S. manual and welcome disc +
Utilities and 3 bonus games (please specify 3.5 or 5.25 80T format). Also provides
a spare 16Kromsocket. Price £52.00 ex VAT£69.95 inc VAT

AP4 INTERFACE: AfullyAcorn compatible disc interface that willaccept any
standard 5.25 or 3.5 drive with PSU. It runs the 1770 DFS (as litted in Ihe BBC B'
and Master) keeps pace at &EOO- has utilitiesin rom and provides a spare 16K
rom socket (DFS manual included. Price £61.36 ex VAT £69.95 inc VAT

AP34 INTERFACE: Get the best of bolh filingsystems. Now available from PRES
the ultimate interface. Fitted with both Acorn approved filingsystems. . Acorn's
current standard ADFS and Acorn 1770 DFS (which can be run at &EOO) ADFS
and DFS manuals supplied + ADGFS welcome disc with utilities.

Price £69.55 ex VAT £79.98 inc VAT

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS

ADVENTURE GAMES 5 different adventure discs:- Ultimate Prize. Dreamtime,
Priate's Peril, Taroda Scheme & Stranded.
All 3.25 ADFS £6.95 ex VAT £7.99 inc VAT each disc

Advanced Games Compendiums - on disc with so many of our products
providingmore 'serious' add-ons for the Elk;we thought itwas time lo alloweasy
Access to some of the favourite games ON DISC!... Three volumes of popular
games, previously onlyavailable on tape, now 'instantly' loadable from menu on
disc. Titles such as Croaker, Felix & Fruit Monsters. KillerGorilla, Danger UXB,
Swoop, Ghouls, Invaders. Swag, Galactic Commander, Felix in the Factory,
Bumble Bee. Gauntlet. Frenzy, Moonraider, Positron etc. etc.. Each volume
contains EIGHT menu selectable games.

3 Vi ADFS £9.99 ex VAT £11.49 inc VAT
5 WDFS. £8.99 ex VAT £10.34 inc VAT

View the Acornsoft word process for the Electron & +1 inc. fulldocumentation
£14.94 inc VAT

ViewSheet The Acornsoft spreadsheet for the Electron & +1 inc. full
documentation £ 14.95 inc VAT
View &ViewSheet special price £22.00 inc VAT

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICES
AP1 + AP3 £130.39 ex VAT £149.95 inc VAT
AP1 + AP6 £69.52 ex VAT £79.95 inc VAT
ABR + 3.5" ADFS EOO £44.30 ex VAT £50.95 inc VAT
ABR i 5.25" ADFS EOO £43.33 ex VAT £49.95 inc VAT
ABR + 5.25" DFS (ADFS EOO) £47.78 ex VAT £54.95 inc VAT
AP5 I Music 5000 £152.17 ex VAT £175.00 inc VAT
AP7 + 3.5" ADFS EOO £49.52 ex VAT £56.95 inc VAT
AP7 -I 5.25" ADFS EOO £48.65 ex VAT £55.95 inc VAT
AP7 I 5.25" DFS (ADFS EOO) £52.13 ex VAT £59.95 inc VAT
AP4 + CS400 £147.78 ex VAT £169.95 inc VAT
AP1 + AP4 + CS400 £182.60 ex VAT £209.99 inc VAT

.......... ACCESSORIES

Electron power switch This useful accessory provides a double-pole in-line
switch with a new power jack-plug already attached: just connect to the existing
lead, heaving removed the old jack-plug.
Plus 3 2nd. drive adaptor converts the fitting at the back of the originaldrive
which has been configured to Drive 1.
AP3 2nd. drive lead replaces existing drive cable with one containing an extra
connector for adding a second drive configured as Drive 1.
Electron Advanced Users Guide £3.95
Electron Assembly Language book by Bruce Smith £2.95
Software on disc for above 3.5 ADFS £3.50 5.25 £2.50

ADFS Guide Manual £5.00

DISCS 3.510 in plastic library box £19.95
5.25twin gift pack £1.49

M = Master B = BBC C = Compact E =-. Electron

Product Qty @ Total

I enclose payment for £

Exp date (Ret A114)|
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Over 20,000 Members
already benefit from:

• a magazine full of new ideas, stimulating
programs and useful hints

• free help from our technical support team,
• showroom with friendlyknowledgeable staff,

• swift mail-order service,
I our own software range at 25% discount to members*
and 5% discount on a wide range ofotherproducts,

# trade-in service to upgrade vour system

All for just £14.50 a year! ++-mmwm-
„ *? „ _ ** ^^^ Iwould like to subscribe t

^^ and become amember of:
4 Please Tick ^ BEEBUG Magazine and Support Group

For more information on BEEBUG ask for
our free INFORMATIONPACK

SUBSCRIPTION RATES (1 YEAR)
BEEBUG BEEBUG and RISC USER
or RISC USER Joint subscription
£14.50 UK. BFPO. Ch. I. £23.00
£20.00 Rest of Europe & Eire £33.00
£25.00 Middle East £40.00
£27.00 Americas & Africa £44.00
£29.00 Elsewhere £48.00

Name

Address

Send to: BEEBUG LTD ^PW" ?•«». Holywell HUI. St. Albans. Herts AL1 IEX
or telephone our 24 hour hotline; St.Albans (0727) 40303. Fax: (0727) 60263. Micronet: 'BEEBUG

ACT NOWAND GETYOUR PRESENT FOR CHRISTMAS!
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RISC OS
receives
DCs approval
The new Archimedes operat
ing system RISC OS - to be
released in April - has found
an unlikely supporter in Char
les Moir of Computer Con
cepts. He was so dissatisfied
with the current system,
Arthur, that he developed his
own operating system, Im
pulse, to use with new Com
puter Concepts programs and
his RISC processor card for
IBM-compatibles. The pro
grams will now run under
eitherRISC OS or Impulse.

Having seen RISC OS in
operation he said: 'It over
comes the old problems with
Arthur.'

Ample albums
Hybrid has released five more
albums of Ample music at
£4.95 each and the Music
5000 Synthesiser Junior price
has been fixed at £99.

BBC supports Mac

The BBC is to support the
Apple Mac running its interac
tive video discs, as well as the
Domesdav svstem and the

IBM PC.'
A Mac Plus or SE control

ling a Laservision player with
its own monitor was due to

be demonstrated at the BIVA

show. The software for the

Hcodisc (above) was written
using HyperCard.

Arc offer
Watford Electronics is giving
away a free Panasonic printer
worth £170 with all
Archimedes systems.

ACORN USER JANUARY i98<;

New era begins
for BBC users
The end of 1988 marks a
watershed in the history of
Acorn Computers, and of
Acorn User. Acorn celebrates

its tenth birthday in Decem
ber, and is coming out of its
youth, symbolised by 8-bit
hardware, and into the world
of 32-bitsand Unix.

There is now no Acorn-

badged machine costing less
than £2500, and even when
the 410 Archimedes appears,
it will cost some £1500. All
the sub-£iooo machines are in
BBClivery.

And Acorn User's reader

base is at the cheaper end of
the range, from the BBC B
through the Electron and Mas
ter to the Arc 310.

Our change of name reflects

that fact. It also denotes that

Redwood Publishing, and
hence Acorn User, are a divi
sion of the BBC. So the

magazine has the right to use
the famous BBC logo.

Redwood has been a part
of BBC Enterprises for some
time. Although this hasn't
affected the editorial balance

of the magazine, over the next
few months the magazine will
get a new, fresher look. It has
been retitled 'BBC Acorn User',
to reflect the fact that most of

the readership of the magazine
have Acorn computers with
the BBC name.

Despite the change in look
and name, our mix of articles,
ranging from professional
applications through the best

Price war starts
by Christina Neal
CDS is offering hardware at
trade prices - - worth up to
£200 on an Arc 310 - but
you have to pay £15° to j°'n
the club first. The introduc

tion of'warehouse marketing',
which has been a big success
in the US, is sure to spark off
a storm among dealers.

However, Acorn's hands
are tied. 'We can't tell dealers

what to charge,' said spokes
man Michael Page. But he
added: 'All bargains have to
be looked at very carefully.'

Dealers have criticised the

idea on the grounds of the
lack of support, but CDS
plans to employ its own
machine experts at the end of

a phone hot line.
John Simnett of Acorn

distributor Kelator warned:

'Dealers offering high levels
of discounts have a long
history of going into liqui
dation..

'Some operate from a pri
vate house or a lock-up gar
age, and find that even the
most basic computer can go
wrong. Kit gets sent back to
them and they can't handle
the problems.'

Andy Spoor of CDS re
plied: 'The number of mem
bers we've got makes it suffi
cient for us to sell computers
so cheaply. We also have
technical support so you can
phone us if you want to.'

educational coverage to pro
gramming utilities and advice
on wordprocessing, will re
main as informative as ever.

The new name won't rule

out the Electron - the present
coverage will continue. And
Arc users need have no fear:

their machines will continue

to be written about too. BBC
Acorn User will still support
the whole of the BBC and

Acorn range of machines.
The same authors, the same

coverage, a new look: the
same magazine but different.
We know you'll let us know
what you think. Please con
tinue to send your observa
tions, congratulations (!) and
complaints to the same ad
dress.

Unix clash
in new year
The battle to dominate the
market for cheap Unix
workstations is warming up.

Atari claims its transputer
workstations will be available
this month with an entry-level
price of around £ 15 00.

Atari's machine challenges
Acorn's Unix system - ex
pected to cost £4000 - when
it is launched in the new year.
Both computers offer new
technologies to deliver high
performance cheaply.

Acorn will be selling a
popular range of business
software to go with its system.
Uniplex II Plus is an integrated
package with wordprocessing,
spreadsheet and database.



/\rchimedes
BEEBUG the recognised Archimedes specialists.
ARCHIMEDES 300 SERIES

Alzuays in stock.
0190G 305EntrySystem 803.85 763.66
0191G 305 MonoSystem 872.85 829.21
0192G 305 ColourSystem 1056.85 1004.01
0193G 310Entry System 960.25 912.24
0194G 310MonoSystem 1029.25 977.79
0195G 310ColourSystem 1213.25 1152.59
0257G 310MEntry System 1029.25 977.79
0258G 31OM MonoSystem 1098.25 104334
0259G 310M ColourSystem 1282.25 1218.14

ARCHIMEDES 400 SERIES

0263G 440Entry System
0265G 440 ColourSystem

290835 2762.93

316135 3003.28

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

ON ARCHIMEDES

0% 12 Months Finance

£50 Voucher tospend asyouwish
Printer Lead, Ten 3.5" discs,

Lockable disc box

And Either

Free upgrade to Rise OS
& Artisan Package

OR

Free PC Emulator

See details on other advert

0803B Armadillo SoundSampler 126.50 120.18
0825C IEEE488 Podule 326.50 310.17
0802C Chromalock Podule 339.25 322.29
0808C Watford Video Digitiser 28635 272.03

ARCHIMEDES UPGRADES

0234B Econet Board (as M128) 48.88
0266C 0.5Mb RAM (305 only) 17135
0267G Floppy Disc Drive 143.75
0271D I/O Podule * 97.75
0268G 20Mb Hard Disc (300's) * 573.85
0269C Podule Backplane 44.85
0270D ROM Podule * 67.85
0272D MIDI add-on to I/O 44.85
0273D MIDI Podule * 7935

* Requires Podule Backplane

ARCHIMEDES LEADS

46.43

162.78

136.56

92.86

545.16

42.61

64.46

42.61

7538

1089C Kermit

1080D Ansi C
1081C ISO Pascal

1082D Fortran 77
1083B Twin

1084D Logistix
1086D Prolog X
1087D Lisp
0900B PC Software Emulator
1088D 1st Word Plus
0901C Archimedes Termulator
0902D ARM Assembler Package 228.85
0903B EMRSound Synthesiser 49.95
0904B EMR Creations Disc
0905E Logotron Logo
0906D Pipedream
0917B Pipedream Spellcheck
0908C FlyingStart II Database

5635

113.85

113.85

113.85

3335

113.85

228.85

228.85

113.85

91.94

67.85

1079B Arc Buffer Module

1078B Render Bender

MINERVA

0931C Sigmasheet
0932C Gammaplot
0920C Deltabase

0921C System Delta Plus
1233C Sys. Delta Plus Ref. Man.
0922C Order Processing*
0923C Sales Ledger*
0924C Stock Manager*
0925C Purchase Ledger*
0926C Nominal Ledger*
0927C School Administrator*
0928C Video Rental*
0929C Reporter*

* Requires System Delta

BEEBUGSOFT

53.53

108.16

108.16

108.16

31.68

108.16

217.41

217.41

108.16

8734

64.46

217.41

47.45

18.95

65.55

108.16

46.98

94.95

19.95

79.95

18.95

75.95

0832B Keyboard Extension Lead 837 7.95
0558B SKARTLead 9.42
0425C Archimedes Printer Lead 9.42
0795C 5.25" Disc Drive Interface 29.05
0796C Serial Link Kit & Disc 18.16
0797B Just Serial Link Cable 12.11
0826B Arch, to Magic Modem 732
0827B Arch, to Linnet Modem 732
0828B Arch. Audio Lead 6.26

8.95

8.95

27.60

17.25

11.50

6.95

6.95

5.95

19.95

69.00

113.85

49.45

99.95

PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Where two prices are shown, the first is our
full price and the second our members price.

0909B Archeffect

0910B ArcTFS

0911B Autosketch

0912B ARC-PCB

24.99 23.74

29.95 28.45

91.54 86.96

99.95 94.95

0913B ARC-PCB (with autorouting)195.00 185.25
0914B Lingenuity Presenter 29.84 28.35

BOOKS

1242C Programmers Ref. Man. 29.95 28.45
121IB Arch. Assembly Lang. 14.95 14.20
0915B Program Disc for code 1211 9.95 9.45
0916C Code 1211 &0915 together 21.95 20.85

CLARES

0937C Pro-Artisan 169.95 161.45
1095C Artisan 39.95

1099C Artisan Support Disc 19.95
1096C Graphic Writer 29.95
1097C Archimedes Toolkit 39.95
1098C Alpha Base 49.95
1094B Sound & Graphics Demo 11.50

35.96

18.95

26.96

35.96

44.96

10.93

69.95

69.95

29.95

69.95

29.95

64.95

64.95

64.95

64.95

64.95

79.95

69.85

24.95

Plus

ARCHIMEDES GAMES

66.45

66.45

28.45

66.45

28.45

61.70

61.70

61.70

61.70

61.70

75.95

6636

23.70

0936B Alerion 14.95 14.20
1179B Zarch 19.95 18.95
1187B Conquerer 24.95 23.70
0930B Minotaur Game 14.95 14.20
0935B Dread Dragon Droom (ed.)18.95 18.00

ARCHIMEDES ACCESSORIES

0100C Masterfile ADFS 22.00 16.50
0101D Hearsay 69.00 51.75
0102B Archimedes DFS Reader 10.42 9.90

ARCHIMEDES

KEYSTRIP HOLDER
Fill-in your own definitions or

attach ready printed keystrips to
our smart spiral bound holder.

Members Price £2.95 Code 0794B

ARCHIMEDES KEYBOARD

EXTENSION LEAD

Extend your keyboard cable
with our 1 metre curly lead

Members Price £7.95 Code 0832B

OTHER HARDWARE

0805D CC ROM Podule 5635 53.53

0806B Battery Backup for above 11.50 10.93

0794B Arch. Keystrip Holder 3.11 2.95
0789B BlueBeebugMouse Mat 3.68 3.50
0788B Red Beebug Mouse Mat 3.68 3.50
0716B Archimedes Dust Cover 9.00 8.55

ARCHIMEDES SPARES

0839B Mouse 51.49 48.92
0838D Keyboard Circuit Board 92.18 87.57

Carriage
Carriage is denoted by the letter contained in the stock code.
A-60p, B-£l, C-£2, D-£3, E-£4,, G-£7. When ordering several
items,use the highest pricecodeand halfofeachsubsequent
code. For courier delivery use code G.

Credit Cards
Access and Visa ordersarewelcome, and maybe
placed by letter or telephone (24hours).

BEEBUG LTD,
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St.Albans, Herts., AL1 1EX.

^ (0727) 40303
Please telephone for a Free Information

pack and Archimedes brochure.
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MEWS IN BRIEF

• Euclid, the 3-D graphics
package from Ace Computing,
has been upgraded. Extra facil
ities such as shading to show
the source of light have been
added and the program has
been made simpler to use with
the addition of a new help
facility. The price remains the
same at £45.

Users who have already
bought and registered their
copies will receive the upgrade
free. The program consists of
two parts, the Euclid design
program itself and a relocat
able module which allows
programmers to incorporate
Euclid features into their own

programs.

• A range of new BBC
bridge-unit disc drives from
Cumana features various com

binations of 40 and 80-track

Cumana bridges drive gap

drives in both 5.25-inch and
3.5-inch formats.

They allow users to transfer
data and programs between
the various disc formats.
Prices range from £269 for
the double 40-track 5.25m
drive and £309 for the double
3.5in drive.
• A new book from Sigma
Press considers the complex
issue of language translation
by computer. Computer Trans
lation of Natural Language,
£12.95, discusses the problems
found in translation. Readers
can also buy a BBC micro disc
explaining the solution the
book's authors found, and
including enough data for
them to make simple transla
tions themselves.

The languages used in the
translation examples are
French and English.
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Extra Master sales
cause shortage
Demand for the Master 128

has exceeded Acorn's expecta
tions, and dealers are having
to ask customers to wait while
more machines are built. Des

pite Acorn's decision to pro
duce an extra 40,000 machines
earlier this year, demand for
thecomputers remains unsatis
fied. Acorn production man
ager Jim Merriman says Mas
ters are being built as fast as
possible and another 25,000
have been ordered for the first

half of next year.
Apparently Acorn was sur

prised by sales of the Master.
But David Bell, microsystems
manager at the company, ad
mits: 'There is still a great

Master sales take off

need for this type of product.'
John Simnett, director of

major Acorn distributor Rela
tor, said: 'The demand for
Masters has exceeded Acorn's

expectations, and they haven't
been able to ramp up produc
tion fast enough.

'Sales have been improving
rather than dropping off as

Safety drive at show
The Archimedes has been

helping to steer motorists to a
better understanding of road
safety. Visitors to October's
Motor Show in Birmingham
were able to design cars using
a specially-written interactive
program which emphasised
safety.

They were given three min
utes to put a car together by
choosing pre-defined car parts
from the program with the
help of a special 225-key
electronic touch pad. At the

end of each day the best
designwon a prize.

The program was a feature
of Birmingham City Council's
stand, which was promoting
road safety. Another Archi
medes showed weather and
roadworks information from

the AA Roadwatch, decoded
througha teletext adaptor.

The programs were design
ed for the council by Crystal
Presentations, a Birmingham
company which specialises in
computer-based displays.

Arc shares Econet work
ARCshare, the program for
Econet networks which allows

one Archimedes to do" all the
processing and thus speed it
up, is now available. It costs
£159.85 for a 10-station sys
tem and additional 10-user

packsare £34.50.

John Simnett of European
Communications Group said:
'Econet will be around for a

long time.' The speed of the
Archimedes could eventually
lead to the adoption of a new
standard such as the more

expensive Ethernet.

expected. It's very frustrating
for us but augurs well for
Acorn.

'It may be that the LEAs
are filling primary schools
with Masters. Certainly one
school I know has suddenly
acquired eight of them. What
ever, there will be a shortfall
till the end of the year.'

Some users have felt that

Acorn has neglected support
for its older products, but
David Bell insists: 'There is

plenty ofnew software coming
out for our 8-bit machines.
But most of it is for the
educational sector and is not

widely publicised outside the
specialist press.'

Mac transfer
widens View
Moving files between totally
incompatible computers used
to be extremely difficult. At
best you could try to transfer
a plain text file with all codes
removed.

But the increasing variety
of computers in schools and
offices demands a more prac
tical solution for users skilled
only in using familiar applica
tions.

The new version of View
> Mac from Human Com

puter Interface helps users
with BBC machines and Apple
Macintoshes. It can transfer

files from a range of BBC
programs — View, Wordwise
Plus, InterWord and View Pro
fessional — into MacWrite and
back again. The program is
available on Mac disc with an

educational price of £67.85.
Users of the earlier version

can upgrade for £21.85.



OFFERS
THE C HANDBOOK

The comprehensive
guide to C

Abehind the scenes storm has quietly been sweeping the
microcomputer world during the last few years: it is the C
programming revolution.

Mark Burgess has just completed perhaps the most
comprehensive guide to C ever written. In a mammoth 512
pages he introduces the C philosophy in a highly readable
no-nonsense manner. Page by page, you ascend the C ladder
with simply illustrated and documented programs.

With 37 chapters, six appendices and glossary this book is
amazing value for money. Programs from the book and many
other useful utilities can be found on the program disc which
comes with a user guide. Don't miss out - add this important
publication to your library now.

Please send me copies of C: A Dabhand Guide at £14.95
copies of C and 5.25-inch disc at £18.95
copies of C and 3.5-inch disc at £19.95
copies of C and 5.25-inch disc for PC (Master 512) at

£19.95.

Please circle as appropriate: 40/80-track/ADFS/DFS/BBC/Master/
Compact/Archimedes

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £.
Dabs Press

• Please debit my Access/Barclaycard £_
ACCOUNT NO

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNED

Send this coupon with your remittance to C Book, Acorn User Merchandising,
Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ.

POSTCODE

DATE

made payable to

EXPIRY DATE

J

Educational

s 'ubscribe to
Educational Computing

and get to grips with
computers

W* Q

YZZS^^4^-^

Educational Computingmagazine aims tohelp teachers atevery
level, and in every subject, togettogrips with computers. Whether

you are teaching at primary, secondary or tertiarylevel,
Educational Computing will show you whattodoandhowtodoit.
Some ofourpastfeatures have included:
• Who's buying which computers and why?
• Down-to-earth advice on desk-top publishing
• Putting in anetwork - the pleasures and pain
D An easy guide tofault finding onyour micro

D Wordprocessing
• Using spreadsheets

• Government policy and how ftaffects you
• Computing courses for teachers

Aclassroom project isrun in every issue. Recently we carried
averypopular conservation project - tree-planting and pond-

dippingwere just two areas covered.

Educational Computingispublished six times ayear, twice every
term. Take advantage ofourspecial offer and receive two years
issues for £16, orpay the full price of£9for one year. Payment is

easy, either fill in your official order number and we will invoice you,
orpay bycredit card orcheque. Send to:Educational Computing,

Unit5, Riverpark Industrial Estate, Billet Lane,
Berkhamsted, Herts HP41HL.

Ifyouwould liketo see afree sampleissue, send us the
coupon below.

Iwould like tosubscribe toEducational Computing:
D for twoyearsat £16 D foroneyearat £9
• please send me a free sample issue
• please invoice £ Official order number _
• I enclose mychequefor£ made payable to:
Redwood Publishing Ltd
• pleasecharge myAccess/Barclaycard

NUMBER 1 1 I II 1 1 1 1 EXPIRY 1 1

NAME

JOB TITLE

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

SIGNATURE DATE TWO!
Send to: Educationa
Herts HP41HL

Computing, Unit 5, Riverpark Industrial Estate, Billet Lane,Berkhamsted,
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'Mind-blowing'
ray tracer
Clares Micro Systems is now
ready to release its ray tracing
program, Render Bender. Work
made possibly by the program
was first seen on the demon

stration discs Clares was sell

ing earlier this year, with both
still and animated ray-traced
pictures.

Stuart Watson, a designer
working with Clares on the
project, describes the pictures
which can be created as 'mind-

blowing'. Objects drawn must
be precisely aligned so that
their reflections appear in the
spheres the program provides.
Once this is done the view

point and direction of light

can be changed. Animation
sequences can be stored and
run.

Watson's design studio,
Chameleon, is using Clares'
package ProArtisan to design
artwork and packaging both
for Clares and other cus

tomers. 'We're trying to turn
it into a package for design
studios. At the moment it's

great value for visuals and as
a presentation tool, because it
can quickly manipulate and
change colours and textures.'

Watson is currently design
ing the packaging for a range
of cosmetics and beauty care
products using ProArtisan.

Graphics by ProArtisan, dumped by HP PaintJet

Lindis goes Dutch
with new programs
The Archimedes world is ex

panding fast. Two new pro
grams distributed by Lindis
International originated in the
Netherlands where the Arc is

becoming a favourite with
programmers.

Archimedes Image Manager
was designed by a team at
Delft University. It helps users
clean up and edit pictures they
have digitised on the
Archimedes. Because it is a

'shareware' product, Lindis is
charging only £9 per copy to
cover duplication of the disc
and the manual. 'AIM gives
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you a clearer, sharper, image
with digitised pictures,' ex
plains Lindis' Jack Lillingston.

The second program is
provisionally known as X-
Ample Story after the Dutch
company which originated it.
It allows you to link together
and store on one disc up to 20
pages of text, graphics and
sprites. This can then be
scrolled over images such as
those supplied by the AIM
package. The price has not yet
been fixed but the program
should be available from the

beginning of January.

THE COMMS COLUMN

• About 200 peopleattended
Adventure T88, the annual
convention of players and
designers of on-line multi
user games and computer
adventures. It was organised
by Clubspot, and held in
Sutton Library on October
22. Several talks were given
by leading adventure design
ers, particularly in the multi
user field, such as Tiger Tiger,
Tarin, and Locoman, who talk
ed about the construction of

multi-user games.
Many games were demon

strated such as the well-
known Shades run by
Telemap, MUD2 from Acorn
User contributor Simon

Dally, and lesser-known ones
such as Guildhalland Trash.

A new game handling sys
tem known as The Butler was
launched at the convention.

This is a system designed to
route callers through to a
number of adventures from
one telephone number. The
various games may be in the
same location, or elsewhere.

The system is now running
offering Gods and The Zone,
two leading multi-user games,
on 01-994 9119, on V21
(300/300 baud) and V23
(1200/75 baud) speeds. (The
Zone formerly ran on 01-683
4507, and is a multi-user
gamefor adults only.)Further
information can be obtained
either by asking people on
the systems mentioned, from
Clubspot's adventure section
Arena which can be found in

the Clubspot area of Prestel,
or from Sheila Thomas,
Prestel Mailbox 011110770.
• At the recent Micro User
show, I was given an early
demonstration of ArcComm,
the long-awaited Archimedes
comms package from BBC
Soft. The program is unique
in its ability to work with all
higher levels of viewdata as
used by the French MiniTel
and German Bildschirmtext

systems, which combine

Prestel-tvpe frames with high-
resolution graphics. The
program, which will only
work under the forthcoming
RISC OS, looks amazing -
but no release date was forth

coming from BBC Soft. You
can ask them yourselves on
01-576 0548.
• New to the bulletin board
scene is the London City
Magazine, a BBC-oriented
board run in London by
Brian Green. It runs on

SAFBBS software, and oper
ates at V21 and V23 speeds.
Both scrolling and viewdata
formats are supported. Gen
eral leisure interests feature

strongly with sections on
pop music, satellite TV, po
etry, and horoscopes. There
is a mode 7 graphics gallery,
and a small selection of

downloadable BBC pro
grams. The board supports
the CET format for

downloading, and is on 01-468
7648, 24 hours a day.
• The bulletin board spot
light falls on Alternative Real
ity, a scrolling viewdata board
running on a BBC with
HBBS software, operated by
Robert Walker. If a scrolling
terminal is used, you have
the option of using mode 7
colour. The board contains

BBC downloadable files,
some on-line adventure

games, including Hitchhiker
and Mad Island, on-line psy
chiatric sessions with Eliza, a
BBC software chart, and vot
ing system, and many more
items of interest to BBC

users. There is even some

Archimedes material includ

ed. Alternative Reality runs
24 hours a day at V21 and
V23 speeds on 0959-76695.
• Ifyou have any comms news
for David Atherton, send it to
him here at BBC Acorn User,
20-26 Brunswick. Place, London
Nr 6DJ, or alternatively to his
mailboxes on Prestel 942876210
or Telecom GoldjMicrolink
/2:MAGrrjp6.
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CUSTOMER HOTLINE

Phil Colmer is Acorn's head of
customer liaison - in fact, he
glories in the title Support Infor
mation Services Manager, Cus
tomer Services Department. This
is the first of his columns for
BBC Acorn User on the subject
ofAcorn's customer support.
• SID is the name of Acorn's
Support Information Data
base. It's an on-line, Prestel-
type system that contains tech
nical information on Acorn
machines, reviews and news.
There are also a number of
special-interest areas that act a
little like bulletin boards. You
can post mailboxes to the
customer support team at
Acorn, so your own queries
can be answered. In the past,
you have needed to subscribe
to SID, and to pay time
charges of 8p per minute. But
now you will be pleased to
know that we have dropped
the subscription charge, and
you will only be charged for
time spent on-line, with a
minimum charge of £\o plus
VAT perquarter.

The trial offer has also been
slightly changed. If you return
a completed direct debit man
date to me, you can try SID
for three months and just pay
for the used line time, without
the imposed minimum charge.
After those three months, the
minimum line time charge
will come into effect.

Leaflets giving more infor
mation on SID, along with
direct debit mandates, are
available from Customer Sup
port (see below). Don't forget
that you can look at most of
the system anyway by ringing
the demonstration system on
(0223) 243642 with standard
viewdata software.

• For those of you who want
to make the most of your 512
co-processor, we have three
application notes which may
make a difference. These are
Master si2: applications compati
bility and software list; Master
J12: technical information and
monitor documentation and The
Edlin and Move user guide. All
three are available free of
charge on request from Cus
tomer Support.
• If you use the PC Emulator
(version 1.20) on an
Archimedes 310, you might
not know that more MS-DOS
memory can beobtained easily
by starting it with * PC.PC
instead of * PC. Emulate. If
you don't have version 1.20,
you can upgrade by sending
your PC Emulator disc with a
cheque for £15 to Customer
Support.
• May I take this opportunity
to remind you of the best way
to obtain technical support. In
the first instance you should
try your local dealer - a list is
available from Customer Sup
port. If this fails, then please
feel free to write to Customer
Support. In both instances,
please provide as much infor
mation as possible on the
problem, such as the version
number of the software you
are using.

Obviously, if you have a
SID ID, then you will get a
faster response using the tech
nical mailboxes provided for
that purpose.

• To get a faster response to
any query or request that you
post to us, please address it to
Customer Support, Acorn
Computers .Ltd, Fulbourn
Road, Cherry Hinton, Cam
bridge, CBi 4JN.
• This is the first of Phil
Colmers monthly column in
Acorn User. If you have any
suggestions or comments on
its contents, write to Phil at
the above address or leave a
message on SID._

Acorn's Training Centre hosts several coursesa week

Training takes off
The increasing professional
ism of the Acorn world is
being shown by the growing
numberof organisations offer
ing training courses to dealers
and customers. Acorn itself
was first off the mark with its
Training Centre attached to
the company's Newmarket
Road offices in Cambridge.

Now distributor Kelator
and dealer Hugh Symons
Group have both announced
their intention to run courses.
Hugh Symons Group has
already set up a new division,
Computer Class, to meet the
demand. It has its own train
ing centre at the company's
headquarters in Poole, but
will hold courses on compan
ies' own premises.

Relator's plans are not so
far advanced. Mike Howieson,
who used to co-ordinate train
ing at Acorn, is in the process
of setting up courses. Initially
these will be aimed at improv
ing the knowledge of the
dealers who supply Acorn
equipment through Kelator,
but Howieson stresses: 'We
will provide hardware and
software training to any cor
porate client who needs it or
to any other interested organ
isation.'

Acorn recently held its first
weekend dealer conference.
The latest applications for the
Archimedes were demonstra
ted and there were seminars
on such topics as hardware
expansion for the Archimedes.

The sharper image
If your laser printer conforms
to the Hewlett Packard
Laserjet standard, a new type
setting program from Mijas
Software could improve out
put. Text can be imported
from any wordprocessor and
printed out in one of the
proportionally spaced fonts
available on cartridge. The
program costs £20.
• Two new laser printers
will help to make this technol
ogy more affordable. Intelli
gent Interfaces aredistributing
the Olympia Laserstar 6 which

Mannesmann Tally's MT905

will cost £1492.70. Mannes
mann Tally, Europe's largest
producer of printers, has
launched the MT905 at£1395.
Both printers support the
Diablo and Hewlett Packard
Laserjet II standards.
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Avail*1?!

from 0

Silc°s
$*** iscaF nan^u enfj as y discS, loc^

TO FIND OUT MORE
PHONE OR WRITE NOW.
TEL: 0727 40303

We offer a complete service,
including Advice, Technical
Support, Showroom, Mail Order
and Repairs. Our showroom in
St. Albans stocks everything available
for the Archimedes. Call in for a
demonstration.

^«^^aS°cess0t'

I Please indicate your requirements below r-™,i~
Subscription 10 RISC User (£14.50 UK) • Information Pack and Catalogue Q 0% Finance Form lor
305/310/310M/440 Base/Mono/Colour Q 12/36 Months Finance Form lor 305/310/310M/440
Base/Mono/Colour ["] Trade In BBC/Master/Compact D Purchase 305/310/440 Base/Mono/Colour Q
UK Courier Delivery £7.00 Overseaspleaseasklora quotation.

I enclose a cheque value E —
Please debil my Accoss/Visa/Connect Card No |
Expiry / wilh E

I Signature.

Prices include VAT

P

**&'
Beebug, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill, St.Albans, Herts AL1 1EX Tel: 0727 40303

BEEBUG - The Archimedes Specialists



ork of Art by van Gogh

Artwork by Pro-Artisan

'an Gogh. A truemaster, producingmasterpieces with oils and canvas.
Had he beenpainting today who knows what modern miracles he might have taken

advantage of. Like Pro-Artisan, a computergraphics and image manipulationpackage.
Which combined with Archimedesproduces breathtakinggraphics all at a

movement ofa mouse. Bending, shaping, colouring, toning.
Giving any artwork thepotential to be a work ofart.

mmBMmmmiismN
THEART OF GRAPHICS MANIPULATION.

CLARES MICRO SUPPLIES,98 MIDDLEWICH ROAD. RUDHEATH, NORTHWICH. CHESHIRECW9 7DA.Tel:0606 48511



Introducing
View to
students
ESM has released a range of
packs to help teachers and
students become familiar with
the View wordprocessor,
spreadsheet and database.

The three packages in the
An Introduction to . . . series are

supplied in sets of five student
workbooks at £17.50 each.
The materials were developed
by Hampshire TVEI Centre
and are suitable for GCSE,
TVEI, RSA and Pitman Infor
mation Technology and Busi
ness courses.

A disc covering all three
packages isavailable for £5.

And ESM has released a

Concept Keyboard version of
the ever-popular Podd. A set
of 52 photocopiable activity
cards costs £12.50.

Two new Anita Straker

adventures, always a popular
feature of ESM's list, are now
available — Pnff{fid.c})) and
Martello Tower (£16.95). Both
provide challenging logical
and mathematical problems
for children in the 8-10 years
age group.

New from
Sherston
Sherston Software will be
demonstrating their latest re
leases at the BETT 89 show
and will be repeating their
free approval service, so that
visitors may take software
away for inspection.

MapVenture is a geogra
phy/map skills package for
top juniors and lower second
ary pupils. The Micro Bugs is
an educational adventure by
Simon Hosier and The Teddy
Bears' Picnic is a topic-based
package continuing Sherston's
tradition of materials for

younger children.
Sherston Software, Swan

Barton, Malmesbury, Wilts.
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EDUCATION

Amiga follows Mac
down Beeb path
Commodore is set to follow

Research Machines and Apple
in releasing BBC Basic and a
model B emulator for its

machines to improve their
appeal to schools. Acorn has
also upgraded its BBC emulat
or for the Archimedes, now
called 6jIlost, which will come
with the RISC OS upgrade to
the operating system in April.

Amiga: to run BBC software

Software is being written
for the Amiga so it can run
BBC programs which arecom
patible with the second proces
sor, and plans to add on the
ability to read Acorn DFS

format discs.

The BBC Basic is written in

68000 code, and the emulator
is clever in that it uses this

when it comes across Basic in

a program, thus speeding
things up. Multitasking can
be achieved with up to three
copies of theemulator running
at the same time under the

Amigadesktop.
A version demonstrated to

Acorn User looked about the

same level as the emulator

originally supplied with the
Arc, and accepts most operat
ing system 'star' commands.
It is expected to cost about
£50 and should be available in
the spring.

And Apple has released a
document outlining its strat
egy called 'Connectivity for
Education'. This details devel

opments outlined in Novem
ber's issue for BBC Basic,
transferring application files,
and other projects.

New products include an
AppleTalk to Econet link,

Your best BETT
BETT 89, to be held at the
Barbican Exhibition Centre in

London from January 18 to
21, is set to provide visitors
with even more for their

money this year.
Following the success of

seminar sessions last year, the
whole range of lectures and
discussions is now open to all
visitors. The Wednesday

sessions will deal with man

agement issues including Lo
cal Finance Management
(LFM) and the profiling of
students. On Thursday, cur
riculum matters will be aired

and on Friday, training in
higher education will be exam

ined. To enrol in the seminar

sessions, contact EMAP Exhi
bitions. Delegates may also
enrol at the door on the day if
there are any free places.

The exhibition is expected
to host visitors from 14 coun
tries — plenty of export
potential for hardware and
software manufacturers.

Winners of the 1988 Educa
tion Technology Awards will
be announced during the four
days of the exhibition.

The exhibition is free to

teachers and details are avail

able from EMAP Exhibitions,
12 Bedford Row, London
WC1R4DU.

and an interface box from

Resource to mimic the BBC's

User Port. This means that

devices such as the Concept
Keyboard and robotics kits

can be used with the Mac.

Mac: to get User Port

The Resource Controller is

almost a BBC in a box with

its own processor, interface
chips and memory.

All these products can be
seen at the BETT Show in

January. Commodore, The
Switchback, Gardner Rd,
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 7XA.
Apple, Education Informa
tion, Freepost Apple, Eastman
Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts
HP2 4BR.

Software list
Teachers interested in redis

covering the freely-copiable
Blue File Software that was

made available throughout
MEP will soon be able to

obtain copies from MESU/
NCET in Coventry. The list
of titles which were dispersed
around the country after the
demise of MEP is to be cons

olidated by MESU and should
be available from February.

Special Needs materials are
still available from the Special
Needs Software Unit, Man
chester Polytechnic, Hather-
sage Rd, Manchester M13 ojA.

MESU, Science Park, Uni
versity of Warwick, Coventry.

M
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LOGIC

£19.95 Econet £29.95

PROFILE
choose cowents
saye contents
edit combos
print a profi e

create CMteent bank
edit couent gank
select. 1/0 options

riiS *
quit

E m rmm

£49.95 Econet £59.95

ZUSOI
SOFTWA RE H

t Construct networks,
up to 50 elements

t Obtain Truth Tables,
Algebraic expressions

t Single-Step inputs
I Screen Duip
t Investigations
t Suitable for GCSE and

A level Computing,
Physics, Electronics

t Conent Banks provided
for CPVE, TVEI, UCCA

t Create and Edit your
own coatent banks - up
to 90 sets of coiients

t Edit, foriat, print
student profiles

I User-friendly term
driven software

Edgerton Bank, Edgerton Road, Edgerton, Huddersfield rffll 5RB
Tel. (0484) 544928

UNIQUE
SOLUTION

Mailorder
only

Have to share a printer?. But sick of
manual switchers then look no
further: Autoswitchers at a price you
can afford. Select on a first come first
serve basis and auto-formfeed to
differentiate between each selected
user.

APS2 2 BBCs to 1 printer incl.
lead and P+P £55.00

APS3 3 BBCs to 1 printer incl.
lead and P+P £75.00

Future buffer updates available!

Orders from Educational estab. are
welcomed. For further details write
to:

UNIQUE SOLUTION. (Dept AU)
64 Lower Addiscombe Rd.
East Croydon.
Surrey.
CRO 6AB.

512 users,

Solve the compatibility problems of your
MASTER 512 or BBC with co-pro adaptor
using DOS+Problem Solver.
Itcorrect hardware incompatibilities (such asprogrammable interrupts" speed, low level
keyboard scanning, etc)and operating system's bugs, enabling the 512 board torun most
of the IBM-PC programs that otherwise wouldn't run.
No more inoperative keyboards, halted computers orInvalid opcode errors'...
Lots ofhardware dependent programs, including most good games (like Cat, Jet, Digger
ARTWORX's Strip Poker. ELECTRONIC ARTs Golf, Invaders. Test Drive, Infiltrator,"
Quake, Yes Chancellor. Tennis, all versions of MICROSOFTs Flight Simulator. Frogger!
3DMaze, Bushido, Flightmare, Anciant ArtofWar, etc.) willrunlikeinanIBM PC
DBASE IE plus will now run with all versions of DOS+.
Turbo Prolog, Quick Basic Z0, News, PC Tutor and thelatest versions of Turbo C
will also run correctly.

Theprogram provides theINS, DEL, PG-UP, PG-DOWN, HOME, END and SC-LOCK
keys tousers who donthavethenumeric keypad. .
Itwill also allow you to switch between colour and B&W modes, change the computer's
speed and save the hi-res picture onthe screen, during the execution ofany program.

DOS+ Problem Solver isa resident program and itsoperation isfully automatic.
Itworks with all versions ofDOS+ other than the SOUDISK's and makes no changes to
your boot disk.

If you need any further informations about DOS+Problem Solver, please contact
SHIBUMI SOFT LTD.

PRICE: £25 inc. VAT, p&p, 5.25" disc & user manual
Cheques should be payable to: SHIBUMI SOFT LTD.

R. Prof. Camara Sinval, 138
4100 PORTO

PORTUGAL

f>{f* Tt

The easy to use, powerful, 256 colour
Archimedes art package

Archimedes... Very pleasant artpackage... If you want
a quick sketchpad approach, Arctist will more than satisfy
yourneeds... If there is a masterpiece inyou, the chances
are that thepackage willbringit out.PCW May 5-111988

Arctistcontainssomeexcellently implemented
options... Worth theprice and hasexcellent spray feature.

MicroUser May1988

The above was on Arctist. Arctist PLUS now has even more features

As used by many schools,
hundereds of happy users, world wide

Now has Shadowing, Fonts, Magnify, Video image grab, Shaded spheres,
Shadedrectangles, Replacecolours, Information bar on screen & more.

amazing value at ^ ^ g^ ^ _

dUJLjsJ^S inVAT&p&p
from: Fairhurst Instruments Ltd,

Dean Court, Woodford Rd, Wilmslow,
Cheshire.SK9 2LT. (0625) 525-694.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989



MENTOR THE MASTER COMPATIBLE SYSTEMS THAT OFFER YOU MORE
FOR YOUR MONEY

MentorComputer systems are 100% Acorn Master 128compatible and they are used in
industry,commerce, education, research, and the home. They can be networked and have all
the standard i/o ports available at the roar ol the computer, and internally they will accept all co
processors, turbo board 512 board etc, plus all third party addons. IIrequired Mentors can be
fitted with 3'/i inch disc drives at no extra cost. All systems are covered by our 12 month
warranty.Harddisc "'' '20sc willnot accept a second hard disc, whereas ' *' *20stwill.

Standard Models NoMonitor
Model2800nodrives E399.00
Model 2801 one

40/801 drive £475.00
Model 2802 two

40/80drives E575.00
Model 2820sc one 40/801

drive and 20 Mb wini E895.00
Model 2820st one 40/801

drive and 20 Mb wlnl £966.00
Model 2840st one 40/80t

drive and 40 Mb wlnl £1135.00

Model 2860st one 40/801
drive and60 Mb wlni £1247.00

OAK WINCHESTER HARD DISCS
The Oak Winchester Hard Disc Subsystems are ready to plug in and use on all OAK and Acorn
BBC B, B + and Master series computers. For the BBC B, and B + models you simply need to lit
Acorn ADFSrom, il you will require to use a floppy disc with the above models you will require
the Western Digital 1770 Disc controller which works in conjunction with the ADFS. The OAK
Winchester hard disc subsystems are 100% compatible with the Acorn Winchester and ADFS,
the Acorn Master 512 board with DOS Plus and thoSJ Research file server. Drive 1 a second
Winchester is available for backup or extra storage it comes complete with easy to follow fitting
instructions. OAKWinchester hard disc subsystems comprise; the Winchester disc unit, case,
power supply, controller and host adaptor cards, all cables, hard disc utilities and user guide,
12 MONTHS WARRANTY PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING FORANSJ RESEARCH FILESERVER.

Mono Monitor

£474.00

Colour Monilor

£668.00 p&p £14.00

£550.00 £764.00 p&p £14.00

£650.00 £864.00 p&p£14.00

E970.00 £1184.00 p&p £14.00

£1041.00 £1255.00 p&p £14.00

£1210.00 £1424.00 p&p £14.00

£1322.00 £1536.00 p&p £14.00

20MbOAKWini £430.00 p&p El 0.00
28MbOAKWini £499.00 p&pE10.00
40MbOAKWini £599.00 p&p £10.00
56MbOAKWIni £659.00 p&p£10.00
60MbOAKWinl £699.00 p&pE10.00
75MbOAKWini £799.00 p&p £10.00

20MbOAKWinidr1 £330.00p&pE10.00
28MbOAKWinidr1 £399.00p&p£10.00
40MbOAKWinidr1 £499.00 p&p £10.00
56MbOAKWinidr1 £559.00p&pE10.0O
60MbOAKWinidr1 £599.00p&p£10.00
75MbOAKWinidr1 £699.00p&p£10.00

20MbOak Winchester £359.00 p&p £10.00
A complete hard disc subsystem its only draw back it cannot be expanded to except a
second drive, le SCSI interface. Comes complete with; sl225n Winchester unit, case, power
supply, host adaptor card, all cables, hard disc utilities and user guide, and 12 months
warranty.

OAK DISC DRIVES FOR THE BBC COMPUTER
Oak disc drive systems comprise; Mitsubishi double sided disc drives, capable of both
single and double density, 40/80 track switchable. housed in metal cases, colour matched to
the BBC computer and Include all cables, manual and utility disc and are covered by our 12
month warranty.

5V« INCH DISC DRIVES
400KSingleDrive.40/80t.doublesided £85.00 p&p£6.00
800K Dual Drives. 40/801. doublcsided,(rear switches) £165.00p&p£8.00
800K Dual Drives,40/80t.doublesided,(front switches) £180.00p&p£8.00
800K Dual Drives. 40/801. double sided, (front switches)
withpowersupply E215.00p&p£8.00
Please enquire for details ol our full range of disc drives.

SECONDHAND COMPUTERS AND BITS AND PIECES
Please ring for current stocks.
BBC model B, with DFS from £249,00 p&p £8.00
Master 128 from £295,.00p&p£8.00
All models carry a 12 month warranty
New uncased 5'/« Inch 40/801, hall height. DSDD, Mitsubushi
disc drive £67.00 p&p £5.00
New uncased 3V4inch one third height DSDD
disc drive £62.00 p&p £5.00
3Vi inchto5Vi inchadaptorkit £18.00p&p£2.50
Oakharddisc host adaptors softwareADFScompatible £55.00p&p £3.00
Singlediscdrivecase £7.00p&p£2.50
Dual disc drive casewith provision lor rearswitches £14.00p&p£2.75
Dual disc drive case with provision lor Iront switches
andpowersupply £19.50p&p£3.25
HarddisccasewithprovisionslorPSU&FAN £29.00p&p£4.00
Dual drive powersupplylorabovecase £35.00p&p£4.00
Winchesterharddiscpowersupplytolitabovecase £45.00p&p£4.00

OAK PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE OAK PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
Oak Parametric Design Tool The Worlds First Fully
Interactive ParametricCADSystem £295.00p&p£3.50

THE OAK SECOND WINCHESTER HARD DISC FOR THE ARCHIMEDES
20MbOAKWiniDr5 £399.00p&p£10.00
40MbOAKWiniDrS £535.0Op&p£10.0O
60MbOAKWiniDr5 £795.00p&p£10.00
20 &40 Mb Winis available with 5'/j inch floppy disc drive add £149.00(includes interlace)

MULTISYNC MONITOR

Oak20inchmultisynccolour monitor (or Archimedes £1899.00p&p£14.00

MASTER SPARES

Keyboard i £56.00p&p£3.50
Motherboard- £246.00 p&p £3.50
Powersupply £51.00 p&p £3.50
Speaker assembly £2.75p&p£0.50
Battery pack.. £2.75p&p£0.50
EDUCATIONAND VOLUME DISCOUNTS

AVAILABLE

BBC B AND BBC B PLUS SPARES

Keyboard £25.00p&p£3.50
Powersupply £38.00p&p£3.50
Plastic case £12.00p&p£3.00
17 way keyboard connector. £1.00p&p £0.50
Plastic keystrip £2.00 p&p £1.00
Speakergrille £1.00p&p£0.50
Speakerassembly £2.75p&p£0.50

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE Ifyouare not completely salistied(G6ods are returned by insured
parcelpost.postage paid.goodsshould be in as new condition and returned within10 working
days).PRICES EXCLUDE VAT U.K. Cusiomers please add15% toTotal cost + p&p).

H LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
GOVERNMENT AND

•g" EDUCATION AUTHORITY
: • ORDERS ACCEPTED
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OAK COMPUTERS,CROSS PARK
HOUSE. LOW GREEN. RAWDON,
LEEDSLS19 6HA,TEL:(0532)502615
TLX:51311 RELAYSG.

IMIDD VALLEY

Atouia Sofaturaxe
DISC BASED COLOUR GRAPHICS

L 1
4 packages in 1 for the BBC B/B+ Master 128

ILLUSTRATOR COLOURBOX
Create high resolution graphicsand
combineat the printerwithany word-
processor text. Produce illustrations
with your owndesignol iconsand
fonts.

PLUS FREE!
CHAUFFEUR to add mouse
control to software written for the
keyboardAND FREE! GRAFIK for
colourdesign in modes 0.1,2,4 or 5.

DIGIMOUSE
High quality.reliable mouse with

unique lockfeature fordrawing
perfectly straight lines.Full 12 month
warranty.

/ H0WT0 ORDER ~}
Cheque/PO. ortelephone V9^
with ACCESS or VISA F\ ^
number.

Prices include VAT &Post.. f^ST
Educational orders accepted. ••••

Easy to use, Mode 1 drawingand
painting program. Featuresdual speed
mouse control, plus monochrome and
Integrex colour print dumps.

SPe-clf?, januatY

AH*

"*JB arouse

IMIdo Valley

"IN/flCRO PrdductsLtd

Dept All 1/89
FREEPOST WETHERBY WEST YORKSHIRE LS23 7YP

Telephone;Boston Spa (0937)844551

SQUIRREL SOFTWARE
Programs on Disc for
BBC B, B-h, Compact and Master fc]
The CARES DISK comprising all four Cares utilities - £29.95.
INVESTMENT CARE PLUS
Keeps track of all UNIT TRUSTS, SHARES etc. Produces displays &
printouts of Capital Gains. Dividends. Current Holdings valuations
showing Quantities. Bid/Offer prices. Values. Gains/Losses. APR. HiVal
%. etc. and a 3D BAR CHART program with a disc search procedure to
collect past data.
CASH CARE
Bank account AND Savings account. Full Analysis - 60 categories.
Budget Forecasts. 3-D Bar Charts. Password Protection. Easy storage of
data. Printouts of all accounts and Bar Charts.
BUILDING SOCIETY CARE
Checks the complex interest calculations involved on a day to day basis.
Shows interest eanred to date. Spreadhseet display. Easy storage of
data. Printout of account to date.
VAT CARE
225 Sales AND 225 Purchases each month (BBC). Three month period.
ALERT warning if VAT 2% or more incorrect. Easy storage of data.
Printout with month & 3 monthly totals.

TV DIRECTOR - popular in schools and colleges £14.95
Make your own video without cameras!

THE GAMES DISK COMPILATION OF GAMES PROGRAMMES
Supergolf-Trafalgar- Polar Perils- Bunfun £14.95

PROGRAMS FOR

ARCHIMEDES
THE CARES DISK- improved version of above £34.95
SUPERGOLF-re-written especially £12.95
WORDSQUARE - crossword compiler with a 72000 + wordbank - can
complete a 15x15 square in less than 60 seconds! Full printout facilities to
produce professional looking crosswords £36.95

PLEASE FORWARD ME ~.~. ~.~4uTKQ8OTK^3"vin
IHAVE ABBC-B fj BBCB+ • COMPACT fj ARCHIMEDES Q
DEBIT MY ACCESS CARD NO

OR ENCLOSEDE SIGNATURE
ADDRESS

Dept AU1, 4 Bindloss Avenue, Eccles, Manchester M30 ODJJ
Pleasephone061 -789 4120 forbrochure E3

'7



NEWS

Computer survey
Acorn User is conducting a survey of the use to which
computers are being put in our schools and colleges. The
results are likely to be of interest not only to our readers but
also to hardware manufacturers and software publishers. Please
help us to obtain a broad perspective of educational
computing by completing the survey. If you wish to preserve
your magazine then simply photocopy the questionnaire. Pass
on copies to colleagues who want to contribute.

Throughout the questionnaire please tick the relevant box
or add further details where a line indicates the need for
additional information.

Thank you in advance for your help!

^OUR SCHOOL OR COLLEGE

i. In which type of institution do you work?
• Infant school
D Junior/Middle school
• Secondary school 11 (12)-16
• Secondary school u(i2)-i8
• Sixth form college
• FE college
• HE college
D University
D Other—

2. Number of students

3. Number of teaching staff.

4. Which types of computers are there in your establish
ment, and how many?
D Acorn • Atari
• Research Machines • IBM/clones
• Apple • Other
• Commodore

5. Does your institution run a network?
• Yes D No

YOUR SOFTWARE

6. Place the following in order of most frequent use:
• Wordprocessing
• Database
• Spreadsheet
• Graphics/Art/Design
• Desktop publishing
• Other .

7. Of which software publisher's products have you
purchased the most copies in the past two years?

8. For IT co-ordinators only: of the software you have
purchased, please indicate rought percentages, first for

subject areas, and secondly
• Humanities
• Languages (inc. English)
• Business Studies/Economics
• CDT/Art
• Music/Performing arts
• Maths
• Science

• Administration
D Computer Studies
• Other

software types:
• Generic productivity tools
• Simulations

D Teaching programs (drill
& practice)

D Revision software

• Problem-solving/Adventure
• Control/Sensing/

Monitoring software
• Computer languages/utilities

9. How many software packages do you haveavailable?

10. Please estimate how many of these you use:
Frequently
Occasionally
Rarelv

16/32-BIT SYSTEMS

11. From the range of software available for the new
16/32-bit machines (Archimedes, Nimbus, Macintosh
etc) which specific software packages will have most
impact educationally in your institution?

12. If you had £2000 to spend, would you buy:
• 8 Cambridge Computer Z88s
• 3 BBC Masters with disc drive and colour monitors
• 2 Archimedes with colour monitor
• Other (please specify)

13. Do you see your present computer resources being
replaced by 16/32-bit machines in the next few years?
If so, on which computer will you standardise?

M . If not, into which curriculum areas would you target
16/32-bit machines that you do receive?

• Humanities
Q Languages (inc English)
• Business studies/economics
• CDT/Art
• Music/Performing arts
• Maths
• Science
• Administration
• Other

Send your completed questionnaire to Education News,
BBC Acorn User, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Ni 6DJ
before February 28 1989.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989
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Crisp Printing
Now here's some food for thought... The Micro P. range of dot

matrixprinters offers crisp printing performance at unbelievably
competitive pricesand is ideal forcost conscious users with a real
appetite for work.

There is a whole range to choose from to suit all tastes, ranging
from the snappy 135cps MP135+, the 240cpsMP200+, pictured
above,with optional font cards, through to the gluttonous line
printer, the 700cps MP700.
Whilst we won't promise to include a little blue bag of salt, the

Micro P. range of printers will produce some very appetising
printout, at prices any user will relish!

MP135+
Alow cost high performance
printer using latest
technology to produce print
that makes draft quality look
likeNLQ.
Speed: 135cps draft, 11 NLQ.
Columns: 80
Compatibility: IBM/Epson
Price: £125 RRP

MP165+
This new styled NLQ printer
offers the user the very best
in low cost matrix printing.
Speed: 190cps draft, 32cps
NLQ.
Columns: 80
Compatibility: IBM/Epson.
Price: £189 RRP

G3 mkroPeripheral/ ltd
Intec2,Unit3,WadeRoad, Basingstoke,
1[ampshire RG24 ONE. Tel:(0256) 473232
Telex:85%69 MICROPG.

Facsimile:(0256) 461570.

1PetreRoad,Clayton Park,Gayton-le-moors,
Accrington, Lancashire. Tel: (0254) 871717
Tel:(0706) 217799.
Telex: 635153 MICRO!' G.

Facsimile:(0254) 653153.

MP200+
This 80 column, 40cps, NLQ
printer offers the best value
in the market place. You
can't buy better. A range of
font cards are available.
Speed: 240cpsdraft, 40cps
NLQ. Columns: 80.
Compatibility: IBM/Epson.
Price: £299 RRP

MP480
This fast, high performance
line printer is a unique buy,
which combined with its
outstanding capabilities
makes it a real winner.
Speed: 480cps draft,74cps
NLQ Columns: 80.
Compatibility: IBM/Epson.
Price: £329 RRP

MP700
This top of the range new
styled line printeroffers
exceptional value for money
and is well established in
todays printer market.
Speed: 700cps/252 lines per
minute.

Columns: 136.

Compatibility: IBM/Epson.
Price: £419 RRP

All pricesare R.R.PExVAT. and specificationssubject to changeat anytime. All trademarks recognised
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24 HOURS
ANSWERPHONE

FOR CREDIT CARD
ORDERS

0480 59026
Peartree House, No 1Blackstone Road, Stukeiey Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF. Telephone (0480) 50595 Fax (0480) 59026

24 HOURS

ANSWERPHONE
FOR CREDIT CARD

ORDERS

0480 59026
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|' Pace Nightingale £ 99.00

|' Pace Nightingale Combo £ 129.00

' Pace Linet Modem £ 142.00

I-WS2000 £ 113.00

1 •WS3000 V21/23 £ 285.00

1 *WS4000 £ 159.00

• 'PaceSeries4V/21/22 £ 360.00

hiKHZ TiR 7/2
HARDWARE

305 SERIES
*Entry System £ 679.P0

* With Green Monitor £ 729.00

' With Colour Monitor £ 879.00

310 SERIES
' EntrySystem £ 749.00

* With Green Monitor £ 810.00

' With Colour Monitor £ 999.00

310M SERIES
' Entry System £ 849.00

* With Green Monitor £ 910.00

" With Colour Monitor £1099.00

440 SERIES
*Entry System £2265.00

' With Green Monitor £2310.00

' With Colour Monitor £2455.00

CONSUMABLES FOR
ACORN COMPUTERS

• BBC Master Dust Cover £ 4.50

' BBC Master Compact D/Cover Mono
£ 7.50

' BBC Master Compact D/Cover Co £ 8.75

' BBC Model B Dust Cover £ 4.50

' EpromEraser £ 39.95

' EpromProgrammerUp to 64k £ 69.95

BOOKS (No VAT)
• BBC User Guide £ 14.95

• BBC Master Ref Part I £ 14.95

• BBC Master Ref Part II £ 14.95

' Acornsoft View Manual £ 10.00

" Acornsoft Viewsheet Manual £ 10.00

* Acornsoft Viewstore Manual

' Acornsoft DFSOperating Manual

" AdvanceSideways RAM User

£

£

£

10.00

6.95

9.95

' BBC Advance User Guide £ 16.95

' Master Advance Ref Guide £ 17.95

Acorn
The choice ofexperience.

MASTER SERIES
BBC MASTER 128 £349.00

BBC MASTER COMPACT

SERIES
* MasterCompactEntry System £ 310.00

• MasterCompactTVSystem £ 322.00

* MasterCompactMonoSystem £ 365.00

' Master Compact Colour System £ 475.00

PERIPHERALS
* Acorn Econet Starter Kit £ 79.00

* Acorn Econet Socket Kit £ 29.00

' Acorn Master Econet Module £ 43.00

' Acorn Filestore E01 £ 819.00

* Acorn Filestore E20 £ 709.00

• Acorn Econet Station Lead 10 £ 25.00

' Acorn Econet Cable 100m £ 99.00

"Acorn Master Turbo Upgrade £ 99.00

• Acorn 1770 DFSComplete Kit £ 49.00

• Acorn 64k Upgrade Kit £ 27.00

"Acorn 32016 Co-Processor £ 899.00

COMPATIBLE
MICE

£ 29.95

£ 39.95

DISC DRIVE FOR
ACORN COMPUTERS

['Single Drive 400k 40/80 £ 99.00

1•Single Drive 400k 40/80 +PSU
|' Dual Drive 800k 40/80

£ 119.00

£ 199.00

1' Dual Drive 800k 40/80 + PSU £ 229.00

[• BBC Master Bridge Drive 800k £ 249.00

j" BBC 20MB +400k Drive
1'BBC 20MB Hard Disk Drive

£ 799.00

£ 699.00

spreadsheets!
' Acornsoft Viewsheet £ 36.00

' Acornsoft Viewplot £ 22.00

• C.C. Intersheet £ 38.00

* C.C. Interchart £ 27.00

' Mini Office II Disk Version

' For Model B & B+ 40t or 80t £ 14.75

"For Model Master 128k 80t £ 17.00

• For MasterCompact3.5" Disk

' Mini Office II ROM Version

£ 19.00

• For B, B+ Master&Compact £ 48.00

*C.C. The Mega 3 ROM £ 77.00

CAD & DRAWING

SOFTWARES

• AMX Mouse &Superart £ 59.00

• AMX Superart Only £ 43.00

' AMX Desk £ 19.00

' AMX Utilities £ 11.50

' AMX Pagemaker Stop Press £ 43.00

• AMX 3D Zicon £ 21.00

" AMX" Database £ 21.00

• AMX XAM £ 21.00

• AMX MAM £ 17.00

r UTILITIES
I • Acornsoft ADFS ROM £ 26.00

1' Acornsoft Printer Server ROM £ 39.00

1 "Acornsoft Basic Editor £ 24.00

| ' Acornsoft Termulator £ 29.00

r DATABASE
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS

|" Acomsoft Viewstore £ 37.00

1' Acomsoft Overview £ 77.00

1' C.C. Interbase £ 55.00

WORD
PROCESSORS

• Acomsoft View Professional £ 76.00

' Acornsoft View 3 £ 44.00

" Acornsoft Viewindex £ 13.00

' Acornsoft View Printer D/Gen. £ 9.00

' Acornsoft Viewspell £ 29.00

" C.C. Wordwise Plus £ 38.00

' C.C. Interword £ 39.00

• C.C. Spellmaster £ 47.00

MONOCHROME

MONITORS

• Philips 7502 Green Monitor £ 73.00

• Philips 7913 FSQ 12" Green £ 89.00

•Philips 7923 FSQ 12" Amber £ 99.00

"Philips 7713 FSO 14" Green £ 103.00

' Philips7723 FSQ 14" Amber £ 107.00

' Monitor Stands Tilt/SW £ 15.00

' Samsung F12AA7 12" Flat/ScAmber
£ 79.00

• Samsung F39A7 12" Flat/ScGreen
£ 79.00

' Samsung M43014" Amber £ 89.00

• Samsung M43014" Green £ 89.00

r COLOUR
MONITORS

• Philips 8801 Monitor £ 189.00

* Philips8802 Monitor " £ 199.00

• Philips9053 Monitor £ 379.00

• Philips 9073Monitor £ 449.00

• Philips 8833 Monitor £ 259.00

• Philips 8852 Monitor

' Microvitec 1431/MS 14" St/Res

£ 269.00

£ 199.00

• Microvitec 1431/DS 14" St/Res £ 199.00

• Microvitec 1431/MZ 14" St/Res £ 239.00

' Microvitec 1451/MS 14" Med/Res £ 249.00

' Microvitec 1451/DS14" Med/Res

" Microvitec 1441/MS 14" H/Res

' Microvitec 1441/DS 14" H/Res

£ 249.00

£ 439.00

£ 439.00

' Hantarex M/Res 28" £ 795.00

' KagaTaxanSup/770 Multisync

•SamsungC452St/Res14"T&SV
£ 599.00

£ 179.00

• SamsungC1412Med/Res 14"T&SV
£ 269.00

•Samsung C1414H/Res14"T&SV £ 349.00

• Samsung C431VMed/Res14" T 1SV
£ 299.00

&SV
£ 299.00

• Samsung C431E Med/Res 14"T

| EPSOf<J
PRINTERS

• Epson LX800 Printer £ 199.00

• Epson LX800Sheet Feeder £ 69.00

• Epson FX800Printer £ 399.00

• Epson FX800Sheet Feeder £ 139.00

• Epson FX1000Printer

• Epson FX1000Sheet Feeder

£ 499.00

£ 159.00

• Epson EX800Printer £ 499.00

' Epson EX800 Scanner Option £ 169.00

• Epson EX800 Sheet Feeder

" Epson EX800 ColourOption

£ 139.00

£ 60.00

' EpsonEX1000 Duel Interface £ 699.00

• Epson EX1000 Sheet Feeder £ 179.00

• Epson EX1000 Sheet Feeder E 179.00

• Epson EX1000DualSheet Feede £ 299.00

" Epson EX1000 ColourOption

* Epson EX1000 Scanner Option

24 PIN DOT MATRIX

£ 60.00

£ 179.00

• Epson LQ500Printer £ 379.00

" Epson LQ500 Sheet Feeder £ 75.00

' Epson LQ850 Printer £ 599.00

" Epson LQ850 Sheet Feeder £ 139.00

' Epson LQ1050 Printer

• Epson.LQ1050 Sheet Feeder
£ 799.00

£ 179.00

' Epson LQ2500 Printer £ 999.00

• Epson LQ2500 Single Sheet Feeder
£ 179.g0

"Epson LQ2500DualSheet Feede £ 299.00

' Epson LQ2500ColourOption £ 66.00

• Epson LQ2500Scanner Option £ 190.00

Registered in England

Allpricesare exclusive of VA T
Registered No. 2256150 • 6 Rother Street, Stratford-Upon-Avon
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EJmicfoPeripheral/ltd

PRINTERS
MP13580col135cpsF+T&NLQ £124.00

MP135+ 80col 135cps F+T & NLQ
£ 134.00

MP135 Cut Sheet Feeder £ 149.00

MP165+80col 156cpsF+T&NLQ
£ 169.00

MP165 Cut Sheet Feeder £ 89.00

•MP48080col480cpsF+T&NLQ £ 319.00
•MP700136col700cpsF+T&NLQ £ 449.00

PDAISYWHEEL j
PRINTERS

• Juki6000 DaisyWheelParallel £ 179.00

' Juki6000 DaisyWheelSerial £ 179.00

•Juki 6100 DaisyWheel £ 299.00

• Juki 6100 Sheet Feeder £ 159.00

• Juki6200 DaisyWheel Parallel £ 429.00

' Juki6300 DaisyWheel Parallel £ 699.00

£ 699.00• Juki6300 DaisyWheelSerial

• Juki6500 DaisyWheel Par/Ser £ 899.00

' Micro P MP26 DaisyWheel £ 239.00

• Micro P MP40DaisyWheel £ 299.00

• PanasonicP3131 DaisyWheel £ 299.00

• PanasonicP3151 DaisyWheel £ 499.00

r PANASONIC |
PRINTERS I
• Panasonic1081 120cps 28cps NLQ

£ 147.00

• Panasonic1082 160cps 35cps NLQ
£ 179.00

' Panasonic1083 240cps 48cps NLQ
£ 299.00

' Panasonic 1592136col 180cps £ 359.00

1Panasonic 1595136col 240cps £ 429.00

' PanasonicKXP1540 24pin 240cps
£ 599.00

DISKS 51/4 & 31/2
Box of 105.25 Disks With Library

CaseDS/DD 96tpi Hub Ring E

• Box of 103.5 Disks With Library
Case DS/DD 135tpi £

9.95

15.95

CALL FOR ALL ACORN

MAJOR SPARES WE

CARRY MANY OTHER

ITEMS IN STOCK

PRINTER

RIBBONS

• FX80/85 MP165 £ 4.95

• LX80/86 £ 4.50

' LX800 £ 7.95

"Canon Kaga £ 5.95

" Epson FX100/RX100 £ 7.95

* Epson FX105 £ 9.95

" Epson LQ800 £ 11.95

• Epson LQ1000 £ 11.95

• Epson FX1000 £ 7.95

• Juki 6100 £ 6.95

' Panasonic 1081 £ 6.95

' Epson EX800Colour £ 16.00

• Epson EX1000 Colour £ 16.00

• CPA-80 Ribbon £ 3.95

r PEARTREE
PRODUCTS

• MR5000 Master ROM Cartridge
Allows 2 ROMS To Be Fitted £ 8.95

• MR6000 Master ROM Cartridge
Allows 4 ROMS To Be Fitted £ 11.95

" MR7200Master RAM Cartridge
32k W/P Sideways Cartridge £ 33.95

• MR8000Master RAM Cartridge
64k BatteryBacked SAVays RAM £ 49.95

• MR3000 Mini ROM Board BBC B Only
Extension of 4 ROMS in the BBC £ 15.95

• MR4300 Mini ROM/RAM Board BBC B

32k S/Ways + 3 ROM Sockets £ 39.95

• MR4800 Mini RAM Board BBC B Only
128k BatteryBacked S/Ways £ 89.95

r LEADS &PRINTER
CABLES

• BBC to TV Lead £ 1.25

' BBC to Green Monitor Lead £ 2.95

" BBCto Sony/KagaColourLead £ 5.95

" BBC to Microvitec Lead £ 2.25

" Phono to Phono Lead £ 1.25

• BNC to BNC Lead £ 2.95

' BBC lo Casselie Lead £ 2.25

• BBC to Acorn Cassette Lead £ 2.25

' BBC to Centronics Lead £ 9.95

• BBC to Serial Printer Lead £ 9.95

• 4 Way Main ACTrailing Lead £ 9.50

" BBC Pace Modem Lead £ 4.95

" MasterCompact PrinterLead £ 15.95

' Centronics to Centronics Lead £ 14.95

• BBC to Philips Col MonitorLead £ 4.95

• BBC RGB Hantarex Lead £ 9.95

r COMPONENTS SPARES
ROMS & RAMS

• EPROMS 27128 16k EPROMS

£ 5.25

' EPROMS 27256 32k EPROMS

£ 5.25

* EPROMS 27512 64k EPROMS

£ 10.50

** Intel 8271 FDC £ 49.00

" Intel 8271 FDC + Complete Kit
£ 59.00

"D-RAMS"

* 4164-15 £ 2.75

'4164-12 £ 3.00

•41256-15 £ 8.75

* 41256-12 £ 9.75

' 6264LP-8k Static RAM £ 8.75

11.75* 65256LP-32k Static RAM £

" 6502 Range

• 6502A £ 4.95

• 65C02 £ 9.50

• 65C12 £ 9.00

• 6512A £ 9.95

• 6522A £ 4.50

THIS MONTH'S

SUPER DEAL

£>

Mitsubishi 5.25"Floppy Drive
40 Track Double Sided 200K Drive. Ready to
plug into your BBC, BBC+ and The Master
128 Computer.

At a Special Price ASuperDeal and a Super
Value for only £66.00 plus Courier Delivery,
plus VAT

****** £83.95 ******
All Inclusiveto Your Doorstep

IBM COMPATIBLE
ADD-ON CARDS

• Mini Floppy Disk Drive Card £ 39.00

For 2 Internal & 2 External
For PC/XT Compatible

' Floppy Disk Drive Adapter Card £ 59.00

Drives360Kand 1.2 MBytes
FDD + Cables PC/XT

' Floppy Hard Disk Adapter Card £149.00

PC ATCompatibleAllowing up to
2FDD + 2HDD Complete with cables

" Mono Graphic/Printer Card £ 69.00

PC AT/XT Fully Hercules
Compatible 720 x 348 Res.

• Colour Graphic/Printer Card £ 58.00

IBM CGA Compatible PC/XT TTL
Composite Video Output
640 x 200 with 2 Colours
320 x 200 with 4 Colours

" Enhanced Graphics Adapter Card £189.00

Fully IBM, EGA, CGA, Hercules + MDA
Compatible PC XT/AT 8 Display
Modes 640 x 350 Res. 256K D/Mem

• RAM CARDSUnpopulated PC/AT
128K RAM CARD £ 79.00

576K RAM CARD £ 79.00

2 MByte RAM CARD XT £109.00

2 MByte RAM CARD AT £159.00

2.5 MByte RAM CARD PC/AT £ 89.00

• Multi l/OA/ideo/FDC Card £129.00

PC XTCompatible TTL, CGA
RS232 Clock Calander Parallel
Printer Port 2 x FDCLight Pen
Interface 16K Screen Buffer

• ' RS232 Interface Card PC XT £ 29.00

1 RS232 Port Optionfor 2 Port £ 42.00

1 • IEEE Standard 448 1978 Card £169.00

PC XT/AT Compatible Fully
GPIB Compatible Complete With
Manual Testing Cable+ Connector

MUSIC
500

SPECIAL REDUCED
PRICE

£29.95

only from
PEARTREE DRAM LTD

You may purchase any o( Iho items listed, by cheque made payable to: PEARTREE DRAM
LTD.

Allyou have to do is list your requirements on a sheet of paper, post it to us quoting ref. and
we will despatch your goods within 7 days, whenever possible.
Please add the following amounts (or postage and packing:
Items bPlow £10.00 add £1.50

Items below C50.00 add £2.50

Items below £100.00 add £3.50

Items above £100.00 add £10.00

Independent courier for items over £100.00
All prices exclude VAT.
Visa. Access. Barclaycard, Mastercharge card holders - call us on our new special line:
(0480)50595
Prices are correct at time olgoing to press. Peartree Dram reserves the right to changeprices
withoutprior notice.

Registered in England • Registered No. 2256150

Allprices are exclusive of VA T
6 Rother Street, Stratford-Upon-Avon

PUTTING THE FUTURE INTO YOUR HANDS



LET'S LEAVE THE LAST

WORD TO THE PRESS...

"the most comprehensive inits
field... very highquality printouts are

possible"

Amstrad Action

' 'thebest graphics available in a
OTP package"

8000 Plus

"exceptionally useful... the manual
washardly necessary"

Commodore Computing
International

"it's phenomenal... this product is
wortheverypenny"

EducationalComputing

' 'oneof the most professional
packagesI'veseen... all Ican say is

go outand buyit"

A&B Computing

FOR INSTANT ACCESS OR VISA ORDERS TEL:

OW WITH STOP PRESS,

EVERYONE CAN HOLD THE

FRONT PAGE NEWS.

STOP PRESS

EXTRA.EXTRA

'STOP PRESS' is the ideal DeskTop Publishing program for

home enthusiasts, schools, societies andsmall businesses. 'STOP PRESS' makes itsimple to

createprofessional newsletters, leaflets, forms andflyers, in

fact anything where text andgraphics are required - placing

you right at theheartofthe DeskTop Publishing Revolution.

Text can be entered from within 'STOP PRESS' or

imported (rom your word processor with fully automatic on

screen text formatting including centering, ragged right and

literal justification.

The graphics capabilities of 'STOP PRESS' are equally

versatile. The ability toimport digitised andscanned images is

complimented byfacilities for drawing spraying andpainting.

Enhanced cut and paste facilities replace traditional

methods (no scissorsandgluesupplied or required).

'STOP PRESS' includes an excellent zoom facility lor

adding thosefinishing touches before your work isoutput toa

wide rangeofEpson compatible dotmatrix printers.

Extra, Extra is a collection ol instant clipart and new

typefaces covering a variety ofsubjects andstyles.

StopPresscanbeusedwith a joystick orkeyboard butthe

AMX Mouse gives you thecontrol andflexibilty which you would

expect from themostaccurate pointing device available.

Established as the market leader the AMXMouse has been the

driving forcebehind a whole host of newapplications from other

software houses. With its unique design and high resolution

movement the AMXMouse is a must.

'STOP PRESS'

IS AVAILABLE FOR

SOFTWARE

ONLY

WITH AMX

MK 111 MOUSE

EXTRA1

EXTRA'

ACORN BBC/B +/MASTER £49.99 £79.99 £24.99

AMSTRAD PCW 8256/8512 £49.99 £89.99 -

AMSTRAD CPC 6128 £49.99 £79.99 £24.99

COMMODORE 64/128 £39.99 £69.99 -

These products areavailable from all good computer dealers orfreepost direct bycheque,

Accessor Visa. All prices include VAT, postage and packing. Become yourown publishing

baron with 'Stop Press'andstartthepressesrolling.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS

|166-170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE, WA4 6QA

[0925) 413501 • DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL:(0525) 222211



Technology
goes on
the buses
BBC Soft's Technology and De
sign package is a multi-media
set of materials to help develop
design topics in CDT classes
in top junior through to
upper secondary classes. The
original was reviewed in Acorn
User and now Part 2 has been

released for £21.70 plus VAT.
The new materials build on

the first pack, but are totally
software based. Three pro
grams deal with the manage
ment and timetabling of a bus
company in a large town; the
principles of sorting and se
lecting; and the design of
packaging.

In The Bus Came, each turn
represents one month's trad
ing and during that time the
player must design routes and
services to improve the trad
ing position. Data for the
simulation was supplied by
the Transport and Road Re
search Laboratory.

Adventure of Sorts uses real
data about students to tackle

obstacles in an adventure. So,
for instance the slimmer mem

bers of the class may squeeze
through narrow tunnels while
the more athletic are able to

jumpover chasms!
The software includes a

data sorter which allows pupils
to catagorise members of the
class according to various
physical characteristics and
choose the most appropriate
members for the adventure.

Curriculum materials are pro
vided to help the teacher
organise the use of the soft
ware in a number of different

circumstances.

Pack-It, involves choosing
materials, design, and minimis
ing wastage to keep produc
tion costs low. Another el

ement is stacking the design,
calling for an understanding of
tessellation of different shapes.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989
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Screen dumping made simple
Teachers and students often

need printed copies of screens
from the software they are
running. ESM's Screenprint is
possibly the simplest and most
straightforward means of ob
taining an immediate hard
copy of a particular screen.

The new colour version of

the ROM allows programs to
be interrupted at any time,
and the screen dumped to a
black and white Epson-com
patible printer or to one of
two types of colour device.
Screenprint is always available,
unless disabled with a star

command. Its four simple
commands can be included in

your programs to obtain the
same effect, and it works on
the BBC model B, B+, Master
128 and Compact.

Pax above, Leonardo below

Power for
font users
Wordpower is a BBC word-
processor, which has been
continually developed over the
past two years. It has built up
quite a following in education
circles, mainly because it will
run on virtually every kind of
Acorn equipment from Elec
tron to Archimedes.

The latest version number

Worlds Without Words saved on an Integrex

Two versions are available,
one for colour inkjet printers
(Integrex and Canon) the other
for colour dot-matrix printers
(Juki, Star and Epson JX
compatible). Each version is
identical in use to the monor

chrome original, and each

supports black and white
printers in the same way as
the original ROM. Although
it is not as versatile as Snatch
from 4Mation, Colour
Screenprint scores by being so
simple to use and not needing
sideways RAM. Chris Drage

Cut-price Arc Art
Of the dozen art packages for
the Archimedes, two, Pax and
Leonardo, are relatively cheap.

The [\ 5.95 Pax from Z&Z
Software was written by Julian
Rockey (of Quasar fame). It
works in mode 15 (640 by 256
pixels with 256 colours) with
the actual drawing screen
'clipped' in a window.

Any graphics screen can be
imported using an automatic
conversion routine.

The usual draw commands

are available, plus three others:

four offers a major new feature
called 'Power fonts' where 11

add on packs each offer at
least seven different languages
for £19. As well as the
normal French, German and
Spanish the vast array includes
Albanian, Czech and
Ukranian. Three others pro
vide maths, physics, or chem
istry symbols. Multi-line statis
tical equations are of tremen
dous quality on screen and on
paper. Excellent value at £36.

Rotate allows a rectangular
area to be copied and rotated;
Distort stretches a rectangle
into any quadrilateral; Squeeze
maps an area into a circle.

Leonardo works in mode 12

(640 by 256 with 16 colours).
It has some nice features such

as five levels of magnification.
Importantly, all the drawing
features will work at any
level, so you can spray very
small areas, or draw tiny
circles etc. The other features

are pretty standard at £17.50.
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NOTICEBOARD

Contacts In next month's issue BLUNDERBOX

Ace Computing, 27 Victoria Road,
Cambridge CB4 3BW.
BBC Soft, 80 Wood Lane, London
W120TT.

Beard Technology, 111 Evcring
Road, London N16 7SL.
Beebug, Dolphin Place, Holywell
Hill, St. Albans, Herts ALi iEX.
CDS, Unit 17, Chapman Way,
Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN 2 3EF.
Centre for World Development
Education, Regent's College, Lon
don NWi 4NS.
Clares Micro Supplies, 98
Middlewich Road, Rudheath, North-
wich, Cheshire CW9 7DA.
ESM, 32 Bridge St, Cambridge CB2
iUJ.
Ian Copestake Software, 10 Frost
Drive, Wirral, Merseyside, L61 4XL.
Ground Control, 4 Alfreda Avenue,
Hullbridgc, Hackley, Essex SS5 6LT.
Mijas Software, Winchester Road,
Micheldever, Winchester, Hants SO21
3DG.
David Pilling, PC) Box 22, Thornton
Clcveleys,Blackpool FYJ iLR.
Watford Electronics, Jcssa House,
250 Lower High Street, Watford
WDi 2AN.

Z & Z Software, Brecklands, Broad
Oak, Shrewsbury, Shropshire SY4
3AH.

Not on the net
Now that Micronet has aban

doned paid-for downloadable
software, AU's program
listings are no longer available
on Micronet. Your only alter
native to typing them in
yourself is to buy our monthly
listings disc- seepage 115.

February's issue majors on
connectivity - linking the
BBC micro to other types of
computer. In particular, David
Atherton shows how files can

be exchanged with IBM PCs,
with Macintoshes and even

with mainframe computers.
Plus there's an interview

with ex-Cabinet Minister Tony
Benn, who owns seven BBC
micros and is using them to
prepare his political diaries for
publication.

Education concentrates on

spreadsheets - Chris Drage
and Nick Evans discuss what

they are and how they can be
used in schools. And will

mathematics teaching be trans
formed by Numerator, new

Si !
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Transfer BBC data to an IBM PC
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Swap files with a Macintosh

software from Logotron re
viewed by Martin Phillips?

Reviews include the latest

in printing technology - the
Qume Crystaljet and Hewlett
Packard's DeskJet - two ma
chines that aim to give you
laser quality at half the price.
Malcolm Brown says whether
they succeed. And Rob Wilmott
looks at the latest professional-
quality circuit board design
software for the Arc.

We also look at Acorn's

plans for RISC OS and Unix,
as well as the regulars: Hints
and Tips, Arc Agora, the
DTP page and Music Column.

Last month's Top Hundred
feature used a screenshot of

InterWord, Computer Con
cept's other successful
wordprocessor, instead of
Wordwise.

• October's Top of the List
to produce double-height and
double-width text was missed

off the contents page. The
listing can be used either as a
stand alone utility or combin
ed with Joe's Ideas Processor
to speed up some of the
display routines. The listing
and instructions for adding
the routines to Joe's program
appeared on page 94.

Diary dates
December 11. SATRO North

Scotland Computer & Technology
Show, Music Hall, Aberdeen. Dr
Lesley Glasser, SATRO North
Scotland, University of Aberdeen.
(0224) 273161.

December 12-15. Which Computer?
Show, National Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham. Cahners Exhibitions, 01-
891 5051.

December 18-21. British Education

& Training Halls, Golden Lane,
London, EC4. EMAP Exhibitions, 12
Bedford Row, London WCi. 01-404
4844.

POST A PROBLEM
BBC Acorn User has a guaranteed fast reply service for
enquiries. Your answer will be returned within 10 working
days for just£3 (includes VAT), or your money back.

Just write out your problem, fill in the coupon (right), and
send both off to BBC Acorn User with a stamped addressed
envelope and cheque or postal order for £3 made out to
Redwood Publishing. If you want recorded delivery add the
cost of this on. Includeas much detail as possible, and a disc or
cassette if a program is involved, with enough space to record
anycorrected listing.

Please note: debugging readers' programs or those from other
magazines is a complex task and we cannot guarantee to give a
full solution. Unless this problem can be spotted quickly, the
service will only be able to make general comments.

We will answer the problem and return all material received
- within a guaranteed 10 working days from receipt. If we fail
to match this promise then your cheque or postal order will be
returned wth the answered question - you can't lose.

M

NAME

BBC ACORN USER READER SERVICE

20-26 Brunswick Place, London Ni 6DJ.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £3 made out to
Redwood Publishing and an sae with my problem.
OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by:

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989
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INTEGRAL
The Expansion for the BBC

Model B

Includes

What the press have said -
A&B Computing CHvc Grace

"I like this board —buy it!"
ACORN USER • Dave Futcher

"an outstanding product"

The INTEGRA-/? provides four operation modes - as standard Beeb or with
shadow Ram and emulation of 'B+' or of Master 128. Ideal for educational,
commercial and data collection applications, as well as the private user.

The included battery-backupsystem, (which covers all fitted Ram), can save any
data in Ram during a power-line disturbance or when the computer is switched
off. Also, Rom images can be loaded from disc, stored and cleared at will,
minimising the need for physical Rom changes. Compatible with DFS, ADFS
and second processors conforming toACORN® protocols.

OFFER PRICES
UK - £130 (incl. P&P. VAT), Europe - £118 (incl. P&P), Others - £118 plus P&P.

Extra 32k RAM Chip - £14 - (incl. P&P UK & Europe)
Dual WP Switch Assembly - £7, Extra Way- £1.50. (incl. P&P UK & Europe)

64k SidewaysRam,
12k Private Ram,
20k Shadow Ram,
Real -Time Clock,
8 free Rom sockets -

will take'. 128k Ram.

COMPUTECH
The Garth, Hampsfell Road, Grange o\>er Sands, Cumbria. LA11 6BG

Telephone: 044 84 4604

TOO MUCH

tTO ASK?-

HELP!

^M^v»mvMftmv< •:-
:;i;iii:i;i;i;iARCHIMEDES:|

WE SPEAK

FLUENT

ACORN
Ifonly there was someone local you could talk to about ACORN.
Actualprogrammers who knew all the wrinkles and could help you out. How manytimes have
you thought "I'm sure I'm makinga sillymistake but I just can't get it to do this XXX thing!"
Buytrom CCE Catsoft and you're buyingover 60 years combined programmingexperience -
we've been working on the BBC Micro since before it came on the market and even
developed the LOGO language ourselves! You'llget superb prc-sales advice and after sales
service. And anyone who works with computers knows how important that is.

WE WRITE CUSTOMISED SOFTWARE TOO!
Whateveryourneedsour softwaredevelopmentdepartment can helpyou to use your
computing potential to the full. We're experts in developing programmes on ARC, BBC.
AMSTRAD and versionsof our programmes will run on most micros and manymainframes.

PLUS AMSTRAD, PLUS DISCS, PAPER. PRINTERS RIBBONS ETC

CCE CATSOFT LTD
OFFICIAL ACORN DEALERS FOR THE SOUTH WEST

80 NORTH ROAD, YATE BRISTOL BSI7 5PR

TELEPHONE 0454 321088

Mercury Games

Title BBC Micro BBC Micro BBC Master Acorn Electron
Cassette 5!4" Disc Compact Disc Cassette

EXILE £9.50 £11.50 £15.75 £9.50
REPTON INFINITY £9.50 £11.50 £15.75 £9.50
THE LAST NINJA £6.95 £8.95 £11.75 £6.95
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 1 -6 £6.95 £8.95 £11.75 £6.95
SUMMER OLYMPIAD £6.95 £11.50 £11.75 £6.95
KARATE COMBAT £2.50 — _ £2.50
JOE BLADE II £1.65 — — £1.65

(0532)424712 M2&mt Mercury Games, Unit 3, Sheepscar House,
Sheepscar St South, Leeds, West Yorkshire.

Please phone or write to order these games or
to obtain a free copy of Mercury Games catalogue.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989
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LATEST TITLES
Tape Disk

Repton Thru Time E5.50 £6.50
Saigon £7.50 £11.95
Barbarian £7.50 £9.95

Shark £7.50 £9.95

Breakthrough £7.50 £9.95
Empire Strikes Back £7.50 £9.95
Summer Olympiad £7.50 £11.95

LATEST FROM SUPERIOR
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 4

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 5

PLAY IT AGAIN SAM 6

FAIR MEANS OR FOUL

SPECIAL XMAS PRICE

Tape £7-00 Each
game Disk £3.25 game

CURRENT TITLES Cass

Spycat 7.50
Icarus 7.50

Tetris 6.95

Boulderdash 7.50

Indoor Sports 7.50
Quest 7.50

Play It Again Sam II 7.50
Kourtyard 7.50
Skirmish 7.50

The Lost Crystal 9.95
Spellbinder 7.50
Life of Repton 5.50
Elixir 7.50

Bonecruncher 7.50

Despatch Rider 6.00
Impact 7.50
Ransack 7.50

Ziggy 6.00
Graham Gooch Cricket 6.50

Thunderstruck II 6.50

Spy v Spy 7.50
Phantom (Tynesoft) 6.50
Winter Olympiad 7.50
Village of Lost Souls 7.50
Project Thesius 7.50
Rick Hanson Trilogy 18.00
Play It Again Sam 7.50

Spitfire 40 7.50

Palace of Magic 7.50
Crazy Rider 7.50
Codename Droid 7.50

Repton 40 Screens 5.50

Revs + 4 Tracks 10.50

Grand Prix Construction 7.50

Superior Collection Vol1 7.50
Superior Collection Vol2 7.50
Colossus Chess 7.50

The Hunt 7.50

Elite 10.50

Star Wars 7.50

Evening Star 7.50

Disk

9.95

9.95

9.95

11.95

11.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

11.95

9.95

6.50

9.95

9.95

8.95

9.95

9.95

8.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

12.50

10.50

10.50

21.00

9.95

10.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

6.75

12.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

12.95

10.95

10.95

10.95

9.95

ACORN TELETEXT ADAPTORS

complete with manual +
BBC SOFT ATS ROM for all BBC Masters

OUR PRICE ONLY £89.00

DISK SPECIALS AT £3.99 Each
Round Heads

World War I

Psycastria
Footballer of the year
Bug Byte 2

TAPE SPECIALS AT£2.99 Each
Power Pack (7 games)
Last of the Free

Genesis project and international
Megaspsorts

NEW RELEASEFROM SUPERIOR

Exile Tape £10.50 Disk £11.95

FREE XMAS PRESENT
WITH EVERY £10 SPENT

(Software orders only)

From Superior,
Pipeline, and

Play It Again Sam 3
tape £7.50 Disk £9.95

Acorn Electrons

with power supply and
manual + 20 peice

software pack. £59.95

BBC Second
Processors

6502-Z80-1EEE48 32016

•Prestel -Arm Teletext. Ring
for price and availability.

ACORN SPEECH
UPGRADE KITS BBC/B+ <*

OUR PRICE
£19.95

TowerHill Computers Ltd
Unit 5, Acacia Close,

Cherry Court Way Ind Est, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire
Telephone: Leighton Buzzard (0525) 385329/383074

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND P&P. OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £2.00

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989



A MEMBER OF CARYWOOD PLC

BBC
Master Series

Master 128 331.00

Master Turbo upgrade
105.00

Master 512 upgrade 99.00

ISO Pascal 49.00
Interword 35.00

Intersheet 35.00

Interbase 48.00

Spellmaster 39.00
Mega 3 ROM 69.00

Edword 2 42.00

Acorn DFS Upgrade 49.00

Second User BBC Bs

from 175.00

AMSTRAD
Computers

PC1640SD Mono

PC1640DD Mono

PC1640HD20 Mono

469.00

569.00

829.00

PC1640SD Colour

PC1640DD Colour

599.00

699.00

PC1640HD20 Colour 959.00

PC1640S Enhanced Colour 739.00
Enhanced Colour 839.00

PC1640HD20

Enhanced Colour 1099.00

PCW 8256

PCW 8512

PCW 9512

339.00

429.00

449.00

DMP4000 15" Printer

uScribe 30Mb Drive •• com
199.00

349.00

Wordstar 1512

Supercalc 3.1
Accounts Master DD

49.00

49.00

79.00

PART EXHANGE YOUR
BBC B OR MASTER FOR

ANY OF THESE PRODUCTS
CALL FOR DETAILS

ACORN
Archimedes

A305 Base 599.00

Mono 649.00

Colour 789.00

A310 Base 709.00

Mono 759.00

Colour 899.00

A310M Base 759.00

Mono 809.00

Colour 949.00

A440 Base 2149.00

Mono 2199.00

Colour 2349.00

EUROMICRO
Systems

286/10 1MByte RAM, 1.2 Mbyte
floppy, Mono Monitor 1099.00

286/10 1MByte RAM. 1.2Mbyte
floppy, EGA Colour Monitor

1499.00

286/10 1 MByte RAM. 1.2 MByte
floppy, Mono Monitor. 20 Mbyte
Winchester 1299.00

286/10 1MByte RAM, 1.2MByte
floppy, EGA Colour Monitor.
20 MByte Winchester 1699.00

Complete with 101 Key Keyboard,
Serial and Parallel ports, MSDOS
v3.21., andGMBasic.

10th ANNIVERSARY SALE
COMPSHOP ESTABLISHED NOVEMBER 1978

gj
Epson LX800 169.00

LO500 269.00

LQ850 459.00

LQ1050 579.00

LQ2500 + 729.00

FX850 329.00

FX1050 429.00

EX800 439.00

EX 1000 579.00

GQ3500 1229.00

Panasonic 1081 140.00

3131 Daisywheel
229.00

StarLCIO 189.00

Canon PW1080 169.00

Canon P] 1080 Colour 399.00

Juki 6100 279.00

Intergrex Colour 499.00

CUMANA
Disk Systems

Single without PSU
CSX200 40T 200K 75.00

CSX400 80T 400K 89.00

CSX354 3.5" 400K 74.00

Single with PSU
CS100 40T 200K 89.00

CS400 80T 400K 104.00

CS354 3.5" 400K 87.00

Dual without PSU

CDX400 40T 400K 146.00

CDX800 80T 800K 176.00

Dual with PSU

CD400 40T 400K 169.00

CD800S 80T 800K 195.00

CD358 3.5" 800K 147.00

Combo 5.2S73.5" 800K 225.00

MONITORS

Philips
12" Green 7502 65.00

14" Green 7752 79.00

CM8833 Colour 215.00

Microvitec

1431MSStdRes 165.00

1431DSStdRes 165.00

1431MS/AP 198.00

1431DS/AP 198.00

1451MSMedRes 196.00

1451DSMedRes 196.00

1451MS/AP 249.00

1451DS/AP 249.00

JUNK BOX
(ex-demo)

(ox second hand)

TEC F10-40 499.00

Acom Z80 Second Processor 100.00

Anadex 8500 (Non-runner) 50.00

Cumana CD200 Disk Drive 100.00

Cimana CSX 100 Disk Drive 50.00

Cumana CS400 Disk Drive 70.00

Microvitec 1431 Monitor 120.00

Philips Amber Monitor 60.00

Kaga Taxan Green Monitor 50.00

Apple Macintosh
Add-on drive 100.00

Apple Disk with Controller 99.00

Apple Additional Disk Drive 99.00

Duodisk with Controller 149.00

Apple Monitor 50.00

ALSO RANGE OF SECOND USER BBC AND AMSTRAD EQUIPMENT

12Months Parts and Labour Warranty.

Deliver per order by courier £12.50, by post £3.00.

# Eductional, Government and nationally
recognised PLC orders welcome.

• These prices apply to cash (or cheque, normal
conditions apply) sales, and official orders only.

• Prices subject to change without notice.

• Prices exclude VAT (Please add 15%).

NEW SHOWROOM/
WAREHOUSE

OPENING SOON

Innovation House,
Albany Park, Frimley Road,
Camberley, Surrey. GU15 2PL. England.

Telephone: (0276) 22677 (Sales)
(0276) 684715 (Technical)
(0276) 29219 (Accounts)

Fax: (0276) 684716
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The Atari 520STFH

y / / y // /

Of £450 wort

MARBLE MADNESS. £24.95

Electronic Arts.
TEST DRIVE. £24.95

Electronic Arts.
BEYOND THE ICE PALACE. £19.95

Elite.
BUGGY BOY. £19.95 EDDIE EDWARDS SUPER SKI. £19.95 IKARIV

Elite. Elite.

CHOPPER X. £9.99
Mastertronic.

ROADWARS. £19.95
Melbourne House.

vi I

[III —11]

H'' .t ii

pi
XENON. £19.95

Melbourne House.
ARKANOID II. £19.95

Imagine.
WIZBALL. £19.95

Ocean.

Here it is! The new Super Pack from Atari.
You don't just get the brilliant 520STFM.

We're giving you twenty-two great software
titles that most people would gladly sell their
grannies for.

There's no catch. You really do get the
520STFM and £450 worth of great software
titles for just £399.99.

So make sure you include yourself in this
great offer*

•Available from most Atari dealers. Offer ends March 1st 1989.

BLAC



£399.99 inclusive

i of software.

S. £14.95

E19.95

RANARAMA. £19.95
Hewson.

GENESIS. £19.95
Firebird.

THUNDERCATS. £19.95
Elite.

THRUST. £9.95
Firebird.

! Please send me details of this and other Atari Products

; Name Address

Postcode

ZYNAPS. £19.99
Hewson.

SECONDS OUT. £19.95
Tynesoft

AU/1/89

I AtariCorp (UK) Ltd.,Atari House, Railway Terrace,Slough, BerkshireSL2 5BZ I

QUADRALIEN. £19.95
Logotron

SUMMER OLYMPIAD 88. £19.95
Tynesoft

STARQUAKE. £19.95
Mandarin.

ORGANISER BUSINESS

SOFTWARE. £49.95

Triangle Publishing.

AATARI
SUPER PACK



TA rchimedes
RING FOR
DETAILS

Ol 0% FINANCE

310 Colour System
310M Colour System

BBC MASTER 128

Master 128

Turbo upgrade
512 DOS upgrade
Compact mono system
Compact colour system

OISG DRIVES

5\" Mitsubishi/Teac 2 year warranty
MD400A D/S 40/80
MD400B D/S 40/80 PSU
MD802C DUAL D/S 40/80

MONITORS

£965.00

£1025.00

£359.00

£99.00

£99.00

£349.00

£479.00

£89.00

£99.00

£179.00

£169.00

£199.00

£65.00

£209.00

1431 Microvitec Std. Res.

1451 Microvitec Med. Res.

7502 Philips High Res. Green
8833 Philips Med. Res.

PRINTERS (inc. cable)

Citizen 120D 120cps 80col. £ 129.00
Star LC-10 lOOcps 80col. £179.00
Epson FX850 264cps 54 NLQ £325.00

Citizen CM06 Laserjet compatible
5I2K Laser printer £1149.00

3°

ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT
Carriage outside Rotherham £6.00 on large items

BEFORE YOU PLACE YOUR

NEXT ORDER, TALK TO US!

Rotherham
Computer

Centre

135 Wellgate Rotherham S60 2NN
Tel: 0709 369912

f-

i

I
I j 65!
II EXI

Service Centre & Authorised Dealer?>

HAMPSHIRE

UNBEATABLE

VALUE

• School Suppliers

• Education

Training

» Econet

• Second-User

BBCs

Repairs

r*-^

I <04!0) I

65 SALISBURY CLOSE, ALTON, HAMPSHIRE GU34 2TF, UK

EXPORT &BFPO ORDERS flSf-" fr^f M

ACORN

1IMEDES

Archilock
The complete solution for Interactive Video
using Archimedes.

The power of the Archimedes can now be used for
interactive video training, sales and information
systems. Archilock provides a complete interface to
a range of videodisc and tape players.

* Full genlock and pixel-accurate overlay.
* Software controlled fades of both video

picture and computer text.
* Software controlled brightness, contrast and

colour saturation.

* Composite video or RGB input (eg: Philips
400 videodisc players).

* RGB outputs for use with Archimedes monitor
or any linear RGB/multiscan monitor.

* Additional RS232 port.
*Control software for a range of videodisc and

tape players.
*Only £495 + VAT. Complete IV systems

available from £2,975.

Find out more about the Archimedes potential for
Interactive Video

Call 01-977 0272

THE SOFT OPTIOIM Elmtree Road, Teddington
interactive techndldges Middlesex, TW11 8TD

I

I

I
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Computers and Upgrades

ARCHIMEDES

Archimedes 305

Archimedes 305 mono

Archimedes 305 col

Archimedes 310

Archimedes 310 mono

Archimedes 310 col

Archimedes 310m

Archimedes 310m mono

Archimedes 310m col

Spec,,, fy

s,a'HorH

SPECIAL OFFER
until 31st Dec 88. 0% FINANCE OVER 12

MONTHS (SUBJECT TOSTATUS)AVAILABLE
ON ALL ARCHIMEDES MACHINES.

Archimedes podule backplane
Archimedes ROM podule

Archimedes I/O podule

Archimedes MIDI addon to I/O podule
Archimedes MIDI Podule

Master 128

Master Compact

Master Turbo Upgrade
Master 512 Upgrade
Master 128 Eproru Cartridge
Master 128 Dust Cover

Compact RS 232 Interlace

Compact TVModulater

1770 Disc Interface

ADFS ROM (B+ or B with 1770)
B+64 64K Upgrade
Cambridge Computers Z88
Z88 PSU£8.65 (d) 128K RAM £43.00

Printers (Dot Matrix)

£39.00 (d)
£59.00 (d)

£85.00 (d)
£39.00 (e)
£69.00 (d)

£369,00 (a)
from £310.00 (a)

£110.00(c)
£95.00 (c)
£ 11.00(c)

£4.50 (e)
£26.00 (c)
£26.00 (e)
£41.00 (d)
£25.00 (e)
£30.00 (d)

£244.00 (a)

128K EPROM £43.00 (e)

Citizen 120 d 80col, 20CPS + 25cps NLQ

CitizenMSP10E80col. 160cps + 40 cps NLQ
CitizenMSP15E136c/160cps + 40cps NLQ
CitizenMSP4080c/200cps + 50cps NLQ
CitizenMSP45 136c/200cps + 50cps NLQ
CitizenMSP5080/250cps + 60cps NLQ
CitizenMSP55 136c/250cps + 60cps NLQ
CitizenHQP45 24pin 136col 200 cps + 60cps LQ
CITIZEN HQP40 24pin 80col 200cps + 60cps Q
STARLC10 120cps + 30cpsNLQ
STAR ND1080col/180cps + 45cps NLQ
STAR ND15136col/180cps + 45cps NLQ
STARNR10 80col/240cps + 60cps NLQ

STAR NR15 136col/240cps + 60cps NLQ
STARLC24-10 80col/142cps + 47cps LQ 24pin

£150.00 (a)
£225.00 (a)

£230.00 (a)

£300.00 (a)
£400.00 (a)

£379.00 (a)

£520.00 (a)

£350.00(a)
£379.00 (a)
£ 199.00(a)
£320.00 (a)

£380.00 (a)
£395.00 (a)

£460.00 (a)

£305.00(a)

Printers (Daisy Wheel)

Juki 6100 110col20cps

Citizen Premier 35 132col 35cps

MP26-26cps Diablo 630 compatable

MP40-40cps Diablo 630 compatable

£290.00 (a)
£554.00 (a)

£234.00(a)
£319.00(a)

2yr warranty on Citizen, Juki and mp printer

Printers (Laser)

Citizen Overture 110+

10pages/min £1450 (a)
Star Las.ir Printer 8

8 pages/min £1900 (a)
All laser printers with 1 year on-site maintenance.

AMX Mouse and Software

AMXMouse + Super Art

AMX Pagemaker
Extra Extra

Mouse Mat

Disc Drives

Single DS 40/80T
Single DS 40/80T in psu
Dual DS 40/80T

Dual DS 40/80T in psu

DualDS 40/80T in psu and plynth
20mB Winchester

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

£60.00 (d)

£37.00 (d)

£21.00 (e)
£4.34 (e)

£96.00 (a)

£111.00 (a)
£189.00 (a)
£209.00 (a)
£214.00(3)

£449.00(3)

Combination 3.5 5.28 Winchester available. Phone for details.

COMPUTING

BUSINESS SYSTEMS • HARDWARE

SOFTWARE • VIDEO SYSTEMS

MEDIA SUPPLIES

OFFICIAL DOMESDAY DEALER

Acornft
nwcllOH'i'iilrviMTii'iicr,

ACORN APPROVED DEALER

Phone 0602 787923

Discs5.25" (Boxed in 10's Lifetime guarantee)
3M 744SS/DD 48TPI £8.00(d)
3M745 DS/DD 48TPI £9.00(d)
3M 747 DS/DD 96TPI £13.00(d)
Add £1 for plastic librarycase

B& S Label 96TPI in see through LIB. CaseDS/DD - £10.00(d)
Disc Cleaning Kit(state 5'/4*or 3'/2") £5.00 (d)
3.5"

3M 35SS SS'DD (Boxof 101 £13.00 (d)
3M 35DS DS'OO (Box ol 101 £16.00 (d)

B & S Label DSDD £13.00(d)

Lockable Anti-Static 5.25"StorageCases
50 Disc Capacity £8.00 (d)

100 Disc Capacity £10.00 (d)

All Monitors include BBC Lead
PhillipsRangeof high resolutionMonoMonitors
with Audio Input Green
BM 7502 (Green)
Hi-Screen ST88 Monitor

Spec as PhillipsCM8833

Phillips Colour Monitor RGB, Composite Video,
Audio in Linear RGB Green Screen Switchable

BBC/IBM Compatible CM8833

Microvitec

1431 (Metal or Plastic Casepleasespecify! Std Res
1451 (Metal or Plastic Casepleasespecify) Med Res
1441 (Metal orPlastic Case please specify! High Res
1431 AP Metal Case RGBand CWAudio Std Res

1451AP MetalCase onlyRGB and CV Audio Med Res
TILT and SWIVEL StandsforPlastic CaseOnly

Plinths

BBC BSingle
BBC MasterSmgle
8BC Master with Shelf

ROM Boards

£69.00 (a)

£195.00 (a)

£220.00

£184.00(a)
£229.00 (a)
£379.00 (a)
£214.00 (a)
£260.00 (a)

fl9 00(dl

C1100 (CI

£12 00(0

£?2 00 Ibl

ATPL Sidewise ModelB £35.00 (d)
ATPLSidewise ModelB+ £31.00(d)
Viglen Spare Cartridges £2.50(e)

We are licensed credit brokers. £ 1000 instant credit available ask
forwrittendetails. (Apr32.1%)

UK Customers: please add 15% VAT to all rices
(including, carriage).
Government and educational establishments official orders welcomed.
When ordering please enclose a cheque or postal order for the
appropjriste amount, UK Carriage Rates (a) £8.00 - courier insured
delivery(b)£3.50 (c)£2.50 (d)£1.50 (e) £1.00. All prices are correct at
time of going to press. All offers are subject to availability, all prices
are subject to change without prior notification and are avsilable on
request. Current price list is available on request.

Good normally desptached on receipt of order.

B & S COMPUTING (NOTT'M) LTD
THE LENTON BUSINESS CENTRE

LENTON BOULEVARD
NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BY

PHONE: 0602 787923

Peartree Products

Master ROM Cartridge

Master ROMCartridge
Master RAMCartridge

Master RAMCartridge
Mini ROM Board BBC

Allows2 ROMSto be fitted £8.95
Allows 4 ROMS to be fitted £11.95

32k W/P Sideways Cartridge 33.95
64k Battery BackedS/Wsys RAM 49.95
B Only. Extensionof 4 ROMs in the BBC

£15.95

BBCB 32k S/Ways + 3 ROMSockets
£39.95

B Only 128k Bsttery Backed S/Ways

MR4300 Mini ROM/RAM Board

MR4800 Mini RAM Board BBC

Printer Ribbons and Accessories

Epson LX 86 (Compact)
EpsonMX 80/RX80/FX80/FX80/85 (Compact)
Juki5510/Cltlzen MSP 20 (compsct)

Citizen 120D/LSP10
Taxan 810'Canon (Compatl
Juki 6100 Mullistrike

Tally MTR5 Fabric
Tally MT86Carbon
Printer lead 1 5m BB+'M128'ELK + 1

Printer lead 1.5mCompact
Printer lead 1.8m IBMor Archimedes Compatible
80col Printer Stand with paper shelves
Printer Switch Box 2 Way "T"Switch

All Modems inc BBC Lead
M.radeWS2000
Miracle WS4000 HayesCompat
Pace Commstar 11 ROM
Pace Linnet

Pace Series 4 2123s

Acorn Soft

McroProlog
Logo
View Printer Driver (D)
Lisp

Viewprofessional
Viewsheet

ViewSpell18OT only)
View Index

1st Word Plus (Arch)

ComputerConcepts
Interword

interchsrt

£50 00 Idl

[44 00 (di

£8(e)
C33 00 (e)

£75.00 (c).
£37 00 Idl

C29 00 id)

£1000 le)

£75 (c)

C3900 (di
C26 00 Id)

ISO Pascal

BCPL

Comal

Hi View

View 3.0

Vew Store

View Plot

(V:rv'v.v

Logistix(Arch)

inter Sheet

Interbase

£2.50 (e)

£3.00 (e)
£3.00 (e)

£3 75 (e)

£3.75 (e)
C230 (e)

£500 le)

£7 00le)

£6.00 (e)

£8 00 le)

£10.00 (d))
£29.00 (c))
£34.00 (c)'

C9500lc)

£144 00 lal

£?8 00le)
£124.00 (c)
£230.00(a)

[42 00 (dl

£3900(0

£32 00 Idl

£37 00 Idl

£39.00 (d)
£37 00 (d)

£21 00(e)

£69.00 (c)
£95 (d)

£39 00 Idl
£49.00 (d)

Archimedes versions available - call for price and

availability

£75.00 (c) Spellmaster £42.00(d)
£30 00 Id! Wordwise + £37 00 Id)

Mega 3

Wordwise
Mirrorsoft

Fleet Street Editor
Clares

Fontwise +

£3l00(dl Fonts and Graohcs £11.75 lei

£1600 lei Repicalii £11 00 le)

VINE MICRO REPLAY(State M'C and Disc interface) £30 00 le!

Artisian (Arch) £31 (e) Artisian Support £16 (e)

NB It is essential to state machine and 40/80T
when orderingsoftware

Books (No VAT on books)

Master Rel Manuals Ptl f 14 00(dl Pt 2 £!400(dl

Advanced Master ref Manusl (Bray& Dickens) £19.95 (d)
Lisp £8.00 (e) Forth £8.00 (e) ISO Pascal £8.00 (e)
BCPL £14 00 Idl View Guide £6 00(e)
Vew 3 £9 00 lei View Sheet £9 00(e)

Archimedes Ref manual

Arm assembly language manual
Mastering ViewViewSheet and ViewStore
Understanding Inter Word

Into View £600le)

ViewStore £9.00(el
£29.95 (d)

£12.95 (e)

£12.95 (e)

£6.50 (e)

View - A Dabhand Guide £12.95 (e) Z88 Computing £9.95 (e)

Fanfold Paper and Labels

2000x 1 Part60gm11x95" Micro Perf £12.00 (c)
1000x 1 Part85gm11x95" Micro Perf £9.00 (c)
1000 x 1 Part 90gm "Perfect" A4 MicroPerf £12.00 (b)
1000 89mm x 36mm Labels £4 00 (dl

1000 89mm x 49mm Labels £6 00 (dl

1000 102mm x 36mm Labels £5 00 (dl

Please state Single or Twin Row when ordering labels

3'
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ARCHIMEDES: BEST DEALS AROUND!

System A310 System 440
Base: £749.00 Base: £2199.00

Mono: £799.00 Mono: £2249.00

Colour: £949.00 Colour £2399.00

System A310M
Base: £799.00 FREE

Mono: £849.00 SOFTWARE!
Colour £999.00

CUMANA DISC DRIVES

Format With PSU

CS400S 40/80 switch 400k 122.60

CD800S 40/80 switch 800k 242.60

BLANK DISCS

-ormat Qty Price

5.25" DS 40T 48tpi 10 6.95

5.25" DS 80T 96tpi 10 8.26

5.25" DS 40T 48tpi 50 41.73

5.25" DS 80T 96tpi 50 42.60

3.5" 135tpi DS 80T 10 12.17

3.5"135tpiDS80T 50 47.82

All discs come with lifetime warranty and
guarantee. Supplied post FREE!

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Panasonic KXP1081 152.63
Panasonic KXP1082 181.40

Epson LX 800 234.78
Epson FX 800 367.20
Epson FX 1000 504.41
Epson LQ500 (24-pin) 336.00
Epson EX 800 (24-pin) 503.20
StarLCIO 200.00
Star LC10 Colour 239.13

Buy any printer and save £5 on the Dabs
Press HyperDriver Printer Control ROM -Just
£24.95.

MONITORS

Phillips Green Mono 72.17
Phillips Colour Monitor 239.13
Microvitec 1451 Colour 251.30

Microvitec 1431 Colour 207.82
Supervision 620 Colour 276.52
Supervision 625 Colour 330.00

3*

Free! £115 worth of software -

Archimedes Basic Compiler
and Alerion game
Buy your system from us and we'll give you
absolutely free of charge: a Dabs Press
Archimedes Basic Compiler and Alerion ar
cade game worth over £115! (this makes the
effective price of a A310 Mono £684!)

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

Archimedes Basic Compiler (ABC)86.91
Ace Euclid 37.17

Acorn ANSI C 94.05

Acorn ISO Pascal 94.05
Acorn Fortran 77 94.05
Acorn Logistix 94.05
Acorn PC Emulator 94.05

Acorn TWIN 27.54
Acorn Termulator 56.05
PC Emulator Shareware (4Mbs) ....30.39
Logotron Logo 57.13
Colton Software - Pipedream 94.05
Minerva SigmaSheet 57.78
Minerva System Delta + 57.78
Minerva Order Processing 53.65
Minerva Stock Manager 53.65
Minerva Purchase Ledger 53.65
Minerva Nominal Ledger 53.65
Clares Artisan Art Package 31.26
Clares Toolkit 31.26
Clares Render Bender 66.04
Alerion (Dabs Press) 13.00
Arcendium (Dabs Press) 13.00
Zarch (Superior) 17.34
Conqueror (Superior) 21.69

2nd Floppy drive (3.5" internal) 118.74
20Mb Hard Disc 474.05
Podule Backplane 37.05
ROM Podule (Acorn) 56.05
I/O Podule 80.74

Midi Add-on 37.05

Midi Podule 65.54

4-Slot Backplane 56.08
Archimedes Printer Lead 7.78

Archimedes Serial Lead 8.26
Archimedes Scart Lead 7.76

ARCHIMEDES HARDWARE

ARCHIMEDES BOOKS

Archimedes Assembly Language 14.95
Archimedes Ref Guide Parts 1 & 2 ...29.95

C: A Dabhand Guide 14.95
Archimedes Operating System (Jan) 14.95

MASTER 128 & COMPACT

Base Mono Colour
Master 128 379.05 439.05 599.05

Compact 326.08 382.60 500.00
Compact TV System 339.13

All our Masters are supplied with our Starter
Packs which are absolutely FREE and con
tain over £50 worth of essential goodies!

Master 128 Starter Pack - Free: MOS Plus
ROM, HyperDriver ROM, Ten 5.25 discs

Master Compact Starter Pack - Free: Hyper
Driver ROM, MOS Book, Five free 3.5" discs
plus the option to purchase any two Dabhand
Guides - books and disc - for just £29.95.
Choosefrom: Master Operating System, View:
A Dabhand Guide, Viewsheet/ViewStore: A
Dabhand Guide.

MASTER 512

Master 512 CO-processor 99.00
Master 512 Shareware 26.04
FREE: Shareware with each Master 512 co

processor purchased.

MAKE LOADSAMONEY!

Do you have an old BBC B or Master 128
sitting do absolutely nothing? Then we want il
and we'll give you the very best price for it
Give us a ring rightaway to realise itsfull cash
potential.
URGENTLYWANTED: Master 512 co-proc
essors - any condition. If you can't get to grips
with DOS and your Master 512 is sitting idlein
your Master then why not sell it to us or trade
it in for software or other hardware?

NEED HELP?

Free: Technical Help and Advice Service
Remember, when you purchase your com
puter or software from us and you'll also re
ceive a free years subscription to our techni
cal help service. Alternatively subscribe for
one year at just £10 per annum.
Other dealers tell their customers to ring us
when they have a problem. Why not wise up
and start here first! You wont regret it!
Callers welcome - by appointment only.

ORDERING DETAILS

ALL PRICES Ex-VAT. Please add carriage
as follows: hardware over £100 - £10, soft
ware over £100 - £5. Orders under £100 -
£1.50. Please enclosed cheque payable to
"Dabhand Computing", or quote your Access
or Visa number and expiry date. Purchase
Orders (Terms 30 days) accepted from PLCs/
Education/PublicSector. Foreign orders, same
prices and rates, as extra carriage is covered
by lack of VAT. Payment in sterling please.
Access/Visa. Orders also accepted by tele
phone on 0727 38375 (9am-6pm). Callers by
appointment only. Prices subject to increase
without notification. Orders to:

Dabhand Computing Ltd. (AU)
PO Box 278

ST. ALBANS

Herts

AL4 9TD
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CITIZEN 120D CENTRONICS

* 120 CPS DRAFT
* 24 CPS NLQ
* FRICTION AND

TRACTOR FEED
* 4K BUFFER

£120.87+VAT- £139

E3&B

HQP45 * 24 PIN PRINTER
* WIDE CARRIAGE 138 cps
* 200 cps 66 NLQ * 24K BUFFER
£399 +VAT= £485.85

P2200 CENTRONNICS

* 140 CPS DRAFT

* 47 CPS NLQ
* 24 PIN
* FRICTION AND

TRACTOR FEED
* OPTIONAL C.S.F

£286 + VAT = £329

[star* LC-10 CENTRONICS

* BUILT IN FONTS
, *120 CPS DRAFT

* 30 CPS NLQ

l^PP» MK BUFFER

; "OPTIONAL C.S.F.
£181.73 +VAT = £209

I LC-10 COLOUR £225+VAT= £259
LC-24 10 £270+VAT-£310

NX-15 £289 +VAT -£332

Panasonic KXP-1081

* 120 CPS DRAFT
* 24 CPS NLQ
* IBM/EPSON

COMPATIBLE
* FRICTION AND

TRACTOR FEED
* CENTRONICS
£138.26+VAT = £159

LAZER PRINTERS
PANASONIC KXP4450
* 300 DPI
*512K

* SERIAL/PARALLEL

•1 YEAR WARRANTY

£1564.35 + VAT = £1799.00

CANON LBP-811

* 300 DPI

*412K

SERIAL/PARALLEL

£1477.39 + VAT
= £1699.00

ARCHIMEDES Prices inc VAT

305 series * Base £699 inc

* Mono £769 Inc

* Colour £939 inc

310 series * Base £799 inc

* Mono £859 inc

* Colour £1049inc

f 440 series * Base £2528 inc

* Mono £2587 inc

* Colour £2764 inc

PC Emulator £79 inc

PHILIPS MONITORS

MONO 7502 £68 +VAT= £79

COLOUR 8833 £225 +VAT= £259

COLOUR 8852 £259 +VAT- £297

P.C. COMPATIBLES

ALL AMS PC'S IN STOCK
PRICES START FROM £399

COMMODORE PC'S IN STOCK
PRICES START FROM £319

ATARI PC3 DOUBLE DISK DRIVE,
INCLUDES GEM SOFTWARE, MOUSE,
MONITOR, KEYBOARD £599 +VAT- £688

WE ALSO STOCK OPUS, SAMSUNG

COMMODORE AMIGA

A500 + FREE MODULATOR £389 INC

ATARI, 520 STFM SUPER PACK £359

ATARI, 520 STFM IM DRIVE £299

ATARI, 1040 STFM £399

REPAIRS

WE REPAIR ALL SORTS OF

MICROS AND MONITORS ON THE
PREMISES.

OUR PRICES ARE COMPETITIVE
AND ALL REPAIRS CARRY

GUARANTEE.

COMPUTERS LIMITED. WHERE TOP NAMES COST LESS!

ALL PRICES
SHOWN INC.

VAT AND FREE
_ DELIVERY

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

BRISTOL: 42 Cannon Street, Bedminster Tel: 0272 637981
BRISTOL: 3 North Street, Bedminster.
CARDIFF:87 City Road Tel: 0222 483069

SWINDON: 31 Farringdon Road Tel: 0793 51 2074/3.

All prices include VAT and free delivery

Mail order from Bristol only

IF YOU LIKE TO RUN
YOUR FRANCHISE

BUSINESS WRITE TO

42 CANNON STREET,
BEDMINSTER, BRISTOL

B531BN
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TECHNOMATIC
Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8TQ. Tel: 01-205 9558 Fax: 01-205 0190

305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-723 0233

ARCHIMEDES, BBC COMPUTERS & ECONET REFERRALCENTRE

To inaugurate our move to the new premises we are offering
special deals on Archimedes

/Aa Archimedes 310 (£835) + Colour Monitor AKF11 (£220) for only
K' National Panasonic KXP 1081 + Lead (£145) flH^^

+ Pro Artisan (£169) *•* U+J+J

A SAVING OF€314 + VAT

rR, Archimedes 310 (£835) + Multisync Monitor* (£479)
w + Pro Artisan (£169)

A SA V1NG OF£324 + VAT

Archimedes 440 (£2529) + Colour Monitor AKF11 (£220)
(C) National Panasonic KXP 1081 + Lead (£145) +

Pro Artisan (£169) + Software Developers Toolbox (£199)

A SA VING OF€613 + VAT

^ Archimedes 440 (£2529) + MultiSync Monitor* (£479)
KU) Pro Artisan (£169) + Software Developers Toolbox (£

A SA \ 1N(; OF €627 + \ A T

+

(£199)

for only

£1159

for only

£2649

for only

£2749

Add£50 toabove prices forPC Emulator
Carriage foranyoftheabovesystems£16

Taxan 770+ or NEC Multi/Sync will be offered at our option
Customersfor (B)and (C)will beoffered5% discount onour stockprinters.

These offers are valid whilst stocks last.

EXPANSION SYSTEMS

2nd Floppy Drive (305-310)
20Mb Hard disc + Card (305-310)
Acorn Backplane (2 slots)
AtomWide Backplane (4 slots)
TechnoLog Backplane (4slots)
(includes provision for expulsion)
Fan for AW/TechnoL.og Backplane
I/O Podule

Acorn ROM Expansion Card
CC Rom Expansion Card
Econct Network Module

£118(b) MIDI Expansion Card
£469(b) MIDI Add-on to I/O

£37(c) IEEE Interface Card
£49(c) 16bitParallel I/O Card
£49(c) Dual RS232Card

Armadilo Sound Sampler
£10(d) FourierTransformSoftware
£80(c) AtomWide Prototyping Board
£55(c) ARC/BBC Serial Link
£45(c) ARC ExternaldriveAdaptor
£43(d) ARC External 5.25"Drive

Arc Printer Lead

SOFTWARE

£66(c)
£37(d)

£283(b)
£195(b)
£195(b)
£105(c)
£40(d)
£35(d)
£25(d)
£30(d)
£90(b)

£7(d)

BOOKS (no VAT)

Arc Rcf Manual

Arc Assy Lang Prog (DABS)
Inside Autosketch

£29(b)
£14.95(b)

£15(b)

£90(d)PC Emulator Version 1.20

LANGUAGES

ANSI C/ISO PASCAL/Fortran 77 each

Prolog X/LISP each

PROGRAMMER TOOLS

SV RISC BASIC Compiler
TWIN Editor

Clares Toolkit Module

Clares Toolkit Plus Module

Software Developers Toolbox
Archimedes Assembler

WORD PROCRESSORS

First Word Plus £79(c)
Graphics Writer £27(d)
Pipedream £99(c)
SPREADSHEETS

£95(d)
£35(d)

£26(d)
£39(d)
£57(d)

VIEW SKM31(e)
IntcrWord(e)

Wordwise (c)

Sigmasheet
Viewsheet(e)

Viewslore(e)

ProeRef Guide

£47(d)
£35(d)
£20(d)

£59(d)
£47(d)

£47(d)
£26(d)

£95(c)
£191(c)

£85(c)
£29(d)
£32(d)
£41(d)

£199(b)
£199(b)

Logisli.x
Intersheet(e)

DATABASES

Deltabase

AlphaBase
SystemDeltabase

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE

Minerva's Suite 5 Modules (ea)
(Order Processing'Sales Ledger/Stock Manager
Purchase Ledger/Nominal Ledger

Itemsmarked (e) run under 6502emulation.

£54(d)

0% FINANCE

For a limited period we are able to offer
Archimedes systems with payments spread over a
12 month period with no interest charges to pay.
Additionally, we will present you with a voucher
worth £101) + VAT which you can redeem
against your future purchases from us. Please
phone/write for details.
Technomatic Ltdarca licensedcreditbrokers

New RISC OS

The multi tasking operating system for the
Archimedes RISC OS will be available next year.
We are able to offer you an introductory price of
£29(c) whilst our initial stocks last. Order your
set now and be sure of being one of the first
recipients of this OS at the concessionary price.
Use VISA/ACCESS to order and you will not be
charged until we actually despatch the package to
you. You can redeem part of the voucher value
to pay for the RISC OS.

MASTER SERIES

AMB15 Master 128K £356(a)
We include free Educational/Fun software bundle from BBC

Publications range (RRP £40) and a STARdataBASE package
worth another £40.

ADC06 Turbo 65C102Module £115(b)

ADFlOEconet Module £40(c) Acorn Rom Cartridge £13(d)
ADJ22Ref Manual I £14(c) ADJ23Ref Manual II £14(c)
View UserGuide £8.50(d) V/sheet User Guide £8.50(d)
TRC2 ROM Cart £7.50(d) TRC44ROM Cartridge £ll(d)
TRC3232K RAM Cart. £21(d) Master Dust Cover £4.75(d)
Acorn IEEE Interface (forB.B+ Master) £265(b)
Universal CoProcAdapter £49(b)
BBCDomesday System £3,750(2 Xa)

ECONET ACCESSORIES

StackingFilestoreE01S £999(d)
Filestore Hard DiscE40S £899(a)
Filestore Hard DiscE60S £1199(a)
(These will beavailable in limited numbers during Dec/Jan so
orderingood time toensure early delivery)

ECOLINKCard Fullspec onrequest £299(b)
(PX/XT/AT interface card for connection toEconet network)
Econet Starter Kit £85(b) Econet Bridge £I74(b)
Econet Socket Sel £29(c) PrinterServer Rom £fl(d)
File Server Level 11 £75(b) 10Station Lead Set £26(d)
Master FSUtility Disc £17.25(d)

ARCHIMEDES GAMES

Zarch £17(d) Minotaur £ll(d)
Hoverbod £13(d) Missile Control £13(d)
Conqueror £24.95(d) EntharSeven £29.00(d)
Orion £13(d) Freddy's Folly £13(d)

GRAPHICS/ART/CAD

Artisan £30(d) GammaPloi £30(d)
Artisan Support £17(d) System Gamma+ £59(d)
ProArtisan £ 168(c) AutoSketch £69(d)
Presenter £24(d) SVSuperDump £41(d)
SVSolidCAD £41(d) SVARC-PCB £167(b)

" All prices ex VAT and subject to change without notice. See page 5 for Carriage Charges.
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/ Technomatic i
Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8TQ. Tel: 01-205 9558 Fax: 01-205 0190

TECHNOMATIC DISC DRIVES

TS 400

A range of high quality high performance drives to meet the needs of all BBC Micro Users.
*AI1 drivesare fitted with high quality slim line ultra low power mechanisms capableof single and double
density operation and offering fast track access and head setting times. Our confidence in their quality
enables us to offer a two year parts and labour warranty on these mechanisms without any extra charge.
*5.25" floppy drives are fitted with 40/80 track switches as standard at no extra cost. The switches are
located in the front and clearly marked to indicate the status at a glance.
The mechanisms are set inside attractively styled, sturdy metal casings painted in BBC beige colour.
*All drives fitted with all necessary leads and arc ready for operation on unpacking. The drives with the
mains powersupply are supplied witha mains leadfittedwith a suitablyfused 13A moulded plug.
*TECHNOMATIC drives stand out from other drives because of the high quality of construction and use of
reliable switchmode power supply unitson dual drives. High qualityof construction ensures that our plinth
drives which offer an elegantspace solutiondo not sagor deform under the weightof a monitor.

PD 800P

For users who do not need 40/80 switching
capability, please specify as such and add suffix N
on our product code. Drive price will be reduced
by£5/mcchanism.

5.25" Single Drives 40/80 switchable:
TS400400K/640K £80(b)
PS400 400K/640K with integral
mains power supply £90(b)

5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:

TD800800K/1280K £165(b)
PD800 800K/128()Kwith
integral mains power supply ,£175(b)

PD800P 800K/1280K with
integral mainspower supply and
monitor stand £189(a)

3.5" SOT DS Drives:

TS351 single 400K/640K £69(b)

TECHNOMATIC WINCHESTERS
Technomatic offer the most popular range of Winchester drives for the BBC Micro drives at
competitiveprices. The drives are fully compatible with Acorn ADFS system on BBC Master, models
Band 13+.

The single Winchester drive cased in attractively styled metal enclosure of BBC matching beige are fan
cooled and powered by switch mode power supply for quiet, efficient and reliable operation.
Combination of floppy and Winchesterdrives in our elegant plinth housing provides an ideal solution
to spacesavingand ease of transferring data between floppies and Winchester.

To enable the user, whether a novice or a professional obtain the most from the Winchester we include
as standard the following utilities:

* TREE PLAN: a utility to create an organised directory structure, display the structure on the
screen and/or dump it to a printer.

* Winchester formatter and verify program.
* Helputility to transfer ADFS utilities from Master Welcome disc or ADFS utils disc.
* Archiving routine to backup critical data onto floppies.
* Copying DFS files to Winchester.
Additionally for the Master users, we also include the popular front end utility at no extra cost to
provide an easy and efficient file management system. The entire contents of the drive arc displayed
on the screen on boot up, each file or directory appearing as an icon. The icon type indicates whether a
directory or a file and type of data if latter. File can be loaded simply by pointing at the icon. Time and
date arc also displayed.

P30HD 30 Mb Winchester £420(a) P60HD 60 Mb Winchester £575(a)

P404HP 30 Mb Winchester with 40/80T

switchable 64()K double sided floppy
drivein plinth format £609(a)

MASTER COMPACT

128K RAM, 640K 3.5" DS Drive + Educ software

and our bundled Educ/Fun package included

SYSTEM 1EntrySystem £310(a)

SYSTEM 2with 12" Mono Monitor £365(2 Xa)

SYSTEM3with 14"ColMonitor £475(2Xa)

2nd Drive Kit , £90(c) Serial Kit £25(d)
Mertcc Adaptor £35(c) TV Modulator £26(d)
Ext Drive Adaptor £9(d) Printer Lead £7(d)

P604HP 60Mb Winchester with 40/80T

switchable 640K double sided floppy
drive in plinth format £769(a)

UPGRADE KITS

I.20SROM

DNFSROM

BASIC II ROM

fl5(d)

£l9(d)

£22.50(d)

ADFS ROM

1770DFS Kit

Econct Kit

RAM/ROM EXPANSION

£26(d)

£49(d)

£55(d)

ATPL Board for Model B. Simple
to instal, no soldering. Allows
expansion to 15Roms +2*8K RAMS £37(c)
ATPL Battery backup kit £18(d)
ATPL Board for BBC+ (10 Roms) £31(c)

PS351 3.5"single drive with
integral mains power supply
in a 5.25"case.

TD352Dual800K/1280K

PD352 3.5" dual drive with
integral mains power supply
in a 5.25" case.

Combo Drives (5.25" & 3.5" drives)
PD853 with integral psu
PD853P with integral psu

DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER

For Master, B, B+ and any DFS/ADFS
TDM2 Two computers/one drive unit
TDM4 Four computers/one drive unit

£95(b)

£126(b)

£139(b)

£180(a)
£205(a)

£65(b)
£115(b)

3M FLOPPY DISCS

5.25" Discs in packs of 10
74440TSSDD

74540TDSDD

74680TSSDD

747 SOT DSD ID

3.5" Discs in packs of 10
80TSSDD

SOT DS DD

(Add £1 for library case packing)

BULK DISCS

£6.50(d)
£8.00(d)

£12.00(d)
£11.00(d)

£ 13.50(d)
£15.00(d)

50 5.25" 40 T single sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box. £25(b)

50 5.25" 80 T double sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box. £32(b)
50 3.5" HOT double sided discs with sleeves

in lockable box. £60(b)

FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD
CLEANING KIT

5.25" Kitwith20disposable discs £14.00(d)
3.5"Kit with20disposablediscs £14.75(d)

DISC STORAGE BOXES

DB340 Lockable 40 x 3.5" £8.50(c)
DB550 Lockable 50 x 5.25" £6.50(c)
DB570 Lockable 70 x 5.25" £8.50(c)
DBS 100Lockablc 100x 5.25" £10.50(c)

KPROMS/RAMS

2764-25 £2.80
27128-25 (12.5vVpp) £4.50
27512-25 . £9
Theseprices subject tochange

27256-25 £6
27128-25 (21 vVpp) .£6
6264LP-15 £6
(Carriage code d)

TT 4-4-U-4--LI-n4T I I I I I I I I 1-4-4-U- 4-P-
Allprices ex VAT and subject to change without notice. See page 5 for Carriage Charges.



TECHNOMATIC
305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-723 0233

PRINTKRS

EPSON
LX800 £179(a) LQ500 £275(a)
FX800 £309(a) LQ850 £439(a)
FX10O0 £419(a) LQ1050 £599(a)
EX8O0 £429(a) LQ2550+ £1049(a)
EXIOOO £579(c)

GQ3500 Laser Printer £1249(a)

TaxanKP815 £159(a) TaxanKP915 £275(a)

StarLCIO £189(a)
Star LC10 Colour £249(a)
Star LC24-10 £309(a)
NATIONAL PANASONIC
KXP1081* £145(a) KXP1082* £172(a)
(includes Wysiwyg ROM + Master Lead)

KXP3131 with 38Kbuffer £245(a)
Canon PW1080 A £149(a)
Canon LaserLBP8-II £1595(a)
Brother HR20 DaisyWheel £349(a)
Juki 6100DaisyWheel £295(a)
Integrex Colour Inkjet £529(a)

PLOTTERS

Hitachi 672XD A34Colour HPGL £499(a)
PIotmateA4S £379(a)
PlotmateA3M £549(a)
Roland880A3 Flat bed 8 col £599(a)
Variety of Plotter pens and accessories in stock.
Larger Plotters available. Please enquire.

i:psonu)5oo

Epson's budget 24pin letter quality printer pro
vides unrivalled print quality with two built in
letter quality fonts and widest repertoire of type
styles at low cost. Sans Serif and Roman or draft
font can be selected from the front panel.
Maximum resolution of 360x180 dpi.
Friction and tractor as standard. Parallel interfa
ce. Designed for low noise operation 55dB(A).
Introductory price incl. masterlead £275(a)

KPSOMAN00

Epson's latest budget printer offers a host of new
features all utilising Epson's unrivalled knowhow
ofprinter technology andreliability.
* 180cps draft/25cps NLQ • two modern fonts as
std: Sans Serif and ROMAN. NLQ font selection
from front panel • Tractor and friction feed
* Single sheet guide with auto load switch.
Original + 2 copies.
* 3K input buffer with character downloading
facility
* FullycompatiblewithBBC& IBMgraphics
* Centronics interface as standard

* Price includingBBC master lead £179(a)

PRIM KR STAND

A new style printer stand with easy paper feed and
paper seperation, provides complete access to
paper. Can be used with both top and bottom
paper feed. Very space efficient. £26 (b)

PRIMKRIH ! I KRS

SHARKR&CONVKRTKRS

TSB 256 Auto Sharer/Buffer
256K buffer with 3 input ports. Each port
scanned automatically every 10 sees until data
found. PAUSE, COPY and RESET Facitilies.

Full spec on request. £169(a)
Smart Printer Buffers
Facilities include: COPY upto 265 copies
PAUSE. RESET, Self-Test.
Forserial: X-on/X-off, ETX/ACK or DTR/DTS
protocols independently selectable baud rale
foreach port

PP256 256K Parallel buffer £169(b)
SS256 256K Serial buffer £189(b)
Parallel Multi-Spoolers
Allows connecting 2printers to2or4computers
Butter allows quick dumping ofdata to free the
computers

COPY allows upto 999 copies, SELF-TEST.
PAUSE, CLEAR

MS4224computers/2printcrs 512K buffer £299(b)
MS2232computers/2 printers512K butter £199(b)
Compact Two Way Switch 2 computers to 1
printer or 2 printers to 1computer Attaches to
the side ofacomputer oraprinter £23(c)

Serial/Parallel/Serial Converters

Compact economical converters which
support X-on/X-off, ETX/ACK, DTR/DSR
protocols
C-PS Parallel/Serial converter £3S(c)

C-SPSerialParallelconverter £35(c)

Add£49 toaboveprices forunits with 64K butter
Manual Printer Sharers:

(All lines arc switched). Parallel
2computers toone printer £25(c)
3computers toone printer £39(c)
4computers toone printer £45(c)
2computers to 1or2printers £49(c)
Cablesetsforabovesharersavailable forallpopularcomputers
BBC Computer Sharer: TCS26

Icomputer to2printers fitted with BBC cable
Paper & Labels

Plain fanfold paper with microperforation:
2000sheets9'/!Xll"

Serial

£25fc)

£39(c)

£45(c)

£49(c)

£21(c)

£12(£3.50)

£18.50<£4.50)

£18.00(£4.00)

2000sheets 14^x11"

1500sheets A490gsm

Labels/1000

Single RowIW'xVAb- (d) Triple Row27/i6-x'/i6-
OHPTransparcnciesA4(100)

PARALLEL PRINTER LEADS

BBC/Master (1.2m) £5(d) BBC/Master (2m)
Archimedes (2m) £7(d) Compact (1.2m)

£5(d)

£56(b)

£7(d)

£7(fd)

modlms

MIRACLE WS4000V21/23 £129(b)
MIRACLE WS3000V21/23 £244(b)
MIRACLE WS3000V22 £379(b)
MIRACLE WS3O00V22 bis £495(b)
PaceLinnet £139(b)
(All modems are BABT approved)
BBC DataCable for WS3000/4000 £ 10(d)
MIRACLE WS2000V21/23 & BELL stds £92(c)

MONITORS

12", 14" and 20" MONITORS

Microvitec 1431

Std Res, 14" £179(a)
Microvitec 1431AP

Std Res + PAL/Aud, 14" £199(a)
Microvitec 1451

Med Res, 14" £225(a)
Microvitcc 1451AP

Med Res + PAL/Aud, 14" £255(a)
Microvitec 1441

Hi Res, 14" £359(a)

Philips 8833 14"RGB

Med Res, 14", high contract screen,
TTL/Linear input, Mono/Colour
Switch Stereo Sound Input.
Separate controls for brilliance and
contrast.

Microvitcc 2030CS

20" Standard Resolution RGB/

Comp Video £380(a)

Microvitec 2040CS

20" High Resolution RGB/Comp
video £675(a)
TAXAN SUPER VISION 620

12" Hi Res/Hi Contrast Option to
switch to green/amber BBC/IBM
Compatible £269(a)
TAXAN SUPER VISION 625

12" Super Hi Res and contrast RGB
Monitor with option to switch to
mono BBC/IBM compatible. £319(a)

TAXAN 770+

MultiSysnc Autoscan 14". ideal for
utilising the hi res modes on
Archimedes. Our price includes a
tilt & swivelstand £485(a)
NEC MultiSync II 14"
Enhanced version of the original NEC MultiSync.
complete with tilt & swivel base. Suitable for
Archimedes andPCcompatibles. £479(a)

MONOCHROME MONITORS

PHILIPS 7752

14"green screen monitor.
This is a new addition to the Philips' popular
mono monitors. Features include Flat screen.

Inverse video switch, separate brilliance
and contrast controls. £85(a)

PHILIPS BM 7502

HiResgreenscreen £72(a)
PHILIPS BM 7522

Hi Res amber screen £79(a)
Tilt & Swivel Stand for

Philips Mono £6(c)

MONITOR ACCESSORIES
Microvitec Swivel Base

(14" plasticmonitors) £17(c)
Monitor Stand Models B& B+ £10(c)
Monitor Stand Master £13(c)
Double Tier Stand Models B,

B-for Master £24(b)
Taxan RGB Lead £7(d)
MicrovitecLead £4(d)
Monochrome BNC/Phono Lead £4(d)
Copy Holder SelfSupporting A4 £l5(c)
New general purpose tilt
and swivel stand for 12" and 14"

Monitors £15(c)

44- 4-!-
All prices ex VAT and subject to change without notice. See page 5 for Carriage Charges.
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TECHNOMATIC
Techno House 468 Church Lane, London NW9 8TQ. Tel: 01-205 9558 Fax: 01-205 0190

CAD/ DRAW INC. PACKAGES

NOVACAD
Cad Package for B, B & MASTER.
(Seepage5 for specification)

Tracker Ball/Mouse Version (TM) £49 (d)

TM Version plus Tracker Ball £94 (d)

TM Version plus Mouse £79 (d)
PlotterDriverGenerator £15 (d)
Ifpurchased with Novacad £12 (d)

MOUSE

AMX MOUSE withSUPER ART £59 (d)
(pse specify B, B+ or Master)

STOPPRESS (Pagemaker) £32 (d)
EXTRA/EXTRA
(utilityfor the Pagemaker) £19(d)

max £17 (d)
STAND ALONEMOUSE £34 (c)
RB2 TRACKER BALL

RB2Tracker Ball with Icon Master £59 (c)
(forB,B+ & Master)

RB2 Tracker Ball with Cursor

Control Rom (for Master only) £59 (c)
RB2Tracker Ball 'Stand Alone' £47 (c)
for use with NOVACAD &

other software)

Cursor Control Rom for Master £12.50 (d)

MIRRORSOFT FLEET

STREET EDITOR £35 (d)

i IMF WARP

Real Time Clock, Plugs into the
user port, battery back up as
standard, includes manual, demo

software including a diary/planner
application program £29(d)

BBC SOFT/FIRMWARE

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

VIEWSTORE £36 (d)
STARdataBASE £39 (d)
MASTERFILE II £17 (d)
ACORN OVERVIEW PACKAGE
Special Offer £69 (b)
(RRP £86)

INTERBASE £49(d)

WORD PROCESSORS

ACORN VIEW PROFESSIONAL (BBC) £69 (c)

VIEW 2.1 £35 (d)
VIEW 3.0 £45 (C)
Double ViewRom Version £42 (d)
DoubleViewDiscVersion £33 (d)
(forMaster&Compact)

VIEWINDEX £12 (d)
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER „„,,,
GENERATOR £o(d)

VIEWSPELL £29 (d)

DOT PRINT PLUS £28 (d)
WORDWISE £24 (d)

WORDWISE PLUS £38 (d)

WYSIWYG PLUS £21 (d>
SPELLMASTER £42 (d)
INTERWORD £36 (d)
WORDEASE £24 (d)
SPELLCHECK HI £31 (d)
EDWORD II £43 (c)

44-

SPREADSHEETS

VIEWSHEET £36 (d)
WINDOMATIC (A Viewshect Utility) £15 (d)
viewplot £22 (d)
INTERSHEET £37 (d)
INTERCHART £25 (d)
ULTRACALC £26 (d)
MINI OFFICE II DISC Version

For B& B+ 40T or 80T £14 (d)
For Master 80T £16 (d)
For Compact £19 (d)
MINI OFFICE II ROM Version

For Master, Compact, B+ & B £43 (c)

MEGA3Rom £76 (b)
CC's integrated package offering Interword,
Intersheet & Interchart on one 128K ROM. For
Master. Compact. B+ & B

LANGUAGES

META ASSEMBLER £145 (b)
TEAM DISASSEMBLER £145 (b)
MACROM £33 (d)
ACORNSOFT«C £40 (c)
ACORN MICRO PROLOG £62 (d)
ISO-PASCAL £51 (c)
ISO-PASCAL STAND ALONE

GENERATOR £30(d)
OXFORD PASCAL

(40 or 80T) Specify Bor B+ £36 (d)
OXFORD PASCAL „., ...
tor Master £52 (d>
ACORN LOGO £46 (c)

LOGOTRON LOGO £55 (c)
BBCPUBLICATIONSOPEN LOGO £59 (c)
ACORN LISP ROM £39 (d)
ACORN FORTH ROM £39 (d)
ACORN COMAL ROM £39 (d)
AdvancedBASICDisc £26(d)
(for B, B+ & Master + 6502 2nd Processor)
MICROTEXT £52 (c)
MICROTEXT PLUS £229 (b)

COMMUNICATIONS

TERMULATOR

COMMSTAR II

MAYA Comms Package
See next page fordetails
MODEM MASTER

COMMAND

MASTER TERMULATOR

UTILITIES

ACORN ADFS ROM

ACORN BASIC EDITOR

MONITOR (BBC Pub)

SLEUTH

TOOLKIT PLUS

TOOLBOX 2 (BBC Pub) Manual
Cassette

ACORN GXR GRAPHICS ROM
specify B or B +

PRINTM ASTER

PRINTWISE
DUMPMASTER

FONTWISEPLUS

ADV TELETEXT UTILITIES ROM

£25 (d)
£28 (d)

£49 (d)
£11 (d)
£34 (d)

£34.75 (d)

£26 (d)
£24 (d)
£19 (d)
£23 (d)

£31 (d)
£9.50 (d)

£9(d)

£24(d)

£24 (d)
£24 (d)
£26 (d)
£17 (d)

£7.95 (d)

COMPACT (all on 3Vi"disc)

ARTROOM

FONTWISE +

FONT EDITOR

BETABASE

WHITE KNIGHT MKII

£27 (d)

£22 (d)

£22 (d)

£27 (d)

£16 (d)

BBC PUBLICATIONS

LDUCATIONAI. SOFTWARE

A scries of programs developed in many cases along
side Radio & TV programmes by BBC's Education
Department which supplement the classroom studies
by moving and colourful displays helping in clear
understanding of a variety of subjects. Some packages
also include audio cassettes.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

ASTRONOMY £11 (d)
COMPUTERS AT WORK Aud/EC/disc£16 (c)
PICTURE CRAFT Disc£17 (d)
INTRODUCING GEOGRAPHY Disc£16 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 1 Cass£8 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 2 Cass£8 (d)
NUMBER GAMES Cass/EC£7.50 (d)
USING YOUR COMPUTER Cass£24 (c)
THE HALL OF MIRRORS Disc£13(d)
MATHS Disc+AudCas£17(d)

SECONDARY LEARNING

£21.50 (c)
£10.50 (d)

Disc£23 (d)

TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN Ptl

ELECTRIC FIELDS

ADVANCED LEVEL

STUDIES: STATISITICS

ADVANCED STUDIES:

GEOGRAPHY

INSIDE INFORMATION

Book£8(d)

OPEN LEARNING

PACK Disc/AudCas+book£36(b)
SCIENCE TOPICS (ST)

S.T.:WAVES

S.T..RELATIONSHIPS

S.T.:BONDING

S.T. ELECTROMAGNETIC

SPECTRUM

S.T.:ELECTRONICS IN ACTION Disc£14
S.T.:NEWTON & THE SHUTTLE Disc£19
S.T.:ECOLOGY

S.T.:POLYMERS

S.T.:CLASSIFICATION &

PERIODIC TABLE

S.T.:FOOD & POPULATION

SEC.SCIENCE

MICROTECHNOLOGY

SEC.SCIENCE:THE

MOLE CONCEPT Disc/Aud/EC£16 (c)

BIRDSPY x Disc£13(d)
GEORDIE Racer Disc£13 (d)

Disc£17 (d)
ProgCass£10 (d)
Audio Cass£5 (d)

Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)

Disc/EC£19

Disc/EC£19 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Dlsc£20 (d)

Cass£7 (d)

GENERAL

VU-TYPE PROFESSIONAL

WHITE KNIGHT MKII

(for 1770 DFS)
BATTLEFIELDS

A VOUS LA FRANCE

Book£5.25 (d)

Disc£19 (d)

Disc£16 (d)
Cass£8.50 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Aud Cass(2)£7 (d)

ESPANAVIVA

Audio Cass(2)£8 (d)
Disc£19(d)

Book£6.95 (d)
(2) £7.50 (a)

Disc/aud/EC£16 (c)
Book£5.95 (d)

BLACK QUEEN
A long awaited bridge game. (I770DFS) £13(d)
BISMARCK

History ofthe famous battleship.
(I770DFS) £13(d)

DEUTSCH DIREKT

All software in this advertisement has been tested to
work with appropriate Acorn Disc Filing Systems only
and we are unable to comment on compatibilitywith
any other filing system. It will be the buyers
responsibility to verify such compatibility.

__4
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Aneasy to use CAD system with popupmenus providing a user friendly interface at all
stages of operation.

Input can beconfigured for keyboard, mouse or tracker ball. Only three keys to input
all commands if input from keyboard.

Virtually no limit to the size or complexity of the drawing that canbecreated. Powerful
zoom facility allows a AO size drawing to beviewed from single screen orasingle screen
can be enlarged to AD size. Continuous planning across a drawing by specifying co
ordinates.

Lines, arcs and circles can be drawn with case and in user defined colour and thickness.
Thesecan be modified at anystageof drawing.

User definable grid and scale, together with on screen display of dimensions, and co
ordinatesenable easyand accuratedrawings.

Multi layering capability with 8 levels allows superimposition ofdrawings.
Powerful icon utility allows any shape or drawing to be saved to a library as an icon.
Icons can be recalled from the library and palced anywhere on the screen drawing at
required scale and orientation.

Toolkit program allows customisation of files, utilities andperipherals.

* Drawings can be scaled on screen to suit the plotter or printer in
use. A maximum resolution of 0.01mm is available. Pre-

configured drivers for many popular plotters and a driver
generator for any BBC compatible plotter is included.

Printer drivers for Epson 9 pin and 24 pin printers
are included as standard as is the facility for

installing drivers for other printers.

No VAT Carriage Code (c)
LANGUAGES
6502 Assy Lang Prog £19.95
6502 Programming £13.95
8086 Book £23.95
Acorn BCPI User Guide £15.00
Acorn FORTH £7.50
Acorn LISP £7.50
Acorn ISO Pascal Ref Manual £10.00
Intro to COMAL £10.00
Intro to LOGO £7.50
Micro Prolog Ref Manual £10.00
Introduction to Turbo Pascal £14.95
Prog the Micro with Pascal £8.50
The Supervisor's BBC Micro £10.95

BBC MICRO GUIDE BOOKS
Inside Information £8.95
Maths Prog in BBC Basic £7.95
The Friendly Computer Book £4.50
Toolbox 2 £10.95

ARCHIMEDES

Archimedes Reference Manual £29.95(b)
ARMAssembly Language Prog £12.95(b)
Inside Autosketch £15(b)

PROGRAMMING/UTILITY
Advanced Sideways Ram User Guide £9.95
Advanced User Guide (BBC) £15.95
Applied AssemblyLanguage on the BBC ...£9.95
BBCMicro Advance Programming £9.95
BBCMicro Ref Guide (B Smith) £10.95
BBC Micro Sideways ROM's RAM's £9.95
Guide to the BBC Rom £9.95
Beginners Guide to W.P £7.95
Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
Mastering Interpreters & Compilers £14.95
Master Operating System .£6.95
Mastering View, Viewsheet & Viewstore....£12.95
View by B. Smith £12.95
View 3.0 User Guide £9.00
Viewstore User Guide £9.00
Viewsheet User Guide £9.00
Wordwisc Plus £9.95

SOUND & GRAPHICS
Computer Graphics & CADFundementals .£9.95
Mastering Music £6.95

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS
Advanced Disc User Guide £16.95
Disc Book £3.50
Disc Programming Techniques £7.95
Disc Systems £6.95
File Handling on the BBC £6.95
Discovering Disc Drives £POA
Practical Disc File Techniques £5.95
Mastering the Disc Drive £12.95
Mastering DOS plus £12.95

APPLICATIONS
Interfacing Proj for BBC £6.95
BBC and Small Business £5.75
The Software Business £5.50

Mustering Opci'titing System

(l)tnid Athcrton) £6.95

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
EPSON ACCESSORIES:
8143RS232 £32(d)
8148+ RS232 + 8k £79(d)
IEEE488 £40(d)
Apple II £40(d)
Colour option of EX800/1000 £55 (d)
TRACTOR FEEDERS
LQ800 £44(b)
LQ1000 £55 (b)
LQ850 £70 (b)
LQ1050 £85 (b)
LQ2500+ £90 (b)
EX800 £85 (b)
EX1000 £«MXb)
SHEET FEEDERS:

LQ800/850 £159 (b)
LQ1000/1050 £189(b)

EX800/FX800 £159 (b)
EX1000/LQ2500+ £225 (b)
FX1000 £189 (b)
Ribbons:

FX/FX100/100 + ,FX1<)5 £7(d)
RX/FX80, FX85/800 £4(d)
LX80/LX800 £4.50(d)
LQ80O/85O £6(d)
LQ1000/1050 £7.75(d)
EX800/1000 Black £7.50(d)
EX800/1000 Colour £16.80 (d)

H180 Pen Set (Aqueous/Ball point)
£8.25 (d)

HITACHI 672 Plotter

Aqueous Pen Set six pens ....£18.50 (d)
Oil Based Pen Set six pens...£25.00 (d)
TAXAN CANON Accessories:
Ribbon. KP810/815/910/915 £6 (d)

Star Printer

NL10/LC10 Sheet Feeder £55 (b)
NL10/LC10 Ribbon £4.50 (b)
National Panasonic KX P1080/81

Sparc Ribbon £4.50 (d)
KXP3131 Tractor £90 (a)
KXP3131 Sheet Feeder £189 (a)
KXP3131 Ribbon £4.50(d)

JUKI 6100

Tractor Feed £149 (a)
Sheet Feeder £219 (a)
Ribbon (Carbon) £2.00 (d)
BROTHER IIR20

SheeiFeedcr £229(a)
Tractor Feed £116 (a)
Sparc Ribbon Nylon £3.00 (d)
Sparc Ribbon Carbon £4.50(d)

INTEGREX INK JET COLOUR
PRINTER

Spare Ink Cartridge Black £8(d)
Spare Ink Cartridge Colour £14 (d)
Paper Roll £7 (d)
Printer Leads:

BBC Parallel Lead (1.2m) £6 (d)
PAPER & LABELS

Plain Fanfold paper with micro
perforations:
2000 sheets 9J" x 11"60 gsm/sq m ..£12
(£3.50)
2000 sheets 14J" x 11" 60 gsm/sq m

£18.50 (£4.50)
1500 sheets A4 90 gsm £18 (£3.50)
Labels/1000:

Single Row 3J x 1^" £5.25 (d)
Triple Row 2^" x 1^ £5 (d)

All prices ex VAT and subject to chance without notice. Sec Dace 5 for Carriacc Charges.
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TECHNOMATIC
MAIL ORDER & RETAIL

Techno House

468 Church Lane

London NW9 8TQ.

Tel: 01-205 9558

Fax: 01-205 0190

RETAIL SHOPS

468 Church Lane. London NW9 8TQ.

Tel: 01-205 9558 Fax: 01-205 0190

(close to DollisHill «t)
West End Branch

305 Edgware Road. London W2
Tel: 01-723 0233. 01-402 0444

(near Edgware Road Tube) •«•)

For last delivery telephone
your order on 01-205 9558
using VISA/Access Card

All prices ex VAT
Prices are subject to
change without notice

NOVACAD

Computer Aided Draughting
System

Novacad candrive a plotter toproduce drawings of highest quality...
Novacad is excellent. It is flexible, genuinely easy lo operate
withoutmuch practice, andapleasure louse. Beebug Dec86

A sophisticated CAD package with unique
facilities. Thousands of Novacad packages are
being used in widely differing fields ranging/
from industries for producing engineering^
drawings to accountants offices for producing
flow charts. Architects, engineers, plumbers,
kitchen planners and many other professions
requiring easy to use facilities for producing
high quality output are making extensive use
of Novacad's unique features. Novacad is
proving to be an invaluable teaching aid in
technical schools simply because of the ease
with which it can be used.

Novacad is compatible with all models fitted
with Acorn DFS. Hardware requirements can
be minimum; single drive and FX80
compatible printer are enough to get started,
though its performance is enhanced
considerably by use of 6502 2nd processor,
dual drive and to a degree with B+ and
Master's shadow ram.

The major features offered are:
* Simple and easy to use with logical command

sequence.

* A large drawing area (approx 15 screens)
* Unique ability to create complex icons made

up of upto 500 lines instead of the usual 15 to
20 pixels, store them in a library and recall
them at different scales and orientations.

* Zoom facility.

* Create multi level drawings.

* Text entry at any 90° orientation anywhere on
the screen.

* Grid scaling and locking, displacement
measurements.

* Printer routine for FX80/100 compatible
printers

* Cursor control from keyboard/tracker ball/
mouse.

Plotter driver generator available as an optional
utility, configures a routine for any BBC
coompatible plotter. Pre configured routines for
popular plotters like Epson HI80, Hitachi,
Plotmate are included. Drawings can be scaled to
maximumm plotter size.

NOVACAD T/M Version £49(d)
NOVACAD T/M + Plotter DG £61(c)
Plotter Driver Generator £15(d)

Orders welcome trom

government depts &
educational establishments

Please add carriage
(a) £8.00 (Courier)
(b) £2.50
(c) £1.50
(d) £1.00

EnromRvter

*HighIy sophisticated & Advanced Programmer
*All current single rail eproms handled
•State of the Art Programming Algorithms

»•»

EpromRyter is a powerful eprom programmer
designed for use with the BBC Master Computer.
It takes full advantage of the latest developments
in the eprom technology and the extra facilities on
the Master to provide fast, simple and efficient
programming and editing facilities.

The software is totally menu driven and on
screen help messages make the programming
simple for both specialists and novices alike.

The EPROMRYTER interfaces with the

Master through 1MHz bus. It is mains powered
with its own psu. 3M Tcxtool zif socket has been
fitted to ensure consistent and reliable service

over long periods.

I The single rail eproms handled by the EpromRyter are: I
| #2716273227642712827256275122751327011 l
1 2516 2532 2564 (NMOS& CMOS)
| t One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc. |
I 0 AlsoA suffixcpromssuchas27XXXA i

£89(b) + VAT

META Ver III ASSEMBLER

"Allthegoodfeatures you would expect tofind in a goodsource code
editor arepresent... Meta assembler lives in a different world. It is
structured to work with any newprocessor ...as newinstruction sets
can be added ...as needed... has a wellfeaturededitor with colour
highlighting, asoundmodularapproach." Acorn UserOctober 1986

# Assembles for over 30 popular processors,
including Z80, 6800/01/02/04/05/09/11 etc - and
68000 - using native mnemonics for each
processor, eg LD A, (HL) for Z80 and MOV
AO, $1000 for 68000 etc.

# Fully integrated Editor: four field, all search,
search/replace, block copy, delete, move,
marked save, load etc.

# Compatible with Portal Eprom Emulators and
Team Disassembler.

# Send object code in Intel Hex, S-Record,
straight binary etc. down to discs, RS232,
parallel port, Eprom Emulators etc - all
during Assembly.

# Over 50 directives included as standard:
handling nestable macros, conditional
assembly and twenty types of table definition
directives.

# 32 bit labels; 31 character names. Arithmetic
and Boolean arithmetic to 32 bits.

# Modular source code with numeric and string
parameter passing.

# Serial communicator area with eight options
lines: echo, control code trap, LF suppression/
addition etc.

# Over 500 in use throughout the world in
universities and many different industries.

# Two 16K Roms, two 80 track discs, A4
ring-bound manual, function-key strip.

£145(b)

EPROMERII

A proven Eprom programmer for BBC Model B
and B+ with thousands in use in industry,
educational and R&D establishments. It offers

many of the powerful features of the EpromRyter
and can program all single rail eproms upto 27256.
Full details on request. £89(b)

PORTALEPROM

EMULATORS

# Emulates 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256,
27512 eproms at 150ns Access time.

# Load at 4Kbytes/second - No "erase" time.
# 28 pin header plugs into Eprom socket on

target system - status monitored on 13 Leds.
0 Fully software controlled from Meta

Assembler.

# 100 times faster than standard EPROM

program/erase cycle.
# Fully CMOS compatible; draws no power

from target system.
# Four portals may be independently

programmed off same user-port cable.
# Complete with all cables, manual and disc.
PORTAL 512 (2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256,
27512). £245(b)

TEAM DISASSEMBLER

The third part of the Universal Development
System: a Meta labelling disassembler.

Supports 1802, 8080, 8085, #HD64180, Z80,
65XX (includes 65 col, 6511 etc), 68XX (includes
00, 01, 02, 03,08 etc):
• Up to 64K of object code translated back into

META compatible source code modules:
labels automatically inserted on all jump
targets, memory references etc.

• Pre-editing stage allows marking of object
code areas as byte, string, word, long word
etc, tables. These areas disassembled into
appropriate directives instead of garbage
mnemonics.

# Reconstituted source code ready for
immediate re-assembly by META.

# Omniversal search/rcpalce for re-naming
arbitrary label names with meaningful ones.

£145(b)

This advertisement can only show an example
of the range of products stocked by
Technomatic. So send for our latest BBC
catalogue providing detailed information and
prices on BBC Computer Systems,
Peripherals, Software and Books. To obtain
your free copy please complete and return the
coupon below.
Technomatic is a BBC Computer and Econet
Referral Centre providing a professional and
reliable service to the BBC user.

NAME

ADDRESS

.PostCode

1/89

Return to Technomatic Ltd, 17 Burnley Road,
London NW101ED

--6
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All prices ex VAT and subject to change without notice. See page 5 TorCarriage Charges.
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OFFERS
136-COLUMN PRINTER

Start printing with Acorn User's
wide-carriage printer

Please send me Sakata 5500 printersat £279.

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £ _
made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard £ _

ACCOUNT NO.

mm

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNED

n n

POSTCODE

DATED

EXPIRY DATE

mm

Even with the 35 per cent EEC anti-dumping duty added to the
price of our special, high-quality 136-column Sakata wide-
carriage printer, it is still unbeatable value at £279 inclusive of
VAT and delivery. A price which is still £100 under the
recommended retail price.

The Sakata 5500 printer is Epson FX-compatible. It offers
the following features: Pica, Elite and NLQ fonts plus a
downloadable character set; a 3k printer buffer; friction and
tractor feed for paper up to 16 inches wide; graphics modes
compatible with Acorn User's UserDump ROM; super and
subscripts; bold and italics.

The printer is both fast and quiet, printing at a rate of 180
cps (draft mode) or 40 cps (NLQ mode) with a noise level of
less than 55 decibels.

The Sakata 5500 printer takes ribbons which are easily
obtainable. We are supplying each printer with a free 1.5 metre
BBC printer cable, a plug, a 12 month guarantee and a
supplement for the BBC. Post the coupon today.

Send this coupon with your remittance to Printer Offer, Acorn User Merchandising,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ. Or fax your order to01-490 0494.

EXCLUSIVE ACORN USER OFFER
40 ACORN USER JANUARY 1989



HINTS &TIPS
SPEED AND SAFETY

Focusing on the Electron, with advice on how to save files, speed up printer output,
plus a one-line label search program, and more

ELECTRON
FAST PRINTING

Brian Ross of Glasgow has sent in a
couple of tips for Electron owners,
showing that there are still many undis
covered points about the machine. The
first item is on speeding up printer
output, particularly graphics.

Interfacing a printer to an Electron is
clone almost exclusively using the Plus i
interface. This works well for text

printing, but the print speed is very slow
for screen dumps when compared to a
BBC micro using the same printer. 1 first
thought that this was due to the slow
speed of the Electron, but adding a
Master RAM board did little to increase

the speed of printing. Perhaps the
interface was at fault.

The explanation is that the Plus i uses
ROM polling to determine if the printer
is readv to receive another character, as
opposed to the BBC micro's method of
using interrupts. Since ROM polling
takes place only ioo times per second,
this is the maximum output speed to the
printer - ioo characters a second. The
implication is that there is little point in
connecting a printer which can print
more than ioo cps since the interface will
become a bottleneck.

Secondly, this explains the slow screen
dumps in double density graphics
mode, 960 bytes are sent for each line.
This will take nearly 10 seconds per line.
Add to this the time taken to actually
print the line, and there lies the explana
tion as to whyscreendumps are so slow.

The answer to this problem is to
ignore the Plus 1 printer software and
access the interface hardware directly.
The parallel port on the Plus 1 resides at
location &FC71. The parallel interface

jbusy flag is contained in bit 7 of location
ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

David Atherton

Speed increases for the Electron

&FC72. Therefore the coding (in Basic
equivalents) should be:

DEF PROCprint (char)
REPEAT UNTIL(?&FC72 AN

D &80)=0
?&FC71=char

ENDPROC

However, after some experimentation, it
became evident that some characters

were being missed. This is because there
is a very short delay between a character
being sent and the busy flag going high.
If the output routine is called during this
period, then the printer will appear not
to be busy even when it is; the character
will be sent but not printed.

The solution is to employ a short
delay at the beginning of the output
routine. Translated to assembler this

becomes the code in the box.

Thus instead of the code:

LDA #1
JSR oswrch

LDA char

JSR oswrch

you should use:

LDA char

JSR output

The speed increase is dramatic. I have
adapted the standard mode o screen
dump from Ian Birnbaum's Electron
book Assembly Language Programming.
The program as it stands takes three
minutes 26 seconds to run (one minute
21 seconds for mode 4). My modified

versions using only the technique describ
ed above take one minute 20 seconds and

54 seconds respectively, almost doubling
the speed. The timings were taken using
an Electron with Master RAM board and
an Amstrad DMP2000 printer.

The vast majority of published screen
dump programs have a separate
subroutine for output, so that the VDU 1

.output STX temp
STY temp+1
PHA

.busyloop LDX #2

.dloopl LDY #0

.dloop2 INY
BNE dloop2
DEX

BNE dloopl
BIT &FC72

BMI busyloop
PLA

STA &FC71

LDX temp
LDY temp+1
RTS

.temp EQUW 0

Code resulting from short delay

can be dealt with separately. Often this
will be entered with the character in the

accumulator, which is then pushed onto
the stack. The routine will typically read:

PHA

LDA #1
JSR oswrch

PLA

JMP oswrch

and this routine should simply
replaced with mycopy above.

SAFE
FORMATTING

be

Another tip from Brian concerns the use
of disc formatters and the fact that, if
your controller is a 1770 chip, they
destroy the data currently in memory.

41
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Design 7+ £8.60
Desrom + £11.20

Desfax £17.40

Master copy Disc £11.20
Mastercopy ROM £13.00
Master Fax £26.00

VU-FAX Software £45.00

SYNERGY CONSUMABLES
SHAREMASTER (BBC &MASTER) 27C128 16k CMOS EPROMS £4.20
The professional investment analyst and 5-25 Floppy Discs x 10 £6.00
portfolio reporting system £99.95 3.5 Floppy Discs x 10 £10.00
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NO writer of software reviews should be

without one - this was my conclusion after
only half an hour with this clever add-on.
Moriey Electronics has added software to a
rom cartridge from Care Electronics and

\come up with a package with no clear rival. The car
tridge contains a 16k eprom for the software, and a
small ram chip to store the user-defined instructions.
There is a miniature push button on the top of the:
cartridge which activates a previously determined!
sequence of commands.

A very wide range of :
, possible uses make

this utility live up to
its name. A really

. excellent buy for
Master owners.

M/C/b fjje#



Meet

I

Morley

Family..

Teletext Adapter
The adapter is housed in a plastic disc drive
style case, similar in colour to the BBC
micro. It connects to the User Port via a 4-
way ribbon cable and can take its power
either from the computer or from our
optional power supply.
The unit comes with the ATS (advanced
teletext software) written for us by the BBC.
The HOLD PAGE and REVEAL features are
implemented, and pages can be saved to
disc under your own filenames.
Telesoftware is catalogued and selected
from the Menu page, and the programs are
easily downloaded.
THIS IS THE BIGGEST SELLING
TELETEXT ADAPTER CURRENTLY IN
PRODUCTION WORLD-WIDE, AND
COMES WITH A FULL MONEY BACK
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE.
Adapter BBC/Master £104.20
AdapterCompact £120.00
Adapter RML Nimbus £104.20
Optional Power supply £8.80
Teletext Utility Disc £5.20

EPROM
Programmer V2
This state-of-the-art unit, allows
programming of 2764,27128 and 27256
EPROMS both 12.5 and 21 volt. Totally
under software control it is believed to be
one of the fastest programmers available
today.
The comprehensive user-friendly
software included in the package has
two main parts. The firstallows EPROMS
to be read, programmed, verified, and
edited, also allowing a ROM image to be
loaded or saved. The second is a full
ROM management system in its own
right, which has a host of useful features
and routines, such as KILL and
RESURRECT ROM to disable or enable
a sideways ROM, dump ROM image to
buffer or disc, move ROM image in buffer
to sideways RAM, and VIEW-SEARCH
any sideways ROM.

£30.00

Eprom programmer utility disc - Put all
your favourite routines into Sideways
Rom, both BASIC and M/Code allows
multiple programmes up to 16k with
separate * commands for initialisation
and help.

£5.20

Master Board "AA"
At long last the add-on all MASTER users
have been waiting for, an internal ROM
board.
No more need to turn the computer off to
insert the cartridge containing the ROM
you need to debug the program in
memory.
The all new MORLEY MASTER BOARD
"AA" allowsyou to have up to 8 x 16kand
4 x 32k extra Roms installed inside your
MASTER and still leaves the cartridge
slots free. This in effect allows your
MASTERto support as many as 24,16k
ROMs installed permenantly, with the

The Latest

Arrival...

The Morley range of
Winchester Drives are
completely compatible
with all BBC's, B+'s and
Master computers fitted
with ADFS.
Each unit comes
complete with a utility
disc containing format,
verify, archive, initialise
and an intelligent file
copy including DFS files
to hard disc.
Finished in high quality
colour co-ordinated case
with a whisper quiet
internal fan and switch
mode power supply.
Superb quality and
competitive cost - in a
word-"Morley"!

20 Megabyte
30 Megabyte
40 Megabyte
60 Megabyte

£370
£420
£500

P.OA

RAMDISC
Due to the rise in prices of dynamic RAM
chips we only have a limited stock of the
1 megabyte version of this device left.
Special offer price whilestocks last.

£150.00

Master Cartridge
from Care

Dualcartridge 2 sockets £9.00
Quad cartridge 4 sockets £14.00
Duet cartridge 2 x 32k sockets £12.00
32k non-volatile ram cartridge
ideal for Spellmaster dictionary £33.00

addition of your standard 4 x sideways
ram banks and four banks by using
cartridges.
A staggering 32 ROM images installed
and accessible at any time.
Included in the package is a utility ROM
which has many useful features including
a clever filetransfer program that transfers
files between DFS and ADFS formats or
vice versa.

£40

Software
We now stock a full range of computer
concepts software and will gladlypopulate
your 'AA' board or cartridge before
despatch.

Master Smart
Cartridge
THE MORLEY/CARE SMART
CARTRIDGE
The Smart Cartridge will at the press of a
button halt a program running in memory
and execute any one of a host of useful
built-in, or user defined procedures, and
once completed will return to the program
and continue where it left off. The only
limiting factor with this device is the
programmers imagination.
Some of the built-in features (at the press
of a button):
*Autosaves comnputer's entire memory.
"Freeze program at any point.
•Screen dump (any mode) to printer or
disc.
"Allows most protected software to be
backed-up including tape to disc and disc
to tape.
"User friendlymenu driven software etc.

£30.00

MfiRLEM
E-L-E-C-T-R-O-N-l-C-S

Unit 3
Maurice Road

Industrial Estate
Wallsend, Tyne and Wear NE28 6BY
Telephone: Tyneside(091) 262 7507

VAT: UK customers please add 15% VAT
to cost incl. carriage.
CARRIAGE £1 on all orders. £3 on larger
items (Adapters etc).
To order:
By Post:- Enclose cheque made payable
to Morley Electronics Ltd. Or credit card:
By Phone:- quoting your Access Visa
number.
Goods usually despatched by return.
Government and Education orders
welcome.

COMING SOON...

Master Speech Cartridge



This is because of the way the 1770
controller performs formatting, and ap
plies to both BBC micros and Elks.

The only suitable facility available on
the chip is .'write track', a command
which writes a block of memory out to a
whole track on the disc. Formatting
programs build up an image of track
data, including header marks, CRC bytes
and so on in memory, and then in a
single operation, write out the whole
chunk of data to disc. The data occupies
about three or four kilobytes, which is
too much to put in a reserved area, so all
1770 formatting programsput the data in
main RAM.

It is particularly frustrating when you
have a full disc and no formatted discs to

hand - you can't save your current file,
and formatting destroys the program in
memory. The ADFS 'COMPACT' utility
allows the memory used to be specified,
so if you know what you are doing, you
can steer it clear of your data in memory.
But "FORMAT" doesn't allow you to
do this. Virtually all 1770 formatters use
memory from OSHWM upwards, so if
you could raise OSHWM above the top
of your program or other data you could
often preserve it and still format a disc.

Brian points out that you can indeed
do this. There is a command, *FXi8o,
which will alter OSHWM. If the data in
question isa Basic program, type:

PRINT(TOP DIV &100)+1

which reports (in decimal) the first clear
pageof memory in the machine. Provided
this is lower than about 119, there will
still be sufficient space for the format
map. Type *FXi8o, followed by the
page number returned by the Basic
command above, and run the formatter.
Select mode 6 (or mode 7 on BBC micro)
before doingany of this.

If you are using an Electron, you
mustn't be in modes o or 3, or the disc
system will be unreliable. And you must
turn off the cursor (with VDU
23,i,o;o;o;o;), in case some screen RAM
is used, because the Electron's software
cursorslightly altersscreen memory.

After formatting the disc, save your
data immediately, and then press Break
to reset the value of OSHWM. Alterna

tively, if you know what the normal
value is (type PRINT PAGE DIV &100
when you switch on your machine), you
can just reset it, by using*FXi8o again.

It is feasible to use this method with
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the View family and other programs, but
you will have to work out the top of the
text by using the 'Bytes Free' count on
the command.

WORDWISE
FILE SAFETY

Woids-127 Chdiact (l'OI'-25b40 I

REM Grandfather-Father-Son
REM by Julia M.E.Gwyther
REM for B'B+'M'C with Mordwise Plus
REM (c) flcorn User Jan 89

PRINT ;; Save latest text as SON"

PRINT
PRINT "Drive 0 Directory R will be
used"
PRINT

PRINT "Do you want to proceed?"
PRINT "Type V or N"
GS=GCKS

IF GSO"V" AND G*<>"y" THEN PROCnosave
REM renane and save
PRINT

PRINT " Save routine"
PRINT "
PRINT
PRINT "Deleting GRANDAD"

"Drive 0 Director)* R mil be

Save routine"

Program keeps three latest copies of a file

Julia Gwyther from Bristol uses Word-
wise, and wanted to make sure that she

never lost her files. However, ordinary
regular saving of files has a problem, in
that you might save a file and then
decide to reinstate some text you deleted
before saving. Julia has written a short
but very effective Wordwise Plus segment
program which overcomes this difficulty
by using the Grandfather-Father-Son
method of taking backups.

This is a method familiar to large
computer system programmers, whereby
when a backup is taken, the previous
backup is not overwritten or destroyed,
but saved, as are all the previous
backups. So you can go back and refer to
any earlier version of the file, within
reason. Julia's program keeps three
copies; the latest version, and the two
before that.

To use Julia's program, load it into a
segment, say segment zero, before you
start work, achieving this by typing in
and saving the program under the name
GDS, and including the lines:

SELECT SEGMENT 0

LOAD TEXT "GDS"

SELECT TEXT

in a IBOOT file on your work disc. Also
on the disc must be three files called

R.Son, R.Dad. and R.Grandad. Their
contents are irrelevant, and they can be
empty files you can create these by
saving a Wordwise segment or the text
area with nothing in it.

Soon after starting work, press Shift-fo
to make a security copy of your work -

this will invoke Julia's program. Now
the existing files move down the gener
ations. The Grandad file, the oldest
version, is deleted, the Dad file becomes
Grandad, the Son file becomes Dad, and
a new Son is created containing the text
at that point. This is achieved by simple
Delete and Rename commands, but
because it is all in a segment, you avoid
using those commands directly. It saves
trouble and avoids the possibility of
mistakes.

Also, because of working under a
managed system, your discs are not filled
up with lots of old copies of your text.
Using this system removes the necessity
to delete old versions of a file.

FADE
TO BLACK

On many other brands of computer, a
popular routine is a 'fade to black', a
routine which blanks the screen if there

is no keyboard activity after a certain
time. The program supplied in the
yellow pages provides this facility for a
BBC micro, Master 128 and Compact.

If you type in the listing, and set the
value of the variable 'seconds' to the

number of seconds of inactivity before
the system fades (from o.1 to 1300
seconds are acceptable), then the program
will assemble a machine code routine

called 'BLACK', installed by *BLACK.
Once active, carry on working as

normal, but the screen will instantly
vanish if you don't touch the keyboard
for the required number of seconds.
Pressing any key restores the display at
once without ill-effect. If you have a
reasonable setting, such as the default, 30
seconds, this will mean that while you
are working, you will never notice the
feature, but if you leave the keyboard,
the screen will go blank.

There are two uses for such a

program. The first is to prevent monitor
'burn-in', which is the effect which
occurs when you leave a monitor display
ing the same image for a long time. The
imagegets burnt as a permanent 'shadow'
on the screen. Though I've no evidence
for this, it seems to be worse on amber
monitors than on green or colour, and it
occurs faster if the brightness is too high.
In practice, most monitors would need to
display the same image for several days
before burn-in occurred; but if you left
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your machine on accidentally over the
weekend, and had this utility permanently
installed, you needn't have to think
about it.

The more usual use is that of privacy.
With the program installed, you can be
sure that if you leave the keyboard for a
few minutes, no-one passing will see
what is on your screen. True, all they
have to do is press a key, but in practice
very few people will do this, if all they
see is a blank screen.

A third use is to remind you when
you're daydreaming, if you have a lot of
work to get on with. If the screen
vanishes, buckle down and carry on!

The program works by the use of
events and vectors. When you run the
machine code, it installs a routine using
the tried and tested method of event

number 4, the frame flyback timer which
is called 50 times every second. Each
time the routine is called, if the screen is
normal, a counter is decremented. When
the counter reaches zero, the screen is
blanked. If the screen is already black,
this event routine does nothing.

Keypresses are always routed through
the keyboard control vector (KEYV) at
&228 and &22C). This vector is only
called when a key is pressed, so it is
intercepted, and the timer is reset to the
desired number of fiftieths of a second. If

the screen is black, it is turned on again.
In normal constant keyboard use, the
timer is being constantly reset, so it
never reaches zero.

The method used to turn the screen on

and off is to program register 8 of the
CRTC chip in your BBC micro. There
are many methods by which the screen
can be made black, but this is certainly
the neatest one which works in all screen

modes (including mode 7) and also turns
the hardware cursor off. Register 8 is a
write-only register, so the values required
to program it must be known.

Fortunately these are given for each
mode in the 'Advanced User Guide'. The

register contains information about the
cursor and display, but has special
'disable' modes, which are used here.
Unlike some methods of programming
the CRTC, disabling using Register 8
allows you to maintain the frame
synchronisation, so that when the picture
is restored, it behaves just like a palette
switch, and there is no 'frame roll'.

The values required arc &01 (&93 for
mode 7) for normal display, and the &Fo
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(&FF for mode 7) to disable display.
Note that the values for interface mode
given in the Advanced User Guide are
correct (&03) in the CRTC chapter, but
wrong (&01) in the mode 7screen table.

There arc some drawbacks to the

program. Firstly it will not restore the
screen if you press CTRL, Shift, CAPS
LOCK and Shift LOCK alone, as these
keypresses are not vectored. Secondly,
although the program does not restore
the screen when a character is output, it
does so when the cursor is forced on to a
new line, because when this happens, the
operating system makes a test (vectored
through KEYV) to see if CTRL and
Shift are being held down, so that it can
halt output if they are.

ONE-LINE
LABEL SEARCH

Inspired by the one-line function and
procedure finder from Nicholas Savers in
November's Hints and Tips, Phil Bender
from Sunderland offers a one-line

program for finding assembler labels in a
Basic source program. The program
simply LISTs each line which starts with
a label.

Phil's program will find labels at the
beginning of a line, and print them out
up to the end of the label, or the end of
the line. It works by passing through
each line, checking whether the first non-
space character in the line is a full stop,
and if not, using the line length bytes to
jump to the next line. As a result the
routine is fast, finding about 35 labels in
6.5k of source in about seven seconds.

Phil points out that the same technique
can be applied to Nicholas's program,
which should speed it up considerably.
To do this, alter Nicholas's MIDS
expression to:

M."FNPROC",1-2*(M?J=24
2) ,2-2*(M?J=242))

and use real variables throughout. A
number of readers pointed out that
Master and Compact owners have the
LIST IFDEF routine built in, to find
definitions quickly.

Phil also offers an improvement to
Susan Stepney's i-D Life in the same
issue. There is no point in plotting a cell
in colour o, as it is already the background
colour, and therefore if the following
lines are changed:

480 C%=A%?I%

490 IF C% THEN GCOL 0,C%:P
LOT 69,X%,Y%

and similar changes are made to lines
330-360, the program will run faster.

INTERWORD
WORDWRAP CONTROL

James Hunt of Denmark Hill in London
has been preparing text in Interword
which includes embedded listings. He
found that one problem of including
listings in a wordprocessor is that
wordwrap can make the listing look odd,
as listings tend to have long runs of
characters without spaces in the lines.

Interword looks back along the line for
the last space character, which could be
near the start of the line, or perhaps
between the line number and first

character. In this latter case, the net effect
would be that Interword prints the line
number on a line of its own, and starts
the text of the Basic line on the next

screen line below.

James decided to investigate. He
discovered that wordwrap can be turned
off by setting the least significant bit of
byte &C48 in the Interword file. He then
discovered that Interword stores the page
number of the start of its current file in

location 1&29 in zero page. He wrote a
couple of simple programs, WRAPON
and WRAPOFF, which locate and alter
this byte directly. The net effect is to
turn on and off the wordwrap facility.

To use the program, assemble the
listings in the yellow pages, and two
machine code programs WRAPON and
WRAPOFF will be produced. These
reside in the relatively safe area of page
&9. To prepare a file with wordwrap
disabled, such as large tables of figures,
make sure that file is loaded and issue the

command *WRAPOFF from the front

menu. If you change your mind, type
*WRAPON. You ' should type
*WRAPOFF again for each new file you
create. The change is stored permanently
in the file when you save it.

A slight snag is that the effect is
global, so when you turn off the
wordwrap, any normal text paragraphs
will lose the wordwrap effect. To avoid
this you can spool the rest of the text out
to disc, and reload it into Interword. This
places carriage returns at the end of each
line, so wordwrap is irrelevant.
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View»Mac Version 2 - Converts View, InterWord,
and Wordwise Plus documents to MacWrite

View»Mac has already established itself as
the most effective way of transferring View
documents to the Macintosh.

Now View»Mac has been extended to cater

for all the main document formats on the
BBC Microcomputer and Master 128: View,
View Professional (or PipeDream),
Wordwise Plus, and InterWord.

Transfer in either direction

Furthermore, View»Mac can now transfer
and convert any document format in either
direction: to or from the Macintosh.

Transfer several files at once

Other advantages include faster transfer,
and optional transfer of several files, or a
complete folder, in a single operation.

View»Mac Version 2 is available for just £59
plus vat (educational price). The serial cable
to connect the BBC Microcomputer and
Macintosh is available for S25 plus vat.

Existing users of View»Mac can upgrade to
Version 2 for £19 plus vat.

BBC BASIC - Now available for Macintosh

BBC BASIC has become established as

the major programming language used
and taught in UK schools. Its structuring
features, such as named procedures and
functions with arguments, make it an
ideal language for learning to program.

Now Macintosh owners can program in a
version of BBC BASIC designed to behave
in exactly the same way as on the BBC
Microcomputer and Master 128, and
interchange programs directly.

BBC BASIC for the Macintosh includes an

integral editor, for the fast entry and
editing of programs, and built-in menu
commands for transferring programs to and
from a BBC Microcomputer.

• Simulates all the important VDU codes, so
that most BASIC programs can be typed
in or loaded and will run without

modification.

• Compatible with Macintosh 512KE, Mac
Plus, Macintosh SE, and Macintosh II.

* File Edit Program Windows

Happy Chrlstaasl

REn Christoas Tree
ang-?»PI/16. k»2*2»C0S<ang>
s-1280 CLG: UDU 5' HOUE2O0.70
PROCtrc«Cs,0>: HOUE 164,30
PRIMT-Hoppy ChriiUcar
END

OEF PROClrceCn, O: LOCAL d
IF n<30 PROCIIn«<n,t>: ENOPROC
d-n/k. IF n<« PROCtraatd, O
t-t+ang: PR0Ctroo(d, t)
PROCbaubl«(d/l6>
l»t-2»ang: PROClree<d, t>
IF n<* t-t-Kmg: PROCtreetd,t)
ENOPROC

in i -i'iuii:i lne<r,t>
PL0T1,r*C0S<D,r»SIHCO
ENOPROC

OEF PROCbaubl«<s>
PLOT 153, s,0
PLOT O.-s.O: EHOPROC

K>

5E
-n-

Bia

• Includes features from BASIC V on the

Archimedes, such as: WHILE...ENDWHILE,
CASE, multi-line IF...ENDIF, and the
graphics extensions: CIRCLE, ELLIPSE,
RECTANGLE.

Price

BBC BASIC for Macintosh is available for

£149 plus vat (educational price), with a full
User Guide and fourteen example programs.

AU88/6

HUMAN •COMPUTER SSTSoSSJESE*-
NTE RFAC E • LIMITED

25 City Road, Cambridge, CB1 1DP, England.

Telephone: (0223) 314934 Fax: (0223) 462562



ARC AGORA
SOUND BEGINNINGS

With a focus on music we look at sound generation, coping with disc faults
and converting Master font files to the Archimedes

I hope you'll forgive the near-domination
of this month's Agora by the topic of
sound, but I thought it was time this
long-neglected subject had some decent
coverage.

In fact, contrary to popular fiction, the ||
way Arc sound works is very simple -1 1
there's no messing about with ENVEL- |
OPEs and the like. Sounds are only |
generated from digital data - rather like |
that on hi-fi compact discs, but of a1
lower quality. The peaks and troughs of|]
the sound wave are represented as high
and low numbers, and they are passed | |
directly - in a stream - to the sound- M
generating hardware.

It is VIDC, the video chip, that |^
actually plays back digitised sound. It |;vg
does so by DMA or Direct Memory $g|
Access, in the same way as it sends a >:V-
stream of video data to the monitor. You

don't need to do anything once a sound
is playing: your only job is to supply the
next batch of sound data when asked by
the Operating System.

In future columns, I hope to tackle the
problem of sound scheduling and making
music. But this month, I'm concentrating
on sound generation and the building of
a so-called 'level one handler'.

There are two ways of acquiring the |
data necessary to make a sound: you can
digitise it using a sound sampler such as
the A440 from Armadillo Systems or you
can synthesise it using a little maths.
There isn't the space to provide a proper
digitised sound, so you must cheat and
synthesise one. Listing 1 generates a
sound datafile - called Raw - similar to

one the A440 Sampler might produce.
Make sure you have plenty of free disc
space before you start - quite a few large
files are going to be loaded and saved
this month!

Those of you with A440 Samplers
might like to *DUMP a saved sample
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file. You will see & 18 bytes of informa
tion at the start and then the sound data
itself. The 'zero' of the data is &80 and

so if you record near silence, the values
in your file will just hover around the
&7F or &80 mark.

Remember that the numbers were not

values of 'volume' but rather indications

of where the loudspeaker should be at a
given time - raw data in the rawest
sense. The loudest noise would be one

that switched from &00 to &FF, because
that would mean the largest movements
of the loudspeaker. Listing 1 produces a
regular sound wave which steadily dimin
ishes in amplitude. You might like to
♦DUMP the file Raw once it has been

saved.

Such raw data cannot be fed directly
to the loudspeaker. Firstly, the 'zero'
point must be shifted down to (real)
zero. Secondly, the Arc's loudspeaker
expects sound data to be in a special
logarithmic format. To make things
more complicated, the sign-bit (determin
ing whether the loudspeaker is in or out)
must also be shifted: from bit 7 to bit o.
To simplify matters, a SWI call is
provided to the conversions: "Sound
Soundlog" and listing 2 uses this SWI to
convert raw files into a more usable

format.

Run listing 2 and enter the Raw
filename (or press Return for Raw). You
will then be asked if you want to strip off
the data at the start. When converting
A440 files you should press Y; press N if
converting your demonstration file, Raw,
as this doesn't have the extra data put on
by the Armadillo unit. Listing 2 then
modifies the data, moving the zero down
as it goes. Then enter the filename for the
converted data (press Return to use a
filename Demo).

Now you have suitable sound data;
you just need a way of playing it back.
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The basic procedure is to inform the OS
that you have a new voice which may be
used. Then you assign a particular
channel to your new voice which you
then use with SOUND.

To get the OS to recognise your voice
you must attach it to a standard header,
somewhat similar to a module header,
which must be written according to some
very strict rules. Once the header is
complete,stick the sound data on the end
and put the whole caboodle into a
module. Listing 3 takes care of all this -
make sure you have about 144k of spare
RMA space configured before starting.

The actual sound header begins at
.voicebase. First comes a series of

branches, followed by an offset pointing
to the voice name (this is the name
shown by *VOICES). Four main routines
are referred to in the branches: .instance,
.gateon, .gateoff and .fill.

Having told the OS about your voice,
should anyone use it to play a note these
four routines will be called at various

times. First, .instance is called. The
function of this routine is to find the
address of a logarithmic amplitude table.
You'll use this later to scale your sounds
according to the required volume.

Next, .gateon is called. This indicates
that the time has come for the note to be

played and the first lot of sound data
must be passed on to VIDC. The
.gateon routine points the register 'read'
to the start of your sound data and then
falls into .fill.

The routine .fill does the work of

shuffling sound data, and is called
whenever VIDC is ready for more. At
the heart of .fill are five instructions -

repeated four times to speed buffer-filling.
The loop is unrolled so there are fewer
branches to slow things down.

You have to make two adjustments to
your data before playing it: it must be
scaled (according to the volume par
ameter given in the Sound command that
called it) and it must be played at the
appropriate pitch. Different pitches are
achieved by playing back sounds at
different speeds: so-called 'false pitch'.
This variation in speed is implemented
using a cunning device called a phase
accumulator (far too cunning for this
column) and this is stored in the register
called phaseacc.

Phaseacc is shuffled about and then

used as an offset into your sound data.
The volume adjustment is simpler than
you might think: remember that your
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sound data is now logarithmic. The
desired volume is supplied to .fill in Ri,
so you merely convert this to a
logarithmic value and subtract it from
each byte of sound data. Because it is a
logarithm, this has the same effect as
dividing down the volume.

Another instruction (MOVMI value,
#0) is required to catch any negative
amplitudes. The actual storing of the
sound data in VIDC's buffer is done in

steps according to the parameter dmastep.
If only one voice is used, data is stored
consecutively (so dmastep contains one);
if two are used then the data for the

voices are 'interleaved' (dmastep contains
two), and so on up to a maximum of
eight voices.

So, .fill shuffles bytes from your buffer
to VIDC's four at a time until you've
filled it up, after which you just need to
decrement the ceiitisecond time (the
variable time) to see if your note's run its
course. If so, .gateoff is called - the
.gateoff routine is invoked whenever a
note is to be terminated.

Run listing 3 and enter the name of a
data file modified by listing 2; press
Return for Demo. The sound module

will be assembled, including your sound
data, and saved as 'AU-' plus the first
seven letters of the name of your voice; it
could be called 'AU-Demo'. Now, you
are ready to play.

Listing 4 searches through the current
directory and lists all files beginning with
AU-, noting all the sound modules. If
there are none you will be told so; if
there's just one it will be chosen
automatically; if there are several you
must enter the number of the one you
want to use. Then, a brief but festive
tune should be sounded in the voice of

your choice. Your demonstration voice
should appear as 'AU-Demo'. If you buy
the monthly disc there will be a few extra
voices to choose from.

This all might seem a lot of trouble to
go to just to play a note. But do
persevere digitised or synthesised
sound can enhance programs wonderfully
if it's done with care.

SUPPED
DISCS

Well, not so much slipped as corrupted.
Whenever you encounter a disc fault it is
always alarming. If you have two drives
you can often rescue the uncorrupted

files by *COPYing them from one to the
other; if you have a single drive it can be
a nightmare! A solution from Jason O'
Broin wins him £20. (Listing 5 on the
yellow pages.)

Jason's program copies discs sector-by-
sector, using as much memory as possible
(to reduce the number of disc-swaps
needed). Simply format a blank disc to
the same capacity as the corrupted one
and Jason's program will copy across any
sectors that have remained intact. Of

course, some files may be corrupted -
you'll have to test these out yourself -
but the rest will be safe.

Run listing 5 and specify the size of
disc to be copied by pressing 'L' (640k)
or 'D' (800k). Press Return and then
enter the source and destination drive

numbers. Insert the appropriate disc
when prompted and write protect the
corrupted disc - you don't want any
more accidents!

The copying process takes some time,
so be patient. The program's progress is
shown on the screen together with any
disc-faults detected.

BBC
FONTS

£10 goes to Richard Averill for our last
offering - listing 6 on the yellow pages.
His program takes font files produced
with Master utility "CharDes" and con
verts them for use on the Archimedes.

Run listing 6 and enter the name of
the 'CharDes' font file. Then enter the
name you want the Archimedes font file
to be called. After a short while the Arc
font will be ready. The file-type of the
Arc font is set to &FF7 (or 'BBC Font')
which means that you can simply *RUN
the font to use it.

RISC
OS

RISC OS upgrades for the Archimedes
will be available from April 1989, and
will cost £29 at first. Upgrading will
definitely be worth it. The upgrade
consists of four replacement ROMs, two
application discs, a supplementary disc
plus new manuals.
Send your programs, ideas, hints and tips to
Arc Agora, BBC Acorn User, Redwood
Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London
Ni 6DJ. The reward for items published is
nationwidefame plus up to £20.
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Watford Electronics
Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street Watford WD1 2AN, England

Tel: Watford (0923) 37774 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: 01 950 8989
Shop Hours: 9am to 6pm (Mon.-Sat.) Thursdays 9am to 8pm

All prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice & available on request.

Credit Card Orders (ACCESS & VISA) Tel (0923) 33383 or 50234 (24 Hours)

Acorn$
The choice

iof Experience

micro

Mono Colour

£759

£875

£925

£2449

£909

£1025

£1099

£2595

(Securicor carr. £10 on Micros)

FREE

PRINTER OFFER

With every Archimedes Micro purchased
from us this month, we are giving away
absolutely FREE a Panasonic KX-P1081 Dot
Matrix PRINTER and an Archimedes PRINTER
LEAD worth £160. If you already own a prin
ter, then simply phone in for alternatives.
. . . and with every Archimedes 440, we are
also qiving away absolutely FREE the Printer
AND Acorn's DEVELOPERS' TOOLBOX
together worth £360.

0.5 Mb RAM for 305 £149
Podule Backplane £37
ROM Podule (Computer Concepts) £48
ROM Podule (C C) with Battery Backup £59
ROM Podule (takes five 8 bit ROMs,
of 16,32,64or128K) £56
Archimedes Ref Manual £29
2nd 800K floppy disc drive
(for 305. 310&410) £118
Econet Network Board £40
Backplane for 2 podules, with fan
(305,310) £39
New Backplane for 4 podules £39
I/O Podule (with User port, Analogue port
& 1MHz bus) £85
MIDI add-on to I/O Podule £38
MIDI Expansion Card £66
Real time Video Digitiser (Watford) £249
Sound Sampler (Armadillo) £105
20 Mb Hard Disc & Controller Card £469
ARM Assembly Lang. Prog. Manual £12

WORDPROCESSORS

Wordwise + £18 Pipedream
Image Writer £25 View
Interword ROM £35 Viewspell
1st Word Plus £79 Viewlndex
ArchieSpell Master £49

DATABASES

AlphaBase £39 Viewstore
System's Delta Plus

SPREADSHEETS
Intersheet ROM £35 Viewsheet
Sigmasheet

£89
£49
£32
£12

£49

£60

£49
£59

BUSINESS GRAPHICS

iGammaPlot £30 Interchart ROM £22

INTEGRATED PACKAGES
Logistix - Database, Spreadsheet. Time Manage
ment & Business Graphics

£95

PC EMULATION Pack

(for 310,410 & 440), including MSDOS 3.21

GRAPHICS, ART & DESIGN
Interchart £25 Gamma Plot
Artisan £31 Gamma Plus

SupportDisc £17 Autosketch

Toolkit (Beebug) £32
ArcTermulator £59

Toolkit (Clares)
Zarch

£79

£30
£60

£69

£31
£16

Now available on DISC

Computer Concepts' Software
for Archimedes

Inter-Word Disc £27
Inter-Sheet Disc £27
Inter-Chart Disc £17
Spell-Master Disc £48

LANGUAGES

ANSI 'C; ISO-PASCAL; FORTRAN 77; £95 each
Cambridge LISP; PROLOG X £181 each
Archimedes Assembler £189
TWIN EDITOR £27

0% (APR) FINANCE
For a limited period, Watford Electronics are
able to offer the Archimedes range of
microcomputers at 0% (APR) finance. Credit
facility available subject to status. Please
inquire for further details.
(Watford Electronics are Licenced Credit
Brokers)

Archimedes to BBC SERIAL LINK
Using this simple data link, it is possible to
solve all your BBC to Archimedes data transfer
problems. The kit is supplied with a disk, and
the necessary cable to connect the two
computers. Using this package it is possible to
transfer any data from the BBC to Archimedes
at upto 19200 baud.
By far the easiest way to transfer data to your
new computer.

Only £25

Archimedes 5V473V2" Disc drive
Interface

With this interface it is possible to connect
almost any 5W/3V2" disc drive with its own
power supply to the Archimedes. NO
SOLDERING is involved. Supplied complete
with necessary lead.

Only £19
Note: This is not simply a lead. Attempting to
connect an external disc drive by direct
connection may result in damage to your Micro.

V^By Popular demand we are now
supplying refurbished and fully

guaranteed BBC Micro Model B with
Disc Filing System

(Please telephone for price & availability)

The 80186 Co-Processor
This package consists of the Master 512 board,
Watford Co-Pro Adaptor, 1770 Disc Upgrade
and Acorn ADFS. This is a complete package,
with its own power supply, ready to interface
with your BBC Micro. The Master 512 board
using the 80186 16 bit Processor at 10MHz and
running Digital Research DOS Plus, gives a high
degree of IBM compatibility at an extremely
reasonable price. Included in the 512k package
is a mouse and the amazing Digital Research
GEM suite of software; GEM Paint, GEM draw
and GEM desktop giving a complete Mouse
Icons environment (All other GEM packages will
work on the 512k). Famous packages that will
work with the 512k board include Wordstar,
Dbase II, Lotus 123 and many others. The only
requirement to upgrade any BBC Model B to
this system is you must have twin 80 track disc
drives.

New low price £175

CREDIT TERMS now available.
Please telephone or write in for

further information.

before and after
the experience

BBC MASTER
MASTER 128K Micro incl. Acorn's:
View, Viewsheet, ADFS, BASIC Editor
& TERMINAL plus £125 worth of
FREE OFFER (see below) £379

SPECIAL OFFER
FREE ... £105 worth of

Hardware & Software
Gemini's OFFICE MATE & OFFICE

MASTER packages on Disc consisting
of: Database. Spreadsheet, Beebplot
graphics. Accounts packs: Cashbook,

Final Accounts, Mailist, Easyledger,
Invoice & Statements, Stock Control
and Watford's 3'/.-", double sided 1

Megabyte (unformated) single disc drive
complete with cables, ready to connect to

the micro - with every BBC Master
purchased from us this month.

BBC MASTER with Turbo Board +
above SPECIAL OFFER £513

512K Processor Add on Board
"inc. Mouse and GEM package" £95

BBC MASTER plus 512K 80186
Co-processor Board (incl. Mouse
and GEM package) plus the above
£105 worth of SPECIAL OFFER

£449

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
Turbo 65C102 Add-on Module £119

Econet Module for the Master £40

Twin ROM Cartridge for Master £7.50
Quad ROM Cartridge for Master £11
Universal Processor Adaptor £75
Master Reference Manual I (No VAT) £14

Master Reference Manual II (No VAT) £14

Master Advance Ref. Manual (No VAT)£19

64K Upgrade Kit for B+ £32
Acorn 1770 DFS Kit complete £49
ECONET Upgrade Kit for BBC £42
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available

ARIES' Professional IEEE Intel-face £238

Acorn IEEE Interface Complete £265
Morley Teletext Adaptor with ATS Rom £99
Filestore E01S £899

Filestore E40S £799

Filestore E60S £1080

Ecolink £270

BBC MASTER COMPACT
System 1 Standard Package £299
System 1A System 1 + TV Modulator £315
System 2 System 1 + Green Hires Monitor

£345
System 3 System 1 + Medium Res Colour

Monitor £469
RS232 Kit for BBC Compact £25
Additional 3'/?" Drive for BBC Compact £90

(Securicor carriage £7)

65C102 2nd PROCESSOR
This amazing package consists of the Acorn
65C102 Turbo' Board, the Watford Co-Pro
Adaptor and Acorn 1.2 DNFS ROM. The 'Turbo'
board, running at 4MHz with 64k of additional
RAM will increase the speed by between 50 and
200% depending on the application running,
and allow a BASIC program of upto 44k in any
screen mode. Simply by plugging in the Co-Pro
and the DNFS ROM with its special Tube host
code and you massively increase the power of
any Model B. This is a complete package, with
its own power supply, ready to interface with
your BBC Micro.

£159



• *•!

PECIAL^
CHRISTMAS

OFFER
FROM

\A/atford Electronics

ACORN ARCHIMEDES
The Archimedes range of micros
brings new levels of performance
in all respects. Acorn's breath
taking technology is breaking new
ground with advanced application
software for business, design and
desktop publishing.

WITH EVERY ACORN ARCHIMEDES PURCHASED

Watford Electronics

WILL GIVE YOU A CHRISTMAS PRESENT OF A
FREE PANASONIC PRINTER

Panasonic KX-P1081
The Panasonic 1081 dot matrix
printer handles text printing at
speed, features business quality
printout and links beautifully with
graphics, CAD and DTP software.

With every Archimedes Micro purchased from us this month, we are giving
away a free Panasonic KX-P1081 printer and an Archimedes Printer lead
Worth £160.

With every Archimedes 440 we are giving away the Panasonic KX-P1081 and
Acorn's Developer's Toolbox — together worth £360.
For full details of our Archimedes range of micros and prices see page 4 of
our advert. 0% finance applies to this offer.



Z88 Sinclair's
Portable Micro

The worlds first, truly portable Micro. It is
A4 size, only an inch thick and weighs
under 2lbs. Ideal for use when travelling
or as a personal organiser.

Only: £239

FREE
With every Z88 purchased from us this
month, we are giving away absolutely FREE,
a Z88 to BBC Interface Link, 4 rechargeable
batteries and a compact Mains Battery
Charger worth £38.

ACCESSORIES
Mains Adaptor £8.65
32K RAM Pack or 32K EPROM Pack £17.35
128K RAM Pack or 128K EPROM Pack £43.40
512K RAM Pack £169
Z88SpellmasterforPipedream £51
Z88 to BBC Link £21.70
Z88 to PC Link II £30
Z88 EPROM ERASER £34.75
Serial Printer Cable £8.65
Parallel Printer Cable £24.00
Z88 Modem £145
Z88 Soft Carrying Case £8.50
Sinclair Z88 Computing Book £9.95
AA Nicad Rechargeable Battery £1.50
Battery Charger, Compact & Fast (3 Hours) £6

Z88 XMAS PACKAGE OFFER
This special offer package consists of:
A Z88 Micro, 128K Ram pack, Mains
Adaptor, Carrying Case & a Set of Kodak
batteries.

Only £289

CO-PRO Adaptor

With this Watford's Co-pro Adaptor unit, you
can now attach any BBC Master coprocessors
to your original BBC B.
Use the super fast Turbo Board with your BBC
B. it is much faster than the 6502 2nd processor
superseding it.
With the 512K addon your standard BBC
machine achieves IBM PC compatibility at a
realistic price running GEM, Lotus 123 and
many other programs. Included with the 512k
package is a high precision mouse and the
Digital Research GEM suite of software; GEM
Desktop. GEM Write GEM Paint. This requires
both the 1770 DFS and the ADFS to be fitted to
your computer.
To use other co-processors you require a BBC B
with DNFS 1.20 or higher, or BBC B+ fitted with
1770 DFS 2.20 or greater. Co-processors work
exactly like a second processor.
Master owners may use Co-Pro to add a second
Co-processor externally.
Watford, brings power to your BBC at only:

£35 (carr £5)

Archimedes

Real-Time Digitiser

Watfords'Archimedes Video Digitiser is the most sophisticated
digitiser ever designed for a micro. It provides a fast and
flexible means of capturing images from a videocamera or
recorder for display and manipulation on the Archimedes
range ofMicros. Off-air television signals may alsobedigitised
via a video recorder or TV tuner.

Once captured. Video imagescan be stretched, squahsed,
rotated, stored on disk, printed, or used by applications
software.

Applications include desktop publishing, graphics, anim
ation, imageanalysis and recognition, medical imaging, auto
matic inspection and measurement, databases, interactive
video, remote transmission of pictures via a modem, move
ment detection ... or anything elseyoucanthink of!

SPECIFICATION
SOFTWARE
All the driver software forthe digitiser is contained in a ROM
on the podule. Facilities provided include:
• Grabbing of images to thescreen or dumping to memory.
§ Continuous grabbing anddisplay forpreviewing or camera
alignment.
• 'Hot key' grabbing - pressing a (configurable) key combin
ation grabsanddisplays an image onthescreen while another
program (e.g. paint software such as Artisan) is running.
0 Scaling (zoom/shrink) any section ofanimage toany size in
X and Ydirections, with optional X/Y flip, window clip and
logical (AND/0R/X0R) plotting.
• Rotation and scaling to anyangle and size, rotating about
any point, with optional window clip, and logical (AND/OR'
X0R)plotting.
O Very versatile matrix printer screendump facility for Epson
FX, LQ andEX compatible printers - pictures canbeprinted to
ANY size (including multiple sheets) at anyorientation, using
any available printer density and one of six internal sets ofdot
patterns, or with user definable patterns (pattern editor
supplied). The screen-dump can also be used for general
purposegraphics screen printing.
§ Pixel value lookup tables: pixel values can be passed
through auser defined lookup table toallow contrast enhance
ment, thresholdingpseudo-colouring etc.
• Smoothing and noise spot removal to enhance image
quality.
• Creation of sprites from all or partofa digitised image.
• Saving and loading of digitised images in compressed
format.
• Combination ofpictures byadding, averaging, subtracting,
multiplication etc.
• Much faster versions of the Arthur 'ScreenLoad and
•ScreenSave commands.

Softwarefacilities are accessed viaoperatingsystem star (•)
commands andSWI calls. High resolution screen modes using
MultiSync type monitors aresupported.

UTILITY DISK
Adiskis.included, containing samplepictures, examples and
utility programs including the following:
• Colour image grabbing using colour filters with mono
chrome or colour cameras, including colour balance adjust
ment and scalingfacilities.
• Patterneditorfor2 colourdisplaymodesand printerscreen-
dumps.
• 512line interlaced display fornon MultiSync monitors.
• Thresholding to create twocolour images.
• Capture and replay of animated sequences.
• Several example programs illustrating the use of digitiser
software.

RESOLUTION
Images are digitised to512 (h) x256 (v) pixels, and then scaled
to fit the Archimedes'screen. It is possible to digitise to 512 x
512 pixels ifthepicture isstationary for about 0.1 second. 512 x
512 images can either bedisplayed ona MultiSync monitor, or
on a normal monitor using interlacing.

Pictures are digitised to 64 levels of grey (6 bits). Note,
however, that it is only possible to display all 64 levels on a
monochrome monitor, or a colour monitor which has a
composite (CVBS) input. For this reason, the Philips CM8533
monitor is recommended instead ofthe standard Archimedes
monitor. It is also possible to connect both a colour and a
monochrome monitor at the same time.

Any 2,16 or 256 colour graphics modecanbeusedtodisplay
digitised pictures. Intwocolour modes, grey levels are repre
sentedusing dotpatterns, which may be redefined if required
(apattern editor issupplied). Cont.

SPEED
Video fields are captured in real time (1/50th sec), and then
transferred to Archimedes' memory or the screen. The grab/
display rateisdependant onthescreen mode andpicture size,
up to 25 fields per second for quarter screen images,or 12.5
per second for fullscreen(Mode9).
HARDWARE
Thedigitiser isa single width podule, with a BNC socket onthe
rear panel for the video input, which may optionally be
terminated via a link. There is 128K of on-board memory to
store the digitised image, and a 32K ROM on the podule
contains all the driver software.

Automatic video level control and black level clamping
circuitry is used to ensure that the optimum contrast is
obtained from a varietyof video sources. Afilteris includedto
avoid patterning effects when using colour sources.

Price £249

Watford
Dealers' List

UNITED KINGDOM
Alpha Microtec Ltd. 321 Stratford Road. Shirley,
Solihull, West Midlands. Tel: 021-745 8998.

Badger Micros (Devon), Badger's Hill,
Southerton, Ottery-St. Mary, Devon EX11 1SE.
Tel: 0395 68516.

Beebug Retail, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St. Albans.

Cambridge Computer Store. 4 Emmanuel St..
Cambridge CB1 1NE. Tel: 0223 358264.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.

HCCS, 575-583 Durham Road, Low Fell,
Gateshead, Nr. Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Tel. 091 4870760.

Mancomp Ltd, Printworks Lane, Levenshulme,
Manchester. Tel: 061-224 1888-9888.

Microman Computers, Pasture Lane Farm,
Pasture Lane, Rainford, St. Helens, Merseyside
WA11 8PU. Tel: 074488 3667.

The Computer Depot, 205 Buchanan Street,
Glasgow G1 2JZ. Tel: 041-332 3944.

Verospeed Ltd, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, Hants.

OVERSEAS DEALERS
•Absolute Electronics, Rewal House. 208-210 La
Trobe Street. Melbourne. 3000, Victoria,
Australia. Tel: (03) 663 2411.

Computer Distribution Company, Parklaan, 47,
8-9300 Aaist, Belgium.

E.B.N., Elisenstrasse 13, 1000 Berlin 41. Tel:
(030)7952057.

Lendac Data Systems, Unit 31, IDA Enterprise
Centre, Pearce Street, Dublin 12. Tel: 710796.

Lindis International Ltd, Wood Farm, Linstead
Magna, Halesworth, Suffolk. Tel: 098 685 476.

Scientex P.V.B.A., Zilversmidstraat 2, B-2000
Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel: 03 233 59 06.

Techno-matic Data, Holbergsgade 19. 1057
Kobenhavn K, Denmark.

•Velobyte, Scheaedyksadyk 5a-6a, 3011 EB
Rotterdam, Holland, Tel: (010) 413 8197/414
5171.

Viking Tecno, Vestergade 12.1. 9620 Aalestrup,
Denmark, Tel: 08 642522.

•AcornA/Vatford Referral Centres.

Watford Electronics are

Appointed & Authorised
DEALERS / REPAIR CENTRE

for Acorn Computers Ltd

Microvitec Monitors

Panasonic Printers



All Monitors are supplied complete with BBC
connecting leads FREE.

MICROVITEC 14"

• 1431 - Standard resolution as used on the
BBCtelevision computer programme £175

• 1451 - Medium resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode 0 £219

• 1441 - High res, exceeds the capabilities of
£359

£199

£255

£380

£675

£5.50

£239

the BBC micro

• 1431AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO

• 1451 AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO

• 2030 CS 20" Med Res

• 2040 CS 20" Hi Res

• Dust Cover for Microvitecs

• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen

TAXAN 12" & 14'

TAXAN Super Vision 2 Type 620 Hi-res RGB
Colourmonitor. IdealforWordprocessing £263

TAXAN 14" Multisync 770 Plus - An
autoscanning Ultra high res, colour monitor.
Ideal for Archimedes, IBM &
Compatibles £449

EIZO 14" Flexscan 80605

£449

(For full details read the review in
this issue of The Micro User).

NEC JC-1402P 14" Multisync II
Ultra Hi-res Intelligent Colour monitor. Auto
scans frequencies between 15KHz to 35KHz.
Text switch provides 7 colours for Database
& wordprocessor. £459

PHILLIPS
• BM7502 12" Hi-res Green Monitor
• CM8833 14" Med. Res Colour Monitor

STAR BUY

£65
£219

• PHILLIPS 14 Medium Res, dark glass,
attractively finished Colour Monitor -
supplied complete with RGB, SKART and
Audio/Phono Inputs. A push-button
switch toggles between Hi-Res
monochrome green text mode and full
colour display. Has Composite Video
Input. (Please state the type of
Connecting Lead you require).

ONLY £195

Dust Cover for Phillips Monitors £6

SPECIAL OFFER

AMBER MONITOR
BT MERLIN/Acorn 12" Hi resolution Amber
monitor. Ideal for wordprocessing. Consealed
front panel mounted controls. Ilfuminated
mains on/off rocker switch. Supplied complete
with BBC Cable.

Only £49
(Offer valid while stocks last)

N.B. carriage on Monitors £7 (securicor)

A range of IBM PC Compatible monitors,
both monochrome & Colour are now
available. Please write in for our
descriptive PC brochure.

SPARE LEADS
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips £3
Skart Monitor Lead £5
RGB lead for TAXAN Monitors £3
Archimedes Colour Monitor Lead £7.50

SWIVEL BASES

By placing your monitor on one of our
professional swivel bases (see monitors
drawing on the left), you gain the freedom to
adjust the monitor viewing angle to suit your
needs and thus alleviate eye strain and reduce
back stress. The front mounted adjustable
control dial makes adjusting the monitor
viewing angle very simple.

for 12" Monitors £7 (carr. £2.50)

for 14" Monitors £10 (carr. £2.50)

Anti-Glare VDU Screen
These extremely effective, easy to install, 12" &
14" VDU screens eliminate harmful glare,
improves contrast on colour monitors.
Increases productivity in offices. A must for all
wordprocessor users. Hundreds of these
screens are in daily use in various branches of
one of the leading High Street banks.

£12

TAXAN KP-815 PRINTER
80 column, Bi-directional, 160 CPS, (NLQ
24cps); Friction & tractor feed + paper roll
holder as standard; Epson FX compatible.

Offer Price £155

Taxan KP915 132 Column Printerr £275
{carr £7)
RS232 Interface £49
RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer £69
RS232 Interface with 16K Buffer £89

Panasonic KX-P1081

Attractively finished in BBC beige. Bi
directional, logic seeking. Has IBM and Epson
RX compatible command calls. Speed: 120CPS
draft mode, 24 CPS NLQ mode. Character width
range from 5 cpi to 17 cpi. Upto 40
downloadable characters. Functions include,
Proportional spacing. Justification, centering
and left & right ranging.

(Price inludes. FREE a 4ft Printer Lead, and a
Dump Out 3, Screen Dump ROM worth £35
with every printer purchased from us).

Special Price: £145 (carr. £6)
Optional RS232 Interface: £39

Panasonic KX-P3131
Daisy-Wheel Printer

Low-cost, high performance; Bi-directional,
Logic seeking, Proportional spacing, 10, 12 & 15
CPI, Speed 17CPS. 6K Buffer.

Only £255 (carr. £7)
Tractor Feed
Daisy Wheel (various)
Ribbons: Standard £4.50; Long Life £7
Extra32K Printer Buffer (internallyfitted)

£90
£12

£13

RS-232 GENDER CHANGERS
Male to Female
Female to Male
Male to Female

£4.95

£4.95
£4.95

Panasonic KX-P4450
LASER PRINTER

Latest technology at affordable price. Prints 11
pages a minute. Two A4 size paper bins. Serial
& Parallel ports, 512K Buffer - expandable to
1.5Meg, 15 Character LCD Display. Diablo 630,
Epson FX-286, IBM Proprinter, HP Laserjet
emulations, 5K pages per month duty cycle.

ONLY £1,625
Toner for KX-P4450 £29

NEC P2200 PINWRITER
24 pin; 80 column; 168CPS - 56CPS LQ; Epson
LQ compatible, 7K Buffer; 7 resident FONTS,
Friction & Tractor feed, front load single sheet
feed, etc.

Price: £269
FREE Price includes a Free BBC Cable.

Cut Sheet Feeder £59
Pinwriter Serial Interface £55
Additional Font Cartridge £25
NEC P2200 Pinwriter Ribbon £6

NEC PINWRITER
P6/P7 Plus

The Ultimate matrix Printer for Business.

24pin printhead; Print speed, 265cps Draft,
90cps LQ; Inbuilt Tractor & Friction feed; A
paper park & low tear facility; 20 inbuilt FONTs;
A font cartridge facility; 8K of printer buffer;
colour option available.

P6 Plus 80 columns
P7 Plus 136 columns
Cut Sheet Feeder
Colour Option
Serial Interface

EPSON PRINTERS

EX800

EX1000
FX850

FX1000

GQ3500 Laser
LQ500

Star LCI 0

£405 LQ850

£545 LQ1050
£315 LQ2550
£425 LX800

£1249 SQ2500
£285

£175 LC10 Colour

PLOTTERS
Hitachi 672 Colour Plotter £475
Plotmate Plotter A4S £379
Plotmate Plotter A3M £549

CUT SHEET FEEDERS for
EX800 £149; EX1000/LQ2550 £210; FX800
£149; FX1000 £179; LQ/LX800 £139;
LQ500 £75; LQ850 £135; LQ1050 £175.

TRACTOR FEED for
EX800/1000 £85; LQ800 £44; LQ850 £69;
LQ1050 £85; LQ2500 £195

ACCESSORIES
• EX800/1000 Colour Option £55
• EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon £18
• LQ2500 Colour Option £65

(Securicor Carriage on Printers £7

EPSON PRINTER INTERFACES
All these interfaces fit inside the printer.

RS232 £32 RS232 + 2K Buffer £52
IEEE 488 £40 RS232 + 8K Buffer £79

Universal
Printer Sharers/Changers

Connect upto 5 Micros to 1 printer or 5 Printers
to 1 Micro with our combined, Sharer/Changer.
These Units are made to a very high standard.
For extreme reliability, they all have Printed
Circuit Boards mounted inside the case, (not a
Spagetti Junction of wires). Internal connection
is made via high quality ribbon cables.

(Ideal for School environments.)

£439

£575
£125

£74

£73

£430

£589

£839

£175

£975

£225

Connects

2 to 1
3 to 1
5 to 1

Serial

£22
£30
£40

Centronics
£23
£32
£42

(Cables extra at £6 each. Please specify type
required when ordering)



INTEGREX COLOUR JET

PRINTER
» Colour Jet 132 Printer £515
I Paper Roll £6
I Screen Dump Software £10
I Colour Cartridge £14
I BlackCartridge £8
I 100 A4 0HP transparencies £55
• 8K Serial Interface Optional £99

Professional Printer Stand
This new profes
sional printer
stand takes hardly
more space than
your printer. Due
to the positioning
of the paper feed
and re-fold
compartments ie.
one above the
other, the desk
space required for
your printer func

tions is effectively halved. Additional facilities
include: Easy access to paper from both sides,
used with both top and bottom feed paper and
with its dial controlled paper feed system with
adjustable deflector plates it ensures smooth
paper flow and automatic refolding.

80 Column version £23 (carr. £2.50)
132 Column version £26 (carr. £2.50)

PRINTER LEADS

BBC Centronics 4'long £5
BBCCentronics 6'extra long £7
Compact's Special Centronics Lead £7
Archimedes Printer Lead 1 meter £7
IBM Parallel Lead 1 meter £7
Double Ended 36 way Centronic Lead £9
RS232 Leads (Various) P.O.A.

PRINTER RIBBONS &
VARIOUS DUST COVERS

Type Ribbons Dust Covers

BBC Micro - £3.50

BBC Master - £4.00

Archimedes Micro pair - £9.00

IBM PCs pair - £6.00

Brother HR15/20 £3.00 £5.00

DMP2000 £3.75 £4.75

EX/LQ800 £4.50 £4.50

EX/LQ1000 £7.50 £5.00

RX/FX80/85/800/MX80 £3.90 £4.95

RX/FX100/1000 £5.75 -

Kaga/Taxan KP810/815 £4.90 £4.00

LC10 (Black) £4.25 £5.00

LQ500/800 £3.75 £5.00

LQ1050/LQ2500 £8.50 £5.50

LX80/86/800 £3.80 £4.50

M1009/GLP £3.80 £3.75

Panasonic KX1080/81 £4.00 £4.75

SQ2500 £23.00 £5.50

Star NL10 £3.75 £4.50

Olivetti Ink Jet
Cartridges (set of 4) £9

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured
from translucent PVC. The seams are stitched
and edges are taped to prevent splitting due to
continuous use.

Listing Paper (Perforated)
O 1,000 Sheets 9'//x 11"Fanfold Paper £7

02,000Sheets9V?"x 11"Fanfold Paper £12

• WOOSheets 9'//'x 11"NCR 2 Part Fanfold £19

• 7,000 Sheets 15" x 11"Fan/old Paper £9

• 7000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £11

• 2000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £19

• Teleprinter R,oll (Econo paper) £4

(All our Fanfold paper is Micro perforated leaving
a smooth clean edge when the tractor feed strips
are detached):

Carriage IK Sheets €2.50. 2K Sheets £3.00

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1000 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £5.00
1.000 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £4.90
1,000 90 x 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1,000 102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25

Carriage on 1,000 Labels £1.00

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO,
MASTER & PRINTERS

Protect your computer from the heat of your
VDU. Our micro plinths have slots for maximum
ventilation. The single plinth is suitable for a BBC
and VDU, whilst "the double height version
provides enough room for our stacked disc drive
and other peripherals like, Eprqm programmer,
music unit or simply discs & stationary. The com
puter slides neatly in the lower section allowing
easy access to remove the lid.

The single printer stand is equally sturdy but
instead of cooling slots it has elegant cutouts on
the sides. This allows easy access to paper from
all sides. Colour: BBC Beige.

Single BBC Plinth

Double BBc Plinth

Printer Plinth

Single Master Plinth

Double Master Plinth

£12 (carr. £2)

£20 (carr. £3)

£12 (carr. £2)

£13 (carr £2)

£24 (carr £3)

Perspex Printer Stand

Give your Computer System a touch of Class with
our elegant, smoke finished Perspex Printer
stand. The printer sits on top and the fanfold
paper rests neatly underneath, thus occupying
the same space as the printer footprint.

Only: £16 (carr. £3)

Copy
Holder

Whether you want to type in your latest pro
gram or the draft of a new trilogy, Watford's
manuscript holders are superb for holding your
paper at the ideal height and angle to allow you
to read and type in ease and comfort.

Available in 2 full A4 versions, desk resting and
shelf clamping. Paper is held firmly by means of a
plastic retaining ruler and a clip grip, (for resting
books or magazines, the desk top version is rec
ommended).

Desk Top £10 (carr. £2)
Angle poise £14 (carr. £3)

MEGABUFFER 256

The Smallest 256K Printer Buffer Unit in the
world 38mm x 130mm x 134mm.

This new Megabuffer 256 from Watford is a full
featured 256K Printer Buffer. It allows the com
puter to print 256,000 character in a short time
thus freeing the computer very quickly. In short it
makes light work of printing large documents,
screen dumps, etc. It is extremely simple to con
nect. The features are:

• Improves efficiency by making more efficient
use of computer and printer.
• Compatible with any computer and printer
that uses Centronics Parallel connections
including all BBCs, IBM PCs, etc.
• Total compatibility with all software.
• Cheaper phone bills when using your
Modems.
• Ideal for those doing large graphics screen
dumps that are slow to print.
• Multi-Copy facility allows you to print several
copies via Megabuffer without going through
your computer.
• Data Dump facility is included.
• Built in test unit for both the buffer & your
printer.

In conclusion it can safely be said that
MEGABUFFER 256 is the ultimate printer Buffer
for both the amateur and professional user.

Only £149 (carr £2)

OKIMATE
COLOUR PRINTER

The first ribbon transfer printer in its price
range which offers fully versatile colour or black
printing. A 24 element print head produces
more than 100 shades with exceptional clarity.
Ideal for use with Quest Paint or AMX Super
Art.

Only: £119
BBC Screen Dump
Colour Ribbon
Black Ribbon

£10

£6
£6

THE EPSON RX-FX-KAGA
PRINTER COMMANDS

REVEALED
So you bought yourself a new printer, because
the salesman in the shop showed you how
clever it is and impressed you with all sorts of
printouts to show its capabilities - he may even
have offered you a special price.

However, now that you have got it home and
connected it to your BBC microcomputer, you
are wondering how to make it perform these
magical tasks. The manual seems to give no
clues, and when you type in the example
programs, the computer throws the LPRINT
statements back in your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400 piece of
high technology refuses even to move its head,
and you have stayed up until 2 in the morning
with copious supplies of coffee, desperately
trying to print something out. Once again,
Watford Electronics comes to your help with
our new book entitled THE EPSON FX-KAGA
PRINTER COMMANDS REVEALED'.

This book describes in plain, easy to
understand English, how to use and make the
most of your KP810, PW1080A or any other
Epson FX80 compatible Printers like Panasonic
KX-P1080/1, etc.. with the BBC Micro, both from
BASIC and Wordwise.

It describes in detail how to obtain the
maximum in graphics capability from your
printer and includes full indexes allowing you
to cross index the numerous commands. Every
command is explained in detail, with an
accompanying BBC Basic program and an
example of its use from Wordwise.

£5.95 (No VAT)

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

Continued
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DISC DRIVE SHARER

(Ideal for educational establishments)
At last, a lowcost alternative to the Econet system. Watford's Intelligent
Disc Drive Sharer allows you to connect 3 BBC micros (model B, B+ and
Master series) to a single or double disc drive. Running under any DFS or
DDFS, this intelligent unit will automatically queue the computers. Each
computerhas a status light dedicated to it. If it is green you will get
immediate access to the disk, and red means that you are next in line.
Theunit plugs directly into the disc drivesocket on each computer and is
powered by the mains. (N.B. Not for use with ADFS.)

Launch Price: £65 Price includes 3 Cables

NOW WITH EXTRA FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST - Watford's latest DFS 1.44

• Incorporates Acorn's Official Tube Host Code so that those with 2nd
processors no longer need to waste a ROM socket on the DNFS.

• Option to DOUBLE the speed of BPUT and BGET.

WATFORD'S & ACORIM's
SINGLE DENSITY DFS

Watford's popular and widelyacclaimed DFShas now been available forsix
years and has gained a large following amongst serious and educational
users of the BBC Micro. Owners of Acorn or any other standard DFScan
upgrade to our "Ultimate" DFS merely by replacing their DFS ROM. See
below for this upgrade. (P.S. Watford's highly sophisticated DFS is fully
compatible with Acorn standard DPS), (while Acorn's 1770DFS is fully
compatible with Watford's Mk IIDDFS)

• Complete DiscInterface Kit including DFS ROM and
fitting instructions £48

• Acorn's 0.90 DFS Kitcomplete £49
• DFSManual(Comprehensive) (no VA 77£6.95

(P.S. OurDFSmanual is the only comprehensive
Manual available for the BBC micro and covers both
Acorn & Watford DFSs).

• Watford's sophisticated DFSROM only £16
• Wewillexchange yourexisting DFS ROM for

Watford's UltimateDFSROM foronly £12
• DNFS ROM only£17 • ADFS ROM only£25

Watford's Mkll 1770
Double Density DFS Interface

Many of our customers have wanted to use our superior DDFS and Acorn
ADFS together. Now our Mk II DDFS Boardwith its 1770 Disc Controller, has
been adapted to allow the use of Acorn ADFS as well. It also has all the
commands of the Acorn's 1770 DFS, plus the added features:

Added features include:
• Acorn ADFS compatible - Use ADFS on our DDFS board.
• Tube host Code - No longer anyneed to have the DNFS inyour machine

to use Co-Processors, even the CoPro and Master 512.
• Auto 40-80 Track sensing- no need to fuss with40/80 track switches

(even works with protected disks).
• An extremely powerful 8271 emulation - ensurinq compatibility with

almost all software.
• New low profile - small footprint board.
• Fits with all third party ROM boards.
• Option to double the speed of file handling operations - BPUT and BGET
• Operates in both single and double density modes.
• OSGBPB has been recoded. increasing still further the speed of file

handling.

Please note that notall DDFS's are capable of providing either the full 80%
storage increase or of allowing a file the full size of the disk - Ours allows
both of these!
If you already have a DDFS (any manufacturer), and wish to upgrade to our
Mk I version, then simply return your existing ROM and DDFS board and we
will supply the new DDFS for only £30.00.

• Special introductory offer
• DDFS Manual

£39.00

(No VAT) £6.95

• We will exchange your existing DFS Kit for our
sophisticated DDFS for only £25.00

Please note, as the Mkll DDFS is a hardware and software upgrade, it is not
possible for existing Watford DDFS users to simply exchange their ROM for
the new version.

DUST COVERS (For our Disc Drives)
Single CLS (without PSU) £3.20

Single CS (with PSU) £3.95
Twin CLD (without PSU) £3.85
Twin CD (with PSU) £3.90

Special 40/80 Disc Drive/DDFS Mk II Offer
• The popular 40/80 track 400K single
Disc Drive, Double Sided, cased with
Cables. Plugs directly to your Micro.
• Watford's extremely popular DDFS Disc
Interface (allows 720K storage). Will run in
both. Single & Double Density modes.
• A comprehensive User Friendly Manual.

A Bargain at Only £125 (£6 carr)
(Offer valid while stocks last)

3V2" DISC DRIVE OFFER

These top quality 3'/j" Double sided, 80
track, 1 Megabyte (unformatted each Disc
Drives), are attractively finished in BBC
beige. They are supplied complete with all
cables and a Utilities Disc. They run
directly from the BBC B/Master's own
PSU.

CLS35 400K Unit

CLD35 800K Unit
£69

£126

Mysteries of Disc Drives & DFS Revealed
Are you tiredof faulty cassettes, and lengthy loading times?Do you want to
upgrade your BBC micro to take discs but you get tied up in the plethora of
jargon surrounding the choice and use of these systems.
Then The Mysteries ofDisc Drives and DFS Revealed is the book for you. It
explains in detail the different types of systems available, how they are
installed and how to use them. Many examples are given including pre
written programs to call various functions of the DFS availableonly through
Operating System calls. Different types of disc, 40/80 tracks etc. are all
explained. This book is ideal for the beginner confused by the plethora of
choice available in the marketplace.

£5.95 (Book No VAT)

DISC ALBUMS
Attractively finished in black leather lookvinyl. Stores upto 20 Discs. Each
disc can be seen through the clear view pocket.

£4

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and very sensitive to dirt. The
use of a cleaner Kit is a sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It
is recommended to clean the drive head once a week. It is very simple to
use. Available in 3'// & 5Va", please specify.

£4

ANTISTATIC LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE UNITS

Gives double protection - Strong plastic case
that affords real protection to your discs.
Antistatic helps avoid data corruption whilst
in storage. The smoked top locks down.
Dividersand adhesive title strips are supplied
for efficient filing of discs.
• M35 -holds upto505Wdiscs

• M85- holds upto 95 5'/i" discs

• M25*- holds upto 25 3 W Discs
• M50- holds 50 3V?" Discs

• M10— holds upto 10 DataCartridges
* Not lockable

PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASES

Holds up to 10 5W Discs. Only £2.00

DISC PLONKER RACK
When using ones micro, there is a tendancy to have
more than one Disc on the desk. This exposes them to
the hazards of fingerprints, scratches, dust, coffee and
an untidy desk.
Why not protect your valuable data from all these
hazards with the help of our extremely handy and low
cost DISCPLONKER RACK. It holds up to eight 5Vi"
Discs.

Protection at Only: £2



Quality Disc Drives from Watford
Tohelp you decide which drive is the most suitable for your needs (and
your pocket!), we have produced the table below.
Thefirst capacity given in the first column indicates capacity in single
density mode. That within the brackets is the capacity in double density
mode. All disc drive type numbers start with the prefix "C"
Thetinting on some of the boxes is used to indicate which Drives are 40
track (non-tinted) and which are 80 track (tinted). All our 80 track drives are
already fitted with a 40-80 select switch.
All our Disc Drives are Double Sided and will operate in both Single and
Double Density modes. Extensive experience of the usage of disc drives
suggests that the JAPANESE drives currentlyrepresent about the best in
termsof speed, reliability and overall "elegance" available for the BBC
Micro.

Various UK "manufacturers" of disc drives for the BBC micro (more
accurately, "packages" label other manufacturers drives with their own
name). We buy the high quality NEC and Mitsubishi drives in large
quantities directly from the manufacturers, package them and sell them at
"dealer" prices direct to the public.
Ifyou look around the popular BBC micro press, you will find that the prices
we quote for the top quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually without
exception, some of the best around. These prices, coupled with the backup
of one of the country's largest distributors of BBC peripherals provides a
superb deal.
Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully expanded BBC system for
long periodsof time withlittle ventilation, then we suggest thatour range of
"CL" disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply Unit) would be quite
adequate (extensive tests within our workshops have confirmed this). All
drives are supplied complete with a SPECIAL UTILITIES Disc, Cables and
Plugs. The Drives withpower supply have a mains moulded plug for safety
purposes. Ideal forSchools & Colleges. Weare now able to supplyall single
disc drives with Power Supply, in either single or dual case. (Dual case has a
twin data cable and a power supply capable of driving two disc drives)
allows easy expansion to a dual drive unit, at a later date. Prices stated in
thepricing boxes below are forsingle drives in standard single cases. Single
drives in a dual case cost an extra £5. (At Watford we anticipate your needs
of tomorrow, not just today)!

When using a BBC Micro, most people find themselves short of desk space.
The Watford's BBC Micro plinths form an ideal way of recovering some of
this precious space) your BBC, Disc Drive and Monitor can all occupy the
same vertical footprint and still be comfortably situated. With the Watford
Double plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted vertically at one side, leaving a
very valuable area directly in front of you for such useful items as spare
discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc. Follow the trend with Watford
plinth. (Turn to the 5th page of our advert for the Plinths).
P.S. All our 5'A" Disc Drives with PSU are compatible with the Compact
Micro. All you require is the special Compact Disc Drive Cables designed by

Our Disc Drives conform to BS415

Capacity
Drives without P.S.U. Drives with P.S.U.

Single Twin Single Twin

200K

(360K)
CLS 200
£89

CS 200
£98

400K

(720K)
CLS400S
£82

CLD 400
£168

CS 400S
£92

CD400
£188

800K
(1.44M)

CLD 800S
£162

CD 800S
£182

• TWIN Disc Drive Case, complete with Power Supply & Cables £43
Securicor carriage on Disc Drives £5 to £6

Prefix C - Cased Drive
L = Less PSU
S = Single
D = Double

Suffix S = 40-80 Switchable

e.g. £LS400S » Cased Disc Drive, Less power supply unit, single 5'A"400K,
(720K in double density); Double sided; 40/80 track switchable.

Cable to connect 5W Disc Drives to BBC Compact
Single £9 Twin £12

Special Cable to connect both 3y2" and 5V4" Disc
Drives simultaneously to the BBC Compact £13

'xUJfc.

3M - DISKETTES
3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty from Watford Electronics
your 3M Appointed Distributor.

• 10 x 5'A"S/S D/D 40 Track Diskettes (744) £6.00

• 10 x 5'A"D/S D/D 40 Track Diskettes (745) £7.50

• 10 x 5-I"S/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes (746) £11.50

• 10 x 5 A"D/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes (747) £11.00

• 10 x 5'A" 1.6M D/S D/D High Density Discs for IBM
XTandAT £19

• 10 x 3V."S/S D/D 40/80 track Discs £10.00

• 10 x 3 <//' D/S D/D 40/80 track Discs £11.75

• 10 x 3V."High Density Diskettes £35

TOP QUALITY ZW & 51A" DISKETTES
To complement our range of Quality Discs and Disc Drives, WE are now
supplying SPECIAL OFFER packs of 10 Lifetime guaranteed discs. Each disc
has a reinforced hub ring. Supplied complete with selfstick labels and a
Plastic Library Disc Box.

10 M3 3 '/.•" D/S D/D 80 Track Discs

M9 3 V?" Double Side High Density
M4 5'A'S/S D/D 40 Track Discs
M5 5 A D/S D/D 40 Track Discs
M7 5'A" D/S D/D 80 Track Discs

10 x M8 5'A D/S H/D Hi-Density Discs
• 3" Double Sided Discs

£11

£34
£5
£7
£9

£14
£2.50 each

Special BULK OFFER on 51/4" DISCS
(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable Storage Units)

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100
Type S-S40T D-S40T D-S 80T

• Without Sleeves £35 £39 £45

• With Sleeves £38 £42 £48

WATFORD'S

WINCHESTER

DRIVES

Undoubtedly the best value for money Winchester Hard disc available
anywhere for the BBC Micro.

This 30 Megabyte hard disc is completely compatible with the Acorn
ADFS - that's why we have bundled it with each Winchester drive, along
with a Utilities Disc.

Finished in rugged metal and fetching BBC beige, the Winchester has an
internal fan, so quiet you won't even hear it! A switched mode power
supply and a neon-lit on/offswitch are there along with a light on the hard
disc to tell you when it is working - just compare the price with our
competitors' 20 or 28 Mbyte discs!

Compatible with the Master, and the BBc B (with 17 X disc interface).

• 10 Megabyte £350; • 30 Megabyte £420

CDP800S CDPM800S

Twin 800K Double sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted in an
attractively finished Beige colour plinth for the BBC Micro. Supplied
complete with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc. The mains
switch with neon On/Off light indicator, and the two 40/80 track switches are
mounted on the front panel for ease of use.

CDP 800S for BBC Micro £192
CDPM 800S for Master £196

DP35-800 for BBC/Master £165
(For DP35-800S spec, see Page 9 of our advert)

(Securicor Carr. £7)

(The above drive units are 2 Megabytes unformatted)

Continued



QUEST MOUSE
Theultimate in Mouse technology, the Watford
Electronics Quest Mouse must be the most
powerful Mouse package yet produced for the
BBCMicro. Featuring state of the art 32K ROM
software the Quest Mouse package is filled with
features essential to the budding artist. The
QuestMouse is a high precision, low profile
and large footprint mouse. Ithas threelarge
comfortable buttons and its RUBBER COATED
STEEL BALL is smooth and easy to use on
virtuallyany work surface. This also eliminates
any directional bias that one encounters on the
most well-known mouse for the BBC. The Quest
Mouse is FULLY HARDWARE COMPATIBLEwith
theAMX MOUSE so that it will work with any
of the AMX range of software.
Thetwo parts of the Quest package are
available separately so that existing Mouse
owners can upgrade to the Watford's
sophisticatedQuestPaint softwareor replace
their existing worn out mice for a minimum
cost.

QUEST PAINT
The Quest Mouse software is supplied on a
PALPROM unitto allow the sophisticated 32K
program to be used from.a single ROM socket.
It is compatible with the BBC B, BBC B Plus and
BBC Master Series machines.

The software is used to drawhigh resolution
Mode 1 pictures in full colour. All menu
selection and control of the drawing process is
performed with the mouse so thatyou will
hardlyever touch the keyboard.

SOFTWARE FEATURES
The software is far too powerful for us to
describe it fully in such a small space. Below is
a list of the various features. Please write to us
for a fully descriptive leaflet.

Disk interface not required. Utilities disk has
facility to createand print big screens. Colours
applied can be solid, either pattern of user
defined pattern. Drawing can use brush or
airbrush. Brush shapes can be defined and
stored. Airbrush sprays colour/pattern randomly
with fourjet sizes and even or center spread.
Colourcycles. Colourprotection to stop
particular colours from being overwrittenby
selecteddrawing actions. Allstandard drawing
facilities like: rubber, straight pencil lines,
triangles, circles, ellipses, rectangles,
parallelograms, polygons, etc are provided. All
shapes can be solid or just a boundaryline.
Once a shape has been set up it can be
repeated anywhere on the screen. Global colour
replace in a rectangle. Powerful fill facility for
areas and vertical/horizontal lines. Full cut and
paste of rectangular areas with rotation and size
with screens from Watford Beeb Video digitiser.
Loadand Save screens with colour pallet
information, save brush and pattern definitions
etc.

Take The Guesswork Out of Selecting a Mouse
Package

With reviews like thishow can yougo wrong.
Popular Computing Weekly, 9-11 June '87
"What you actually get foryourmoney is a well
built, three button mouse (farsuperior to the
AMX mouse)."
"Overall the combination of a quality mouse
and decent art package gives Watford
Electronics a realchance of supplanting AMX
as mouse supremos."

Micro User June '87
"Quest Mouse and Quest Paint can hold their
heads high in the market. . ."

A&B Computing June '87
". . . Watford Electronics, a company famed for
excellent hardware add ons and versatile
software packages. Called Quest mouse, "this is
a veryspecialmouse driven drawing package..."

". . . you will have one of the most comfortable
and professionally built mice I have used in a
long time. Thebuttons are responsive, the
mouse movement is smooth and without
directional bias - a pleasure to use."

"What we have here is probably the best art
package there is for the BBC Micro ..."
"QuestPaintis a major leap forwardin BBC
programming. . ."
"Quest Paint is an original piece of
programming, it is friendly and well endowed
with many useful facilities. I would comfortably
say it is easier to draw good pictures with
Quest Paint than it is with more expensive
'Professional'artpackages for the AtariST and
the Commodore Amiga. A recommended buy if
you are looking for the best in BBC micro based
art packages".

Acorn User, September '87
"The mouse (Quest) performs well in the face
of competition from AMX, Wigmoreand the
rest..."

". . . this package represents excellent value for
money. If you are interested in art then this
program is for you to buy".
"Given time, I can see no reason why Quest
Paint shouldn't take on the title of the definitive
art package available for the BBC Micro to
date".

"All in all. QuestPaint is a veryprofessional
package. Itcontains virtually every feature the
budding artist could require".
"What makes Quest Paint so versatile is the
addition of a sub-menu which allows you
extensive control over each function".
"Until recently, Superart from AMS had been
judged as the definitive mode 1graphics
package for the BBC micro. But now it has a
serious rival in the form of Quest Paint, from
Watford".

"As a measure of what is contained within
Quest Paint. I would say it had all the features
of Superart plus..."
"In most art packages, provision is given for
drawing triangles and rectangles. Quest Mouse
goes 14better, allowing any regular polygon of
upto 16 sides".
"One facility, not foundon any other Art
package to my knowledge, is the ability to
access a digitiser from within the program".
The reviewer concludes bysaying, "The result
is an extremely comprehensive and
professional art package".

John Kilby, Head ofComputer Science, Bishop
Wulstan High School, Rugby, writes:
"Questhas been an excellent piece of
equipment. The problem that seems to occur
everyday is that at lunchtime the pupils rush to
the computer room to make sure that they are
first in the queue for the 'Quest' mouse".

Lt. Col. C.G. Holton. HQ 1 (BR) Corps, BFPO 39,
writes:

"As ever your service is superb and the Quest
Mouse proves every bit as good as the adverts
claim".

Beeblet User Group, New Zealand Oct '87:
"One of its nicerfeatures is thatthe top menu
is done in Mode 0, the drawing itself is in Mode
1. Thus on screen together are two different
Modes. A neat way around an old problem".

"PANis used when a larger than one screen
size image is required. Themind boggles at an
A3 size drawing".

"I like it partly because of the mouse itself
which is smooth and easy to handle but mainly
I suppose because of the features I longed for
and previously never got. Its easy to use with
almost everything at your fingertips from the
mouse. The software is simple where needed
and complex where complexity is required".

Watford's Quest package is an extremely
powerful and flexible drawing package, with
very wide and unusual features. However, since
its launch various suggestions for even more
advanced & powerful facilities were received
from the Quest users. ConQuest allows you
these more advanced facilities, like, distortion
of a cutout to any shape and a full font
designer. Ifyou also have a GXR ROM in your
machine or you are using a BBCMaster then •
ConQuest will take advantage of this to give
ellipses at any angle, sectors and arcs, etc.
Quest combined with ConQuest and Acornsoft
GXR ROM make up THE MOST POWERFUL
drawing packages available forthe BBC range.
QuestPaintis able to takeadvantage of almost
any additions to your machine, such as Shadow
or Sideways RAM. ConQuest takes thisprincipal
even further, by utilising theotherwise normally
incompatible Sideways RAM facility byholding
pictures in them.
Some of the features are:
• Pick filenames off thescreenforloading and
saving.
• Rotate a cutout to any angle and Distort it to
any four sided shape.
• Has Built in Font editor.
• Default brushes andpatterns on startup.
• 16 x 16font available on startup.
• Ability to reset patterns, fonts and brushes to
default at any time.
• ROM based enhanced Epson andcompatible
printer dump.
• ROM based enhanced extendedpicture
routine.

• Ability to create andabort extended pictures.
• Improved disk access speed for extended
pictures.
• User definable sideways RAM driverfor
incompatible sideways RAM systems.
• Ellipses at any angle on Master 128 (or B
with GXR ROM).

QUESTMOUSE&QUESTPAINT £49
QUEST MOUSE, QUESTPAINT, AMX
PAGEMAKER & PAGEFONT £82
QUESTMOUSEONLY £25
QUESTPAINTSOFTWARE £32
QUESTFONTDISC £12
ConQuest32KROMPackage £29
QUESTMAT £3
Part-exchange your old Mouse for a New
QUESTMOUSE foronly £23
GXR ROM forBBCMicro £22

N.B.

1. Quest Paint supplied complete with Software
in a 32K ROM, Comprehensive User Guide and
a Utility Disc.
2. Quest Font Disc has 22 text FONTS for use
within Quest Mouse.

MARK II LIGHT PEN

Our Mark II Light Penis the very latestin light
pen technology. It is totally insensitive to local
lighting conditions and works with many
different monitors. The pen only respondsto
the High Frequency light produced by your
monitor/TV. An LED indicates when valid video
data is being produced. A conveniently located
switch is also fitted.

Price Only £21
(Price includes FREE software Disc and

Operating Manual)



RB2 Marconi Tracker Ball
RB2 (AMX/Quest compatible)
RB2 including Quest Paint

£49

£78

FLEET STREET EDITOR
Software pack for BBC Micro £33
Software pack for the Master £39
Software Pack for Compact £40
Admin Xtra Disc Utility £13
Walt Disney Disc Utility £13
Fonts N Graphics Disc Utility £13

THE NEW Mk III
AMX MOUSE

ONLY: £59 Inc. Super Art package
(carr £1.50)

(Please specify for BBC, Master or Compact)

FREE our popular Colour Art software pack
worth £15 with every AMX Mouse package
purchased from us.

MOUSE MAT £3
AMX MOUSE ONLY £29

AMX UTILITY Package £11
AMX SUPERART Package £34
AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop
publising software. Works with
Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse £32

We are giving away absolutely FREE, our
PAGE-FONT disc with every purchase of
STOP PRESS from us.

PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for
use with AMX Pagemaker £12

AMX DESIGN (ROM) £55
AMX XAM Educational £15
AMX EXTRA EXTRA £16
AMX MAX A gem of desktop
(ROM) £15

DIAGNOSTICS DISC

The BBC Micro is a very complex machine and
thus diagnosing a fault can be very difficult.
At Watford Electronics, we realise how difficult
it.can be when faced with a problem, finding
yourself a long way from your nearest dealer,
or even just uncertain about your Beeb's health,
but not wanting to waste time and money
taking it to be looked at.
The solution to these problems is here now, in
the form of the Watford's Diagnostics Disc. This
excellent utility is specially designed to test out
the following areas of your Beeb:
RAMs, ROMs, ULAs, Sound, Keyboard, Disc,
RS423, ADC, User Port, Printer Port, Cassette,
Joysticks, Speech, Disc Drives, 6502 and Z80
2nd Processors.
This utility is an invaluable aid for all those who
take the reliability of their system seriously. A
comprehensive manual provides full operating
details and a list of possible causes and
remedies for any faults that you may find along
the way. The package also enables a permanent
equipment and service record to be maintained.

Only £20.00

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

Using any source of composite video (colour or
monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC
Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may
be a camera, video recorder or television, and
is connected via the video output socket.
Images produced can be compressed, stored to
disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,
directly used to generate graphics, analysed for
scientific and educational use or converted to
other formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a
picture from a remote camera using a modem.
The output from the digitiser exactly matches
the graphics capability in each mode, with up to
8 levels of grey in mode 2. The unit connects
into the User Port and automatically scans a
complete picture in 1.6 seconds.

Both the black and white levels can be adjusted
manually for the optimum picture, or switched
to automatic for unattended use. The image
produced can be reversed if necessary.

Full controlling software is supplied on a
normal sideways ROM and this is easily
accessed via additional * commands. The
package i designed to allow easy input of
complex screens and give full access of the
data to the user. Once on the screen, the image
can be used as a normal graphics screen,
allowing any of the usual graphics commands
in BASIC or other ROMs to work on it.

A special print dump routine is included with
the driver programs. This is specially designed
to produce a fast, correctly proportioned
picture, with reduced "contouring", resulting in
an accurate reproduction of the original image.
Detailed examples of driving this unit from
BASIC or other languages are all provided in
the extensive manual supplied.

£109 (Carr. £3)
(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software in ROM

& a Comprehensive Manual)
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)

Magazine Maker
(As seen on TV)

A combination of the Pagemaker and Watford's
Beeb Video Digitiser.

Using any video that provides a composite
signal and the digitiser, images from a camera
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen
on the BBC Micro.

They can then be used within Pagemaker to
illustrate magazines or newsletters - in fact
anything that needs to be created on A4 size
paper.

With Pagemaker's many features, a variety of
pictures can be composed - the only limit being
the imagination.

Pictures can be doctored using Pagemaker's
graphics option to produce any number of
effects.

Text can be formatted around the digitised
photo on screen using the facilities available,
which include 16 typefaces, character and
pattern definer, text formatting and the ability
to load in wordwise and viewfiles plus much
more.

Once created the picture can be printed out.
The Magazine Maker is suitable for any use

that requires illustrated documents.

Complete Package £135.00 (carr. £3)

OFFICE
MASTER

CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand Alone"
accounting software package for the cash based
sole trader/partnership business. It is designed
to replace your existing cashbook system and
will provide you with a computerised system
complete to trail balance.

FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data prepared by
the Cashbook module and produce a complete
set of accounts as following: Trial Balance with
inbuilt rounding routine; Notes to the accounts;
VAT Summary; Profit & Loss A/C; Balance
Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program. Enables
you to keep records of names and addresses
and then print, examine, sort and find them, all
with special selection techniques.
EASILEDGER - A management aid software
tool designed to run alongside an existing
accounting system. Essentially a Debit/Credit
ledger system which can handle sales, purchase
and nominal ledger routines to provide instant
management information.
INVOICES & STATEMENTS - Greatly reduces
the time and cost of preparing Invoices and
Statements by storing essential information like
customer names, addresses and account
numbers. Has VAT routines and footer
messages facility.
STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to enter stock
received, stock out. summary of stock items
and current holdings together with details of
total cost, total stock to minimum level, units in
stock ordering, quantity and supplier detail.

All this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE
MATE

• DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS
DATABASE - Set up a computerised card index
system with powerful search facilities.
SPREADSHEET - Offers many calculation and
editing features.
BEEBPLOT - Provides visual representation
from Spreadsheet data.

OFFICE MATE Only £10 (Disc)

Disc Drives DP35-800S

A Double disc drive - with a difference! Times
are changing fast for the floppy disk, and whilst
the current standard for the BBC B and Master
Series is the 5.25 inch disk, the standard for the
future will most certainly be the smaller; faster
and more reliable 3.5 inch disks - now a
standard feature of both the Master Compact
and the Archimedes Series.

To support the present disc drive users, and
cope with the future, we have designed our
own plinth-mounted disk system - called the
DP35 800S, it contains both the 5.25 inch and
the 3.5 inch drive formats as well as offer a firm
and rigid support for a monitor on top. With the
BBC Micro underneath, the plinth makes a
surprisingly small footprint on the desk -
leaving you more space to work with.

The 5.25" disc drive is 40/80 track switchable.
For ease of access, the switches are front
mounted. DP35-800S has its own power supply,
independent of the BBC Micro.

Watford's new plinth enables users to read,
write and format disks both in DFS and ADFS
format - currently the accepted standard for the
Master Compact and the Archimedes, it also
enables the user to read disks written for the
Archimedes. Ideal for both BBC & Master.

Launch Offer: £165 (carr. £7)



ARIES

CORNER

B-32 Shadow RAM Card

Like the BBC B-i-, the B32 provides 20k of shadow
screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM. Unlike the
B+, the B32 has simple software commands
which allow the user to reconfigure the RAM as
16k of shadow RAM and 16k of sideways RAM, or
all 32k as sideways RAM.

With the B32, the programmer gets up to 28k of
RAM available for Basic, Logo, Comal, Forth, Lisp
and BCPL programs in any screen mode. The
business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus, Interword and many
other applications. For advanced applications,
the scientific user gets access to a massive 47k of
data storage using the Acorn approved *FX call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the
copyright holder's permission) stored on disc.
The B32's sideways RAM can also be used to
extend any operating system buffer (such as the
printer buffer) or to load tape programs into a
disc system.

The B32 simply plugs into the 6502 processor
socket on your BBC micro - no flying leads to
connect and no soldering. Provision of the on
board ROM socket means that the Aries-B32
control ROM does not use up one of your existing
ROM sockets.
• Recommended by Computer Concepts for use
with their Inter series of ROMs.

Price: £80 (carr. £2)

Aries B-12
Sideways ROM Board

This board is extremely well made, simple to
install, reliable when fully loaded and compatible
with the Aries-B20 and the Aries-B32

The B12 provides a total of twelve sideways
ROM sockets (the four in the original machine are
replaced by the twelve on the board), all fully
accessible by the MOS sideways ROM system. In
addition, there are two sockets for sideways
RAM, giving up to 16k of RAM using 6264 static
RAM chips.

The B12 system consists of two parts: a large
detachable "mother board" which carries the
extension ROM sockets and a small "base board"
on a short ribbon cable, which plugs into the
existing sideways ROM sockets. This two-board
design eliminates the reliability problems
previously associated with some other ribbon-
cable based systems.

Ifyou do not have a B32 or B20, a small adaptor
module (the Aries-B12C) is available at a nominal
cost.

Price: Aries B-12
Aries B-12C

£40
£5

ARIES B-488
IEEE-488 INTERFACE UNIT

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the
BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus
systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the
[GPIB' or 'HP-IB') is the standard method of
interconnecting programmable laboratory instru
ments and control equipment. Using the B488, up
to 15 devices may be connected in a single
high-speed data network.

£238 (Carr £3)

EXTERNAL ROM BOARD
for BBC MASTER

This external Beige finished, free standing cased
unit with its own Power Supply allows you to
plug-in upto 12 ROMs and 16K Sideways RAM.

Only £78

SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZIF) socket is located into the
ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING
required. The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) elimi
nates the possibility of damage to your ROM pins
when inserting & extracting.

• The low profile of the socket allows unrestric
ted access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly termi
nated to ensure correct operation of suitable
ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a
purpose designed see-through storage container
with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to
12 ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and
static damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of
running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling
or pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for all
professionals and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B+ and Master compatible.

ONLY £16 (carr £2)

Low Profile
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Complete System consists of: Low profile ROM
Cartridge, Socket housing. Cable assembly, 5
labels and a library storage rack for the BBC B.

£11• Complete System

• Spare Cartridges

• Spare Rack

£2.50

£1.50

ROM Cartridges for the BBC Master
Twin £8; Quad £12

16K DISC RAM

Complete with such features as read and write
protection, these new modules from Watford
Electronics are ideal for the hobbyist, software
developer and ROM collector.
Key points to note about this new addition to the
Watford range of products are:

• Write protection (useful in a variety of circum
stances).

• Read protection (allows recovery from ROM
crashes).

• Compact construction.
• Supplied complete with Battery Backup.
• Multiple units may be fitted, even with a ROM

board.

• No overheating or overloading problems.
• Free utilities disc supplied.
• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER.
• Ideal for professional software development.
• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Only: £35 (carr £2)

P.S.16K Disc Ram Board is not designed to work
in conjunction with a Sideways ROM Board.

SOLDERLESS

SIDEWAYS ROM
SOCKET BOARD

In the May 1986 Micro User's independent
review, the writer concludes, "The board has
been well laid out. Its position is much better than
others - not over the HOT RAM chips and further
away from the disc controller area". "I give the
solderless ROM board the thumbs up and wish it
success".

This brand new board from Watford Electronics
is designed specificallyfor those wishing to add a
ROM board to their own BBC without the need to
perform any soldering.

This new board expands the total possible
number of ROMs in a BBC from 4 to 16.

Unlike our competitors inferior boards, the ONLY
upgrade required for fitting battery backup to the
Watford Solderless ROM board (all Watford ROM
boards, actually) is the fitting of the battery itself.
(No other expensive components are required.)

• The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to
install quality product from BBC leaders
Watford Electronics are as follows:
Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4
to 16.

No soldering required.
Very low power consumption.
Minimal space required.
Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd
Processor, etc.
Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.
Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows
recovery from ROM crashes.
Battery backup option for RAM chips.
Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive
instructions.

Price: Only £32
Battery backup fitted £36
Battery Backup only £3

(carriage £2)

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless
ROM Board. Includes the options to load and
save ROM Images and the facility to use Side
ways RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

USER PORT
SPLITTER UNIT

Gone are the days when you had to plug and
unplug devices from the User Port. This
extremely useful little device allows two units to
be connected to the User Port simultaniously,
and select between them simply by toggling a
switch. This device is particularly useful for those
people using Quest Mouse and the Watford
Video Digitiser or any similar combination.

Excellent Value at £22 (carr £2)



ROM/RAM
CARD

Watford Electronics announced the first ever
commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the
Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 3
years ago. Following the success of this board,
we have designed what probably represents the
ultimate in expansion boards, the new Watford
Electronics ROM/RAM board. This highly ver
satile and sophisticated board represents the
latest in "2nd •generation" sideways ROM tech
nology for the BBC micro, designed to satisfy the
serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.
• NO overheating problems.
• No User Port corruption (avoids problems
with the mouse, modems, Eprom Programmers,
etc.)
• Fully buffered for peace of mind.
• Firm mounting in BBC micro.
• Compatible with all BBC micros (not BBC+ or
Master).
• Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.
• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).
• Option for 16k of Battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).
• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES
crashes during ROM development).
• Separate RAMwrite register (&FF30 to &FF3F).
• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.

• Accepts any ROM.
• FREE utilities disc packed with software.
• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM
Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.
• Large printer buffer.
• UNIQUE Fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).
• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up
to the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any
paged RAM)as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as
a disc drive, with all the normal Watford DFS
features (including OSWORD &7F for ROM-
SPELL,etc.) to provide an environment that looks
like a disc but loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the
ROM-RAM Board.

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all
ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits
(with full instructions) are available for all of the
options, for later:

Please write in for further details.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:

• ROM/RAM card with 32k dynamic RAM £48
• ROM/RAM card with 64k dynamic RAM £65
• ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k dynamic
RAM £109

(carriage on ROM-RAM Card £3)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

• 16k plug-in Static RAM kit £17
• 16k Dynamic RAM for Upgrade £17.50
• Battery backup £3
• Read and Write protect switches £2 each
Complete ROM-RAM board
All options installed £115

P.S.
Is your existing ROM Board overflowing with
ROMs? Do you need more Sideways RAM? Is
your Board unreliable? Then upgrade to Watford
ROM/RAM Board and pay £5 less

The MODEM from Watford
At last a professional MODEM for the BBC Micro.
Unlike other 'Modem packages' this is a complete
package there are no extra software costs to get
'up and running'. Of course Le MODEM is multi-
standard, i.e. 300/300, 1200/75 & 75/1200 UK and
BELL (USA) are all supported.

The features that make Le MODEM such good
value are:

• A complete communications terminal that
transforms your BBC Micro into a very powerful
World-wide data transfer system.

• Auto Dials, Auto answers, and is completely
controlled by your micro. There are no external
controls!

• Allows you to access PRESTEL, B.T. GOLD,
THE SOURCE, MICROLINK, MICRONET,
MICROWEB, THE TIMES NETWORK. MICRO LIVE
(BBC TV database), CITY BB and more.

• Designed to be SIMPLEbut SOPHISTICATED.
To LOGON to a data base all you have to know is
its TELEPHONE NUMBER, Le MODEM does the
rest.

• Supplied with a comprehensive telecomms
package in a 16Ksideways ROM which includes a
FULL PRESTEL terminal allowing TELE-
SOFTWARE to be downloaded.

• A comprehensive 80 column terminal. This
includes XMODEM error checked transfer proto
col, to allow error free data transfer anywhere in
the world!

• FULLY controlled by simple "COMMANDS
allowing you to control it from your own BASIC
programs. To get you started we supply a FREE
disc of bundled software!

• Connects to the 1MHz bus. A 'AUDIO ON-OFF
command allows you to actually hear the tele
phone line through your BBC micro loudspeaker.

• Completely self contained with internal mains
power supply. (Even a free mains plug is fitted!)
A 'TEST facility gives ON SCREEN indication that
Le MODEM is working correctly.

• Packaged in such as way that you need noth
ing else except a BBC Micro to communicate with
computers all over the world.

• FREE Registration to MicroLink.

SPECIAL OFFER

Price: £75
(carr £3)

(Price includes, Le Modem, Software ROM,
Cables & Comprehensive Manual)

(Write in for further details)

REPLICA 3
This new improved REPLICA 3 from Clares is a
very powerful disc based TAPE to DISC Utility.
It now transfers even more programs than ever
before. Replica 3 will not work with all
programs but then neither will anything else.
30,000 Replicas have been sold to date. It has to
be good.

£15 (40 or 80 track)

Acorn's Speech Synthesiser
package, complete

Special Offer £18

APOLLO
The NEW Modem from Watford

Following numerous requests from you, our dis
cerning customers for an APPROVED, Low Cost &
High Performance modem with Auto Dial & Auto
Answer facilities as standard) we bring you the
versatile APOLLO Modem. Just compare the fea
tures and look at the price (which incidentally
includes the cost of the Software, manual and
BBC connecting cable). We are sure you will
agree that Watford Electronics in their traditional
way are giving you a super 'value for money'
deal.

Just look at these features:
• V21 for Bulletin boards, Microlink, Telecom
Gold, etc.

• V23 for Prestel, Home Banking, and other
Viewdata services.

• Reverse V23 allows User run Viewdata service.

• 1200-1200 half duplex for communications.

• XMODEM. HEX and ASCII file transmission.

• Auto Dial of given 'phone number.

9 Auto Answer for User's Bulletin Board.

• 80 column terminal with split screen facility.

• Prestel text screen dump.

• Fully BABT approved.

• FREE Registration to MicroLink.

The Apollo is attractively finished in matt black. It
opens the doors to world communication to both,
the Hobbyist and the Professionals alike. With
baud rates varying from 300/300 Originate and
Answer, 1200/75 and 75/1200 full duplex and
1200/1200 half duplex, virtually all the popular
tele-services can be accessed. A comprehensive
Comms ROM oversees the use of the APOLLO,
providing simple commands for all the software
controlled facilities. APOLLO is an ideal modem
for both the first time buyer and the seasoned
user. Join the Telecommunications Revolution -
Buy a Watford APOLLO!

Only: £82 (Carr £3)

Price includes, the Modem. Comm Software
Cables & Operating Manual).
(Write in for full specification)

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS

Delta 3B Single Joystick £10
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks £15
Delta 3C Joystick for Compact £10
Delta 14B Single Joystick £11
Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module £12
Transfer Software Disc-Tape £7

ATTACHE CARRYING CASE
For the BBC Micro. Attractively finished in
antique brown leatherette. Lockable.

Only £10 (£2 carr.)

Versatile BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER Unit

The Watford Speech Synthesiser is a very flexible
speech synthesis unit based upon the powerful
phonemes system. This system stores the
building blocks of speech (called phonemes) and
allows you to combine them quickly and easily to
form virtually any word imaginable.

Supplied with an advanced ROM, you are
provided with a 500 word dictionary to get you
started. These can easily be added to by
following the notes given in the comprehensive
manual.

SPECIAL PRICE £32 (carr £2)

Continued'



COMPUTER CONCEPT'S
ROMS

ACCELERATOR £30

CARETAKER Basic Utility £23
DISC DOCTOR £28

Graphics ROM £29
TERMI £25

COMMUNICATOR £49

Printmaster £24

Wordwise

Wordwise plus

Word-aid

£23

£40

We are givina away absolutely FREE,
the superb Word-Aid ROM worth
£24, with every WORDWISE PLUS
package bought from us.

The most comprehensive
utilities ROM

for Wordwise-Plus
Extend the power of your Wordwise Plus word
processor with this most advanced ROM from
Watford. By utilising the powerful Wordwise
Plus programming language. WordAid provides
a whole host of extra features, all accessed via
a special new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles Moir, the
author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.
• Chapter marker.
• Epson printer codes function key option.
• Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.
• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiple file options for print and preview.
• Address finder.
• Label printer.
• Mail-merger.
• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear text-segment area.
• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc Interface in your
Micro)

HI-WORDWISE-PLUS DISC: £5

SPELL MASTER £42

Inter SHEET ONLY £37

ICHART ONLY: £25

Inter-WORD £36

MEGA-3 ROM
Interword, Intersheet & Interchart -
3 in one ROM £76

INTERBASE £49

All Prices Exclusive of VAT

VIEW

VIEW WORDPROCESSOR 2.1 £35

VIEW 3.0 ROM £48

VIEW PROFESSIONAL £59

HI-VIEW (for 6502 2nd Processor) £36

VIEWSHEET(Acornsoft) £36

VIEWSTORE £36

VIEWSPELL-wrth 80 track disc £29

VIEWPLOT Disc £20
(Please specify for Master 128 or Compact)

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923)50234 or 33383

VIEW-INDEX £12

OVERVIEW Packs 1 & 2 £69

Watford's own Sophisticated
VIEW PRINTER DRIVERS

Epson FX80&KagaKP (Disc) £8
Juki & Brother HR15 (Disc) £8
Silver Reed Printers (Disc) £8

MINI OFFICE II
DISC Version for BBC B&B+ £14.00
DISC Version for BBC Master £16.50
ROM Version £43.00
(When ordering please specify for which Micro
& 40 or 80 track Disc).

EPSON NLQ ROM
for the BBC Micro

Harness the full potential of your Epson RX or
FX printer. The NLQ ROM makes Epson printers
produce Near Letter Quality output with
optional proportional spacing, enlarged and
underlined. Accessed by simple " commands
from Basic, Wordwise and View (with driver) or
almost any other language.

(Send an SAE for sample printout)

Only: £25
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER for NLQ ROM £7

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but until
now has seriously lacked in terms of printer
support. With the launch of our Printer Driver
ROM, which includes an extremely powerful
and easy to use Printer Driver Generator, View
users can find themselves in the realms of
advanced word processing only at a small
outlay.

The VPD extends View's printer command
with a series of mnemonic commands. All
standard highlight sequences are also
supported. A large range of printers are
supported by drivers contained within the ROM
(the drivers can be downloaded and
customised). Printers supported include:
Epson's MX, RX, FX, FX, LX, JX80 range, HI80,
KP810/910, PW1080, JP101, HR15, M1009, GLP.
Panasonic KX-P1081/2, JUKI 6100, etc.

Other printers are readily supported by
defining a Printer Driver using the built in
Printer Driver Generator. The features
mentioned below are available to both the built
in Printer Drivers and user defined drivers
(assuming the printer supports the features).

NLQ control. Underline, Bold, Proportional
Spacing, Microspacing, Italic, Superscript,
Subscript, Condensed. Enlarged, Double Strike,
Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI 6), Set
characters per inch numerically (e.g. CPI 5),
Select printer font, Select printer ribbon colour,
Translation sequences. Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric expressions for
certain operations, Full printer setup. Send
control codes. Print prompt on screen,
Redefinable Pad character. Pause for key press,
Prompt to change daisywheel, and Execute *
command when printing.

Other features include a very powerful on
screen preview, with bold, italic, underline,
super/subscript, enlarged highlights, and a
special printer driver to allow memory based
text to be previewed by View 1.4. Of course.
View 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all supported, as is
Shadow RAM and 6502 Second Processors. The
BBC B series and Master series of micros are
supported. A comprehensive manual is
supplied. All in all, a very professional product
for the discerning user who wants power at
their finger tips. (Write in for a detailed leaflet).

Price: Only £33

ROM-SPELL

Probably the most advanced and fastest
spelling checker available for the BBC Micro.
Compatible with View, Wordwise and Wordwise
Plus ROMSPELL is simple to use with easy
editing of incorrect words. Full facilities for
editing the user dictionary to allow
customisation to your personal needs.
Dictionary includes over 30,000 words and is
supplied with a Comprehensive manual.

NOT compatible with 1770 DFS.
(Please state 40 or 80 track disci

Price still only: £25



DUMPOUT 3

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM. This
has to be the most flexible and powerful screen
dump ROM yet produced for the BBC micro. It
will put on paper anything you see on the
screen, including full Mode 7 graphics.
Also provided are window setting utilities and
OSWORD calls to plot and read Mode 7
graphics pixels.
Facilities:

• Vertical and horizontal scaling in all graphics
modes and mode 7

• Rotation of image by 90, 180 or 270 degrees
• Left hand margin setting
• Screen dump window setting
• Colours appear as grey scale
• Two tone fast dump
• Colour mask

• Mode 7 contrast expansion
• Mode 7 contiguous dump
O Key triggered and User Port triggered dumps

The Micro User Feb. 1985.
'Without reservation I wholeheartedly
recommend the Dump Out 3 ROM as the
ultimate screen dump facility for the BBC Micro
. . . it must represent excellent value for money
and surely cannot be beaten".
For use with the following printers:
GLP, GP80M00/250, CANNON, STAR. KAGA/
TAXAN, NEC, SHINWA CP80, GEMINI, EPSON
MX/RX/FX, M1009, NEC PC8023, DMP100/200/
400, Panasonic KX1081/82, Mannesman Tally
and compatibles. -. . «**».-

Only: £25

BBC SOFTWARE'S
Popular Educational Software

• Maths with a Story 1 (Disc). 4 primary level
maths programs £11.25

• Maths with a Story 2 (Disc) 4 further maths
programs £11.25

• Picture Craft (Disc) 6 - 14 age group. Pack
consists of flexible geometrical design &
colouring programs £17

• WAVES: Science Topics (Disc) CSC O Level
Physics program. £14.95

• RELATIONSHIP: Science (Disc) O Level
Biology program. £20.00

• BONDING: Science (Disc) O Level Chemistry
program. £20.00

• ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM (8 Discs) O
Level program. £20.00

• ELECTRONICS IN ACTION (Disc) O Level
program £19.95

• NEWTON & THE SPACE SHUTTLE (Disc) O
Level program. £20

• ECOLOGY (Disc) O Level program. £20
• POLYMERS (Disc) O Level program. £20
• Clasification & Periodic Table O Level. The

suite is supplied with its own database of
chemical elements which can be classified
according to your own rule. £20

• FOOD & POPULATION (Disc) O Level
program. £20

• MICROTECHNOLOGY (Cassette) O Level
program. £11.25

• A VOUS LA FRANCE (2 Cassettes) A French
language home study aid. £21.70

• DEUTSCH DIREKT' (Disc & Audio
Cassette) £19.95

• Modem Master (Disc) £11.25

• ADVANCED TELETEXT SYSTEM £8.65

• PERIOD TABLE SOFTWARE £20

• Astronomy -Primary (Disc) £12

• Computers at Work-Primary £17.35

• Introducing Geography - Primary £17
• Introducing Geography 11-17yrs £17.50

• Electric Fields 6-14 years £11.25

• BlackQueen Contract Bridge £13
• Espana Viva-3 Discs * £19.95
• A Vous La France Disc £21.50

ROM MANAGER

Take control of your Sideways ROMs with ROM
Manager. This powerful utility ROM gives you
power over your sideways ROMs. Disable
whole ROMs, send commands directly to
named ROMs and many other powerful
facilities.
"Provides comprehensive management of all
your installed ROMs". (BEEBUG November '84.)

ONLY £20

ADDER

The only low cost EPROM Programmer for the
BBC Micro that will program both the standard
?1V and the new 12V5, 27128 EPROMS.
Adder is the ultimate EPROM programmer for
the BBC Micro. It will program many different
EPROMs up to the very latest 27256 32K
devices.
The Adder unit connects to the User Port and
draws its power from there too. The EPROM is
mounted in a top quality ZIF socket. There are
no switches or controls as Adder is entirely
software controlled.
The Adder software provides sophisticated
facilities for programming EPROMs from a RAM
image produced by loading disc files. The
software is menu driven and designed for ease
of use.
Features:
• Two ultra fast programming algorithms or
standard slow algorithm.
• Supports standard 21V programming and
newer 12.5 volt EPROMs. (Software switched).
• The RAM image to be programmed can be
built up in many ways. Sections of image can
be loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.
• Automatic processing to handle a list of files
to program into the EPROM.
• Automatic disc buffering to allow
programming of 32K 27256 devices from a 32K
file without extra effort,
• Verification gives detailed error list and
checksums are maintained. There is also a
blank check facility.
• Works with all standard filing systems.
Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow
Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM.
More than one file per ROM permitted.
• Programs the following EPROMs:
From 2K to 32K: 2516, 2716. 2532, 2732, 2764,
2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256 (Both 12.5V and
21V).

£75 (£3 Carr)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to
survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of
EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give the
maximum possible working life by not erasing
too fast. We use these erasers for all our own
erasing work.
• ERASER EB - Standard version erases up to
16 chips. £28 (carr £2)
• ERASER GT - Deluxe version erases up to 18
chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off
the UV lamp when opened. £30 (carr £2)
• Spare UV tubes. £9

•

32K
SHADOW RAM

Printer Buffer
Expansion Board

\ fiESff*'''"

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Watford Electronics now brings you the latest
state-of-the-art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBC microcomputer. Don't throw away
your BBC B for a BBC B Plus or BBC Master.
Just plug the ribbon cable into the 6502
processor socket, and fit the compact board
inside the computer. Immediately you will gain
not 16K or even 20K, but a massive 32K of extra
RAM!!!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,
whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a
slow printer - type in text while printing. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and f 100 *
saved on a printer buffer.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type
in letters in 80 columns and have up to 28,000
bytes free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24K of text
in memory. This product is recommended as an
ideal complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20K of the expansion
RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all
the standard BBC RAM free for programs.
Benefit from MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28K of
program space.

• Use the FULL 32K or the bottom 12K of the
expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for
PARALLEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels,
RS423 etc. Print large text files while running
long graphics programs, and have all your
buffer options available as well
("FX15,21,138,145,ADVAL etc). Please note only
a 12K printer buffer can be used with Wordwise
or Wordwise-Plus, due to the way they are
written.

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on
again. Unlike all other ROM managers, this
feature does not use 'unofficial' memory. Two
bytes of normally user-inaccessible memory on
the RAM card are used to ensure ROMs are
disabled WHERE OTHER ROMS FAIL.

• Recommended by Computer Concepts foi
use with their Inter series of ROMs.

Only £59 (carr £2)
(Price includes a comprehensive manual

and the ROM)

INCREDIBLE

WORDPROCESSING
DEAL

Watford's 32K SHADOW RAM CARD and
Computer Concept's INTERWORD
Wordprocessor package.

£89at Only (carr £2)

Continued
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BOOKS (No VAT on Books)
15HrWordprocessing"BBCA/iew £5.95
15 HrWordprocessing BBC/WW&WW+ £5.95
30HourBASIC(BBCMicro) £9.95
6502 Assembly LanguageProgram £19.95
6502 Application £13.95
6502DevelopmentPackage £7.50
6502 Programming the £16.95
6502ReferenceGuide £10.95
68000 Assembly Language £15.95
68000 Assembly Language Prog. £19.95
68000 Assembly LanguageTechniques £24.95
68000 MachineCode Programming £13.00
68000 Microprocessor Handbook £14.95
68000Programmingthe £22.95
68000 UserGuide £8.95

6809,Programmingthe £18.95
Advanced Disc UserGuide £18.95
Advanced Prog. Guide to BBC £9.95
Adv. Sideways RAM UserGuide £9.95
Advanced UserGuideforBBC £10.95
AmigaHardwareRefManual £23.70
AmigaMachineLang. Guide £19.95
ARM Assembly Lang. Prog. Manua £12
Art of Microcomputer Graphics £16.95
Assembly Language Prog, for the BBC £9.95
AY-3-8910 Programmable Sound Generator
Data Manual £3

BASIC2-UserGuide £2

BasicROM UserGuide £11.95
BBC-Advanced Graphics with the £10.95
BBC - Advanced Programming

Tectiniquesfor £8.95
BBC-Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
BBCMicro&thesmallBusiness £5.75
BBCMicro BasicSound& Graphics £7.95
BBCMicro-FileHandlingOn £7.95
BBCMicroProgramsinBASIC £5.95
BBC Micro ROM Book £10.95
BBCMicro-withinthe £13.95
BBC Master 128forHigh Flyer £10.95
BCPLUserGuide £14

BCPLTheLanguage&itsCompiler £8.50
C Big Red Book of £7.50
C-ADabhandGuideto £14.95
'C Introducing £9.95
Cfor Programmers £9.95
CProgramming Lang. £23.95
COMAL-lntroductionto £9.50
Complete FORTH £6.95
ComputerGraphics&CAD fundamentals £9.95
DeutschDirekti(Bookonly) £5.95
DNFS Instruction Booklet £2

DiscDriveProjectsforMicros £6.50
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

Operating ManualforBBC £6.95

FileHandlingonBBCMicro £8.50
FORTH-Advanced £9.95
FORTH-ATextReference £19.10
FORTH-lntroductionto £8.95
FORTHontheBBCMicro £9.95
FORTH-Starting £19.10
HackersHandbook-New £6.95
Hitch-Hikers Guide to A.I. £8.95

Interfacing and Robotics £15.95
Introduction toCOMAL £9.50
Introduction to FORTH £8.95
Introduction to LOGO £6.95
Introduction to PASCAL £17.95
Inside Information, Computers & Corns. £9.95
ISO-PASCALReferenceManual £9.95
LISP 2nd Edition £15.95
LISPLookingAt £11.95
LISPontheBBCMicro £7.95
LISP the Language of

Artificial Intelligence £13.95
LogoontheBBCMicro £7.50
LQGO-lntroductionto £6.95

Mysteries of DISC DRIVES and DFS
REVEALED £5.95

MasteringAssemblyCode £8.95
Mastering CP-M £17.95
Mastering Interpreters &

Compilers £14.95
Mastering Music £6.95
MasteringtheDiscDriye £7.95
MasterOperating System £12.95
MasterReferenceManual Part 1 £14.00

MasterReferenceManualPart2 £14.00
Master Reference Manual-Advanced £19

Mathematical Prog, in BBC Basic £7.95
Micro Prolog £10.00

MicrotextfortheBBC £10.00

Microtext Plus Manual £9.95

Microtext User Guide £5

PASCAL-lntroductionto £17.95

PASCAL Programming £9.45

Pick Operating Sys. Practical Guide £14.95

Practical Disc File Techniques £5.95

Structured Basic £7.95

The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER
CommandsREVEALED £5.95

The Software Business £5.50

Towers Int. Transistor Selectors £14.95

Understanding Interword -
ABeginnersGuide £6.50

Using DOS+ on the 1512
(95%Okfor512Bd) £9.95

View 3.0 User Guide £10

View Guide (View 2.1) £4.50

Viewsheet&ViewstoreDabhand Guide £12.95

Mastering View, Viewsheet &
Viewstore £12.95

VIEWDabhandGuide £12.95

Viewsheet UserGuide £10

Viewstore User Guide £10

Wordprocessing On The BBC Micro £6.25

Writing Interactive Interpreters
&Compilers £8.45

Wordwise + AUserGuide £10.95

Z80 Applications £15.95

Z80 Assembly Language Prog. £20.95

Z80 Programming the £19.95

Z80 Reference Guide £9.95

Z88Computing £9.95

BOOKS for
IBM PC & Compatibles

(No VAT on Books)
1-2-3 For Business2ndEdition £18.45
1-2-3CommandLanguage £18.45
1-2-3SpecialEdition(QUE)-Using £21.95
8086/8088Assembly LanguageProg. £11.95
8086/8088 Programming the £17.95
Ability-Using £12.95
Accountancy software in Business -
Using £12.95
AdvanceCTech&Application £19.95
AdvancedTech. in Turbo Pascal £19.95
AldusPagemaker-Using £18.45
AmstradBasic2Manuals £12.95
Amstrad Technical Manuals £19.50
Amstrad PCProgrammersRefGuide £15.95
Amstrad PC1512-1640 Step by Step -
Using £850
ArtandDesktopPublishing £18.45
Autocad-using £18.95
BBCAssembly Ref.Manual-within £11.95
Businesscompaniononthe1640 £12.95
CP-M Bible £16.50
CP-M Handbook with MPM £9.95
CP-MPIusHandbook £13.95
CP-MSoulof £16.50
CP-MThesoftwareBUS £8.95
dBasell&lll-Understanding £7.95
dBasell-Workingwith. £9.95
dBaselll-Mastering £19.95
dBaselllPlus £12.95
dBase III Plus Handbook 2nd Edition £19.95
dBase III Plus - tips, tricks and traps
(QUE) £18.40
dBaselllPlus-QuickRef. Guide £4.95
dBase III Plus-Quick Prog. Guide £8.95
DOS Instant Reference (up to 3.3) £10.95
DOS, Mastering for Versions upto 3.3 £19.95
DOSPIusManual/AmstradPC £17.00
DOSPIus-Mastering £12.50
Excel IBMVersion-Using the £17.95
HardDiskManagelBMPCXTAT £17.35
HardDisc-Managingyour £18.45
IBMMacConnection £17.35
IBMPC&Macintosh Networking £17.95
IBMPS/2Handbook £17.95
IBMPCAT-lnsidethe £20.95
Local Area Networks 2nd Generation £19.95
Lotus 1-2-3 Desktop Companion Soft/B £24.95
Lotus1-2-3-lllustrated £18.45
Laserprintit £15.95
ManagingyourHardDisk £18.45
Mastering 1-2-32ndEdition £18.95
MicrocomputerCADManual £25.95

Microsoft Windows-Illustrated £18.45
MS-DOS-ABCon 17.95
MS-DOS Advanced Programming £19.95
MS-DOS Advances (Microsoft) £19.95
MS-DOS Handbook3rd Edition £18.95
MS-DOS Instant Reference Guide £10.95
MS-DOS Illustrated £18.45
MS/PCDOS3.3-lllustrated £18.95
MS-DOSMastering-Tricksof £22.50
MS-DOS Performance Programming
Under £19.95

MS-DOSQuickProgRefGuide £8.95
MS-DOSQuickReferenceGuide £3.95
MS-DOS-Running3rdedition £21.95
MS-DOS-Supercharging £17.95
MS-DOS UsersGuide2nd Edition £16.95
MS-DOS-Using £9.50
OperatingthelBMPCNetwork £18.45
Pagemaker-Desktop Publishing £15.95
PagemakerlBMPC-Mgstering £18.45
Pagemaker-lllustrated £18.45
Quattro-Mastering £21.95
Smart-Using £21.45
Smart-tips, tricks and traps(QUE) £22.45
SuperCalc4 £19.95
SuperCalc4-Using £17.45
Symphony 3rd Edition-Mastering £22.95
TurboPascalComplete2ndEd. £21.45
Turbo Pascal Library £14.95
Using1-2-32ndEdition £21.95
Using DOS+ on the 1512

(95%OKfor512Ed) £9.95
Using Microsoft WORD2ndEdition £18.45
UsingPC-DOS2ndEditionVer.3.3 £20.45
UsingPagemakeronthelBMPC £22.45
UsingSuperCalc4 £17.45
Ventura-Mastering £21.95
Ventura Publishing-Instant £34.75
Ventura Tips + Tricks £18.95
Word Perfect Desktop Companion £25.95
Wordperfect-lllustrated £18.45
Wordperfect3rdEd-Usihg £18.45
WordPerfect Made Easy £15.95
Wordstar & CP/Mmade easy £9.95
WordStarRelease4-Mastering £17.95
WordStar1512/1640-Using ' £9.50
WordStar User's Ref. manual £12.50
Wordstar-Quick program Ref. Guide £8.95
WordStar4.0-Using £17.45
XeroxVentura-Desktop Publishing £14.50
Xerox Ventura Publishing-Inside £18.45

The Advanced
Reference Manual

for the BBC Master
At last Acorn's long awaited Advance Reference
Manual for the BBC Master Series of
Microcomputers has now been published.
Watford Electronics' own authors have edited
and added missing sections td the original
script and produced a very high quality
publication.

It features information about:

• Memory Organisation
• Slow data bus

• Detailed circuit description
• Keyboard controller
• Screen display
• User port
• Serial Processor

• Peripheral bus controller
• 1 Mhz Bus

• Machine operating System
• Second processors - Internal, Z80 and 80186
9 Disc Filing Systems
• ANFS

• Terminal Emulator & Editor

© View internal format

• Detailed differences between Model B, B+ ,
Master 128K and Compact
• Comprehensive appendix on 65C12
instruction set

At the rear of the manual there are pull out
circuit diagrams for the Master 128K.
A worth-while addition to any Master owner's
library.

All this for just £19 (NO VAT)

IT Refe



THE COMPLETE BBC

COMPUTER USER HANDBOOK

"Why has no-one written a book like this
before? It's long overdue".
If you own a BBC-B, BBC B + , Electron, Master
128, Master Compact or Archimedes then this
book is for you. It shows you how to get the
most from your computer, and how to make
the computer work for you. Although some
sections are machine specific, most of the
information, programs, hints and good solid
experience are for the whole range of BBC
machines. The general style and level means
that both beginner and expert will feel satisfied
with the quality and quantity of the material.

GENERAL - Uses and abuses of computers.

HARDWARE - How to design your own work
station. Hardware additions (disc drives, ROMs,
printers, 2nd processors, etc). DIY alterations.

HARDWARE RUNNING BBC-BASIC - All BBC
machines are described with their differences.
Compatibility between the various BBC
machines. Networks. The Archimedes and its
advantages.

GETTING ORGANISED - so that you keep track
of your programs and control of your software.
Setting up for easier programming sessions.

NEAT PROGRAMMING - Good style. Writing
structured programs. Getting the best from
BBC-BASIC, Graphics and screen displays.
Speeding up programs. Saving space.

GENERAL PROGRAMMING TIPS AND HINTS -
with a multitude of examples (eg input vetting,
dealing with dates, blanking out function key
messages, error trapping, disabling ESCAPE
and BREAK, use of EOR with colour, etc).

DEBUGGING - Specific errors and how to
handle them. How to test programs fully.

STANDARD PROGRAMS - Assessing word-
processors, spread-sheets, databases, graphics
packages, communications etc. How to
customise them to your own requirements.

COMPUTERS AT HOME AND IN THE OFFICE -
Introducing the computer to the office. Program
protection. Computers and the law.
Communications. Selling your own programs.
28 FULL CHAPTERS, elegantly written and
extensively indexed. To dip into, consult, or
read from cover to cover, again... and again...
and again...

Only: £14.95 (Book No VAT)

Watford Electronics are the
main Approved Stockist of
ACORN SPARES and Acorn

ECONET Referral Centre

Servisol Foam Cleaner
This 415MI, king size multi-purpose foam
cleaner spray is ideal for cleaning the Keyboard,
Monitor, Disc Drive and your computer
furniture surfaces. Simply spray on the surface
to clean and wipe off with a clean cloth.

£2.50

Antistatic Aerosol Spray
(deal for cleaning and preventing static build-up
on TV/Monitor Screens.

£2.50

Aerosol Dust Spray
Aerosol Dust Spray

This simple to use aerosol spray is ideal for
removing Dust and Dirt deposits from the
Keyboards and similar inaccessible places. £3

CREDIT CARD 24 HOUR

Ansaphone Hot Lines
(0923) 50234 or 33383

SURGE PROTECTOR Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment against mains v
surges. Nearby lightning strikes, thermostats
switching and many other sources which put
high voltage transient spikes on to the mains.
This can lead to data corruption in memory and
on disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. A must for every computer user.

Protection for only £7.50

4 WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for
use. Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads
from your peripherals.

£7.95 (carr £1.50)

SPIKES CLEANER UNIT
A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a
built-in Surge Arrester, providing protection for
your complete computer system

£13.00 (carr. fl.50)

ROM EXTRACTION TOOL
This extremely useful tool allows you trouble
free chip insertion and removal from your
computer by distributing the removal force over
the whole body of any 24 or 28 pin chip.

Replacement FLEXIBLE 17 way
Keyboard Connector £3

28pin DIL HEADER PLUG
SOLDER type £1.50; IDC CRIMP type £1.95

8 WAY DIP SWITCH
Increase the speed of your Disc Drives by
soldering this switch to your BBC B or B •
Keyboard.

Only £1.00

28 pin ZIF SOCKET (Textool) £6.95

Watford DATA DUCK
Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual
Drive with this simple external unit (Suitable for
Disc Drives with PSU. For Disc Drives without
PSU, you will also require Watford Power Duck,
see below).

£14

Watford POWER DUCK £8

CONNECTING LEADS
(All ready made and tested)

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug
to 5 pin DIN Plug f 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 3 pin DIN Plug + 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 7 pin DIN Plug £2.50
to 3 Jack Plugs £2.00
6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB) £2.50

DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS
Supply from BBC power supply to standard
Disc Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

DISC DRIVE INTERFACE LEADS
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable

Single £4 Twin £6

Miscellaneous Connectors

Plugs Sockets
RGB (6 PIN DIN) 30p 45p
RS423 (5 pin Domino) 40p 50p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 25p 65p
ECONET (5 pin DIN) 20p 30p
Paddles (15 pin 'D') 80p 200p
Disc Drive Plug 4 way 75p -
6 way Power Connector 80p 95p

SPARES for BBC Micro
BBC Keyboard
Master Keyboard
UHF Modulator
Speaker Grill
Power Supply
BBC Casing

£36
£62

£4
£1

£56

Speaker
Keyswitch
16MHz Crystal
32.768MHz Xtal
Master PSU

£2

£1.50
£4

£1.00
£59

£20

CHIP SHOP
DS3691 £4.50
DS88LS120 £5.25
LM324 £0.45
SN76489 £5.50
SAA5050 £8.75
UPD7002 £6.00
WD1770 £12.00

2764-250nS £3.50
27128-250nS
(12V5) £3.25
27128-250nS
(21V) £5.25
27256-15 £5.00
27512 £10.50
27C101GI1 Meq! £17.50
4013 60p
4020 £0.90
4164-15 £3.25
4464-12 £8.95
4464-15 £8.25
4816 RAM £2.00
41256-15 £8.25
41256-12 £9.75
6264LP-8K £8.50
6502ACPU £4.50
65C02 3M £9.75
65C12 £9.00
6512A £10.00
6522 £3.40
6522A £4.50

62256ALS-15 £12.50
6818 £4.00
6845SP £6.00
68B50 £2.95
68B54 £7.50
7438 40p
74LS00 25p
74LS04 25p
74LS10 25p
74LS123 80p
74LS163 70p
74LS244 80p
74LS245 £1.00

74ALS245 £2.75

74LS373 £1.00
74LS393 £1.00

75453 70p
75159 £2.00
8271 £39
9637 £2.00
ICL7673PA £2.00

ASSORTED
ROMS

ACORN ADFS £25

ACORN BASIC 7 p us

User Guide £22
Acorn BCPL f42
Acorn COMAI £38
ACORN DNFS £17

Acorn FORTH £32

Acorn Graphics £25

Acornsoft C £52

Acorn LISP £19
Acorn LOGO £49
Acorn OS B . £25
Acorn OS 1.2 £14

Basic Editor £24

Beebfont £25
Beebmon £22

BROMPIus £32

Buffer & Backup £20

Communicatoi £49

Commstar II £28
Graphics Extension Rom
GXR-B £21

GXR-B + £22
Help II £27
ISO Pascal £51

ISO-Pascal Stand
Alone Generator £30

ICON Master £28
Logotron LOGO £45
Master OS ROM £38
Master Termulatot £32
Micro Prolog £62
Microtext Disc £4fi
Microtext Rom £199
Mini Office II ROM £43
MUROM £21
NLQ DESIGNER f25
ROMIT £29
Serial ULA £13
TED £35
Termulator B. B \ f25
Termulator Master £32
Toolkit PlusB. B • £31
Video ULA £14

ULTRACALC II f26
1MbOS ROM £39

BBC PCB DESIGNER
A PCB Designer package for the BBC Micro
that eclipses some industry standard CAD
Software.

Input for the design may be manual oi Auto
mode.

Some of the PCB Designer's features are:
• Over 120 library pad sizes/shapes

© Four colour adjustable palette

• Zoom range 2:1 to 1:4
• Highlighting of specific tracks
• Normal and surface mounted components
• Rapid screen review
• Menu driven

• Variable gridlock
• Switchable measurement grid

• Pre-select pan/scroll facility
• Large 24" x 24" Board size
• Copy route facility

• Connectivity held at all times
O Ratsnesting of part connections
• Auto-plaement of text references
• Text linked to parts
• Automatic placement of vias
• Printer and plotter outputs provided

• Comprehensive manual

Introductory Offer: £59
(Please write in for further technical

details)

Continued —
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If you thought £150 didn't buy
much of a modem you haven't

heard about the aries 1200

Aries 1200 MODEM

Up till now buying a modem was a compromise between price
and performance, but the new Aries 1200 offers performance and
features not found on modems costing two or three times as
much. Look at the features offered by the Aries 1200, features
which you wouldn't expect from a modem at this price - and
some which you would be lucky to find on a modem at any
price.

• Operates in V21 (300/300), V23 (1200/75 and 75/1200) and
proprietary V23 1200 mode.

• Connect it to any type of computer or terminal via the 25 way
serial D connector or the BBC standard 5 pin Domino socket.

• A built in phone socket means your phone plugs straight
through.

• A reset switch so the hardware makes it easy to restart - even
when your software doesn't.

• Industry standard Hayes (C) compatibility means that this is
one of the easiest modems to use. It can automatically work
out the speed your computer is working at, and even the
speed and protocol of the modem at the other end.

• Auto Call mode can dial using tone or pulse (the modem
works that out too), and when it connects it will automatically
determine the speed of the answering modem.

• Auto answer mode means the modem can be left unattended
to answer calls from other modems, and of course it
automatically works out the speed and protocol of the calling
modem.

• The built in speaker and front panel LED's mean that you
always know what the modem is doing.

. . . Features at any price.

• Proprietary V23 mode mean that two Aries 1200's can
communicate at 1200/1200 and in this situation you can take
advantage of the built in data compaction which reduces the
volume of text you send by 30%.

• Built in scrambler means that data transferred between two
Aries modems is automatically encrypted. The encryption
code can be user defined for a totally private email system.

• User defined control commands means that the Aries can
even be used from a dumb terminal or with non standard
software.

• Front panel light include indicators for Power, Auto Answer
Mode, Transmit, Receive, On line. Terminal ready and Carrier
Detect. There's even an indicator to show the quality of the
phone line.

• Internal watch-dog monitors the modems activity and in the
event of a power failure or computer crash it automatically
resets the modem. The Aries modem can never hold open
your phone line or lock up your computer.

• Built in printer port allows the Aries to direct incoming data
directly to a printer, text can be tagged so that it is selectively
sent either to the printer or the computer.

• All modem setting are stored in solid state non volatile
memory - no battery to go flat and hang crash the system.

Launch Offer Only: £149

Hayes Compatible BBC Comms Software ROM & Manual £25

WATFORD CUT PRICES NOT PERFORMANCE

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request ALL
OFFERS subject to availibility
Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP Trade and Export inquiries welcome
Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS
Accepted
Shop Hours 9 00am to 6 00pm Monday to Saturday Thursdays 9am
to 8pm (Free Customer's Car Park)

VAT UK customers please add 15°o VAT to cost incl Carriage
CARRIAGE Unless stated otherwise, minimum £1 on all orders £3 on
Larger items On bulkier items. £7 Securicor charge applies (UK
mainland only) Overseas orders, carriage is charged at cost

2S

EDITOR

The WAPPING EDITOR
Watford Electronics bring professional quality Desktop Publishing to
the Beeb. The Wapping Editor is a totally self contained mouse-driven
desktop publishing package designed to run on the BBC B. B • and
Master computers. The massive 64K Rom contains ALL the software
you need to do your own publishing. It 'Brings the Freedom of Press'
to your fingertip. The software has a word processor, a graphics
package, a page layout section and a font designer. Although very
sophisticated, Wapping Editor is simplicity itself to use. Anyone already
familiar with Quest Paint will immediately feel at home.

GRAPHICS PACKAGE
'T??in,e 9uest Painl re-wri"en to takeadvantage of the hiqh resolution
of Mode 0. well this is it. The Wapping Editor could well be worth
buying for this facility alone. This must surely be the graphics.

WORD PROCESSOR
This section is a fully functional word processor specially tailored to
suit the Desktop Publishing environment. Gone are all the unnecessary
and cumbersome text formatting commands - these are dealt with in
the 'Page-Layout' section. The features of this word processor include
wordwrap, wordcount, insert/overwrite, move block, copy block, delete
block, search and replace, browse, etc, many of these features being
mouse controlled. Text input can of course be taken from existing word
processor files like Wordwise, View, etc. but it is not necessary to have
a separate word processor in order to use this package.

PAGE-LAYOUT SECTION
Page Layout becomes easy using these mouse-driven routines. The
user simply 'pulls' a rectangle onto the page and states which text
document or graphic is required to fill the space - it's as simple as
that! Text can be automatically printed in a pre-set number of columns,
left justified and/or right justified, or centered. Several different
typefaces can be held in memory at one time. Graphics may be
stretched, squahsed or cropped to fit any si?e rectangle. Graphics input
can be from the software provided in the package or, using the 'mode
convert', from any graphics mode screen.

THE FONT EDITOR
This is an enhanced version of the font editor contained in the Con
Quest ROM and allows the editing of ALL 95 characters. As well as
being able to design your own typefaces, fonts from other DTP
packages or from Quest Pain may be loaded into the editor and
converted for use with the Wapping Editor. This sophisticated editor
has numerous functions including slide, flip, invert and rotate
individual characters or the whole font. Individual characters can be
mirrored or copied and a mask feature allows you to superimpose two
characters. Lines and columns can be inserted or deleted allowing the
character to be stretched or squashed. This font editor will also allow
'font' and 'brush' files to be designed for use with Quest Paint.
This package-is the latest in the line of integrated professional quality
mouse-driven software from Watford Electronics, the company that
adds power to Beeb.

Launch Offer: £69

Specifications of all products are given in good faith but is subject to
change without notice Some items vary in their availability Please
ring for latest delivery situation.

Watford Electronics
JESSA HOUSE, 250 Lower High Street,
WATFORD WD1 2AN, ENGLAND
Telephone: (0923) 37774; Telex: 8956095; °
FAX: 01 950 8989



OFFERS
CHRISTMAS SUBSCRIPTIONS
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Beat the price rise—subscribe today
The price ofan annual Acorn User subscription isgoing up to
fi 8.95from November jo 1988, so treatyourself this Christmas and
subscribe to Acorn User. Not only willyou beat the price rise but
you'llreceive twofree issues.

Forjust£17.jo, we will sendyou 14 issues ofAcorn User, packed
with news, reviews, andfeature articles. Somake sureyou, andyour

friends, don't miss out on anything that's happening in the world of
Acorn computers by subscribing now.

To startyour subscription to Acorn User, and qualifyforyour
free issues, simply complete the coupon below and return it before
January 31 1989. This offer is only available to UKreaders.

Please start my subscription to Acorn User with the
NAME _

A DDR ESS

issue I enclose my cheque/postal orderfor £17.so made payable to
Redwood Publishing.
Please charge my AccessIBarclaycard

POSTCODE AU01

acc no 1 1 1 1 1 Mill rrrr
EXP1R Y DA TE I I I I I

J would like to give an Acorn User subscription as a Christmas ^iGi\t.U —
present starting with the issue to: y^- Qj^i^y
NAME.

DATE

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

• Please send agift card.

\CORN USER JANUARY 1989

AU01

u

Send thisform withyour remittance to Caroline Gregory, Acorn User
Subscriptions, Redwood Publishing Ltd, Marlborough Road,
Aldbourne, Wiltshire SN8 2DD.
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JOE'S JOTTINGS

BUTTONING UP
A NEW CONCEPT

Want to keep your BBC micro, but also want a Hypercard-like
visual database? User Card is just what you need

I suppose it happens to all
of us at sometime or other.

Changing jobs, I mean.
I've watched over the years
as Acorn User staff have

come and gone, and although I
only contribute to the massive
workload for the real Acorn User

team, I've just come to under
stand the tremendous upheaval
that changing jobsentails.

All sorts of new relationships
must be made, structures for
working established and mech
anisms for doing the jobas part
of a new team invoked. You'd

think that the sensible applica
tion of a computer could only
help matters. Far from it. In my
previous post, I used BBC
micros which I myself had
recommended, and more recently, their
brother Arcs. These machines covered

much of what we needed to do, and
could be used easily by most of the staff.

Now, however, my needs are very
different. I still need to use BBC micros
for some of my work, particularly in the
area of control and interfacing (so look
out for some really exciting projects!),
but there are also areas where my team
needs to deliver a high-quality paper-
based end product.

Then there are areas where we need to

communicate among ourselves, and share
applications, activities and files, and then
areas where a totally integrated environ
ment encompassing all the necessary
applications is essential. If we take into
account the fact that not all of us are

computer experts, then we have a major
66
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problem in deciding which system to use
for admin work.

This is the situation that I'm just
exploring, and I've spent the past few
months looking at potential systems.
Finally I've settled on the Apple
Macintosh SE as a networkable system
that fits most of our needs at work, and
by the time you read this the system will
beup and running.

I must admit that I would have liked
to have bought Arcs, but even now they
do not deliver the range of applications
that we need to access.

Perhaps with the imminent release of
RISC OS, software writers will at last be
encouraged to use a compatible approach
which will enable integration across a
wide range of products: this is certainly
the intention of Arc Edit, Arc Draw and

Arc Paint on the RISC OS
Welcome disc.

When the world first heard of

Windows, Icons, Menus and
Pointers (Wimps) there was an
immediate move towards pro
grams incorporating these on
almost every micro. But not
every micro was capable of
supporting the complete integra
tion of such applications, which
wereoften quite largeconsumers
of memory. In addition, every
software house attempted differ
ent implementations, based on
what individual programmers
saw as being most appropriate
to their application. Rather than
create a uniform means of com
municating with a computer
avoiding the need to relearn for

every new package, the learning environ
ment of many computers isso un-intuitive
that a manual is an essential part of
learning how to use every application.

PAB is a new word which needs to be
applied to the Wimp environment. The
PAB is a Pointer which Acts on a
Button. In other words, it is most
important to communicate simply with
an application, and the simplest way is to
have a series of buttons available on

screen, which arc pressed by pointing at
one and then clicking a mouse or the
Return key. A pressed button carries out
a particular action.

This sort of human-machine interface
allows us to work with very simple tools:
a mouse or the cursor keys, the screen
pointer and the Return key or one button
on the mouse.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989



It all means that your attention can be
devoted to the application, and not to
considering what button to press. In a
mouse-based application, you would sim
ply point and press to start an activity.

Contrary to popular opinion, the
optimum number of buttons on a mouse,
using the PAB philosophy, is just one.
You might think that a two-button
mouse would allow you to work twice as
fast as a one-button mouse, but that is
not really so. Because each choice of
button to be pressed makes you think
about an operational technique as well as
the aim of your activity, the amount of
thinking to be done is greater. Conse
quently, you work somewhat slower than
with a single-buttoned mouse.

The standard BBC mouse with three

buttons is even worse, because you now
have to make three choices at each point
resulting in a further reduction in
working speed and an increase in button
presses. The logical extension of the
three-button mouse is the 72-button
mouse - more usually called a keyboard.
We all know how quickly this allows us
to work. The best tip I can give is to
tape off the spare keys, and use applica
tions which give you all the information
you need on screen, in menus or on
buttons. Programmers shouldn't differen
tiate between mouse buttons.

This might be anathema to those of us
who are deeply attached to one particular
package, such as AMX SuperArt, and
who have learned to use all the mouse

keys and special sequences from the
keyboard. My feeling is that you should
always work at whatever level you are
confident, but never assume that the
effort put into learning one package must
be repeated when learning another. As
more powerful computers like the Arc
arrive, the emphasis should be on ease of
use, and PAB may be a wayforward.

A year or so ago, Apple came up with
HyperCard, now given away freely with its
Mac. Explaining HyperCard is about as
easy as explaining Logo.

At its simplest, HyperCard is a means of
relating large amounts of separate infor
mation in a visual form. It is also a

particularly good example of the PAB
philosophy, and well worth exploring.
Of.course one of the problems of being
an Acorn user is that large applications
are often beyond our ability to duplicate
in our 32k RAM space. HyperCard can
just survive on a one-megabyte hard disc
machine. However, there are generic
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elements of HyperCard which are quite
simple, and I've spentsome time develop
ing a demonstration package to run on
most BBC micros.

As with any new concept, you have to
learn a new vocabulary. The main new
word here is the 'stack'. A stack is simply
a pile of database cards about a particular
topic. The card itself is a container for
information, just like an index card in a
filing system. Each card contains different
types of information, as shown in figure
1. Each card carries not only information
about its own shape and size but also
about the text for different areas, plus
fields for further information. There can

also be picture information and menus
for special effects but they aren't imple
mented in our own version - User Card.

There are also buttons on the card to
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Figure 1. HyperCard: a container for information

cause specific actions. The user should be
able to change the information on any
particular card, but because we are
working with a specific database in our
demonstration version, the ability to do
this is switched off.

Another important word is back
ground. This refers to the base layout of
each card, and in our version this is set
by having each card refer to a particular
background as part of its information.
The background can include text, fields
and buttons. Fields are the areas on a

card where text can be entered; buttons
are those which can cause particular
actions to occur.

This version of User Card can handle a

range of about 15 button actions, and
later versions will allow you to predefine
buttons and their actions. This is tanta

mount to programming, but without any
of the learning associated with languages
like Basic and Logo. In fact, we call the
activity of making a set of cards
'authoring'.

The Enos stack is the demonstration

stack accompanying this article. You can
find it on the yellow pages as two
programs. The first is a stack generator:
a program that builds the stack on disc

JOE'S JOTTINGS

which should be typed in and saved as
'Makestk'. The second program reads the
cards and manipulates the stack. This
package is quite flexible and will work
with any stack, although it does not yet
create any new cards. Type in this
program and save it as 'Dealer'.

Both programs are quite long, and
there may be some benefit in buying the
monthly disc.

The Enos stack covers a selection of E

numbers and food additives, and so is of
interest to people from health-conscious!
adults to students of Home Economics'
studying for GCSEs. The information]
contained on each card comes from a

range of sources, particularly the leaflets
available from health food chains like

Holland & Barrett. Each card carries the

following information:
• The E number, for example Eioo
• Whether the E number has caused

reactions in hyperactive children
• The name of the additive
• Which foods it is typically found in
• What the additive is used for

• Any known dangers to health
• Any comments you wish to include

which don't fit elsewhere

Once the programs are safe on disc,
format a new disc to either 40 or 80
tracks and have it handy. Load the
Makestk program from its disc into the
BBC micro, and then place the blank disc
in drive o. Run the program and wait
until it finishes and the disc drive light
goes out. Now copy the Dealer program
from your disc onto the disc with the
newly created stack, and then create a
!Boot file:

*BUILD !BOOT

0001 *BASIC

0002 CHAIN "Dealer"

0003

Escape
*OPT 4 3

At this point, you have created a disc
which will operate as a stand-alone stack
of up to 29 cards - the limit is the
number of files on a DFS disc less IBoot

and Dealer. To increase stack size you
will need either to adopt a new method
of storing card information, or to change
to a hierarchical filing system. In common
with the real versions of similar products,
ADFS on a Winchester drive really is the
best bet for a more rigorous implementa
tion of this package.

Once the disc is set up, you can start
to get into the stack. To access the E
numbers stack, simply press Shift and
Break, and the program Dealer will load.
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SHOWROOM MAIL ORDER
SHOWROOM OPENING

9-6 MONDAY TO FRIDAY
9-1 SATURDAY

PHONE 074488 5242
We accept both Access and Visa credit
cards. Simply telephone your order,
giving card number, expiry date, name
and address, or send your order with
cheque or postal order to the address
opposite.

DELIVERY CHARGES
INCLUDING VAT

Computers/Printers/Drives:
Next day £8.00, Trackback £4.00

m^ Small Items: £1.00

MICROMAN
Computers

PASTURE LANE FARM,
PASTURE LANE, RAINFORD,

ST. HELENS, MERSEYSIDE, WAll 8PU

PHONE 074488 3667

ACORN PREMIER DEALER: ECONET: SERVICE CENTRE

TA rchimedes
ARCHIMEDES 300 Ex VAT IncVAT

Archimedes 310 Base
Archimedes 310 Mono
Archimedes 310 Colour
Archimedes 310M Base
Archimedes 310M Mono

835.00 960.25
895.00 1029.25

1055.00 1213.25
895.00 1029.25
955.00 1098.25

Archimedes 310M Colour 1115.00 128225

ARCHIMEDES 400

2529.00 2908.35
2589.00 2977.35
2749.00 3161.35

Archimedes 440 Base
Archimedes 440 Mono
Archimedes 440 Colour

0% FINANCE
For a limited period Microman are able to

offer 0%finance onArchimedes Computers
please phone or call in for further details.

ARCHIMEDES
SPECIAL OFFERS

We have a range of special packs available to
suit individual requirements, these includea
rangeof FREE OFFERSpleasetalkto our

sales staff for specificdetails.
^(These offers donotapply to0%Finance)

MULTISYNC MONITORS

NECMultisync 2
Taxan 770 Plus

520.87 599.00
599.00 688.85

ARCHIMEDES PODULES/EXPANSION
Acorn Backplane Podule
Acorn ROM Card
Acorn I/O Podule
Acorn MIDI Add-on to I/O
Acorn MIDI Card
5.25/35 Disc Interface
Arc/BBC Serial Link
CC ROM Podule
CC ROM Podule + BB

ARCHIMEDES UPGRADES

RISC OS-APRIL 89
PC Emulator
05 MBRAM (305 only) •
Floppy Disc Drive *
20MB Hard Disc •
(Requires Backplane Podule)
*DealerUpgrade Only

39.00 44.85
59.00 67.85
85.00 97.75
39.00 44.85
69.00 79.35
25.00 28.75
25.00 28.75
49.00 56.35
59.00

ES

67.85

29.00 33.35
99.00 113.85

149.00 171.35
115.00 132.25
499.00 573.85

ARCHIMEDES SOUND SOFTWARE

86.09 99.00
43.44 49.95
17.35 19.95

110.00 126.50
140.00 161.00
40.00 46.00

EMR Studio 24 Plus
EMRSound Synth
EMR Creations Disk
Armadillo Sound Sampler
Sound Sampler + FFT
FFT Software

LANGUAGES Ex VAT IncVAT Z88 COMPUTER Ex VAT IncVAT
AnsiC 99.00 113.85
ISO-Pascal 99.00 113.85
FORTRAN 77 99.00 113.85
Software Dcv Toolbox 199.00 228.85
Assembler 199.00 228.85
Prolog X 199.00 228.85
LISP 199.00 228.85
Twin 29.00 33.35

ACORN ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

1st Word Plus
Logistix
Acorn DTP- APRIL89

79.95 91.94
99.00 113.85

T.B.A. T.B.A.

AUTOSKETCH
79.00 90.85

Ex VAT IncVAT
AUTOSKETCH isa precision drawing pack
age with a friendlyappearance that makes it
particularly well-suited to the Educational

and enthusiast user.
v . s

ROLAND A3 X-Y PLOTTERS
Roland DXY880AA3 595.00 684.25
Roland DXY980AA3 950.00 1092.50
Roland Main DealerDetails onapplication

CLARES SOFTWARE

Artisan
Artisan Utilities
Pro-Artisan
Render Bender

34.74 39.95
17.35 19.95

147.78 169.95
6952 79.95

STAR LC10 COLOUR
The idealchoice of printer for the

Archimedes and Clares Artisan Software.
229.00 263-35

Ex VAT IncVAT

AlphaBase
Graphic Writer
Toolkit Module

43.44 49.95
26.04 29.95
34.74 39.95

MINERVA ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

Minerva Deltabase 26.04 29.95
Minerva System Delta Plus 60.83 69.95
Minerva Gamma Plot 60.83 69.95

MISC ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

Flying Start 69.95 80.44
U Connect 52.13 59.95
Signwriter 43.44 49.95
Pipcdream 99.00 113.85

Z88 'ALL IN ONE PACK'
Z88 COMPUTER
128K RAM PACK

CARRYING CASE
SET OF BATTERIES

PLUS FREE Z88 BBC LINK
299.00 343.85
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Z88 Computer
MainsAdapter
128K RAM Pack
512K RAM Pack
128k EPROM Pack
Z88 PC Link II
Z88 BBC Link

239.00

8.65
43.44

173.04
43.44

30.39
21.70

274.85
9.95

49.95

199.00
49.95
34.95
24.95

PANASONIC KXP 1081
145.00 166.75
Ex VAT IncVAT

STAR LC-10
9pin, Multi-Font NLQ Dot Matrix

189.00 21735
Ex VAT Inc VAT

STAR LC24-10
24pin, Full Featured LQ Dot Matrix

329.00 37835
N Ex VAT Inc VAT <

STAR LASER PRINTER 8 '
1MB MEMORY AS STANDARD

HP LaserJet Plus Emulation
FREE ON-SITE SERVICE CONTRACT

1449.00 166635
v Ex VAT Inc VAT
BBC MASTER SERIES

Master 128
Master Turbo Module
IEEE 488 Interface

379.00 435.85
120.00 138.00
283.91 32650

SPECIAL MASTER PACK
|MASTER 128 + 525"DISC DRIVEl

421.74 485.00
Ex VAT Inc VAT

BBC B/B + UPGRADES

Acorn 1770 Disc Interface
Acorn ADFS ROM

49.00
26.08

56.35
29.99

UNBEATABLE
DISC DRIVE OFFER

Opus 525" 400K 40/80T
(640KADFS)

Full12monthsWarranty

65.00 74.75
Ex VAT

PHILIPS MONITORS

Philips CM8833
Philips Green 7502

Inc VAT

239.00
73.00

274.85
83.95

For full ARCHIMEDES.BBC
and PC price listplease phone.

GOVERNMENT, NHS AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED



There is then a brief pause while it
installs a small piece of machine code
(which dumps cards to an Epson printer),
and soon a window appears which
prompts for the name of the stack.

Simply do as requested. The stack is
called Enos, so just type that in and press
Return. If you want to look at the disc,
for example if you have created a new
stack and you want to see if it is present
on a particular disc, then instead of
entering any name, just press Return and
the disc will be catalogued. A window at
the top of the screen tells you to press
Space to return to the main program -
once you've read the catalogue, do this.

Once the stack name has been entered,
the program looks for the stack and
loads the first card for that stack.

Although it's not strictly correct you can
call this card the Home card for the

stack. It has special options available on
it, and it contains a title for the stack.

Now you can begin to use the ideas of
PAB. Figure 2 shows the Home card for
the Enos stack. Normally, the pointer on
screen is tied to the cursor keys. Try
them and the pointer will move in the
direction of the cursor keys pressed. The
Return key acts as a single mouse button.
Moving the pointer anywhere on the
screen and pressing Return results in
either an action (if we've pressed a screen
button), or nothing if there actually is
nothing to 'press'.

Notice the two buttons at the top of
the card, labelled Mouse and Keyboard.
These buttons can change the input
device from cursor keys plus Return to a
mouse where only the leftmost button is
active. The mouse driver chosen is my
own favourite - the Acorn VFS chip, as
usedon the Domesday system.

It's a pity this chip isn't more easily
available, because it would certainly
encourage more people to investigate
Wimps. If this chip is installed then
moving the cursor key pointer to the
button marked as 'Mouse' and pressing
Return removes the cursor key input and
transfers control to any mouse attached
to the User port. If you don't have the
VFS chip, then the program in listing 3
allows you to use an AMX-type mouse.

The rest of the instructions apply to
the mouse versions as well as to the

cursor key version of software. The
expression 'Click' simply means either
press the leftmost mouse button, or press
Return, depending on what you use.

Take a look at figure 2. There are five
ACORN USER JANUARY 1989
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Figure 2. The Home card for the Enosstack
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Figure 3. Typical information card with its seven buttons

buttons available to be pressed by your
pointer:
• The 'Exit' button

• The 'First card' button
• A 'Print this card' button

• A 'Print all cards' button
• A 'Change stacks' button
To select any button, simply move the
pointer to that button and click. Clicking
on the Exit button will give a message
asking you to confirm that you do want
to leave the User Card stack. Click again
to do this or hit Escape to cancel. Exit
from the User Card stack is back to the

Basic language.
The first Card button has a simple

icon at the front < <, which is
reminiscent of the rewind button on

tape-recorders. Simply click on this key
to go to the first card in the stack.

Click on the 'Print this card' button

for a fast screen dump of the card
currently on screen. In this case, it's the

Home card, but any card with a 'Print
this card' button can be dumped on an
F>pson-compatible printer. A warning
message to set up the printer appears,
and when action is re-clicked, the card is
dumped to the printer. If the printer is
not set up, then the system can hang, and
the only way out will be via the Break
key. The Escape key will abort this
action right up to the last moment, after
you confirm that the printer is set up.

The 'Print all cards' button issues the

same message as the previous one, and
you must decide whether to use Escape
to cancel its action, or set up the printer
and re-click. Once the action is confirmed,
all the cards in the stack are printed -
this takes a little while. The cards are

printed exactly three to a sheet of 66-line
fanfold paper, so make sure the first one
starts near the top of the paper.

To change to another stack, the
'Change stacks' button restarts the Dealer
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BBD
o DUST o
COVERS

PROFESSIONAL
COVERS FOR THE

BBC MICRO RANGE

BBD
o DUST o
COVERS

DIRECT FROM THE LEADING MANUFACTURER
Tailored from the best quality ivory coloured nylon that has been
coated with polyurathane to which an anti-static inhibitor has been
added. These fabric covers are tastefully finished with brown piping
and have the model name hot foil printed over the keyboard. They
are washable and can be ironed with a cool iron.

Mulliprom Eprom Programmer ^ fUviprom 16/32 Eprom Programmer

Multiprom Eprom Programmer Uviprom 16/32 Eprom Programmer

<S> ARCHIMEDES: £9.00
* Programs 2764. 27128.27256.27512. 27513

&27011. inc. "A"&CMOS types.
* Plugs into user port on BBC B, 128 or Master.
* HighQualityTEXT00L ZIFsocket.
* 21 or 12.5 Voltprogramming.
* UVP 1.1 ROM has live ' commands.
* Custom madecream « a c n n

_ aluminium case. XrtUiUU.

* Programs 2764.27128&27256.including "A"
&CMOS types.

* Plugs into user port on BBCB, 128 or Master.
* High Quality TEXT00L ZIF socket.
*21 or 12.5 Volt programming.
* UVP 1.1 ROM has five ' commands.
* Very easy touse I?on fin

hardware and software. LtJU.UUBBC COMPACT SET £9.00

(Please slate whether colour or monochrome monitor).

BBC MASTER £5.00
BBC B/B+ £5.00

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS,
MONITORS AND DISC DRIVERS

A large range of covers for printers, monitors and disc drives are
available to match the computer covers.

PRINTERS COVERS FROM £5.00
MONITOR COVERS FROM £6.00
DISC DRIVE COVERS FROM £3.00

If you have a specific requirement please do not hesitate to
contact us as we will be delighted to help.
Prices include VAT and First Class Postage. All our covers are
unconditionally guaranteed. Please make cheques out to:

BBD Computer Dust Covers
BDept. 64 The Standish Centre mwm^

Cross Street BT ^
Standish, Wigan WN6 0HQ * • »

Callers and Dealer inquiries welcome

TEL: 0257 425839 ext 64 FAX: 0257 423909
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Uvipac Eprom Eraser
Tie UVIPAC wasdesigned especially forthehomecomputerenthusiast
requiring to erase up to 3 EPROMs at a time.Alsoerases Datapaks.
* Compact 90 x 80 x 40mmsize.
* 240 Voltmainspowered.
* 15 Minute timer option in (T) model.
* Timer + sounderoptionin (TS)model.
* Spare tubes only£3.00.

UVIPAC UVIPAC (T)
£21.50 £26.50

UVIPAC (TS)
£28.50

EPROMS

27128-25

27C128-20
27256-25

1-2 3-9 10 up
£4.10 £3.90 £3.70
£4.40 £4.10 £3.90
£5.00 £4.90 £4.80

Multiprom Special Offer!!
Save£6.50 bypurchasing a Multiprom and a
UVIPAC (T) together. Normal price £71.50.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £65.00 All types use 12.5 VoltVpp
S.A.E for old UVIPROM21to 12!'5data.

TEL: 0702 230324

DEPTAU1 ALL PRICES INCLUDE
GROUND CONTROL VAT AND P&P
ALFREDA AVENUE MAIL/TELEPHONE ORDERS
HULLBRIDGE ONLY PLEASE.
ESSEX SS5 6LT EDUCATIONAL AND
mmm .Mi GOVERNMENT ORDERS
Ex5 JkUm WELCOME.

ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT
HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED (AU)
23,Hampstead House,Town Centre,Basingstoke,RG21 1LG.

3W DS/DD

DISKS UNBRANDED LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Quantity
135TPI

10

9.95

20

18.95

30

27.95

40

36.95

ALL 3V2" DISKS COME COMPLETE WITH LABELS

V DS/DD 48TPI 5.95 8.95 11.95 14.95
DS/QD 96TPI 6.95 9.95 13.95 16.95
DS/QD Coloured* 96 TIP 7.95 13.95 19.95 24.95
Universal** 96TPI 7.95 13.95 19.95 24.95

50

45.95

17.95
19.95
29.95

29.95

100

89.95

33.95

37.95

57.95

57.95

"Colours available: Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, White, either in boxes of ten or mixed two of each colour

"Universal disks are suitable for 40/80 track drives and have 2 notches and 2 holes.

ALL 51/>" DISKSSUPPLIEDWITH WRITE PROTECTTABS.LABELS AND ENVELOPES AND COMEWITH OUR NO
QUIBBLE MONEY BACK OR REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE.

DISKETTE STORAGE BOXES
Price Each

10X51/4"LIBRARYCASE £1 25
50 X5V4"HINGED LIDLOCKABLE £6 95
100X5V4"HINDGEDLIDLOCKABLE £8 95
120X51/4"HINDGEDLIDLOCKABLE £10 95
10X3V2"LIBRARYCAST £1 25
40X31/2"HINGED LIDLOCKABLE £6 95
100 X31/2"HINGED LIDLOCKABLE £8.95

BOXES WITH DISKS

50 X 5j DISKS + 100 CAP.B0X DS/DD 23.95 DS/QD 25.95
100 X 5i DISKS + 120 CAP.B0X DS/DD 39.95 DS/QD 43.95
20 X 3 \ DISKS + 40 CAP.B0X DS/DD 23 95
50 X 31 + 100 CAP.B0X DS/DD 49.95

SPECIAL PURCHASE
50 X 51 DISKS IN UNL0CKABLE 50 CAPACITY BOX
DS/DD OR DSQD 21 95

Bganaas
VISA

[MINIMUM ORDERS OF £8]

Credit Card Hotline (0256) 463507 Faxline (0256) 841018
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program and prompts you for a new
stack name. This is of limited use at this

moment, because you have only got one
demonstration stack.

There are a number of other buttons

which are common to all the information

cards in the stack. An information card is

shown in Figure 3, with its buttons:
Home, Print this card, First card, Previ
ous card, Next card and Last card, plus a
Find card button. The Home button

simply takes us to the Home card. The
Print this card button and the Goto first

card button have already been covered.
All the Goto buttons are redesigned as

brief icons. The First card icon is the
< < shape and the Last card is indicated
by > >, again common to some tape
recorders. Clicking this button takes us
to the last card in the stack.

The Goto next card button has a

forward icon, >, which moves you on
one card whenever it is clicked. At the

end of the stack, a warning message
appears and forward movement stops.

The Goto previous card button has a
reverse icon, < moving you back one
card whenever clicked. At the beginning
of the stack, a warning message appears
and movement backward stops.

The Find card button has a ?? icon.

When it is clicked on, it moves you to a
card that allows you to find other cards
by specifying part of their contents. Once
clicked on, a new card appears with four
buttons, as shown in Figure 4:
• The Home button
• A 'Brief radio button
• A'Find matching cards' button
• A 'Print matching cards' button

The Home button works as normal,
but the other three require explanation.
We click on the Find matching cards
button to get a query window asking for
some text to search for. Once the text is
entered, and Return pressed, the stack is
searched from the first to the last card
for any occurrences of the text. It is very
important to type exactly what you are
looking for. For example: 'Jelly' will find
the word Jelly and not Jellies, while 'Jell'
will find both Jellies and Jelly, and 'ell'
will find Jellies, Jelly and Yellow.

As each card is found it is displayed on
the screen and can be read. To move
onto the next matching card, simply click
again. At the end of the search, the final
match is left on screen. If no match is

made, the card from which the search
was started is displayed. A search can be
cancelled by pressing Escape at any time.
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JOE'S JOTTINBS

XE' Numbers and Additives in Food

IEETEE

iat'iHii'1

[»M^ut4i»

[jidiimd

eractive sensi

Search for?

UTT

or RETURN to cancel

•

Hone Fin<j watching cards

Brief ® Print watching cards

Figure 4. The find card allows searching for text

Searching for
182/

flsthna
/Tartrazine/
/Quinoline Yellow/
/Yellow 2G/
/Sunset Yellow FCF/
/Carnoisine/
/Amaranth/
/Ponceau 4R/

found
found
found
found:
found:
found:
found:

104/
187/
118/
122/
123/
124/

Figure 5. Results ofa brief search: partofeach card is listed

*E* Numbers and Additives in Food

184 eractive s ensi

!rTum Quinoline Yellow

Cakemix/f izzy-pop/

UEEEH Artificial chemical dye

rn.T.'.T.'.TJiVST^I for colouring purposes

HdjELUfcH to Asthma/Eczema sufferers

Hone « < •?••? >>

Print this card)

Figure 6. All matching cards are shown ina full search

The Print matching cards button
behaves in the same way as the Find
cards button, except that all the matching
cards are dumped to the printer as they
are found. Have the printer ready to go
beforeconfirmingthis button's action.

The Brief button is called a 'radio
button' because of its shape and action. It
is set 'on' when its active area is clicked.
It then stays on until the button is
clicked again. When the Brief button is
clicked, searching via the Find or Print
matching card buttons is carried out as
normal, except that only the first three

fields of each matching card are printed
on screen or on the printer. This gives a
table of the matching cards on which
further searches can be based.

A more complete version of this stack,
including many more additives, is avail
able to schools from the Cleveland High
Technology Initiative, Prissick Base,
Marton Road, Middlesbrough, Cleveland.

If this demonstration stack interests

you, then look out for a more general-
purpose version soon, which allows the
creation of new stacks and the linking
together of cards for cross-referencing.
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SILICON VISION
SOFTWARE FOR THE ARCHIMEDES &BBC

SolidCAD

The ultimate 3DDraughting System forArchitectural design, Interior design,Engineering
DesignandTeaching CDT. Allows drawing inplan,front &side elevations andalsodirectly
in3Dview. Includes powerful zoom&panoptionsforprecisiondraughting andsurface
definition forcreatingsolidcolourobjects.AlsoincludesSweep,Extrude &Macro
facilitiesfordesigning very complex objects easily. Designs createdwithSolidCAD are
compatible withtheRealtime Graphics Languageforhigh-speed flicker-free animation.
Thecustom Archimedesversionalso performssmooth shading forrealism.
SolidCAD(Arc) users can upgradeto theRealtimeSolids Modeller (Arc) for£40.00.
£49.95 (ARC&BBC) New

REALTIME SOLIDS MODELLER
Thepackage includes both thesophisticated design environmentofSolidCAD andthe
highspeed animation capability ofa Realtime Graphics Language (RGL) module
developedinpureARM Risecode for superchargedperformance. The package is idealfor
Architectural design, Interiordesign,Engineering design &teachingCDT. The RGL
module canbeusedtocreate standalone flicker-free animation ofdesignsfrom your own
programs.Smoothshading is also performedforrealisticimages. Through ourin-house
expertise in3DDesign andHigh-speed techniques, nootherpackagecanrival thedesign
environment &animation speed of the Realtime Solids Modeller.
£89.95 (ARC) New

REALTIME GRAPHICS LANGUAGE
TheRealtime GraphicsLanguageromprovidesa complete 3DSolids/Wireframe
animation system with 52starcommands and3DEditors for designing objects toanimate
from your own programs. Includes a35,000pixels/sec line generator for fast 3D drawing
rates, 3DRotate, Scale,Orbit, Perspectiveand Turtlegraphics. Alsocompatible with
designs created withSolidCAD(BBC).

£49.95 (BBC)

SUPER-DUMP
The ultimate printer driver which takes advantage ofthehighest resolution capability of
ordinary Epson compatible printers toprovide 1920x 1024resolution. Images canalsobe
scaled,positionedandpreviewedbeforeprinting. Fully compatible with SolidCAD,
Realtime Graphics Language, Gate-Array designsystem &3DCADIAnimation system.
Your owngraphics programs orother CAD packagescanbemadecompatible with Super-
Dump bytheaddition of a fewsimplecommands. An example program isincludedin the
package.

£15.95 (BBC),£24.95 (ARC) New

Presentation Manager
The package providesaninteractive environment tocreate, editandplay-back computer
controlledpresentations forlecturesanddemonstrations. Alsohandlesgraph plottingfor
polynomials &user-defined functions which can be incorporated withinthe
presentations.

£34.95 (BBC), £49.95 (ARC) New

SIUCON VISION LTD, SIGNAL HOUSE, LYON ROAD, HARROW
MIDDLESEX HA12AG. TEL: 01-422 2274 or 01-8612173
FAX: 01-4275169. TELEX: 918266 SIGNAL G.
IBM (Access/Mastercard/Eurocard accepted)
Allpricesinclude VATand Carriage (Overseasorders add£4).

ARC-PCB

Theultimate PCB design system
developed specifically for the Archimedes
with a specification that cannot be
matched. Includes Automatic routing,
Rats-nesting, 8 layers, Surface mount
capability, 0.001" resolution, 32"x32"
maximum board size, On-line Help, Fast
Zoom/Pan/Redraw, Text &Silkscreen
facility, VariableLine/Pad/Text/Gridsizes,
Part Libraries, Block Move/Copy/Rotate/
Mirror/Eraseoptions, and up to 300,000
components. For hardcopy, the system
supports a large number ofplotters and
ordinaryEpson compatible printers at very
high resolutions (1920x 1024) of 240 dotsl
inch fornear laser qualityoutput. Anentry-
level ARC-PCB system (without auto-
routing) is available for £99.95 (Auto-
routing upgrade: £100). Enquire about our
turnkey PCB design systems complete
withColourArchimedes and/or plotters
withprices from £1220 to £3909 (Inc VAT).

£195.00 (ARC) New

RiscBASIC
Supercharge your Archimedes Basic
programs by compiling them
automatically into pure ARM Rise code
with the.RiscBASIC compiler. Features
include Relocatable modules, Cross
reference ofall variables, functions, and
procedures, Floatingpoint and Integer
support, Stand alone code generator,
Optimising compiler &Full runtime error
handler.

£99.95 (ARC) New

RiscFORTH
A new 32-bit implementation of the
FORTH-83standard, designed to take full
advantage of the ARM architecture.
Features include Multi-tasking,
Optimising compiler, built-in ARM
assembler with floating point mnemonics,
built-in Fullscreen Editor, File system
interface, OS calls support, Floating point
&Integermaths, WIMP support, Single-
step debugger, Shadow screen for
documentation, Block manipulation,
Dictionary &Vocabulary display, Call
finding and a standalone code generator.

£99.95 (ARC) New



STANDARD
SETTING

We describe the more advanced functions that implementing
GKS provides, relating to segments

Guy Martin and Gary Phillips

Segments allow you to collect a
set of lines and text that

produce an image onthe screen.
This whole segment may then
be acted upon as a single

object. Segments are like disc files, in
that they can be opened, written to, read
from, closed, deleted, or renamed. But
unlike files, GKS segments can only be
used as a whole; after you have created a
segment, the individual line or text
elements are not accessible.

A segment is given a name that
identifies it uniquely. In this BBC Basic
version of GKS, integers are used as
segment names, the range o toSEGMAX-
SEGMAX varying according to the
available memory on your Archimedes.

Segments could be used to create a
collection of objects in an application. As
an example, for circuit board design,
segments can be defined for various
circuit board symbols: transistors, inte
grated circuits, a resistor, for instance.
These symbols may thenbe placed on the
screen at will. Segments are in contrast
with sprites, as sprites are bit map
objects, and so they cannot be easily
scaled or rotated.

Segments are stored in Archimedes'
main memory. The library does not
know, in advance, how much memory it
will require for segment storage so you
need some method of memory manage
ment. The management routines must
allow allocation of variable-sized chunks

of memory, and subsequent freeing of
that memory for using again by other
segments. This corresponds with segment
creation and deletion.

As you know at least something about
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what GKS will need to store in the

memory, the memory management
routines can be fairly simple. In fact, a
block of memory is allocated for storage
when GKS is opened.

Aparameter ispassed to the open gks
call specifying how much storage to
allocate. This should vary depending on
whether the library is being used on an
A305, a 1 megabyte or 4 megabyte
machine. This memory is divided among
the segments as they are created, and a
form of garbage collection occurs when a
segment is deleted, to free the memory
used by that segment.

The manipulation routines for seg
ments are given in table 1. They are
analogous to file creation (open), close,
read, delete and rename functions.

Consider a situation where the program
wants to create a symbol to be used later

create_segment (segment_name)

close_segment ()

delete_segment (seg_name)

rename_segment (old_segment_name, new_se

gment_name)

1nsert_3egment (segment_name, transforma

tion_matrix)

redraw_all_segments_pn_workstation (work

station 1d)

Table 1: manipulation routines

on. The following fragment shows how
this is achieved:

create_segment (1)

polyline (num_points_partl,symbol_partl_

x(),symbol_partl_y())

polyli ne (num_points_part2,symbol_part2_

x(),symbol_part2_y())

close_segment()

The call to create segment causes all
subsequent output primitives to be stored

GRAPHICS

FB

in the first segment until the call to
close segment is issued. The primitives
are also drawn on screen in the usual
way, according to the current window,
viewport, and clipping settings. The two
calls to polyline after the create—segment
call, cause two sections of the symbol to
be stored in segment V. The segment is
then closed. Any further output primi
tives will not be stored in this segment,
but will just go to the screen as usual.

Only one segment may be open for
output at any one time; you cannot have
nesting. The second segment can only be
opened after the first is closed.

But suppose you wished to create a
new segment that incorporated all of the
parts of segment i, plus some other lines
and dots. Look at the following code
fragment:

create_segment (2)

polyline (num_points_part3,symbol_part3_

x(),symbol_part3_y())

insert_segment (1,transformation_matri x)

polyline (num_points_part4,symbol_part4_

x(),symbol_part4_y())

close^_segment ()

The create segment call creates a new
segment z ready to accept output primi
tives. You then call an output primitive
(polyline), and start the new segment.
Insert _segment is then called giving it
the parameters, segment i and a trans
formation matrix. This has the effect of
adding the first segment to the second.

It is possible to apply a transformation
to the symbol in segment i as it is copied
across to segment z as will be shown
later. Finally, another output primitive
(polymarker) is called and the new
segment is closed.
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ARCHIMEDES
305 BASE AKB10

1 305& mono monitor 665.00
1 305 & colour monitor 827.00

1 310 & mono monitor 783.00

A3I0M AKB30 783.00

A310M mono 835.00
A3I0M colour 975.00

410 SERIES
Mono P.O.R.
Colour P.O.R.

440 SERIES
EntrySystem 2210.00
Mono 2263.00
Colour 2403.00
Archimedes/Master Econet 43.00
0.5 MB RAM 127.00
Floppy disk 110.00

20 Mbyte hard disk&podule 423.00
|300only|
Podule Backplane 35.00
Archimedes Pref. Manual 29.95
Assm Lang Prog Manual 11.00

Archmedes software in stock
MASTER 128
Complete with internal
Software 346.00

99.00
40.00

110.00
75.00
13.00
14.95
14.95

Master Turbo Upgrade
Master Econet Module
Master 512 Upgrade
Universal second processor
Eprom Cartridge
Reference Manual Part I ...
Reference Manual Part 2 ....
BBC MASTER COMPACT
ENTRYSYSTEM
*128k- "Single 640K Drive"
"Bundled Software*
TVSYSTEM
" 128K* "Single 640K Drive* *UHF

'P Modulator' •Bundled Software*
319.00

AfONOSYSTEM
"I28K* "Single 640K Drive* "Bundled
Software* *I2" High Res Monochrome
Monitor" 349.00
COLOURSYSTEM
"I28K" "Single 640K Drive* 'Bundled
Software* "14" Medium Res Colour
Monitor* 481.00

r*W.«y*fHI.-w-fi«"Y35g-3 ?V.
MONITORS

Phillips BM 7502
12"Hi res. P3I Green Phospher Screen
CVBS input. Audio input Band width 20
MHz. 2000 CHRS Display 68.00
Samsung 12" Mono White 89.00
Samsung 12" Mono Green 89.00
Samsung 12" Mono Amber 97.00
Samsung 14"
Mono Hi Res White 97.00
Samsung 14"
Mono Hi Res Green 97.00
Samsung 14"
Mono Hi Res Amber 109.00
Samsung 14" CGA 249.00
Samsung 14" CGA/EGA 335.00
Samsung 14" VGA 335.00
Samsung 14" Multiscan 355.00
COLOUR MONITORS
Phillips CM8833
I4"CVBS and RGB medium resolution
colour monitor. IBM PCcompatible. Fast
blankup to enable superimposing.
StereoAudio. Earphone socket. 600 dots
x 285 lines vertical 220.00
Phillips CMBBS2
14"RGB professional med res colour. 700

306.00

Z3I iZ£L

251.00

•YV" I
PARALLEL T SWITCHES
Parallel Tswitch |2 way)..
Parallel TSwitch |4 way)...

MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVES

Source 100% BBC compatibleslimline disk
drives. All drives supplied complete with
formatting diskette, comprehensive users
manual andallnecessarycables. All drives are
40/80 switchable andhave twoyears
warranty.
5'AT Drives without PSU.
400A Single 400K DoubleSided 98.00
SD 802C Dual 400K Double Sided

190.00
Slf Drives with PSU.
4008 Single400K Double Sided

, 117.00
SD 802E Dual 400K Double Sided

204.00
SD 802D Dual 400K Drives horizontally
mounted in a monitor stand to fit both
the BBC B and the Master series 230.00
Mitsubishi Bave drives uncased with
40/80 switch 77.00

WINCHESTER DISC DRIVES
20 Mbyte 408.00
30 Mbyte 432.00
40 Mbyte 552.00
60 Mbyte 672.00
AllWinchestercome ready to plug into
the Master 128.

ADFSRAMrequired for BBC 26.00

15.00
25.00

.tlistarcomputers wMm
PANASONIC KX-P 1081
Panasonic KX-P1081 135.00
The faster and
enhanced KX-P 1081.
120 cps in draft
mode. 24 cps in NLQ
mode. Fully Epson
RX80 and IBM Matrix
and Graphics Printers
compatible. Standard friction and tractoT~n?ed.
Operator accessible print mode switch. Standard
8 bitparallelinterface.RS232 interfaceisoptional.

i
p
M

nec p2200 pinwriter

275.00 +vat

m

®
i

•>l

FREE PRINTER CABLE

FREE PRINTER STAND

FREE 200 SHEETS PAPER
24-pin dot-matrix printer. Letter-perfectprint,
in several sizes, at 56 characters per seconds

(cps|. Or switches to draft mode for
high-volume outputs at 168 cps. Built-in
tractor that permits push or pull feeding.

Print Rate: High-speed draft: 168 cps. Standard
draft: I40cps. Letter quality: 56 cps
Prlnthead: Impact. 24-pin dot matrix.
Input Buffer: 8K standard
Graphic Resolution: Up to 360 x 360 dpi
CUT SHEET FEEDER 59.00
SERIAL INTERFACE KIT 55.00
FRONT CARTRIDGE 25.00

NEC MONITORS
OFFICIAL NEC UK PRODUCTS

MULTISYNC PLUS 695.00
This 15 inch, high resolution |I024 x 768) monitor is
ideal for use with IBM/XT/AT and PS/2plus Apple Mac
II and othe IBM PC compatible microcomputers. It
automatically scans all horizontal frequencies from 21.8
KHz to 48 KHz and vertical frequencies ranging irorn
50 to 90 HZ It supports EGA enhanced EGA PGC.
MCGA and VGAcolour graphics standards.
MULTISYNC II 450.00
This redesigned 14"MultiSync high resolutionmonitor
olfers all the benefits of the previous model such as
automatic synchronisation, suitable for use with IBM/XT/
AT and PS2 plus Apple Mac II and compatible with
Hercules. MDA CGA. EGA EGA+. PGC and VGA
graphics standards plus Iront mounted user controls
and automatic selectionofAnalog/TTLandVertical Hold
modes.

MULTISYNC GS 149.00
Offers the user a high resolution (720 x 480). 14 inch
monochrome display which is hardware compatible
with IBM PC.Xf. AT, and PS/2machines The MultiSync
GS supports MDA Hercules. CGA EGA MCGA and
VGAdisplaystandards. Itautomaticallylockson to one
of five frequencies from 157 to 31.5 KHzto suppport
all the above major graphics standards and three vertica

PC ADDONS
20 Mb Hard Disk 199.00
30 Mb Hard Disk 24o!oO
20 Mb Hard Card 199.00
30 Mb Hard Card 240.00
Other PC products available
Call for details

SPECIAL PACKAGE
Phillips CM8833 Monitor
and TV Tuner 249.00

[Save £45.)

Maintenance contracts available.
Authorised service centre.
Call for details 01-574 5271

ft

AMSTRAD LO3S00 250.00
24 pin NLO I60cps. LQ 54CPS. Prints
graphics output. Supplied with bolt-on
tractor and featuring PC and Epson
LO-1500 compatibility.

ISubjtci to avaiiabiliryl

AMSTRAD DMP4000 250.00
200cps wide-carriage. Inbuilt tractors
allow fastpaper slewrates,and PCand
Epson FX compatibility.

(SuLijec! to .iv.iiiabilityl

NEW PRINTERS
AMSTRAD DMP3250 dl 189.00
AMSTRAD LQ3500 dl 299.00
AMSTRAD LQ5000 dl 330.00

STAR LC-10 189.00
New enhanced version complete with
IBM & Parallel Interface
Sheetfeeder POA
STAR LC-10 Colour 219.00
Ribbon 4.70
STAR LC-24/10 279.00
MP135

135 cps. 80 column printer. Friction
tractor feed. NI.O Epson & IBM

126.00

EPSON PRINTERS
LX-800 199.00
FX-800 330.00
FX-1000 420.00
EX-800 420.00
EX-1000 565.00
LQ-500 299.00
LQ-850 449.00
LQ-1050 620.00
LO-2500+ 720.00
LO-2550 899.00
SO-2500 969.00
SQ-3500 1199.00

NEC PINWRITER P9XL
P960XL 885.00
P965XL Serial/Parallel 970.00
NEC SILENTWRITER LC866+/LC890
LC866+ 1870.00
LC890 2995.00
FREEwith Silentwriter 12 months onsite
maintenance contrac

APEX HOUSE

BLANDFORD ROAD

NORWOOD GREEN

SOUTHALL

MIDD UB2 4HD

S 01-574 5271 or

S 01-571 5938

Telex: 25247Telex G.attn TIL

Fax: 01-574 4326

The ultimate matrix printer for business
Printspeeds of 265cps indraftand 90cps
m letter quality, inbuilt tractors. A paper
park and low tear off facility Twenty
inbuilt fontsas standard Afontcartridge
facility forgreater flexibility. Anamazing
80K byte print bufer. 24 pin prmthead.
Centronicsparallelinterface.Compatible
with previous NEC24 pin printers.
P6+ 80 characters 434.00
P7+ 136 characters 608.00

DAISYWHEELS

BROTHER HR 20
Daisywheel 8K standard buffer
upgradable to I6K. Standard serial/
parallel port 338.00
JUKI Daisywheel
Juki 6100 286.00
GAKKEN GPR-2000
Print speed of 18 characters per second.
Fully Qume compatible. Takes Oume
exchangable Daisywheel and ribbons
Selectable 10. 12 & 15 pitch Supports
proportional spacing. Standard friction
feed. Tractor/cut sheet feeder and serial
interface optional 146.00
CITIZEN Daisywheel
Premiere 35
35cps 15" daisywheel. Diablo
compatible 399.00

SO;

I
I

You canpurchase any of the Items listed.Allyou have to do Is write your
requlrementsonashcetofpaper.andwewllldespatchyourgoodswithln24
hours, subject to availability. Please add the following amounts forPostage
and Packing.

Items below 10.00 addI.SO Items below 50.00 add 2.50
Items below lOOOOadd3.50 Items over 100.00 add 8.00
(UKMainland only/
All prices exclude VAT Please add 15% VATto all orders.
Prices correct at time of goingto press butsubject to change without notice. I
Pleasemake cheques payable to: TW1LLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD.
Access/Visa Card Holders: Welcome.

VISIT OURMEGA-COMPUSTORE OPEN 9am - 6pm Monday to Saturday
CREDITFACILITIES, weare authorisedcreditbrokers. TypicalAPR36% I

NEC PINWRITER P5XL
P565XL Serial/Parallel 740.00
Pin tractor 50.00
Bi-directional tractor 125.00
Single bin cut sheet feeder . 240.00
Double bin cut sheet feeder. 440.00
Font cartridge 40.00
RAM cartridge 30.00
NEW NEC PINWRITER P6/P7

ft o1

mO;o.f

CITIZEN I20D

CITIZEN I20D 117.00
DatMatrix Printer. I20cps NLO. 2year
warranty. You have to see the quality
at this price.
CITIZEN LSP WOP 138.00
!20/25cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel
CITIZEN MSP ISE
l60/40cps 136 column Centronics
IBM Parallel 240.00
CtTIZEN HO P40 350.00
80 column 24 pin Dual interface.
Colour Option 50.00
Colour Ribbon 20.00
CITIZEN HO P45 310.00
136 column. 24 pin. Dual interface.
NEW
CITIZEN I80E 169.00
175cps Draft Elite
30 NLQ. 4k Buffer.
2 year warranty.

PRINTERS

m

CITIZEN HO P40

^^^^mM^^sms^^^^mmm^mM



Manipulation functions
The create. __segment routine tells the
GKS library that you wish to create a
new segment. The parameter is the
segment name, and an error occurs if a
segment is already open, if a workstation
is not active, or if a segment of that name
exists. Otherwise subsequent graphics
drawing will be stored in the segment.

To inform the GKS library that
you've finished writing graphics to the
current segment, use close segment. No
name is required as a parameter, as only
one segment can beopen at any time.

Delete^ segment asks the GKS library
to throw away any information relating
to the segment name specified, thus
freeing the memory for newsegments.

You can also rename a segment, even
if it is currently open. The
rename segment call takes two par
ameters, the old segment name, and the
new one. An error occurs if the old

Attributes

set_visibi 1 ity (segment_name,visibi11ty)

set_segment_transformation (segment_name

,transformatlon_matri x)

Utilities

evaluate_transformation_matri x (fi xed_po

1nt_x,fixed_point_y,shift_vector

_x,shi ft_vector_y,rotation_angle

,seale_x,seale_y,coordi nate_swit

ch,output_transformation_matri x)

accumulate_transformation_matri x (i nput_

transformati on_matri x,f1xed_poi n

t_x,fi xed_point_y,shi ft_vector_x

,shi ft_vector_y,rotati on_ang1e,s

cale_x,seale_y,coordi nate_swi tch

,output_transformation_matri x)

Table 2: functions affecting segment display

segment doesn't exist, or the new
segment already exists.

The insert_ segment copies drawing
primitives from the named segment into
thecurrently open segment. A transform
ation is applied to the whole copied
segment asit isinserted. For convenience,
there is an identity matrix already
defined, called IDENTITY_ MATRIX,
but this is not a part of standard GKS.
This inserts a segment without any
changes. The call takes two parameters,
the name of the segment to insert, and
the transformation matrix. The copied
segment remains unaffected.

With the redraw call, you redraw all
the segments stored: with the viewing
surface being cleared first. An error
occurs if the workstation is not active.

Just as there are attributes that control
the appearance of GKS lines, there are
functions that affect the way in which
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Figure 1. Scaling is performed relative to a fixed point

segments are displayed. These functions
are listed in table 2.

Consider a circuit board design package
where you have circuit board tracks and
components on the same diagram. It may
be useful to see just the circuit board
tracks - without the components. This
can be done by making all the component
segments invisible, like this:
REM set all components to INVISIBLE

for segname=component_start_name to comp

onent_end_name

set_v1s1bi11ty (component(segname),INVIS

IBLE)

next segname

REM now redraw the board tracks only

redraw_all_segments_on_workstation (acti

ve workstation)

The invisible segments are not lost,
and may reappear at any time by setting
their visibility attributeback to VISIBLE.
Once segments have been set to INVIS
IBLE, redraw all segments_on
workstation will not redraw them.

Segment transformations
An example of a segment transformation
could be moving a segment from one
place on the viewing surface to another-
a very common requirement. Consider
the code fragment in table 3: this code
simply moves the first segment 10 world
co-ordinate units on the x direction, and
five world co-ordinates on the y direction.
The scale factors of one indicate that you
do not want to change the size of the
object. The co-ordinate switch par

ameter may be set to 'WC, specifying the
world co-ordinate system, or 'NDC for
the normalised device co-ordinate system.

The example uses the world co
ordinate system. The second lot of code
in the box shows how to alter the size of

a segment. The scaling is performed
relative to a fixed point that may or may
not be part of the object - as illustrated
in figure 1.

This would have the effect of scaling
the first segment to twice its original size
(the two in both x and y scaling factors).
The scale factors are just numbers, but
you have told the function that the fixed
point is expressed in world co-ordinates,
so its meaning depends on the conversion
between world, normalised and viewpoint
co-ordinates.

Finally the transformation matrix can
be used to rotate a segment about the
fixed point. The segment rotation is
expressed in radians, and the method is
shown in part 3 of table 3.

The examples keep the same fixed
point in world co-ordinates, and it
specifies a rotation of 90 degrees - it is
converted to radians using the 'rad'
function. Figure 2 shows how different
fixed points affect rotation segment.

You can combine the scaling and
rotating into one call to evaluate

transformation matrix, and the last
part of table 3shows how to shift, enlarge
and rotate an object in one go.

The set visibility function sets the
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If you have ever dreamt of creating music using your micro but
the complexity and expense has put you off, then the new Music
5000 Junior isjust what you have been waiting for.

This package gives you the power to create and control
complete performances with awide range of high-quality instrument

sounds. This is achieved with the Music 5000 synthesiser and the
Junior program ROM, whose high-speed graphics and informative
displays make operating it child's play.
The Music 5000 Junior features:

• Music keyboard: play single notes and chords over five octaves on
the computer keys.
• Icon bar: simply position the pointer to flip instantly between the
other sections even while the music is playing.
• Mixing desk: adjust volume/faders and balance knobs of individual
parts when the music plays.
• Instrument designer: access to an enormous range of instrumental,
percussion, synthesiser and sound effects created through six
waveforms and envelopesselected from a bank of 45.
• File manager: use disc icons to load and store pieces, moving
pointer to select files from catalogue.
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• Music arranger: enter title and part descriptions in the text area and
construct the piece by filling successive blank cells simply by using the
Staff Editor.

The Music 5000 Junior comes with 32k ROM, full documentation,
the 5000 synthesiser unit and connections. The package simply plugs
into a BBC model Bor the Master 128 and existing amplifier (eg, hi-fi)
with DIN lead, and is fully upgradable to Music 5000 specifications.

The Music 5000 Junior is only £86.09 plus VAT.

Please send me

£86.09 plus £12.91 VAT.

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £99 per pack made payable to
Hybrid Technology Ltd.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

Hybrid Music 5000 Junior package(s) at

.POSTCODE.

Send this coupon with your remittance to Music 5000 Otter, Acorn User Merchandising, Redwood
Publishing Ltd, 20-26 BrunswickPlace, LondonN1 6DJ.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989



visibility of a segment. It takes two
parameters, the segment name and the
visibility parameter. The name is an
integer; the visibility parameter can only
be set to VISIBLE or INVISIBLE. If the
segment is currently visible, and is then
made invisible, its image on the view

f ixed_point_x=0 :f1xed_point_y=0

shi ft_vector_x=10 :shi ft_vector_y=5

scale_x=l :scale_y=l

rotat1on_angle=0 :coordinate_swi tch=WC

evaluate_transformation_matri x (fi xed_po

1nt_x,fixed_point_y, shift_vector

_x,shi ft_vector_y,rotation_angle

,seale_x,seale_y,coordi nate_swit

ch,transformation_matri x())

set_segment_transformation (1, transforma

tion matrix())

fi xed_point_x=20

shi ft_vector_x=0

scale_x=2

rotat i on_ang1e=0

: fixed_point_y=30

:shi ft_vector_y=0

:scale_y=2

:coordinate switch=WC

eval uate_transformati on_matri x (fi xed_po

1nt_x , f 1xed_po1 nt_y , shi f t_vector

_x,shi f t_vector_y,rotati on_angle

,seale_x,seale_y^coordi nate_sw11
ch,transformation_matri x())

set_segment_transformation(1,transformat

ion_matrix())

f ixed_point_x=20 : fi xed_point_y=30

shi ft_vector_x=0 :shi ft_vector_y=0

scale_x=l :scale_y=l

rotation_angle=RAD(90)

coordinate_switch=WC

evaluate_transformation_matri x (fi xed_po

1nt_x,fixed_point_y,shi ft_vector

_x,shi ft_vector_y,rotation_ang1 e

,seale_x,seale_y,coordi nate_3w11

ch,transformation_matri x())

set_segment_transformation(1,transformat

ion_matri x())

fixed_point_x=20 :fixed_point_y=30

shi ft_vector_x=10 :shi ft_vector_y=5

scale_x=2 :scale_y=2

rotation_angle=RAD(90)

coordinate_switch=WC

evaluate_transformation_matrix (fixed_po

int_x,fixed_point_y,shi ft_vector

_x,shi ft_vector_y,rotation_angle

,seale_x,seal e_y,coordi nate_swit

ch,transformation_matrix())

set_segment_transformation(1,transformat

ion matri x())

Table 3: coding for scaling and rotating

surface is erased. The segment itself still
exists and can be made visible later.

When a segment is erased, holes can
appear in the other images on the screen.
If the other images are redrawn (with
redraw all .segments on worksta
tion) then these holes will disappear.

Visibility may be changed during the
creation of a segment. Any output
primitives that have already been produc
ed will have their visibility changed. This

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

Rotation
about (14, 9}

Rotation
about (0, 0)

Figure 2. Different fixed points affect the rotationof a segment

The standard allows portable graphics programs

is good for building up groups of sym
bols without them appearing on screen.
The visibility ofa segment would normally
be set just after the create segmentcall.

The parameters for theset_.segment_
transformation function are a segment
name and a transformation matrix. The
transformation matrix is an array two
rows by three columns that may be set
directly by the application, or made up
by the evaluate or accumulation—
transformation_ matrix functions. Errors

occur if the specified segment doesn't
exist, or if GKS isn't in the proper state.

The evaluate^ transformation matrix
call takes the hard work out of calculating
a transformation matrix to use in the
set segment transformation function
- it takes no fewer than nine parameters.
The first and second specify a fixed point
for rotating or scaling about. The third
and fourth specify a shift vector. The
fifth specifies a clockwise angle of
rotation in radians and the sixth and

GKS clock demonstration on disc

seventh specify separate x and y scaling
factors. The eighth specifies the co
ordinate system that is used by the fixed
point and the shift vector. Last is an
output parameter - a matrix in which to
put the output transformation.

Adding together separate transform
ations is made easier by the accumulate
transformation matrix routine. It is
near identical to the evaluate function,
except that the transformation specified
by the parameters is added to the input
matrix before the result is returned in the
output matrix. A rotation can be combin
ed with a shift or a scaling operation,
then applied in a single go.

Owing to lack of space, the growing
GKS library listings cannot be carried in
the magazine. There's a full commented
copy on the 3.5-in monthly disc, a cut-
down version on the 5.25-in disc, and a
print-out can be obtained with an SAE
from GKS, Acorn User, 26 Brunswick
Place, London Ni.
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Dave's been
down-under!
Unfortunately, they sent him back. His father did all he
could, but to no avail. Apparently David was beating
the Aussies at "Hopper" (as well as cricket) ana they
didn't like it. Anyway, he's back, so if you come to see
our full range of BBC software and hardware, disc
drives, printers, monitors, cables etc, and you hear an
Australian accent, it will only be Davia showing off.
Actually, he sounds better than he used to!

NUMBER ONE IN BROMLEY

Data Store
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent. Tel.: 01-460 8991

Have you
spent long hours struggling

with the programming complexities of the brilliant
Archimedes WIMPS system?

With ARCHWAY that's all behind you. Now YOU can easily and quickly
build multi-window programs with pop-upmenus, icons, mouse control,

etc. of a professional quality.
ARCHWAY provides tools, bricks,mortar and a basic structure. YOU slot

the final bricks into placeand add finishing touches.
A comprehensive suite of integrated tools lets you define and edit
windows, menus, icons, dialogue boxes, mouse pointers, sprites, fill and
line patterns,anti-aliased fonts,short cut keysand muchmore! You can

import files (eg ARM machine code and musiceditor).
The bricks include an extensive library of functions and procedures
providing ready access to many of Archimedes' mostpowerful features.
An in-depth user guide (300+ pages, ring bound) takes you gently step-
by-step through a progressive series ofprogram building examples with

the emphasis on clarity.

The ARCHWAY run-time package together with £79 95
script shells in BBC BASIC provide the structure. inc|. VAT*& p/p
The complete system comeson •TBOOk discs(3tools &1 run-time).You

need 1M of RAM to run the tools. One disc drive is sufficient.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER: No charge for upgrade to the
extended RISC OS (Arthur 2) version we will release in 1989.

5IMTRHM

li
ON

RELEASE

SOON!

Programs to
help you

4 CLARENCE DRIVE, EAST GRINSTEAD,
WEST SUSSEX RH19 4RZ Telephone (0342) 328188

Cheques/POs/official ordersor Access/Visa numberand expiry date.
24-hour 'phone (or Credit Card orders.

I

li

1
I
H

EXPANSION CARDS
FOR THE

ACORNARCHIMEDES
COMPUTER SYSTEM

IEEE488 INTERFACE a full implementation
of the standard for automatic test and
measurement systems

16 BIT PARALLEL I/O two 16 bitinput or
output ports with handshake lines for digital
control applications
DUAL RS423 SERIAL INTERFACE for
communicating with two additional RS423 or
RS232 devices eg printers, plotters,
instruments, etc
12BIT ANALOGUE I/O indevelopment
All the above high performance expansion cards are
supplied with high level software for ease of use and a
comprehensive user guide.
Take advantage of Intelligent Interfaces' expertise and
purchase a complete Archimedes Computer System.
Officially appointed Acorn Scientific Dealer.

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd
43b Wood Street

Stratford-upon-Avon
Warwickshire

CV37.6JQ
Tel: 0789 415875

Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G

BBC B Sideways RAM
32K Unit £16.00
16K Unit £14.00
• Fool proof fitting - No soldering
• 16K Unit Rom Board Compatible
• RW Protect switch as standard
• Each unit requires one rom socket
• Compatible with tape, disc &econet
• Low power slimline units
• Battery backup made obsolete by Software below

Sideways RAM & Utility Software Pack v4.0
SWRsoftware (requiresat least 16K SWR) includes:
- Intelligent menu-drivensoftwareforload/save/test/clear SWR-Toolkit
- Automatic rom leaderremoves needfor battery backup-Printer Buffer
Utility software (no SWR required) includes 25+ useful programs:
- Graph plotter -Damaged disc recovery - Flood Fill -Disc imager
- Chardefiner -Screenenlarger/flipper/compacter plus much more.

Pleasestate40/80track, soldwith SWR £3.00. separate£8.00

1to2

1to3

1to4

1to5

1to6

Switching Boxes
User Port

£24.00

£28.00

£39.00

£44.00
£49.00

Printer
£24.00

£28.00

£39.00

£44.00

£49.00

RS423

£14.00
£17.00
£22.00

£27.00

£32.00

• Kunmu;IPBUU

nanwnuL

J,
Prices apply to Changers &Sharers. All data linesswitched inlcudesallconnectors

leads length 1m, longer leads available.

Please send for free catalogue

A&G ELECTRONICS
28 HURSTWOOD AVE,
BEXLEY,

KENT.DA5 3PH TRADE &SCHOOL _ . tkmtukm0k.'
(MAIL ORDER ONLY) DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE Tell 0322 521949

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE
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AMT ELECTRONICS
TELETEXT ADAPTERS
BBC B, B+ AND MASTER TELETEXT ADAPTER

A Teletext Adapter givesyou access to a vast database of FREE
information which can be displayed, printed, stored on disc or
processed by other programs. There are no phone or
connection charges and information isavailable 24 hours a day.
The adapter ishoused in a beige discdrive case with a 13-amp
plug style power supply and connects to the user port.
Controlling software is supplied on 2 16K ROMs (or I 32K
ROM for Master users: please state which is required). This is
the very latest in Teletext technology, from the designers of
the original Teletext adapter and shouldnot be compared with
units which have been on the market for some years.

FEATURES:

* Advanced design can search and store 4 pages
simultaneously in the onboard RAM

' Channel frequency data isstored onboard in EEPROM - no
need to load from tape or disc

* Connects to user port via new onboard high speed data
transfer interface

* User - Friendly terminal software whichincludesmany new
* commands for access from BASIC programs

* FREE software transmitted by BBC2 which is updated
weekly

* No hardware limitations - can access any public teletext
service on any number of channels

Teletext adapter complete with FREE POWER
SUPPLY, connecting leads and software on ROM:
£94.95

Master Compact Teletext Adapter: As above with
joystick port connector: £96.95

Teletext Adapter with video in-out connectors and
software allowing mode 7 text and graphics to be
displayed over a television picture. Useful for
captioning video recordings etc.:^£l 04.95

RS232 TELETEXT ADAPTER

A teletext adapter which may be connected to any computer
with an RS232 interface and a terminal program capable of
supporting Prestcl graphics. This unit acts as a 'teletext
modem', pages being selected anddisplayed bythe user's own
terminal program.Escape code commandsare alsoincluded to
allowthe adapter to be driven by the user's own programs.

RS232 Teletext Adapter with Power supply and 25
way D connector lead: £ 109.45

EP TURBO EPROM PROGRAMMER
A high speed programmer for all 2764-27256 NMOS and
CMOS EPROMs. The unit isunder complete software control,
the EPROM type and programming voltage are selected using
the user - friendly menu driven software supplied. EPROMs
can be dumped to disc, read from disc, programmed, verified
and edited. The ROM can then be searched for key words or
copied to SWR.Other sideways ROMsinthe computer can be
copied to disc or to the programmers buffer. Connects to the
User port via a 20 way cable.

EPROM programmer including cable, software on
ROM and FREE 27128 EPROM. Everything you need
to program your first EPROM!: £24.95

MASTER AUTOCOPY CARTRIDGE
The Autocopy cartridge will halt almost any program at any
time at the press of the cartridge's button and execute one of a
number of possible tasks previously determined by the user
including:

* Save the computers entire memory
* execute an OSCLI command selected by the user
* freeze/thaw at any point
* dump the screen to printer or disc
* execute a program stored in the cartridge's onboard

RAM by the user (up to 256 bytes)

Selectionismade usinga friendly menu driven routine call by a
* command.

Cartridge with manual: £26.90

USER PORT SWITCH

Allows two devices (eg: Teletext adapter and EPROM
programmer) to be connected to the User port at the same
timeand selected by toggling a switch. Saveswear and possible
damage to cables and your computer.

User port switch with connecting cable:£ 19.95

MASTERSPEECH CARTRIDGE
Simply plugs into the Master'scartridge socket to provide an
unlimited speech vocabulary using allophones (word
segments). Supplied withonboard 16K driverROM and500+
word dictionary(new words can be added by the user).

MasterSpeechcartridge with manual: £29.95

Comingsoon - Lowcost Video Digitiser

ORDER FORM
To order please fill in and send with cheque/p.o/order to: AMT ELECTRONICS STONECROFT DRURIDGE BAY MORPETH NORTHUMBERLAND NE61 5EF

Telephone: 0670 761422

Qty — BBC teletext adapters (F/)£l09.l9inc.VAT&P&Pea.
Qty — Compact teletext adapters @£111.49 inc.VAT &P&P ea.
Qty — Video teletext adapters (a. £120.69inc.VAT &P&P ea.

Qty _ Turbo EPROM programmers (a £28.69 inc. VAT & P&P ea.

Qty _ Autocopy cartridges (3 £30.93 inc.VAT&P&P ea.
Qty — User port switches (T'; £22.94 inc. VAT & P&Pea.

Qty — RS232 teletext adapters fa £125.86 inc. VAT & P&P ea.

Qty — MasterSpeech cartridges (a £34.44 inc.VAT &P&Pea.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE POSTCODE.



DS/DD135TPI

100%Certified
Lifetime Guarantee

BENCHMARK

BRANDED

10 £12

20 £20

50 £44

100 £84

200 £160

500 £388

3? DISK BOXES
10 Capacity Library Case (per pack of 6) .£5.70
40 Capacity Lockable Box £5.25
80 Capacity Lockable Box £7.25

5 4 DISK BOXES
10Capacity Library Case (per pack ol 6) .£5.70
50 Capacity Lockable Box £5.25
100 Capacity Lockable Box £7.25
140 Capacity Lockable Box £8.25

H BOXES
2 Way RS232, 25 Way D Type £19.50
2 Way Cent, 36 Way £21.50
3 Way RS232 25 Way D Type £24.00
3 Way Cent, 36 Way £26.00
4 Way RS232 25 Way D Type £28.50
4 Way Cent, 36 Way £29.50
2 Way X Over, RS232 £24.00
2 Way X Over, Cent £26.00

PRINTER RIBBONS

EXAMPLES:
Epson MX80/FX80 £2.96
Epson LQ800 £3.40
Panasonic 1080/90 £3.93

Call for prices on all ribbons

PRINTER STANDS
132 Column Space Saver £28.95
80 Column Space Saver £24.95
80 Column Standard Plastic £13.99
80 Column Moulded with Tray £18.00

ACCESSORIES
Tilt &Turn Monitor Stand 12" £10.75
Tilt &Turn Monitor Stand 14" £12.50
5.25" Mailer (Plastic) Pack of 10 £6.50

DE-LUX 5.25" CLEANING KIT
C476 InCarry Case £16.50

Cable &
Connector
Assembly

Data
Switch
Boxes &
Printer
Butter

DS/DD48TPI
100%Certified

Lifetime Guarantee

3.5- & 5.25'
Floppy Disk
Storage Boxes

Space Saver
Monitor Stand
Copy Holder

tf BENCHMARK

BRANDED

25 £10

50 £18

100 £34

200 £61

500 £146

1000 £279

3 2" BOX AND DISKS OFFER
20 3.5" DS/DD Disks Plus 40 Capacity box £24.00
40 3.5" DS/DDDisks Plus 40 Capacity box £38.00
50 3.5" DS/DDDisks Plus 80 Capacity box £48.00

All boxes have lock and two keys

5}' BOX AND DISKS OFFER
255.25" DS 48TPI Disks Plus 100 Capacity box £16.00
505.25" DS 48TPI Disks Plus 100 Capacity box £24.00
100 5 25" DS 48TPI Disks Plus 100Capacity box £40.00

All boxes havelock andtwo keys

DATA CABLES
25 Way M - 36 Way IBM Type £7.95
25 Way M - 25 Way M RS232 £7.95
36 Way M - 36 Way M Cent £7.95

All 6ft Long

GENDER CHANGER
25 Way F to 25 Way 1 to 1 ....

.25 Way F to 25 Way M 3 to 1.
25 Way F to 25 Way M 2 to 2
25 Way F to 25 Way M 1 to 3

PRINTER BUFFERS
PB64-1 1 IN -1 OUT64K

PB64-2 2lN^OUT64K....
PB256-1 1 IN 1 OUT 256K

PB256-2 J IN 2OUT 256K

COPYHOLDERS
A4 Angle Poise Type ,
A4 Desk Top Type

MOUSE MATS ETC.
Rigid Double Sided
Semi-Rigid
Mouse House

.£5.25

.£7.50

.£7.50

.£7.50

...£80.00

...£99.00

.£150.00

.£175.00

.£13.70

...£8.90

.£4.50

.£4.00

.£4.00

DISK DRIVE HEAD CLEANERS
3.5" Head Cleaner + Fluid £3.50
5.25" Head Cleaner + Fluid £2.50

Price only if bought withother products

DISKS DISKS DISKS DISKS DISKS DISKS DISKS DISKS DISKS DISKS
5.25"SS/DD48TPI
5.25" DS/DD 96TPI

5.25"DS/HDl.6Meg

25 £9.00 50 £16.00 100 £30 00
25 £11.00 50 £20.00 100 £3600
25 £29.00 50 £4900 100 £8300

ALL DISKS INCLUDE ENVELOPES ANDUSER LABEL SETS

500 £148.00
500 £176.00

500 £348.00

80

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & P&P. UK & BFPO ORDERS ONLY
PHgJjt POST

TO ORDER BY E3 S ^s. 0597-87784 BY \\/\ Send cheques/P.O.s made payable to MANOR COURT SUPPLIES LTD

Manor Court Supplies Ltd *^-«EB
DEPT AU1, GLEN CELYN HOUSE, PENYBONT, LLANDRINDOD WELLS, POWYS, LD1 5SY

EDUCATION AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
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GRAPHICS

SHOOTING
GALLERY

Taking pictures of your favourite screens can be quite a tricky business.
We have all the advice you need to be camera ready!

Taking photographs of the com
puter screen is an important
chore that needs to be done

every month on Acorn User. And
even with relatively simple equip

ment, it can be done quite well. You
need no more than a camera on which

you can control the shutter speed and
aperture, and a really solid place to put
your camera and monitor on. The
method is exactly the same for colour,
monochrome monitors or TVs, and for
print or slide film.

The major problem in taking a picture
of any sort of TV or monitor screen is
that, even ignoring any movement on the
screen, the picture is not really static,
because it is 'refreshed', or redrawn, 50
times every second. In the case of a TV,
half the picture is refreshed 25 times a
second. It is this that causes the flickering
you often see on a screen - particularly
out of the corner of your eye, or when
computer screens are shown on a TV
programme.

The computer's picture is drawn onto
the screen by a moving dot of 'light' - it
runsacross the screen 256 times, gradually
moving down, and it takes nearly the
whole 50th of a second to run down the
screen. The screen glows long enough
after the dot has passed for you to see a
steady picture, but it gets quite dull again
before the dot comes around next time.

Many 'instamatic' or disc cameras take
their pictures in a 30th or 60th of a
second, so these can be ruled out for
screen shots. As the shutter is only open
for, say, a 60th of a second, not all the
screen is 'refreshed' during that time.
Part of it appears bright, but part appears
dull because it wasn't redrawn while the
shutter was open: the result is usually a
picture with a blackbar acrossit.

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

Graham Bell

Underexposed: too small an aperture

Overexposed: aperture too wide

Dark bar due to too short an exposure time

So, vou need a camera on which you can
control the shutter speed. To get a really
clear picture, a speed as slow as half a
second is best, and down to about two
seconds. If you use a speed slower than
about two seconds, then funny things
happen - the colours can change, for

example. Professional photographers
sometimes call this 'reciprocity failure'.

The remaining problem is that of how
wide to open the aperture. If you have an
exposure meter, then you can use that to
checkon the exposure. But manycameras
have a built-in light meter, and you can
often use that to work out how wide to
open the aperture.

The way to do this is to set your
monitor to display the picture much as
you would use it normally, with the
contrast fairly high and the brightness
turned down to be comfortable enough
to watch. Then get a completely white
picture: the easiest way is to select mode
o, then type:

VDUi9,o, 7;o;
It is best to do this in a darkened room -
you'll certainly need a blackout when
you take your pictures.

Now point your camera directly at the
screen, and use the meter to measure
how much light is given off. You should
set the shutter speed to say, half of a
second beforehand, and also set the film
type if you need to - some cameras do
this automatically. It doesn't really matter
how close you put the camera to the
screen- a few inches away is fine.

With most monitors, the camera will
tell you what it needs, say fi6 to expose
the film properly. Now this is for white;
really the camera expects to be pointing
at an average grey scene when you do
this. So now you double the aperture, so
that white will be 'overexposed' - fi6
doubles to fi 1, not f8 or £32.

Now you have an 'ideal' set-up - film
speed, shutter speed and aperture. You
can fiddle with the film speed, the
aperture and the shutter speed until you
get a value that suits you. For example,
doubling the film speed from 100ASA to



£49.95
Alpha-Base isthe successorto Beta-Base, the top
selling database for the BBC micro. Alpha-Base really
does ' HARNESS THE POWER' of the Archimedes.
As with all Clares products we have made Alpha-
Base powerful but easy to use. You can be using a
database within 5 minutes of receiving the
program - that's easy. But don't be fooled, you do
not lose anyfunctions or power Hereare justsome
of the functions:

* WIMP based using icons and mouse
* Hard disc compatible - massive files
* Free format screens with on line editing of field

order

* Upto 400 fields &27600 chars per record
* upto 2.14 billion records per file!!!
* Multiple display, entry and printer forms can be

used with each file
* Fast search by fields or record
* Plain English entry of search &sort criteria with

many inbuilt functions
* Five data types including formulae
* Calculation facilities with inbuilt min, max,

average, age etc
* Comprehensive print options inc labels
* Validation on each field if required
* Transfer fields from one file to another
* Password security if required
* Data stored on disc so computer failure will not

result in loss of the data

Ifyouwanta powerful databasethatyou can boot
up and run.within 5 minutes then buy Alpha-Base
now. Absolutely no programming skills required.

Cheshire CW9 7DA
Tel j

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT and P-fP
OVERSEAS ORDERS
ADD £4

DONT FORGET, YOU CAN ORDER WITH ACCESS CARD TOO!

£29.95
Graphic Writer, formerly image Writer, is a
sophisticated WIMP based word processor with an
inbuiltgraphics editor. Itcan be used asa standard
word processor or graphics can be included to
provide diagrams, graphs etc within your
document. Graphics can even be imported from
ARTISAN
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* Totally icon driven from menus
* Multiple documents in memory, upto 512k '
* Super smooth scrolling
* Fast search & replace
* Justify centre etc
* Textstyles give plain, bold, italic, underlined,

subscript, superscript or combinations of these
eg bold Italic underlined subscript.

* Centered and Temporary text styles
* Block operations - move, copy, delete and recall
* Full WYSIWYG preview
* Graphics editor
* Page format controls page length, headers,

footers, pad and pound characters.
*Page composition allows placing ofgraphics, mini

preview etc
* Multiple print out options
* Auto page numbering even through multiple

documents

To create a document with Graphic Writer you
type in your text, using the many text styles
available, leave room for the graphics and then
place the graphics using Page Composition, it's
simple and easy to use. You can have up to 14
documents in memory on a 310, that's equivalent
to about 220 pages of A4 text.

See what the magazines say:

«** Process ijffg^g* »ein/^
5»«a«»

excellent value... bowled over by its
stunning use of graphics.

RISC USER December 1987.



200ASA could allow you to halve the
shutter speed (say from one to half a
second), or halve the aperture (from f8 to
fu), but not both. And it works
backwards too - using a half-speed film
would entail doubling the shutter speed
or doubling the aperture. There are
scales in the diagram to show you how
to do this. In general, slower films can
show more fine detail, with less 'grain'.

But all normal films can show much
more detail than there is on the screen
anyway, so there is no good reason for
not using a fast type, say 200ASA.
Smaller apertures are better, because it
keeps more of the picture in focus. And
you should aim to keep the shutter speed
between a quarter and two seconds.

Typical values for my camera and
monitor are fu at one second for
200ASA film, but it will depend on your
monitor. If you haven't got a camera that
can measure the amount of light it needs,
then use these typical values. Try a few
pictures at the end of a roll of film, and
adjust a bit next time if they aren't right.

Now set up your camera abouta metre
from the monitor, at the same height and
pointing directly into the centre of the
screen. This is vital to the photo; if you
get the camera off-centre, the edges of
the screen will look very curved in the
picture. If you are lucky enough to
possess one, a tripod is the best way to
do this, remembering you have to keep
the camera still for about a second - you
certainly can't hold it by hand. But if
your monitor is on a table, a small pile of
books might be enough to keep the
camera still and raise it to the right
height. Some kind of rubbery mat under
the camera will help too. Obviously, the
computer screen should take up nearly all
of the viewfinder, and you should focus
thepicture carefully.

When you take the picture, make sure
the room is dark, otherwise the other
lights shining on the screen will reflect
into the camera. Make sure you have the
picture you want on the screen and in the
viewfinder, and use a cable release to set
off the shutter. This minimises the risk of
the camera shaking. But again, if you
don't have one, then a timer will work as
well. Press it, and the delay will allow
-any movement of the camera to die away.

And to make sure you get the picture
right, it might be wise to take three
versions: one at your 'ideal' speed
settings, one overexposed with a slower
shutter speed or wider aperture, and one
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underexposed with a faster shutter or
narrower aperture. It is best to double
and halve the aperture or shutter speed
for these 'bracketing' shots - tiny
adjustments make no real difference to
the final photo.

If you have a camera with inter
changeable lenses, or you have a zoom
lens, then you can make the final
refinement yourself. Because monitor
screens are curved, screenshots tend to
have curved edges. Take a look. Put
your face really close to a monitor - it
looks very curved. Now look at it from
further away, and the curvature is less
noticeable. Using a long-focus 'telephoto'

•••••••••••••••••••
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lens helps to flatten out the curvature,
and makes the edges of the final picture
much straighter.

So a 135mm lens is better than the
standard 50mm lens that most cameras of
this sort come with. If you have a zoom
lens, set it to its longest possible setting.
It may mean you have to set the camera
further away from the screen than you
would with a normal lens the distance

to aim for is where the screen of the

monitor fills almost all of the camera's

viewfinder. The edges of the monitor
should be visible around the edge of the
frame.

Now you have all the advice you need
to take good screen pictures - as good as
any that appear in Acorn User. The long
dark winter nights are an ideal opportun
ity to capture your best screen displays
on film.

GRAPHICS

TOP TIPS

# Keeping the camera still is the most
important thing. Getting it in focus
won't mean a thing if the camera shakes
# Get the room as dark as possible -
draw the curtains to take your photos
# Screen saving software like Snatch
and Replay is invaluable for many
programs - a still picture is vital
# Taking pictures of some commercial
programs is difficult, particularly games,
because of the animation. If you can,
press the pause button
# Some games can't be paused - but
sometimes the Break key can work.
Press it and hold it down until you
have taken the picture
# Avoid pure black backgrounds and
white text - it tends to blur a bit. A
bluebackgroundis easier to photograph
# If a black background isunavoidable,
then turn the contrast knob on the

monitor down a little to prevent any
white text appearing blurred
# Once you have got a few pictures
right, make a mark on your monitor
where the contrast and brightness
buttons are set, so you can always use
the samesettings
# A few people have auto-focus cam
eras. Some of these (in particular the
Canon EOS) seem to work well focus
sing on a computer screen - it is worth
trying if you have one of thesecameras
# Colour slide film gives the best
results for publication, but print film is
easier for your own use. Acorn User
usually uses Ektachrome 100
# Below is a table of 'ideal' film ASA

values, shutter times and lens apertures
It shows, for example, that for 200ASA
film, a one second exposure at f8 or
two seconds at fi 1 are best. Make up a
table like this for your own camera and
monitor

Fih

100

200

400

Shutter

is

2S

IS

2S

IS

2S

Lens

T5.6

f8

fn

fi6
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800 SI. ALBANS ROAD, GARSTON, WATFORD,
HERTS. WD26NLTEL: 0923 072102

Foryour convenience first price ExVAt, secondInc VAT

CARE MASTER SMART CARTRIDGE
At the press of abutton halt any program running and execute any one
of a host of useful built in, or user defined functions and once
completed will return to the program and continue. Built infunctions
include: Tape toDisc, Screen Dump toDisc orPrinter, Sound On/Off
Autosave and muchmore£30.00£34.50c.

CARE32K BATTERY BACKED
RAM CARTRIDGE

For use as a 32k Sideways Ram or plug Spellmaster in and have User
Dictionary 16K (Battery Backed) all on the same cartridge. With White
Protect Switch and a battery life of approx 10years £35.00 £40.25

CARE MASTER ROM CARTRIDGES
ALSO SUITABLEFOR INTERWORD AND SPELL MASTER

Standard Cart takes two Roms £9.00 £10 35c
Standard Cart with Single Zif £1340 £15 41c

|. Standard Cart with TwoZifs £17.60 £20 24c
Quad Cart takes Four Roms £14 00 £16 10c
Cartridge for Two32K Roms £12 00 H380C
Master Rom Extender for using BBC BCartridges
on the Master-ideal for schools £13 00 £14 95c
MorleyAA(lnternal)Rom Board £40.00 £46.00d

BBC B ROM CARTRIDGE SYSTEM
BBC BLow Profile Rom System £12.00 £13.80c
BBCBSpare Cartridge £3.00 £3.45c

BBCBCartridgescan be used on the Master with the master Rom
Extender-See above

EPROM PROGRAMMERV2
Programs 8K, 16K, 32K CMOS or NMOS devices voltage selectable
21V or12.5V. Complete with comprehensive software which includes
Rom management system, plugs into the user port £30.00 £34.50c

SPECIAL OFFER
MORLEY TELETEXT ADAPTOR

Comes with 16K ATS Rom, 16K Utilities Rom, Two Manuals and
utilities Disc at the unbeatablepriceof £84.80 £97.52

LABELMASTER
Uses a variety of print styles and sizes. All formatting isdone for you
and can accept different label sizes. Acomprehansive label printing
program that iseasytousefor BBC B, Master, Compact andElectron.
Pleasestatemodel when ordering £15.00 £17.25c

CARE PRINTER BUFFER
Userdefinable forBBC B,masteronRomor Disc £14.00 £16.10c

MASTERCOPY
Ifyouneed tocopybetweenDFSand ADFS and DFS. MCOPY is it

.£11.26 £12.95c

PRINTER SWITCHERS
TwoPrinterstoone computer £30.00 £34.50d
Fourcomputers toone printer £50.00 £57.50d
Please note that all the above units switch all lines, aresuitable for all types of

printers and computers using Centronics Parallel and INCLUDE LEAD
Sixcomputers tooneprinter £71.00 £81.65d
Four tooneautomatic switcher £102.00 £117.30d
Eight tooneautomatic switcher £128.00 £147.00d

For advice ora quote onyour installation please phone
Userport switcher 2to1off £33.00 £37.95d
Userportswitcher6 to1off £72.00 £82.80d
RS423SerialSwitcher 2to 1 £20.20 £23.23d

CARE READY MADE LEADS RANGE
BBC/Master RGB-7 PinHitachi £6.20 £7.13c
BBC/Master RGB-7 Pin Ferguson £6.20 £7.13c
Centronics toCentronics Printer £11.00 £12.65c
UserPortExtension lead0.5M £9.00 £10.35c
1MHz Bus Extensionlead0.3M £10.40 £11.96c

Wide range ofleads instock - please phone

Government &Educational orders welcome. How toorder: Enclose your cheque orP/Order
made payable to CARE ELECTRONICS. ^^
Access or Visa cards welcome. Please allow 7days for deliver'/. 1T^ '''Oil''
PleaseaddPost&Packing-a=£10.35;b=£5.75;c=£1.15;d=£2.30 caj "^

THE PUBLISHER

ANO-NONSENSE, NO-GIMMICK DESKTOP PUBLISHING SYSTEM

•INTEGRATES WITH YOUR EXISTING WORDPROCESSOR
•SIMPLEBUT POWERFUL PAGE DESCRIPTION COMMANDS

•ON-SCREEN PREVIEW FROM WORDWISE, VIEW &INTER-WORD

THE PUBLISHER is asingle, massive 64K ROM which holds the controlling
software and 16 FONTS, Being ROM based, THE PUBLISHER is instantly
available, no disc access required. PREPARE, PREVIEW and PRINT all from
WITHIN your wordprocessor £39 + £1 P&P+ VAT = £46 INC.
CONTACT PMS FOR FULL DETAILS, SCREEN-SHOT AND SAMPLE PRINTOUT

ANOTHER QUALITY PRODUCT FROM PMS

YOUR WISH...
..IS MY COMMAND

"stunning", "superb", "well written"...
unanimously praised by reviewers

The PROFESSIONAL TOP-UP" for the
BBC Micro.

ADDRESS BOOK, CALCULATOR,
CALENDAR, PHONEBOOK,
NOTEPAD, allyouneed to getorganised!

Batterv-backed
£79.35 + £2 P&P

Disk/ROM based
GENIE.Junior
£25 + £1 P&P

GENIE Watch RTC
£29.90 + £1 P&P

Utilities disk

£9.95 + £1 P&P

(PRICES INC VAT)

Permanent Memory Systems
38 MOUNT CAMERON ORIVt

EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796

(24 hour)
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PROGRAMMING

A WORLD OF
YOUR OWN

Use our programs to generate random maps of mysterious planets,
islands and mazes to use in your adventures

any games, including some
adventures, make use of
maps with at least an
element of randomness in

them. But you have to be
careful in relying on random numbers,
for they tend to produce rubbish - in a
way that is what theyare designed to do.

Three programs in this month's yellow
pages set out to create maps and scenes
with at least an element of randomness.

The random number generator in the
Basic interpreter inside the BBC does not
produce completely random numbers.
Instead it producesa sequence of numbers
that are related in a complex way, too
subtle to detect the connection. For this

reason its proper title is 'pseudo-random
number generator'. To see this, a very
simple program is sufficient. Switch to
Mode o (if you have a Master, make sure
you aren't in a shadow mode) and try:

FOR I% = &3ooo TO &8000:
?I%= RND(2j6):NEXT

This will produce something on the
screen that does look remarkably random.
Now try the following statement:

FOR I% = &3ooo TO &8000:
A%=RND(-TIME):
?I%= RND(256):NEXT

You should see why the common habit
of re-initialising the random number
generator using the TIME has to be used
carefully; the random number generator
is not totally random. The 'seed' (the
negative number in brackets) totally
controls the sequence of numbers you
will get.

Use the random number generator in
the wrong way, and you either get
something that is far too random or
something that is not random enough.
Listing 1 is a careful compromise between
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Peter Voke

Random numbers produce an archipelago or a single island map

these two pitfalls. It draws maps of
imaginary planets, based on random
numbers. At the beginning, you are
asked to give a seed number. This allows
you some control, and if you remember
the seed numberof a particular map, you
can reproduce it by giving the same seed
number again. If you want a genuinely
'random' choice, enter o for the seed.

The maps are remarkably pretty, and
look realistic mainly because the random
element in them is tightly controlled.
Nevertheless, you will not get precisely
the same map with any two distinct seed
numbers. On my computer (a BBC with
Basic 2) seed numbers iiim or 1717
will give what look like large volcanic
islands with very realistic calderas. Seed
54321 gives one large continent, while 13
or 11 give smaller islands dotted about in
an archipelago. Seeds 12 and 9875 give
mountain chains, and many others, like
2468, give islands linked or divided by
narrow straits.

You may already be wondering where
you made a mistake typing the program.
But if you are running on anything other
than a BBC with issue 2 Basic, the results
of running the map program will be
different, since the random number

generator works in a different way on a
Master, Compact or Electron - to say
nothing of the Archimedes. On these
machines you will have to find the things
described by trial and error.

These maps seem to conjure up
possibilities for games of all sorts, with
their bays, valleys, mountain ranges,
rivers, lakes and peninsulas. The program
is very short at less than 50 lines, and
could be included as a procedure in
another program, such as one running an
adventure, without too much difficulty.

Once a map has finished, you press
any alphabet key to continue to another
map. Alternatively, try pressing the keys
o, 1, 2 or 3. These will cycle the four
colours used in the mode 1 screen

through all the possibilities: red, green,
vellow, blue, magenta, cyan, white and
black.

By setting up particular colours you
can change your maps to get an eerie,
alien feel, as if they were maps of
waterless planets with unusual surface
chemistries. By making the seas red, one
gets a distinctly Martian feel, as if
highlands are rising out of plains of red
dust. Black 'seas' give the feeling of an
airless moon, while cyan or green ones
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perhaps conjure up visions of oceans of
methane or ammonia.

This brings us to the next program,
which was inspired by these alien maps
and was designed to bring the strange
planets and moons even more to life.
Listing 2 is designed to produce views
typical of various planets. As with the
first program, you need to see these on a
colour monitor or TV. Randomness is

used extensively, though the basic layout
of the scene is broadly the same in each
case.

One important point if you are
entering this program at the keyboard:
the DATA statements are referred to by
a calculated RESTORE. This is not a
common feature of Basic programs, and
it means that the precise line numbers
must be reproduced for all the lines of
DATA. They must start at the right line
number and increment by 10 as you go.
Be very careful before you renumber this
program; you could wreck the relation
ship needed between the DATA and
RESTORE statements.

Once you have the program running,
you will be presented with a choice of
which planet type to view. This is really
just a fanciful way of choosing various
colour combinations, though they do
correspond to my personal idea of
planets that are similar to Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto, for choices i
to 9 respectively.

The subtypes i to 4 choose certain
particular colour combinations within
the planet class, changing the colour of
the sky, mountains, sun or ground. For
the gas giant planets Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune you will then find
you are given a choice of moon type,
since the view you will be shown is
supposed to be from the surface of a
moon, with the gas giant in the back
ground.

In the data statements, some comments
are included to indicate roughly what
type of moon I had in mind in choosing
the colours — though my chemistry is
far from good enough to guarantee
accuracy! Methane just sounds bluish to
me: I don't know what colour seas of

methane ought to be.
Having chosen planet and moon types,

various options are available for the way
the surface is depicted. The choice here is
entirely up to you, though the 'sea'
option gives a rather boringly flat view,
with no mountains in the background;

86

View from a moonof Jupiter

this is the main difference between 'sea'
and 'flat' surfaces.

Try out the program as you like. Here
are a few views that are typical of the
best you get on a BBC running Basic 2:
Seed 445 5,Saturn subtype i, moon 2, flat
unbroken terrain; seed 13, Earth subtype
1, contoured unbroken terrain; seed 1,
Pluto subtype 2, contoured broken ter
rain; seed 54321, Neptune subtype 4,
moon 2 flat receding. If you have a
Master, try seeds6 or 123 instead.

One of the extraordinary things about
programs based on the random number
generator is the feeling that you have a
program that can produce an (almost)
infinite variety of outputs. The map
program is really very short, and the
views program not much longer. Yet the
amount of information contained in the

total number of maps or views in
immense.

The secret lies with the random

number generator, which effectively pass
es through a sequence of four-byte
numbers in an apparently random order,
giving the next number in sequence each
time it is called. The order is not truly
random, but the way the generator goes
from one number to the next is sufficient

ly complex that you cannot see any
connection. The total number of positive
four-byte integers is 2147483650, and the
random number generator goes through
all of these before it starts to repeat itself.
So that is how many different maps and

scenes there are in the BBC micro: over

two billion for each choice of colour and
terrain. Not quite an infinite number of
possible outputs, but nearenough.

Listing 3 is a small adventure program
based on random mazes. The way the
mazes are produced is a little subtle,
though. It is done by procedure PROCm,
and if all you want is a ^procedure~to
create 16 by 16 mazes, you can extract
PROCm and the procedures it uses for
the purpose. The mazes have the property
that each of the 256 locations is connected
to every other by one and only one
route.

If you have a Master 128, or any other
type of computer with PAGE normally
at &1100 or lower, you should have no
problems getting the program running.
If your machine does not have shadow
memory, and PAGE is normally at
&1900 or above, you are likely to run
out of memory. Save the program, reset
PAGE to &1100, and then CHAIN it;
this allows enough room for the arrays.

The game is set up so that each maze
is a 'level' in an infinitely tall castle. You
can go up or down levels at the left-hand
top or bottom corners of each maze
(north-west or south-west), which are
marked u or d as appropriate. You start
at level 500 and can go down to level one
or up indefinitely. This may be a short
program, but it produces a very large
maze! The maze is 'grown' from random
ly selected seed positions as you watch it
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being drawn; the arrow symbol put in at
the end represents your initial position
and orientation.

Once the maze for the level you are on
has been drawn, press any key and you
will find yourself in a standard three-
dimensional maze game with coloured
walls. Use any key to move forward one
position. The number keys from 2 to 9
move forward from twice to nine times

as far, if you're in a hurry. The left and
right cursor keys make you turn left or
right, while the up and down cursor keys
are used when you reach the corners that
connect with the level above or below.

If you get lost, press the Q key to
recall the map. The arrow indicates your
position and orientation. At every point
in the three-dimensional maze your
compass direction is shown at the top,
along with the score.

The object of the adventure, of course,
is to get as high a score as possible. You
have to look for treasure, such as chains,
coins, daggers, jewels, pearls, crowns and
gold. They score from one to seven
points respectively. You have to be
standing right on top of the treasure to
see it - it appears on the screen, and the
name of the treasure appears under the
compass heading and score so you know
what you have found: you pick up the
treasure using the TAB key.

Each maze is actually stored in the
form of a bit pattern in page &900 to
&9FF. Since the computer clearly cannot
store an infinite number of mazes (or
even two billion odd), the maze for each
level is regenerated as you move on to
that level, overwriting the maze for the
previous level. The random number
generator is reset using the level number
as a seed, so that on level 500 you always
have the same arrangement of walls and
passages, while other levels have their
own different but consistent arrange
ments.

Again, the mazes produced by a
Master are different from those on the

BBC. They seem to be distinctly easier,
though with fewer places to put treasure.
The treasure is always right at the end of
a dead-end passage, or in an alcove.

If you want to make the game more
interesting, add more objects after line
1350. You will also need to increase the
argument of the RNDQ function in line
1260 to the total number of different

objects you now have, and change the
ON R% GOSUB in the following line to
point to your new object subroutines.
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Saturn's rings seen edge-on

Navigate the almost infinite 3D maze

This is easy enough if you have shadow
memory on your computer. If you don't
watch out for the No Room error

message - your program is too big.
Notice the odd way of combining

V%, the level number, and 1% and J%,
which are your co-ordinates, in line 1240.
I found that if I just used
-V%--l%-J%, the random number

generator produced the number 1 rather
more often that I wanted it to. By

PROGRAMMING

combining V%, 1% and J% multiplied
by fairly large prime numbers, I obtained
a seemingly much more random behav
iour, yet still such that if gold was found
in a particular place on a particular level
once, it alwavs would be there.

The overall effect is of a real castle,
full of surprises yet predictable once you
know where things are. In this adventure,
you will run out of patience long before
you run out of new passages to explore.
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A leading company in
the leisure field require due to

continued expansion the
following personell

TRAINEE SOFTWARE WRITER
To work on exciting new projects mainly
concerned with control applications for
compact disc.

The ideal candidate should have experi
ence in writing 6502 machine code, ideally
for the BBC B or MASTER 128 series of
computers. A knowledge of hardware would
be an advantage but not essential
Please reply with full CV to:

Mr Linfoot
C/0 Acorn User

Redwood Publishing
20-26 Brunswick Place

London N1 6DJ

or Phone 0924 40411

*Op»6* co>oo«°T 8,<o"<*oOS ONLY

£79

MATRIX-3
-SeHOtAR 0

Features include:

75 Functions 30 Commands

Optimised calculation
NEW-CSV files supported
Allows graphics via PRESENTER 19 Panton Street' Gambr'd9?n
(Available from Lingenuity) CB21HL TelePhone 0223 66553

L.l.uilalal.

£95.00 + vat
To order: Send cheque for
£109.25 payable to
Cambridge Microsystems
Official orders accepted
Site licences available
Phone or write for brochure
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EDUCATION

CHILDREN'S
STORIES

Carefully controlled vocabulary and simple instructions now make adventure programs available to infants.
Three examples are assessed in the context of the classroom

A good dealof languagedevelop
ment in infant classrooms is

fostered through fiction and
fantasy, where unfamiliar emo
tions and situations can be

safely encountered. Adventure programs
provide another medium through which
children can enter imaginary worlds.
Typical of the quality language-based
software available are Pipgoes to the Moon,
Yellow Brick Road, Albert's House, Fairy
Lands and Teacher's Cupboard.

Using adventure programs with infants
may appear limited by vocabulary and
the level of keyboard skills, but each of
the programs discussed here uses careful
ly-controlled vocabulary and well defined
procedures to overcome the reading
problem. The exploration of a two-storey
home in Albert's house is also described

in simple words leading to a visualisation
and creation of three-dimensional plans.

Adventure programs usually cannot be
used by four to six-year-olds, but Pipgoes
to the Moon is an exception. It was
developed by a team of teachers, with
support materials such as vocabulary and
picture sheets. Unlike most educational
adventures, Pip is designed for individ
uals rather than groups — probably a
sound strategyconsidering the egocentric
nature of the age group. However, it
would be nice to have the opportunity
for teacher-led group work. After a child
has worked through the adventure he or
she can produce their own adventure
book on a printer (the print styles are
delightful).

Obviously children will require a
number of skills and concepts before
embarking on Pip; numbers 1-9, being
able to add up to five, spell their own
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Chris Dram and Nick Evans
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You tell the story,
press - • !|L '

Top: Yellow Brick Road sets a wide range of problems for nine-year-olds
Bottom: Teacher's Cupboard has delightful animated graphics
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LEVEL 2

The secrets of the Ninjitsu way had been jealously guarded for
centuries, only onceevery decade were thescrollsseen at the ritual
oftheWhiteNinja.

None coveted these secrets more than the evil Shogun.
Siezing the opportunity of the ritual he sprang a fiendish trap
that destroyed the brotherhood, except for one . . . You.
The Last Nlnia.

BBC MicroCassette £9.95 Acorn ElectronCassette £9.95
BBCMicro5'/4" Disc £11.95 BBC Master Compact W Disc £14.95
(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers)

Please make cheques payable to "Superior Software Ltd".
( The screen picturesshowthe BBC Micro version ot the game.)

/ surcnion
soRiunnc ACORNS6FT

~7
(Acornsolt Isa registered traaemork ol Acorn Computers Ltd. Superior Software lid Is a registered user.)

Dept I.N4, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone:(0532) 459453
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LEVEL 5 LEVEL 6

D C

Your sworn oath is to recover the scrolls, you travel to the
mystical lands of the Shogun. Already his guards are mastering
thewaysoftheNinjitsu.

To reach the Shogun's Palaceyoumust use allyour weapon craft
and fighting skills as you travel through dangerous wastelands,
magnificent gardens then descend into the direst dungeons before
the final confrontation . . .You cannot fail. Youare the Last Ninja.

THE LAST NINJA, one of the greatest No. 1 hits on the
Commodore computer, is now available for the
BBC Micro/Master and Acorn Electron computers,
under licence from System 3/Activision (UK) Ltd.

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post.
Fostage and packing is tree.
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced Immediately.
(This does not altect your statutory rights).



name, recognise the initial letter of three
words and match shapes, colours and
words. Throughout Pip options are
highlighted in sequence and are selected
with the space bar: a sensible feature.
Children can make a number of choices,
and there are at least two sections of the

adventure which the computer
randomises, so no two sessions will be
the same. Pip Goes to the Moon is a very
pleasing introduction to adventures, and
a sequel, Pip's Island Adventure, should be
out by the time you read this.

Aimed at the other end of the infant

school is Yellow Brick Road for seven to

nine-year-olds, also developed by the
NORICC team. This could be used with

top infants who are familiar with the plot
of The Wizard of 0%. The activities
generated are designed to develop lan
guage skills through problem solving,
decision making and prediction. The
charming graphics are like those in
Granny's Garden and children love them.

The program has three parts, each of
which may be selected from a menu.
Children must help Dorothy locate her
travelling partners, then travel together
along the Yellow Brick Road and finally
help the characters to reach their goals.
In each part a variety of problems must
be solved: code breaking, colour mixing,
word building, number patterns, sentence
ordering and synonyms to mention a
few! Solutions are in the handbook.

Albert's House fits comfortably into the
infant school's language/arts curriculum.
It comprises a suite of four programs
designed to enrich and complement the
topic 'my house': a popular theme with
this age group. Albert Mouse lives in a
detached suburban house with a cat. The

programs stimulate considerable dis
cussion at the computer and a lot of
work away from it. 'Explore the House'
contains no text and offers children an

uncomplicated tour of Albert's environ
ment. Nine locations are linked and

presented on screen. Children 'move'
from room to room becoming familiar
with the geography of the house.

'Search the House' extends the first

program by introducing text and by
concentrating on relevant detail within
each location. By interrogating the com
puter in much the same way as a simple
database, children gain information about
every nook and cranny, including Albert's
mouse-hole!

In 'Hide and Squeak' Albert invites
the children to hide him somewhere in

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

The Queen is in the
Throne room %aaiting
for the King to
finish counting his
gold. To the South
is the Dining Hall.

Fairy Lands adventure-writing for top infants

the house, and then search for him with
the help of a 'mouse-meter'. A number of
control options are offered to help the
teacher tailor the program to individual
needs of the children.

'Save the Mouse' is a problem-solving
task requiring logic and strategy. A pack
of sheets of words and pictures which
can be photocopied provides a range of
preliminary and follow-up activities.

Albert's House is popular with six to
seven-year-olds, and teachers will find it
can enhance a number of related topics.

Teacher's Cupboard from Sherston offers
adventure and problem-solving activities
for five to seven-year-olds. It comprises
two delightful adventures for lower and
middle infants respectively. The package
contains a disc, workcards, story book,
poster, function key strip, Concept Key
board overlays and teacher's handbook.

The sound level and choice of input
device may be selected. Interestingly,
Sherston will provide a Microvitec
Touchtec 501 version on request. This
means a child simply points to the screen
to select an object. The first adventure is
'The Apple'. Here, lower infants are
invited into the world of the teacher's

book room and then are transported to
land of magic where two visual puzzles
must be solved: sequencing and T Spy'.
Similarly, 'The Crown' (for middle in
fants), uses the same scenario and two
puzzles — cloze procedure and 'Spot the
Difference' - to locate a crown and

return it to the teacher's book room.

The animated graphics are delightful,
as is usual from Sherston, and the user-
interface is well thought out. The screen
text is a little 'blocky' but acceptable for
young children. Teacher's Cupboard is a
valuable resource which could form a

central theme for a topic or be used to
complement one.

Not strictly an adventure as such, but
rather a simple adventure land generator,
Fairy Lands from Resource is for top

EDUCATION

infants who are able to produce simple
branching stories with a definite 'adven
ture flavour'; however, puzzles and
problems cannot be included. The
program further allows children to ex
plore made-up 'adventures' saved on
disc. It provides children with a taste of
adventure writing which could be devel
oped further, and even young children
can combine pictures from a disc library
with text and special character blocks to
create scenes.

Fairy Lands permits children to map
their adventure on a 10 x 20 grid,
numbering each location as they go.
Pages are created and edited as they are
in another Resource pack, Fairy Tales,
with up to 11 pictures per scene, but 26
special picture characters allow compli
cated scenes to be created. Large,
colourful text completes each scene. Up
to 40 scenes can be compiled into an
'adventure' and printed out individually.
When exploring an adventure, movement
from scene to scene is achieved by
entering 'N, S, E or W whenever a
scene is displayed. Although only
accessible to children with well developed
language and keyboard skills, Fairy
Lands offers a pleasing introduction to
adventure writing.

Fairy Lands excepted, what each
program discussed has in common is
stimulating and motivating subject mat
ter, colourful graphics, well structured
vocabulary and simple input routines.
Each provides the infant teacher with
highly motivating resource materials from
which a number of related themes may
develop. Each program has proven
particularly successfully with infant chil
dren; positively encouraging children to
talk and listen to each other in the quest
for solutions. Each is certainly guaranteed
to stimulate a wealth of discussion and

written work.

Pip Goes to the Moon £9for the BBC B,
B+ and Master, £11 for the Compact and
Yellow Brick Road£12for the BBC B, B+
and Master, £14 for the Compact from
Northern Micromedia, Resources Centre,
Coachline Campus, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne,
NE/ /XA. Albert's House, £16.9; plus
VAT and Fairy Tales, £14.9j plus VAT,
both for BBC B, B+, Master 128 and
Compact from Resource, Exeter Road, off
Coventry Grove, Doncaster DN2 4PY.
Teacher's Cupboard, £20.13 for ^e BBC
B, B+, Master 128 and Compact from
Sherston Software, Swan Barton, Sherston,
Malmesbury, Wilts SN16 OLH.
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Dabhand User News
ABC: The Archimedes

Basic Compiler
"ABC is a vital part of any
programmer's toolbox, it puts
compilers on other systems to
shame. Unquestionably one of the
most impressivepieces of software
I have yet seen running on the
Archimedes."A&B Dec 1988

As A&B Computing found, the
Archimedes Basic Compiler makes
writing machine code programs and
relocatable modules as easy as ABC!
Programs can be written using the full
range of BASIC V's error messages
and report's, and once fully working,
run through ABC which transforms
them into machine code, ready for
immediate action. ABC accepts as
sembly listings within programs.

ABCsupports a comprehensive range
of Compiler Directives to enable you to
control how the compiler works to suit
your own requirements. Programs may
be compiled either in RAM or to and
from disc. The code produced is totally
stand alone (the FPE may be needed).
ABC is extremely easy to use and
speed increases of up to and over
4000% are possible.

Demo Disc: We have produced a demo
disc of ABC which still supports over
100 commands. It costs just £2 and
this is refundable on any subsequent
purchase. A full specification sheet is
also available on request.

ABC was written by Paul Fellows head
of the team that wrote the Archimedes

Operating System. Is there a better
qualification?

"/ was impressed...The code is
efficient...and the speed is justifiably
fast.. the compileris very easy to use..."
A&B.

£99.95

DABS
PRESS

Arcendium: Board

Game Fun for All!
Backgammon, Draughts, Reversi and
Quadline - four games for the price of
one! Sure to get the whole family using
the Archimedes and offering numer
ous levels of play, sound, speech and
superb colour graphics. £14.95

Alerion: Arcade Action!
The highly acclaimed all-action shoot-
em-up for the Archimedes. 256 colour
mode graphics, with digitised speech.
Impossible to finish! "...the gameplay
makes this game a winner...a firstrate
game... "A&B. £14.95

Archimedes PC

Emulator Shareware
Five discs full of PC software tested

with the emulator to ensure compati
bility. The collection includes software
you would normally expect to pay a
fortune for and includes a wordproces-
sor, spreadsheet, games, flowchart
designer, printer utilities, and a feast
more. Nearly 4Mbs of software com
plete with a Dabs Press User Guide.
See Master Shareware Collection for

more details. £34.95

Master 512 Shareware

Collection
Five 800k discs bursting at the seams
with software fully tested on the Mas
ter 512. Includes Mindreader, a pow
erful wordprocessor with mailmerge,
spelling checker, and an amazing 'word
anticipate' feature. As Easy As is a full-
function Lotus-compatible spread
sheet, with macros and graphics.
Games include Bridge, colour chess,
plane-flying etc. Utilities include a writ
ing style analyser, font designer, let
ter-quality text printer... and so the list
goes on. Nearly 4Mbs of PC action
complete with User Guide.

£29.95

Mini Office II Book
Mini Office II: A Dabhand Guide is

the only definitive guide to Mini Of
fice II. It covers all modules and

provides practical advice on how to
put them to best effect. 256 pages
by Bruce Smith and Robin Burton
for just £9.95. Mini Office II pro
grams disc contains useful utilities
for Mini Office II users for just £7.95.

MiniDriver is the ultimate printer
driver ROM for use within Mini Of

fice II. provides over 40 new com
mands and a Viewdata terminal as

well. Just £24.95.

C: A Dabhand Guide
PC W said: "I only wish this book had
been available when I was learning
C." It you want to learn C on your
Beeb or Archimedes then this 512

page volume is the way to do it. And
at £14.95 it represents quite incred
ible value.

Archimedes Assembly
Language
386 pages devoted to programming
the Archimedes in machine code. At

£14.95 it is the only book which
deals specifically with assembler on
the Archimedes. Book and programs
disc £21.95

FREE on Request
Bumper Catalogue!

Coming Soon
Archimedes Operating Sys
tem: Our book on the OS. Avail

able end of Jan.89.

Master 512 User Guide and

Master 512 Technical Guide:

Suffered a few delays but now
just around the corner. The wait
will be worth it!

5Victoria Lane (AUJ), Whitefield, Manchester M25 6AL
Tel: 061-766 8423 BT Gold: 72:MAG11596 Prestel: 942876210

Prices include VAT and P&P (UK/BFPO/CI). ACCESS/VISA accepted by post/phone/Mailbox/
in person. Cheques and POs to address above. Dabs Press products available from all good
dealers. Add £2.50 (£12 air) ifoutside UK. Official orders welcome.



OFFERS
BBC GAMES

Play while you learn

The three BBC games on offer this month are all a little bit more than

games, they are great fun to play while being excellent teaching aids.
So pick up one or all of these games and learn to play battleships,

bridge or chess this New Year.
Re-enact the most memorable naval battle of the second world war

with Bismarck, the enthralling strategy game based on the Royal
Navy's frantic search for the predatory German battleship Bismarck in

the spring of 1941. Pit your wits against the computer or take either
the British or German role against the other player. You could try an

exciting alternative battle plan and remake history! Everytime you play,
the User Guide also gives you all the historical background to the
battle. Bismarck is available for the BBC B, B+, Master128 at only
£14.95.

Black Queen is an absorbing Contract Bridge program, a must for

complete beginners or experienced players alike. In addition to features
such as bidding, playing, and scoring, you can construct deals from

standard or 'Classic'ones in books or newspapers, and experiment with
'tailor-made' deals. 'Black Queen' offers you an almost inexhaustible
source of bridge enjoyment and comes on disc for the BBC B, B+ and
Master128 at E14.95.

White Knight Mk 12 is a game with the features offered by a
sophisticated and powerful chess program. These include a 'thinking
moves ahead' display and a facility to step forwards or backwards
through 120 moves. You can also change sides with the program or try
out the frantic pace of playing 'blindfold' chess! White Knight also
features pawn promotion and elapsed time clock for white and black.
The game is an advanced update of White Knight Mk 11 and is on disc
for the BBC B, B+, Master 128 and Master Compact at £14.95.

Please send me copies of Bismarck at £14.9J Name

I enclose mychequefor £

Please charge byAccessjBarclaycard.

Ace No rrrn i i i i i rmr

Expiry Date I I I I I

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

copies of Black Queen at £14.91 Address.

copies of White Knight at £14.9}

Postcode

made payable to BBC. Enterprises Ltd Signed. Date

TL
Send this coupon with jour remittance to BBC Offer, Acorn User
Mechandising, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Ni
6DJ.
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EMR

GREAT XMAS OFFERS!
Last month we gave details of some superb offers for BBC users.
NOW we add some superb programmes for the ARCHIMEDES too!

BBC

MIDITRACK PERFORMER + MIDI INTERFACE ONLY C99
- SAVE C30!

SCOREWRITER COMPLETE SYSTEM ONLY £199
- SAVE C60!

MIDITRACK MUSIC SYSTEM WITH INTERFACE ONLY E199
- SAVE OVER C50!

MOST OTHER BBC SOFTWARE WITH BIG SAVINGS TOO

ARCHIMEDES

SUPERB SOUNDSYNTH SAMPLING VOICE CREATOR ONLY E48

CREATIONS DISK — 35 EXCITING SOUND SAMPLES ONLY E18

STUDIO 24 PLUS BRILLIANT NEW SYSTEM FOR RECORDING
MIDI AND PLAYING INTERNAL/MIDI INSTRUMENTS

— A NEW PRICE BREAKER AT ONLY C99!

SEND FOR FULL INFO PACKS ON BBC AND ARC NOW!

These offers are valid until 31st Dec 1988 and are direct
mail order prices from EMR. When ordering state micro

model and for BBC 40 or 80 trk disk. Studio 24 Plus
requires a Midi interface.

All offer prices include VAT. Please add £2.50 P&P in UK.
Access/Visa orders taken via phone (24-hr).

EMR LTD, 14 Mount Close, Wickford, Essex SS11 BHG. Tel: 0702 335747.

%>V4<
A LOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
For the BBC Computer

"Micro-Trader"
INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed forbusiness use by a business man. "Micro-Trader" offersfull Sales and
PurchaseLedger facilities including SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING
witha capacity of up to 1,000 accounts and 5,000 transactions per month.
Nominal Ledger features quick andeasyentryofeveryday transactions. Upto6 Bank
Accounts, full V.A.T. facilities. Journal Posting. Full Reporting forindividual accounts,
Audit Trail, Trial Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

"MICRO-STOCK"

Stock Control program, fully integrated with
"Micro-Trader". 4,000 Stock Items with user
defined Codes. Invoice and Credit Notes and
Cash Sales routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

E75.00 + V.A.T.

"EXTENDED PAYROLL"
Micro-AidFullFeature Extended Payroll. For use
stand alone or integrated with "Micro-Trader".

£49.95 -+- V.A.T.

"MICRO-MAILER"

A Mailmerge program, fully
integrated with "Micro-Trader".

With a user Database.

£30.OO + V.A.T.

HI
irchimedes

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

mEADOU) COmPUTERS
11. LONDON STREET. WHITCHURCH. HAMPSHIRE. RG?8 7 LH

Telephone: Whitchurch (0256) 892008

.
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•
•
•
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PUBLIC APOLOGY
Weat M.D. Office Supplies would like to take this opportunity to apologise to all our

competitors. We shall with IMMEDIATE effect supply COMPUTER DISCS, STORAGE
BOXES, ETC, AT INCREDIBLE PRICES.

•

*

•
•
*
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

* M. D. OFFICE SUPPLIES *
* —^_ 18CresentWay, Farnborough, Kent BR6 9LS. Tel: 0689 61400. Fax: 0689 50628 ._ *
* P^v^^ All goods are supplied subject to availability. All prices inclusive of VAT and Carriage visa ' *
* * i i 1 MON-WED 9AM-8PM Educational -Government -Corporate Orders Welcome THURS-SAT 9AM-9PM MB—* *
**•*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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OUR SPECIAL OFFER PRICES
ARE UNBEATABLE

5.25" DISCS ft RnXFft

25 Double Sided 96 TPI with 50 Capacity Disc Box £12.95
50 Double Sided 96 TPI with 50 Capacity Disc Box £17.95
75 Double Sided96 TPIwith 100Capacity Disc Box £22.95
100Double Sided 96 TPI with 100Capacity Disc Box £28.95

All boxes come complete with dividers, two keysand are antistatic

3.5" DISCS ft ROXFS

20 Double Sided 135TPI Discs with 40Capacity Disc Box £21.95
30 Double Sided 135 TPI Discs with 40 Capacity Disc Box £29.95
40 Double Sided 135 TPI Discs with 80 Capacity Disc Box £36.93
50 Double Sided 135TPI Discs with 80 Capacity Disc Box £43.95
60 Double Sided 135 TPI Discs with 80 Capacity Disc Box £49.95
75 Double Sided 135 TPI Discs with 80 Capacity Disc Box £59.93

All boxes come completewithdividers, twokeys and are antistatic

PRICE AND QUALITY GUARANTEE
Allour discs are top quality and are certified 100% error free.

Should you ever see a comparable product advertised in this magazine at a
lower price we will not match it we will beat it Guaranteed

BRANDED DISCS 10 30 50

3M DSDD48TP1 5.25"

3M DSDD96TP1 5.25"

VERBATIM DSDD48TP15.25"

VERBATIM DSDD96TP15.25"

3M DSDD135TP13.5"

VERTABIM DSDD135TP13.5"

SONY DSDD135TP13.5"

9.95 28.90 43.95

12.95 37.90 52.95

9.45 28.50 42.95

11.95 36.50 49.95

18.50 45.00 POA

19.50 46.50 POA

18.95 47.50 POA

For lowest rates in the UK please ring for
prices (min 250 discs)

100

79.95

119.95

78.45

114.95

POA

POA

POA

ACCESSORIES

3.5"HEAD CLEANER 3.95

5.25" HEAD CLEANER 3.95

DELUXE MOUSE MATS 3.95

DISCNOTCHER(DOUBLER) 3.95
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND (Spacesaver)
80 COL 22.95/132 COL 23.95

STORAGE BOXES
3.50" Lockable - Holds 40 t^a^T £5-95
3.50" Lockable - Holds 80 ^^V £6-95
3.50" Lockable - Holds 120 \\\. £8.95
5.25" Lockable - Holds 50 -^^MMf' E5,95
5.25" Lockable - Holds 100 :%f*>^ E6-95
5.25" Lockable- Holds 140 S!^Z.. £8.95

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
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HIGH PERFORMANCE COLOUR INKJET PRINTER

(compatible with IBM pc, BBC micro, Nimbus etc.)
r PRINTS ALL 64 SCREEN COLOURS FROM CGA AND EGA USING

OPTIONAL INTEGREX SOFTWARE

• EMULATES OTHER PRINTERS (A1210, PJ1080A and QUADJET)
• OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY PRINTING
• 80 + 132 COLUMN OPERATION, A4 WIDTH

r UP TO 1280 DOTS/LINE ADDRESSABLE
.«' FULL VIDEOTEX CAPABILITY

• OPTIONAL BUFFERED RS232 (INTERNAL)
• HIGHLY VERSATILE -J

t0lOURjt*132

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

INTEGREX LTD church gresley, burton oi^rent
STAFFS DE11 9PT
Tel (0283) 215432
Telex 341727 INTEGX

LIST PRICE
£589 + VAT

' a



Have you the Skill and Cunning to Conquer the World of EXILE?
A Massive Arcade Adventure featuring Characters with Realistic Movements and Actions.

The planet Phoebus has been taken over by an exiled, evil Genetic Engineer,
named Trlax. In a complex warren ot caves, he has built an evil world
inhabited by eccentric robots and strange mutated creatures, such as blue
monkeys, giant waspsand sharp-toothedeyelessmaggots. On the planet
surface and around the caves are scattered the debris ol a previous mission,
and maybe some of the members of that ill-fated venture still remain.
——^==———^Mi^^M

Each copy of EXILEincludes:
• The Exile game programs, including an enhanced version which

will run on the BBC Master series and BBC Micros with sideways RAM.
• A Novella, which sets the scene for the Exile game.
• An Instruction Manual.

The game was designed and written by Peter Irvin and Jeremy Smith.

supcmon
sonujnnc

^ ••••
ACORNSeFT

(Acornsolt Is a registered trademark ol Acorn Compulers Ltd. Superior Sollware Lid Is a registered user.)

Dept. EX2, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71 AX. Telephone: (0532) 459453

Have you the skill and cunning lo conquer the evil world ol the exile? Are you ol
elite status?Ifyou take up the challenge, you willhave to carefully pick your
way through the massive cave system, solving complex puzzles along the way
and ruthlessly destroying the alien creatures, until finally you lace the evil one
himself,

BBC MicroCassette £12.95 AcornElectronCassette £12.95
BBC Micro 5V*" Disc £14.95 BBC Master CompactW Disc £19.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ andMaster Series computers)
Please make chequespayableto"Superior Software Ltd".

(Thescreen pictures showthe enhanced version of the games)

Availablo Irom

WHSM1TH

and all ma|or dealers
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
• All mall orders are despatched

within 24 hours by first-class post.
• Postage and packing is free.
• Faulty cassettes and discs will be

replaced Immediately.
(Tr>ltdool nol ailed your slalutorv lights!



YELLOW PAGES
COMPATI B I L I T Y

Program Page BBCB B+/128 Master
128

Master
Compact

Electron Arc 6502SP/ ADFS Econet
Turbo

Shadow
RAM

Monthly
T/D *

Hints & Tips

Listing 1 97 • • • • 1 •

Listing 2 98

98

•

•

•

•

• • • • I •

Listings 3-4(1) • • • I •

Listings 5(2) 98 • • • • • I •

Arc Agora

Listings 1-4 99 • •

Listing 5 101 •

Listing 6 102 • •

Joe's User Card •(3) • • • • • 1 1 •

103 • •

HKS

Listings 1-2(4) — • •

Random Numbers

Listings 1-3 no • • • • • • • 1 • —

Note I. Requires Interword. 2. Requires Wordwisc Plus. 3. Requires Shadow RAM. 4. Onmonthly disc only; paper listing available with SAE.

HINTS & TIPS

See Hints &Tips, page 41

Listing 1 Auto-screen off

10 REM Fade to Black 330 PHA 710 PLA

20 RFM by David Ather 340 JSR main 720 TAX

ton 350 PLA 730 PLA

30 REM •for B/B+/M/C 360 TAY 740 PLP

40 REM (c) Acorn User 370 PLA 750 JMP oldkeyv

Jan 89 380 TAX 760 :

50 • 390 PLA 770 .main2

60 seconds=5 400 PLP 780 LDA #delay MOD 256

70 delay=(50*seconds) 410 .ret 790 STA count

+256 420 RTS BOO LDA #delay DIV 256
80 oldkeyv=!&228 430 : 810 STA count+1

90 FOR pass=0 TO 3 ST 440 .main 820 LDA off

EP 3 450 LDA &248 830 BEQ ret2

100 P%=S<900 460 AND #2 840 LDY teletext

110 COPT pass 470 STA teletext 850 LDA data,Y
120 .instal1 480 LDA off 860 JSR program

130 SEI 490 BNE ret 870 LDA #0

140 LDA #event MOD 256 500 DEC count BBO STA off

150 STA &220 510 BNE ret 890 .ret2

160 LDA ttevent DIV 256 520 DEC count+1 900 RTS

170 STA &221 530 .nohi 910 :

180 LDA Kkeytest MOD 2 540 BNE ret 920 .program

56 550 LDY teletext 930 LDX #8

190 STA &22B 560 LDA data+l,Y 940 STX &FEOO

200 LDA Kkeytest DIV 2 570 JSR program 950 STA &FE01

56 580 DEC off 960 RTS

210 STA 8<229 590 RTS 970 .data

220 CLI 600 I 980 OPT FNequb(8<01)
230 LDA #14 610 .keytest 990 OPT FNequb(8<F0)

240 LDX #4 620 PHP 1000 OPT FNequb<&93>

250 JMP &FFF4 630 PHA 1010 OPT FNequb(&FF)
260 : 640 TXA 1020 .off

270 .event 650 PHA 1030 OPT FNequb(O)

280 PHP 660 TYA 1040 .teletext

290 PHA 670 PHA 1050 OPT FNequb(O)

300 TXA 680 JSR main2 1060 .count

310 PHA 690 PLA 1070 OPT FNequw(delay)

320 TYA 700 TAY 1080 .end

Continued •
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YELLOW PAGES
HINTS & TIPS

•4 Listing 1. Auto-scraen off continued

1090 ] 1170 PROCoscli (A*) 1270 DEF FNequw(b7.)
1100 NEXT pass 1180 PRINT "Type *BLACK 1280 ?P7.=b7. MOD 256
1110 A*="SAVE BLACK "+S to install ":END 1290 P7.?l=b7. DIV 256

TR*'vinstan + "+ "+STR**'(en 1190 PRINT "Fader insta 1300 P7.=P7.+2

d-install) lied. Active when unatte 1310 =pass
1120 PRINT A* nded for ";seconds;" sec 1320 :
1130 PRINT "Press S to onds" 1330 DEF PROCoscli(stri

save, or I to install" 1200 END ng*)
1140 REPEAT BV.-GET AND 1210 : 1340 DIM X7. &FF

&DF:UNTIL G7.=ASC"S" OR G 1220 DEF FNequb(b7.) 1350 Y7.=X7. DIV 256
•/.=ASC"I" 1230 ?P7.=b7. 1360 *X7.=string*
1150 IF BX-A8C "I" THEN 1240 P7.=P7.+1 1370 CALL &FFF7
1190 1250 =pass 1380 ENDPROC
1160 PRINT A* 1260 :

Listing 2. Label lister

10*K.0M7.-PA. :L7.=0iREP 160 AND #&FE 60 indir«8<70

.M7.=M7.+L7.: N7.-M7.71 *256+M7. 170 STA (indir),Y 70 FOR pass=0 TO 3 ST
?2: L7.=M7.?3« J7.=3: REP. J7.=J 180 RTS EP 3

7.+1: U. M7.?J7.< >32: IFM7.?J7.< 190 : 80 P7.=&900

>46U. M7.+2*=T0P EL. P. RI. " 200 ] 90 COPT pass
"+STR$N7.+" .",7);: REP 210 NEXT 100 :

.J7.=J7.+ 1: V. M7.7J7.: U. M7.7J7. 220 A*-"SAVE WRAPON 90 110 LDA #0

=320R M7.?J7.= 13:P.sU.FA. 1 0 "+STR*'l'P7, 120 STA indir

M 230 PRINT "Press any k
ey to save"
240 IF GET

130 LDA ?<29

140 STA indir+1

150 LDY #&48

Listing 3. Wordwrap on 250 PRINT A*

260 PROCoscli(A$)

270 END

160 LDA (indir),Y
170 AND #&FE

180 EOR #1

10 REM Inter-Word wor 280 : 190 STA (indir),Y

dwrap on 290 DEFPROCoscli (*8<700 200 RTS
20 REM by James Hunt ) 210 :

30 REM for BBC B/B+/M 300 LOCAL X7.,Y7. 220 3

/C 310 Y7.=7 230 NEXT

40 REM <c) Acorn User 320 CALL &FFF7 240 A*="SAVE WRAPOFF 9
Jan 89 330 ENDPROC 00 "+STR*~P7.

50 : 250 PRINT "Press a key
60 indir=&70

70 FOR pass=0 TO 3 ST Listing 4. Wordwrap off
to save"

260 IF GET
EP 3 270 PRINT A$

80 P7.=8<900 10 REM Inter-Word Wor 280 PROCoscli(A*)
90 COPT pass dwrap off 290 END

100 LDA #0 20 REM by James Hunt 300 :
110 STA indir 30 REM for BBC B/B+/M 310 DEFPROCoscli(S&700

120 LDA &29 /C )

130 STA indir+1 40 REM (c) Acorn User 320 LOCAL X7.,Y7.
140 LDY #&48 Jan 89 330 YX=7
150 LDA (indir),Y 50 : 340 CALL 8(FFF7

Listing 5. File backup

dcm r^-.«^x,*.K»- e»*.i«— c-.- REM rename and saveRtn Grandfather—Father—Son prtmt
REM by Julia M.E.Gwyther dotm-t ..
REM for B/B+/M/C with Wordwise Plus JJ5E " routine''
REM (c) Acorn User Jan 89 pdtwt

PRINT " Save latest text as SON" *nei Itc ,n
PPTMT " 'i »UtLt 1t .*J

sting GRANDAD"
.R.GRANDAD

rKiNl nrfTNT "nenaming DAD as GRANDAD"PRTNT PRINT R
ooTM-r ..n • n n- 4. D •in u *RENAME :0.R.DAD R.GRANDADPRINT "Drive 0 Directory R will be u pRJNT ,.Rena(T,ing S0N as DAD"
PRINT *RENAME :0.R.S0N R.DAD
PRINT "Do you want to proceed?" JJJJJt ?jving
™™1 "TVP- Y- N- ^AVE TEXT ":0.R.SON"
G$=GCK* PRINT
IF 6*<>"Y" AND G«<>"y" THEN PROCnosav ™jjf ,. Nqw saved„

e PRINT " "

•Continued
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4 Listing 5. Wordwise file backup continued
PRINT PRINT

VDU7 . end

PROCend PRINT "Pr»ss any key"

.nosave G7.=GET

PRINT DISPLAY

PRINT " Not saved" END

See Arc Agora page 47

Listing 1. Create sample

10 REM Agora - listing 1 130 CLOSE* 0

20 REM Creates a sound sample 140 out7.=0PEN0UT "Raw"

30 REM by Dave Acton 150 FOR batch7.= l TO 500
40 REM for Archimedes only 160 PRINT TAB (0, 1) batch/4
50 REM (c) Acorn User January 1989 170 FOR s7.=0 TO 255

60 : 180 d(s7.)=d(s7.)*0.99

70 MODE 0 190 1 ump7.?s7.=8<80+d (s7.)
80 PRINT "Creating sample sound file. 200 NEXT

- a " 210 SYS "OS_GBPB" , 2, out7., lump7., 256
90 DIM d(255) ,lump7. 255 220 NEXT

100 FOR sX.=0 TO 255 230 CLOSE* out 7.

110 d(s7.)=&7F*SINRAD(s7.*360/256> 240 PRINT "Sample file saved as 'Raw'"
120 NEXT 250 END

Listing 2. Strip sample

10 REM Agora - listing 2 190 PRINT "Strip off data at start? (Y
20 REM Modifies sample data /N) "

30 REM by Dave Acton 200 REPEAT

40 REM for Archimedes only 210 yn7.= INSTR(" YyNn",GET») DIV 2
50 REM (c) Acorn User January 1989 220 UNTIL yn7.>0
60 : 230 IF yn7.= l PRINT "YES": f irst7.=&18 EL
70 MODE 0 • SE PRINT "N0":firsfX=0
80 DIM c7.(255) 240 PRINT "Modifying data now..."
90 FOR x7.=0 TO 255 250 FOR x7.=first7. TO e7.

100 SYS "Sound_SoundLog", (x7.-8<80)<<24 260 x7.?junk7.=c7. (x7.?junk7.)
TO c7.(x7.) 270 NEXT

110 NEXT 280 INPUT "Save converted data as: "f$
120 INPUT "Which 'raw' file? "f* 290 IF f*="" f*="Demo"
130 IF f$="" f*="Raw" 300 SYS "OS File",0,f*, , , junk7.+f irst7.,
140 in7.=0PENIN(f*) junk7.+e7.
150 e7.=EXT# in7. 310 PRINT "Modified data saved as '"f*

160 CLOSE** in7.

170 DIM junkV. e7. 320 END
180 SYS "0S_File",255,f*, junk7.

Listing 3. Convert sample to module

10 REM Agora - listing 3 200 EQUD 0

20 REM Makes a sound module 210 EQUD initmod

30 REM by Dave Acton 220 EQUD final mod

40 REM for Archimedes only 230 EQUD 0

50 REM (c) Acorn User January 1989 240 EQUD title

60 : 250 EQUD help
70 MODE 0 260 EQUD 0

80 INPUT "Enter name of (modified) da 270 EQUD 0

ta file: "f$ 280 EQUD 0

90 IF f*«"" f*="Demo" 290 EQUD 0

100 SYS "0S_File",5,f* TO ,,,,size7. 300 :

110 t*=LEFT*(f*+STRING*(10," "), 10) 310 .title

120 DIM code7. M000+size7. 320 EQUS "AU-"+f*

130 value=0:amp=l:phaseacc=2 330 EQUB 0

140 time=4:read=5:ptr=9 340 ALIGN

150 dma«nd-10jdmastBp»ll:dmastart»12 350 . help
160 sp=13:link=14spc=15 360 EQUS "AU-"+t*+CHR*9+"1.00 ("+MID»<

170 FOR pass7.=4 TO 6 STEP 2 TIME* 5,11)+")"
180 P7.=0:07.=code7. 370 EQUB 0
190 COPT pass7. 380 ALIGN

Continued •
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•4 Listing 3. Convert sample to module continued
390 : 1010 LDRB value,Cread,phaseacc,LSR #24]
400 .initmod 1020 SUBS value,value,amp,LSL #1
410 STMFD (sp)!,Clink} 1030 MOVMI value,#0
420 ADR RO,voicebase 1040 STRB value,Cdmastart],dmastep
430 MOV R1,#0 1050 ADD phaseacc,phaseacc,phaseacc,LSL
440 SWI "Sound_InstallVoice" #16
450 STR Rl,slot 1060 LDRB value,Cread,phaseacc,LSR #243
460 ADR R0,v7. 1070 SUBS value, value, amp, LSL #1
470 LDR Rl,howbig 1080 MOVMI value,#0
480 ADD R0,R0,R1 1090 STRB value,Cdmastart3,dmastep
490 STR R0,end 1100 ADD phaseacc,phaseacc,phaseacc,LSL
500 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc> #16
510 : 1110 LDRB value,Cread,phaseacc,LSR #243
520 .finalmod 1120 SUBS value,value,amp,LSL #1
530 STMFD (sp)!,Uink> 1130 MOVMI value, #0
540 LDR Rl,slot 1140 STRB value,Cdmastart3,dmastep
550 SWI "Sound_RemoveVoice" 1150 ADD phaseacc,phaseacc,phaseacc,LSL
560 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc> #16
570 : 1160 LDRB value,Cread,phaseacc,LSR #243
580 .voicebase !

590 B fill 1170 SUBS value,value,amp,LSL #1
600 B fill 1180 MDVMI value,#0
610 B gateon 1190 STRB value,Cdmastart3,dmastep
620 B gateoff 1200 BIC phaseacc,phaseacc,#&FF000000
630 B instance 1210 CMP dmastart,dmaend
640 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc> 1220 BLT fill loop
650 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc} 1230 SUBS time,time,#1.
660 EQUD voicename-voicebase 1240 STMIB R9,CR2-R53
670 : 1250 MOVPL RO, #7.00001000
680 .voicename 1260 MOVMI RO, #7.00000010
690 EQUS "AU-"+f* 1270 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc}
700 EQUB 0 1280 :

710 ALIGN 1290 .gateoff
720 : 1300 MOV value,#0
730 .instance 1310 .flush
740 STMFD (sp)!,CR0-R4) 1320 STRB value,Cdmastart3,dmastep
750 MOV R0,#0 1330 STRB value,Cdmastart3,dmastep
760 MOV R1,#0 1340 STRB value,Cdmastart3,dmastep
770 MOV R2,#0 1350 STRB value,Cdmastart3,dmastep
780 MOV R3,#0 1360 CMP.dmastart,dmaend
790 MOV R4,#0 1370 BLT'flush
800 SWI "Sound_Configure" 1380 MOV RO, #7.00000001
810 LDR R0,CR37#123 ' 1390 LDMFD (sp)!,Cpc}
820 STR RO,logampptr 1400 :
830 LDMFD (sp)!,CR0-R4,pc> 1410 .slot
840 : 1420 EQUD 0
850 .gateon 1430 .logampptr
860 ADR value,vX 1440 EQUD 0
870 STR value,Cptr,#163 1450 .howbig
880 LDR value, logampptr 1460 EQUD size7.
890 STR value,Cptr,#203 1470 .end
900 .fill 1480 EQUD 0

910 LDMIA R9,CR1-R6} 1490 3
920 AND amp,amp,#8<7F 1500 v7.=P7.
930 LDRB amp,CR6,amp,LSL #13 1510 NEXT pass*
940 MOV amp,amp,LSR #1 1520 PRINT "Importing data..."
950 RSB amp, amp, #127 1530 SYS "0S_Fi le" , 255, f *, v7.-P7.+0%
960 .fillloop 1540 mod*="AU-"+LEFT*(f*,7)
970 LDR value, end 1550 SYS "0S_Fi le", 0,mod*, , ,code7.,07.+si
980 CMP read, value ze7.
990 ADRGE read,v7. 1560 SYS "0S_Fi le" , &12, mod*, &FFA

1000 ADD phaseacc,phaseacc,phaseacc,LSL 1570 PRINT "Module saved as "mod*
#16 1580 END

The length of the GKS library listings (jo kilobytes), plus the monthly disc asthe programs work only on an Achimedes.
demonstration programs means they cannot be printed on the yellow Due to Micronet's abandonment of paid-for downloadable
pages. They can ofcourse be obtainedfrom the j.j-inch monthly disc, software, the listings will not be available on Micronet as they have
or, by sending an SAE (marked 'GKS-Janfy') to AU, 20-26 been in the past.
Brunswick Place, London, Ni 6DJ. They are not on the j.2j-inch
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Listing 4. Play sample
10 REM Agora - listing 4
20 REM Sound demonstration

30 REM by Dave Acton
40 REM for Archimedes only
50 REM <c) Acorn User January 1989
60 :

70 MODE 0

80 VOICES 1

90 DIM data?. &100,i*(255)
100 REPEAT

110 CLS

120 PRINT "Instruments available:"'

130 valX=0

140 n7.=0

150 SYS "0S_GBPB",8, ,data7.,l,n7. TO ,,,
unreadX,n%

160 WHILE NOT (unread7.>0)

170 data7.?(?dataX+l)-13

180 f*=*(data7.+ l)

190 IF LEFT*(f*,3)="AU-" i* (val7.)=f *: v
al7.+=l

200 SYS "0S_GBPB",8, ,data7., I,n7. TO ,,,
unreadX,n7.
210 ENDWHILE

220 IF val7.=0 PRINT"NONE" : END

230 FOR i7.s0 TO val7.-l

240 PRINT i7.+lj"..."ji*(iX)
250 NEXT

260 PRINT

270 IF val7.= l THEN

280 f*=i*(0)

290 ELSE

300 REPEAT

Listing5. Disc copier

10 REM Agora - listing 5
20 REM Disc sector copier
30 REM by Jason O'Broin
40 REM for Archimedes only
50 REM (c) Acorn User January 1988
60 i

70 MODE 0

80 memory=HIMEM-TOP
90 memory=memory-&8000
100 maxmera=memory
110 notracks=(memory DIV &1400)
120 DIM badsec 2560

130 DIM buffer maxmem

140 bytessec=1024
150 secno=5

160 noheads=2

170 PROCassemble

180 PROCgetinfo
190 PROCcopy
200 CLS

210 END

220 :

230 DEF PROCgetinfo
240 CLS

250 PRINT TAB(23,1)"Disc Sector Copier
- by Jason O'Broin"
260 INPUT TAB(0,4)"Copy Large (640K) o

r Double sized discs (BOOK) (L/D)i "size
*

270 PR0Cblank(4)

280 IF INSTR("LlDd",size*)=0 THEN size
S="D"

290 PRINT TAB(50,7)s"Copying ";
300 IF INSTR("Ll",size*) THEN
310 PRINT "640K";
320 PR0Cchange640
330 ELSE PRINT "BOOK";

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

310 PRINT "Which instrument? (l-";val7.

;"> "i
320 INPUT ""n7.

330 UNTIL n7.>=l AND n7.<=val7.

340 f*=i*(n7.-l)

350 ENDIF

360 OSCLI("RMLOAD "+f*)

370 OSCLK "CHANNELVOICE 1 "+f*>

380 RESTORE

390 REPEAT

400 READ p7.,d7.
410 IF p7.>=0 THEN
420 SOUND l,-12,p7.-48,d7.*1.5
430 ENDIF

440 TIME=0

450 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>=d7.*7.5

460 UNTIL p7.<0
470 OSCLI("RMKILL "+f*)

480 UNTIL FALSE

490 END

500 :

510 DATA 117,2,117,2,117,4
520 DATA 117,2,117,2,117,4
530 DATA 117,2,129,2,101,3,109,1
540 DATA 117,8
550 DATA 121,2,121,2,121,3,121,1
560 DATA 121,2,117,2,117,2,117,2
570 DATA 129,2,129,2,121,2,109,2
5B0 DATA 101,6,69,2
590 DATA 53,6,69,2,53,6,69,2
600 DATA 53,2,69,2,53,2,69,2
610 DATA 53,8
620 DATA -1,-1

340 PROCchangeBOO
350 ENDIF

360 PRINT " disc"

370 INPUT TAB(0,4)"Source drive: "sour
ce7.

380 INPUT TAB<0,4)"Destination drive:
"dest7.

390 PRINT TAB(0,4)"Insert SOURCE disc
in drive ";source7.;" and press a key"

400 *FX 15

410 REPEAT UNTIL GET

420 PR0Cblank(4)

430 ENDPROC

440 :

450 DEF PROCcopy
460 read=l

470 write»2

480 nosectorscopied=0
490 FOR swaps=0 TO (159 DIV notracks)
500 secstart=swaps*(notrackslsecno)
510 nosec=(160*secno)-nosectorscopied
520 IF nosec>notracks*secno THEN nosec

=notracks*secno

530 PROCdisc(read,secstart,nosec)
540 IF source7.=dest7. THEN
550 PRINT TAB(0,4)"Insert DESTINATION

disc in drive "jdestX;" and press a key"
: VDU7

560 *FX 15

570 REPEAT UNTIL GET

580 PR0Cblank(4)
590 ENDIF

600 PROCdisc(write,seestart,nosec)
610 nosectorscopied=nosectorscopied+no

sec

620 IF »ourc«7.-de»t7. AND nosectorscopi
ed<((160*secno)-l) THEN

Continued •
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•4 Listing 5. Disc copier continued
630 PRINT TAB(0,4); "Ente^r Source disc

in drive ";source7.;" and press any key
":VDU7

640 *FX 15 .

650 REPEAT UNTIL GET

660 PR0Cblank(4)

670 ENDIF

680 NEXT

690 ENDPROC

700 :

710 DEF PROCassemble

720 DIM code 50

730 FOR pass7.=0 TO 2 STEP 2
740 PX=code

750 COPT pass'/.
760 .memptiEQUD buffer
770 .discaddressiEQUD 0

780 .copylengthiEQUD 0
790 .optypesEQUD 0
800 .begin
BIO LDR Rl,optype
B20 LDR R2,discaddress
830 LDR R3,mempt
840 LDR R4,copylength
850 SWI "XADFS_DiscOp"
860 MOV PC,R14
870 3:NEXT

880 ENDPROC

890 :

900 DEF PROCdisc(operation,start,lengt
h)

910 PR0Cblank(20)

920 !mempt=buffer—bytessec
930 !optype*operation
940 FOR getsectors=0 TO length-1
950 track=(start+getsectors)DIVsecno
960 IF noheads=2 THEN

970 IF track>=80 THEN

980 head=l

990 track=track-80

1000 ELSE head=0

1010 ENDIF

1020 ELSE

1030 head=0

1040 ENDIF

1050 IF operation=read THEN
1060 !discaddress=source7.<<29

1070 ELSE

1080 !discaddress=destX<<29

1090 ENDIF

1100 !discaddress=!discaddress+(((track

*noheads)+head)*secno+(getsectors MOD se
cno))fbytessec
1110 !mempt=!mempt+bytessec

Listing 6. Font file converter

10 REM Agora - listing 6
20 REM Master—to-Arc font converter

30 REM by Richard Averill
40 REM for Archimedes only
50 REM (c) Acorn User January 1989
60 :

70 MODE 0

80 INPUT " 'CharDes' font file: "font

90 INPUT "Archimedes font file: "dest

100 out7.-0PEN0UT(dest*)

110 DIM cod»7. 2000
120 SYS "0S_File",255,font*,code7.

1120 !copylength=bytessec
1130 IF operation=read THEN
1140 PR0Cinfo(15,15,"Reading")
1150 PROCreadsector

1160 ENDIF

1170 IF operation=write THEN
1180 IF badsec?(start+getsectors)=0 THE

N

1190 PR0Cinfo(15,15,"Writing")
1200 CALL begin
1210 ENDIF

1220 ENDIF

1230 NEXT

1240 ENDPROC

1250 :

1260 DEF PROCreaderror

1270 PR0Cinfo(12,20,"Disc Read Error")
1280 badsec?(start+getsectors)=1
1290 ENDPROC

1300 :

1310 DEF PROCreadsector

1320 LOCAL ERROR

1330 badsec?(start+getsectors)=0
1340 ON ERROR LOCAL PROCreaderror:RESTO

RE ERROR:ENDPROC

''1350 CALL begin
1360 RESTORE ERROR

1370 ENDPROC

1380 :

1390 DEF PROCblank(line)

1400 PRINT TAB(0,line);STRING*(79," ">;
1410 ENDPROC

1420 :

1430 DEF PR0Cchange640
1440 notracks=(maxmem DIV MOOO)
1450 secno=16

1460 bytessec=256
1470 noheads=l

1480 ENDPROC

1490 :

. 1500 DEF PR0Cchange800
> 1510 notracks=(maxmem DIV &1400)
1520 secno=5

1530 bytessec=1024
1540 noheads=2

1550 ENDPROC

1560 :

1570 DEF PROCinfo(x,y,mess*)
1580 PRINT TAB(x,y);mess*;" - Head s "

;head;" Track : ";RIGHT*("000"+STR*(trac
k),3);" Sector : ";RIGHT*("00"+STR*(gets
ectors MOD secno),2)
1590 ENDPROC

130 xX=32

140 FOR c7.=code7. TO code7.+94

150 BPUT# outX,23
160 BPUT# out7., x7.
170 FOR ra27.=c7.+&44 TO C7.+&2E4 STEP 96

180 BPUT# out7.,?ra27.
190 NEXT

200 x7.+=l

210 NEXT

220 CLOSE# out7.

230 SYS "0S_File",&12,dest*,8<FF7
240 PRINT "Process complete"
250 END
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See Usercard, page 66

Listing 1. Stack creator

10 REM Usercard Card compiler
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for B/B+/M/C/A

40 REM (c) Acorn User January 1989

50 :

60 MODE 4

70 READ f*

80 PRINT "Stack is called "f*

90 :

100 PROCwritecard(f*>

110 i

120 REPEAT

130 READ cardno*

140 IF cardno*<>"END" THEN PROCwriteca

rd(cardno*)

150 UNTIL cardno*="END"

160 PRINT "All cards written"

170 END

180 :

190 DEF PROCwritecard(f*)

200 PRINT "creating card"f*
• 210 a7.=0PEN0UT f*

220 PRINT "writing card"
230 REPEAT

240 READ t*

250 IF t*="RECORDS" READ x:PRINT# a7.,t
*,x:UNTIL 0

260 IF t*="FIND" READ txt*:PRINT# a7.,t
*,txt*:UNTIL 0

270 IF t*="CHECK" READ x,y:PRINT# a7.,t
*,x,y:UNTIL 0

280 IF t*="RADIO" READ x,y:PRINT# a7.,t
*,x,y:UNTIL 0

290 IF t*="FR" READ x,y,1,i,txt*,sx,sy
,chrs,type:PRINT# aX,t*,x,y,1,i,txt*,sx,
sy,chrs,type:UNTIL 0

300 IF t*="TB" OR t*="RB" READ x,y,l,w
,t,s,al,a2,bl,b2,txt*:PRINT# a7.,t*,x,y,l
,w,t,s,al,a2,bl,b2,txt*:UNTIL 0
310 IF t*="R" READ x ,y, 1,w: PRINT# a7.,t

*,x,y,l,w:UNTIL 0
320 IF t*="D" READ x,y:PRINT# a7.,t*,x,

y:UNTIL 0
330 IF t*="M" READ x,y: PRINT* a7.,t*,x,

y:UNTIL 0
340 IF t*="T" READ x,y,i,txt*:PRINT# a

X,t*,x,y,i,txt*:UNTIL 0
350 IF t*="F" READ x,y,1,txt*,x,y,1,w,

type:PRINT# aX,t»,x,y,1,txt*,x,y,1,w,typ
e:UNTIL 0

360 IF t*="FI" READ txt*:PRINT# a7.,t*,
txt*:UNTIL 0

370 IF t*="B" PROCreadbutton

380 PRINT# a7.,t*
390 UNTIL t*="X"

400 CLOSE* aX

410 ENDPROC

420 :

430 DATA ENOS

440 DATA *
450 DATA RECORDS,23
460 DATA FIND.ENOSFND
470 DATA R,1,1,38,22
480 DATA T,15,1,0,Home Card
490 DATA R,1,1,38,2
500 DATA R,1,1,38,2.5
510 DATA T,6,7,0," 'E' Numbers"
520 DATA T,6,8,0," and Additives in

Food"

fill BftTA T,6,10,0," On test from Cle
veland"

540 DATA T,6,11,0," High Technology In
itiative"
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550 DATA T,6,14,0," Ann Porter's Ver
si on"

560 DATA T,6,15,0,"on VI.00 UserCard -
Sept '88"
570 DATA R,5,6,29,10
580 DATA TB,2,1,5,1,1,0,10,0,0,0,"Mous

e"

590 DATA TB,2B,1,8,1,1,0,9,0,0,0,"Keyb
oard"

600 DATA TB,2,18,4,1,1,0,255,0,0,0,"Ex
it"

610 DATA TB,7,18,12,1,1,0,13,0,0,0,"Ch
ange Stack"
620 DATA TB,20,18,13,1,1,0,2,0,0,0,"i<
First Card"

630 DATA TB,2,20,15,1,1,0,7,0,0,0,"Pri
nt this card"

640 DATA TB,20,20,15,1,1,0,8,0,0,0,"Pr
int all Cards"

650 DATA X

660 :

670 DATA ENOSBAC

680 DATA *

690 DATA R,1,1,38,22
700 DATA T,3,1,0,'E' Numbers and Addit

ives in Food

710 DATA R,l,1,38,2
720 DATA R,1,1,38,2.5
730 DATA FR,1,5,6,1,E No,8,5,4,4
740 DATA R,8,5,4,1
750 DATA FR,14,5,22,1,Hyperactive sens

itive,37,5,1,6
760 DATA CHECK,37,5
770 DATA FR,1,7,9,1,Name,11,7,28,5
780 DATA R,11,7,28,1
790 DATA FR,1,9,9,1,Found in,11,9,28,2
BOO DATA R,11,9,2B,1
810 DATA FR,1,11,9,1,Uses,11,11,28,3
820 DATA R,11,11,28,1
830 DATA FR,1,13,9,1,Comments,11,13,28

,3
840 DATA R,11,13,28,1
850 DATA FR,1,15,9,1,Dangers,11,15,28,

3

860 DATA R,11,15,28,1
870 DATA TB,2,18,4,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,"Home

DATA TB,24,18,2,1
DATA TB,27,IB,2,1
DATA TB,30,18,2,1
DATA TB,33,18,2,1
DATA TB,36,18,2,1
DATA TB,2,20,15,1
s card"

DATA X

1,0,2,0,0,0,"!<"
1,0,5,0,0,0, "<<"
1,0,6,0,0,0,"7?"
1,0,4,0,0,0,"»"
1,0,3,0,0,0,">!"
1,0,7,0,0,0,"Pri

8B0

890

900

910

920

930

nt thi

940

950

960

970

980

990

ives i

1000

1010

1020

1030

1040

itive,
1050

1060

1070

1080

1090

1100

DATA ENOSFND

DATA *

DATA R,1,1,38,22
DATA T,3,l,0,'E' Numbers and Addit
n Food

DATA R,1,1,38,2
DATA R,1,1,38,2.5
DATA FR,1,5,6,1,E No,8,5,4,4
DATA R,8,5,4,1
DATA FR,14,5,22,1,Hyperactive sens
37,5, 1,6
DATA CHECK,37,5
DATA FR,1,7,9,1,Name,11,7,28,5
DATA R,11,7,28,1
DATA FR,1,9,9,1,Found in,11,9,28,2
DATA R,11,9,28,1
DATA FR, 1,11,9, l,Uses, 11, 11,213,3

Continued
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A Listing 1. Stack creator continued

1110 DATA R,11,11,28,1 1760 :

1120 DATA FR,1,13,9,1,Comments,11,13,28 1770 DATA 6

,3 1780 DATA ENOSBAC

1130 DATA R,ll,13,28,1 1790 DATA FI, 110
1140 DATA FR,1,15,9,1,Dangers,11, 15,28, 1800 DATA FI,CHECKIN

3 1810 DATA FI,Sunset Yellow FCF
1150 DATA R,ll,15,28,1 1820 DATA FI,Sauces/Cakes/Jams etc.
1160 DATA TB,2,IB,4,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,"Home 1830 DATA

1840 DATA

FI,Artificial chemical dye
FI,General Yellow colouring

1170 DATA TB,18,18,19,1,1,0,14,0,0,0,"F 1850 DATA FI,to Asthma/Eczema sufferers
ind matching cards" 1860 DATA X

1180 DATA TB,18,20,20,1,1,0,15,0,0,0,"P 1870 :

rint matching cards" 1880 DATA 7

1190 DATA RB,2,20,5,1,2,0,16,0,1,0,"Bri 1890 DATA ENOSBAC

ef " 1900 DATA FI,120
1200 DATA X 1910 DATA FI,CHECKIN
1210 : 1920 DATA FI,Cochineal
1220 DATA 1 1930 DATA FI,Cakes/Icing/Alcoholic Drin
1230 DATA ENOSBAC k

1240 DATA FI,100 1940 DATA FI,Red dye from cactus insect
1250 DATA FI,CHECK s

1260 DATA FI,Curcumin .1950 J)ATA FI,Not widely used - expensiv
1270 DATA FI,Fish fingers/curry powder/ e

+ 1960 DATA FI,None known

12B0 DATA FI,Yellow orange colouring 1970 DATA X

1290 DATA FI,Extract of Tumeric Root 1980 :

1300 DATA FI,None confirmed 1990 DATA 8

1310 DATA X 2000 DATA ENOSBAC

1320 : 2010 DATA FI,122
1330 DATA 2 2020 DATA FI,CHECKIN
1340 DATA ENOSBAC 2030 DATA FI,Carmoisine
1350 DATA FI,101 2040 DATA FI,Cakes/Sauces/Marzipan/Jam
1360 DATA FI,CHECK 2050 DATA FI,Artificial red dye
1370 DATA FI,Riboflavin (Vitamin B2) 2060 DATA FI,Widely used
13B0 DATA FI,Sauces/Cereals/Proc. Chees 2070 DATA FI,to Asthma/Eczema sufferers

e 2080 DATA X

1390 DATA FI,Involved in Energy Release 2090 :

1400 DATA FI,Also found in meat/milk/ve 2100 DATA 9

g 2110 DATA ENQSBAC

1410 DATA FI,None 2120 DATA FI,123
1420 DATA X 2130 DATA FI,CHECKIN
1430 l 2140 DATA FI,Amaranth

1440 DATA 3 2150 DATA FI,Jam/Soups/Squash/Cakes

1450 DATA ENOSBAC 2160 DATA FI,Artificial purple-red dye

1460 DATA FI,102 2170 DATA FI,Banned in USA
1470 DATA FI,CHECKIN 2180 DATA FI,to Asthma/Eczema sufferers
1480 DATA FI,Tartrazine 2190 DATA X
1490 DATA FI,Custard/Jellies/Fizzy Pop 2200 :

1500 DATA FI,Artificial chemical dye 2210 DATA 10

1510 DATA FI,Allergic symptoms possible 2220 DATA ENOSBAC

1520 DATA FI,to Asthma/Eczema sufferers 2230 DATA FI,124
1530 DATA X 2240 DATA FI,CHECKIN
1540 i 2250 DATA FI,Ponceau 4R
1550 DATA 4 2260 DATA FI,Sauces/Cake mix/Jam
1560 DATA ENOSBAC 2270 DATA FI,Artificial red dye
1570 DATA FI,104 2280 DATA FI,Banned in USA
1580 DATA FI,CHECKIN 2290 DATA FZfto Asthma/Eczema sufferers
1590 DATA FI,Quinoline Yellow 2300 DATA X

1600 DATA FI,Cakemix/fizzy-pop/ 2310 :

1610 DATA FI,Artificial chemical dye 2320 DATA 11

1620 DATA FI,for colouring purposes 2330 DATA ENOSBAC

1630 DATA FI,to Asthma/Eczema sufferers 2340 DATA FI,127
1640 DATA X 2350 DATA FI.CHECKIN
1650 I 2360 DATA FI,Erythrosine
1660 DATA 5 2370 DATA FI,Glace-cherries/Sal ami
1670 DATA ENOSBAC 23B0 DATA FI,Artificial pink-red dye
1680 DATA FI,107 2390 DATA FI,Banned in USA
1690 DATA FI.CHECKIN 2400 DATA FI,may cause thyroid problems
1700 DATA FI,Yellow 2G 2410 DATA X

1710 DATA FI,Sauces/Sweets/Tinned veg. 2420 :

1720 DATA FI,Artificial chemical dye 2430 DATA 12

1730 DATA FI,Banned in USA & EEC 2440 DATA ENOSBAC

1740 DATA FI,to Asthma/Eczema sufferers 2450 DATA FI,128
1750 DATA X 2460 DATA Ft.CHECKIN Con|inuBd ^
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2470

24B0

2490

2500

2510

2520

2530

2540

2550

2560

2570

2580

2590

am

2600

2610

2620

2630

2640

2650

2660

2670

2680

2690

2700

5

2710

2720

2730

2740
2750

2760

2770

2780

2790

2800

2810

2820

2830

2B40

2850

2860

2870

28B0

2890

2900

2910

2920

2930

2940

2950

2960

2970

2980

2990

3000

3010

3020

3030

3040

3050

3060

3070

3080

3090

3100

3110

3120

3130

3140

DATA

DATA FI,Sausages/Jam/Mi Ik shakes
DATA FI,Artificial red dye
DATA FI,Banned in USA & EEC
DATA FI,may affect red blood cells
DATA X

DATA 13

DATA ENOSBAC

DATA FI,131
DATA FI,CHECKIN
DATA FI,Patent Blue V
DATA FI,Scotch eggs/sweets/ice ere

DATA FI,Artificial blue dye
DATA FI,May cause reactions:
DATA FI,Nausea, low blood pressure
DATA X

DATA 14

DATA ENOSBAC

DATA FI,132
DATA FI,CHECKIN
DATA FI,Indigo Carmine
DATA FI,Swiss rol1/cake-decoration

DATA FI,Artificial blue dye
DATA FI,May cause reactions:
DATA FI,Nausea, low blood pressure
DATA X

DATA 15

DATA ENOSBAC

DATA FI,133
DATA FI,CHECKIN
DATA FI,Brilliant Blue FCF
DATA FI,Mint sauce/fizzy pop/peas
DATA FI,Artificial blue dye
DATA FI,Often mixed with E102
DATA FI,Poss allergic reaction.
DATA X

DATA 16

DATA ENOSBAC

DATA FI,142
DATA FI,CHECKIN
DATA FI,Acid Brilliant Green
DATA FI,Mint sauce/fizzy pop/peas
DATA FI,Artificial green dye
DATA FI,Banned in USA
DATA FI,Poss allergic reaction
DATA X

DATA 17

DATA ENOSBAC

DATA FI,150
DATA FI,CHECKIN
DATA FI,Caramel

DATA FI,Glace-cherries/Salami
DATA FI,Brown Colouring/flavouring
DATA FI,No definite risk shown but
DATA FI,Poss Vit. B6 deficiency
DATA X

DATA IB

DATA ENOSBAC

DATA FI,151
DATA FI,CHECKIN
DATA FI,Black PN
DATA FI,Brown Sauces/gravy granule

. Stack creator continued

FI,RED 2G

3150 DATA FI,Artificial purple-black dy

3160 DATA FI,Member of the 'Azo' dyes

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

3170 DATA FI, Poss allergic reaction

31B0 DATA X

3190 :

3200 DATA 19

3210 DATA ENOSBAC

3220 DATA FI, 153

3230 DATA FI, CHECKIN

3240 DATA FI, Carbon Black

3250 DATA FI, Liquorice/Choc flavours
3260 DATA FI, dye made from burnt plants
3270 DATA FI, Banned in USA

32B0 DATA FI, Poss link to skin cancers

3290 DATA X

3300 :

3310 DATA 20

3320 DATA ENOSBAC

3330 DATA FI, 154

3340 DATA FI, CHECKIN

3350 DATA FI, Brown FK

3360 DATA FI, Crisps/Smoked fish/gravies

3370 DATA FI, Artif. yellow/brown dye
33B0 DATA FI, Restricted use outside UK

3390 DATA FI Poss cancer & gene changes

3400 DATA X

3410 ;

3420 DATA 21

3430 DATA ENOSBAC

3440 DATA FI, 155

3450 DATA FI CHECKIN

3460 DATA FI Brown HT

3470 DATA FI Pickles/Choc flavours

34B0 DATA FI Artificial brown dye
3490 DATA FI Restricted use outside UK

3500 DATA FI Poss allergic reaction
3510 DATA X

3520 :

3530 DATA 22

3540 DATA ENOSBAC

3550 DATA FI ,160a
3560 DATA FI CHECK

3570 DATA FI ,Carotene (Alpha,Beta,Gamma

1

3580 DATA FI Rice Pud/Salad Dressings

3590 DATA FI ,Natural yellow colouring
3600 DATA FI ^converted into Vit. A
3610 DATA FI ,None recorded
3620 DATA X

3630 :

3640 DATA 23

3650 DATA ENOSBAC

3660 DATA FI ,160b

3670 DATA FI ,CHECK
3680 DATA FI ,Annatto,Bixin,Norbixin
3690 DATA FI ,Dried Mi 1k/Yoghurt/cake
3700 DATA FI ,Seed pod yellow colouring
3710 DATA FI ,Safe alternative to E102
3720 DATA FI ,None Recorded
3730 DATA X

3740 :

3750 DATA END

Lack of space means that we cannot include the changes to
UserCard which are necessary to enable its use with the AMX
mouse. AMX owners might like to use the 'patch' we carried as
Top ofthe Liston page 12/ ofthe June 1987 issue.
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Listing 2. Stack dealer

10 REM Usercard Runtime package
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for B/B+/M/C/A
40 REM (c) Acorn User January 1988
50 :

60 REM set MX-1 for acorn VFS (mouse
rom)

70 :

BO MODE 129

90 CLOSE* 0

100 MX-0

110 VDU 19,3,0;0;
120 VDU 19,0,7;0;
130 VDU 19,1,0|0|
140 PROCsetup
150 PROCassemble
160 ERF-1

170 ON ERROR PROCerr

180 stack»-FNgetstack
190 fndcard*»stack*

200 CLB

210 file-FNload(stack*)
220 GCOL 4,0:VDU 5:IF MXOl MOVE pxX.p

yXlPRINT c* ELSE IPOINTER
230 ON ERROR DFF

240 ERF-2

250 ON ERROR PROCerr
260 :

270 REPEAT

280 actn-0

290 REPEAT
300 PROCmoveptr
310 UNTIL INKEY(0)-13

320 IF M%-1 px7.=ADVAL7:pyX«ADVALB:*P0I
NTER 2

330 but-FNcheckbuttons

340 IF but—1 THEN UNTIL 0
350 SOUND 0,-15,5,0
360 IF bX(but,4)-l OR bX(but,4)-3 THEN

PR0Cinvert(bX(but,0),b7.(but, 1),bX(but,2
)-bX (but,0),b7. (but,3)-bX (but,1) )
370 actn=b7.(but,6)
380 IF actn=l THEN PROCrenew:CLS:file=

FNload(Btack»)iPROCdciUNTIL 0

390 IF actn«2 THEN card-1:PROCget(card
):PROCdciUNTIL 0

400 IF actn-3 THEN card-1astiPROCget(c
ard):PROCdc:UNTIL 0

410 IF actn-4 THEN PROCfwd:UNTIL 0

420 IF actn»5 THEN PROCbwd:UNTIL 0

430 IF actn=6 THEN PROCrenew:CLS:file=

FNload(fndcard*):PROCdc:UNTIL 0

440 IF actn-7 THEN PROCprinter:PRQCdc:
PROCdump:PROCdc:UNTIL 0

450 IF actn=8 THEN PROCdumpal1 cards:UN
TIL 0

460 IF actn-9 THEN PROCdciMX-OiPROCdc:

*MOUSE 0

470 IF actn-10 THEN PROCdc:MX-1:PROCdc

:*MOUSE 1

4B0 IF actn-11 THEN PROCget(bX(but,7))
490 IF actn«12 THEN PROCtabularise

500 IF actn=13 THEN RUN

510 IF actn=14 THEN PROCgo(0,brief>
520 IF actn=15 THEN PROCgo(1,brief)
530 IF actn=16 THEN brief-1-briefiPROC

bradio

540 UNTIL actn-255:*FX 12,0
550 VDU 4i*FX 4,0
560 dummy-FNok
570 MODE 7i*BASIC

580 END

590 l

600 DEF PROCbradio

610 PROCdc

620 VDU 4

630 PRINT TAB(bX<but,0) DIV 32+1,(1024
-bX(but,D) DIV 32-1) |iVDU (132+brief)

640 VDU 5

650 PROCdc

106

660 ENDPROC

670 «

680 DEF PROCdc

690 IF MX-1 THEN ENDPROC

700 VDU 5iGC0L 4,0
710 MOVE pxX.pyX:PRINT c*
720 ENDPROC

730 :

740 DEF PROCfwd

750 IF (card+1) >last THEN PROCemC'End
of Stack - Click a button"):ENDPROC

760 PROCget(card+1):IF file>0 THEN car
d=card+l

770 IF file-0 THEN PROCemC'No card - C

lick a button"):A*-GET*iPROCget(card)
780 PROCdc:ENDPROC

790 :

800 PRDCget(card+1):IF file>0 THEN car
d=card+l

810 IF file-0 THEN PROCemC'No card - C
lick a button"):A*=GET*iPROCget(card)
820 PROCdc:ENDPROC

830 :

840 DEF PROCbwd

850 IF (card-1 XI THEN PROCem("Front o

f Stack - Click a button"):ENDPROC
860 card=card-l

870 PROCget(card)
BBO IF file=0 THEN PROCemC'No card - C

lick a button"):card=card+liPROCget(card
)

890 PROCdc:ENDPROC

900 i

910 DEF PROCget(c)
920 fld=0:PROCrenew:CLS
930 file-FNload(STR*c)

940 ENDPROC

950 :

960 DEF PROCerr

970 VDU 3:CL0SE# 0

980 IF ERR-17 AND ERF-2 PROCem("Action

Cancel 1ed"):ENDPROC

990 IF ERR-17 AND ERF-1 THEN CLS:ENDPR
OC

1000 IF ERR-17 AND ERF-3 PROCem("Action

Cancelled"):PROCget(card):PROCdciERF-2:
ENDPROC

1010 REPORT:PRINT'" at "|ERL:*FX 12 0
1020 END

1030 :

1040 DEF PROCinvert(x,y,l,w)
1050 GCOL 4,0
1060 PROCR(x,y,l,w,1)
1070 A»-INKEY*(20>

1080 PROCR(x,y,l,w,1)
1090 GCOL 0,1
1100 ENDPROC

1110 i

1120 DEF FNcheckbuttons
1130 LOCAL bu.flag
1140 IF tbutton—1 THEN —1

1150 flag—1
1160 FOR bu=0 TO tbutton

1170 IF pxX>bX(bu,0) THEN IF pxX<bX(bu,
2) THEN IF py7.>b7. (bu, 1) THEN IF pyX<b7.(b
u,3) THEN flag-buibu-tbutton
11B0 NEXT

1190 -flag
1200 I

1210 DEF PROCmoveptr
1220 GCOL 4,0
1230 IF INKEY-56 THEN *SDUMP+

1240 IF MX-1 THEN OSCLI("POINTER")iENDP

ROC
1250 MOVE px7.,py7.
1260 IF INKEY-5B AND pyX<1024 PRINT c»:

py7.-py7.+B:M0VE px7., py7.: PRINT c*:MOVE px7.
,pyx
1270 IF INKEY-42 AND pyX>16 PRINT c*:py

7.-pyX-8:M0VE pxX, pyXi PRINT c*:MOVE pxX.p

Continued •
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1890

1900

IF t»=

IF t««

'F" THEN PR0C1field

•T" THEN PROCltext

1910 IF t*-"D" THEN PROCldraw

1920 IF t$-"M" THEN PROClmove

1930 IF t*="RECORDS" THEN INPUT* aX.las
t

1940 IF t*«"FIND" THEN INPUT* a7.,fndcar
d*

1950 UNTIL t*="X"

1960 VDU 5

1970 CLOSE* a7.

1980 =aX

1990 :

2000 DEF PROCldata

2010 LOCAL txt«

2020 INPUT* a7.,txt*
2030 IF txt»-"CHECK" THEN PRINTTAB (f X <-f

ld,0),fX(-fld,l));:VDU 130:fld=f ld+l:ENDP
ROC

2040 IF txt«-"CHECKIN" THEN PRINTTAB(fX

(fld,0),fX(fld,D); :VDU 131 :f ld=f ld+1 «EN
DPROC

2050 IF txt*»"RADIO" THEN PRINTTAB (-fX(f

ld,0),fX(-fld,l));:VDU 132:fld=fld+l:ENDP
ROC

2060 IF txt»»"RADIOIN" THEN PRINTTAB(fX

(fld,0),fX(fld,l)JjiVDU 133ifld»fld+liEN
DPROC

2070 PRINT TAB(f7.(-fld,0) ,-fX(-fld, 1))|LEF
T*(txt*,fX(-fld,2))
2080 fld-fld+1

2090 ENDPROC

2100 :

2110 DEF PROClcheck

2120 INPUT* aX,x,y
2130 PRINT TAB(x,y)j
2140 VDU 130

2150 ENDPROC

2160 i

2170 DEF PR0C1radio

2180 INPUT* aX,x,y
2190 PRINT TABU,y) j
2200 VDU 132

2210 ENDPROC

2220 I
2230 DEF PROClrect

2240 INPUT* «y.,x,y,l,w
2250 PR0CR(x*32-8,1024-(y+w)*32-8,1*32+
16,w*32+16,0>
2260 ENDPROC

2270 l

2280 DEF PROCltext

2290 INPUT* a7.,x,y,i,txt*
2300 IF i=l THEN COLOUR 131:COLOUR 0
2310 PRINT TAB(x,y>jtxt$
2320 COLOUR 1281 COLOUR 3

2330 ENDPROC

2340 :

2350 DEF PROCl-frect

2360 INPUT* a7.,x,y,l,i,txt«,sx,sy,chrs,
type
2370 PROCR(x*32-B,1024-(y+1)*32-8,1*32+
16,32+16,0)
23B0 IF i-1 THEN COLOUR 131iCOLOUR 0

2390 PRINT TAB(x,y);txt*;":";
2400 COLOUR 1281 COLOUR 3

2410 tfield»tfield+l

2420 -f*(tfield)«txt»

2430 *X(tfield,0)-5x
2440 fX(t-field,l)=sy
2450 fX(tfield,2)«chrs
2460 -fX(tfield,3)=type
2470 ENDPROC

2480 i

2490 DEF PROCltbut

2500 INPUT* aX,x,y,l,w,t,«,al,a2,bl,b2,
txt*

2510 PROCR(x*32-S,1024-(y+1)*32-8,1*32+
16,32+16,0)
2520 PRINT TAB(x,y);txt*

Listing 2. Stack dealer continued
yx
1280 IF INKEY-122 AND pxX<1264 PRINT c»
:pxX«pxX+B:MOVE pxX,pyX:PRINT c»:MOVE px
X,pyX
1290 IF INKEY-26 AND pxX>0 PRINT c$:pxX

=pxX-8:M0VE pxX,pyX:PRINT c*«MDVE px7.,py
7.

1300 ENDPROC

1310 s

1320 DEF PROCsetup
1330 pyX=512: px7.=640
1340 DIM f*(20),fX(20,3),bX(20,9)
1350 VDU 23,128,248,192,160,144,136,4,2

.1
1360 VDU 23,130,255,129,129,129,129,129
,129,255
1370 VDU 23,131,255,194,165,153,153,165
,194,255
1380 VDU 23,132,60,66,129,129,129,129,6

6,60
1390 VDU 23,133,60,66,153,189,189,153,6

6,60
1400 c*-CHR*128

1410 last=0

1420 card=l

1430 brie-f-0

1440 PROCvalid

1450 PROCrenew

1460 ENDPROC

1470 :

1480 DEF PROCrenew

1490 t-field=-l:tbutton=-l

1500 ENDPROC

1510 I

1520 DEF PROCR(x,y,l,w,f)
1530 MOVE x,y:IF -f=0 DRAW x+l,y:DRAW x+

1,y+w:DRAW x,y+wiDRAW x,y« ENDPROC
1540 MOVE x+l,y:PLOT 85,x,y+w-4:M0VE x,

y+w:MOVE x+1,y+4:PL0T 85,x+1,y+w:MOVE x,
y:ENDPROC
1550 :

1560 DEF FNgetstack
1570 REPEAT:REPEAT

1580 PROCdrawwindow(8,8,22,5,1)
1590 PRINT TAB(12,9);"Load Which Stack?

1600 PRINT TAB(9,13)|"or RETURN to Cata
logue"
1610 PRINT TAB(16,ll)>ff*-FNgpi(10,0,al

1*)

1620 IF it""" THEN PROCcat:CLS:UNTIL 0

1630 UNTIL f*>" ":aX-OPENUP f*:CLOSE* a

7.

1640 IF aX»0 THEN PROCemC'No such -file!

Try cataloging!"):UNTIL 0
1650 UNTIL TRUEi-f»

1660 >

1670 DEF PROCcat

1680 CLS

1690 *CAT

1700 PROCmessC'Hit SPACE to return to S

tack Loader.",0,0)
1710 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32:CLS

1720 ENDPROC

1730 :

1740 DEF FNload(f»)

1750 LOCAL t*,a7.,*ile
1760 aX-OPENUP f♦:IF aX=0 THEN »0

1770 INPUT* aX,t»:IF t*<>"*" THEN file=
FNload(t*)

1780 VDU 4

1790 REPEAT

1800 INPUT* aX,t«
1810 IF t*="CHECK" THEN PROClcheck

1820 IF t»«"FI" THEN PROCldata

1830 IF t*="RADIO" THEN PR0C1radio

1840 IF t*-"TB" THEN PROCltbut

1850 IF t»»"RB" THEN PROClrbut

1860 IF t«-"FR" THEN PROClfrect

1870 IF t*»"R" THEN PROClrect

1880 IF t»-"B" THEN PROClbutton Continued •
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2530 tbutton-tbutton+1

2540 bX(tbutton,0)-x*32-B
2550 bX(tbutton,1)-1024-(y+w)*32-8
2560 bX(tbutton,2)=(x+l)*32+B
2570 bX(tbutton,3)-1024-<y*32>+8
2580 bX(tbutton,4)=t
2590 bX(tbutton,5)=s
2600 bX(tbutton,6)=al
2610 bX(tbutton,7)=a2
2620 bX(tbutton,8)=bl
2630 bX(tbutton, 9)«b2
2640 ENDPROC

2650 I

2660 DEF PROClrbut

2670 INPUT* aX,x,y,l,w,t,s,al,a2,bl,b2,
txt*

2680 PRINT TAB(x,y)jtxt*;:VDU 32,132+br
ief

2690 tbutton»tbutton+l

2700 bX(tbutton,0) = (x+1+l)*32-8
2710 bX(tbutton,1)-1024-(y+w)*32-B
2720 bX(tbutton,2)-(x+l+2>*32+8
2730 bX(tbutton,3)-1024-(y*32)+8
2740 bX(tbutton,4)=t
2750 bX(tbutton,5)-a
2760 bX(tbutton,6)-al
2770 bX(tbutton,7)-a2
2780 bX(tbutton,8)-bl
2790 bX(tbutton,9)*b2
2800 ENDPROC

2810 :

2820 DEF PROClmove

2830 INPUT* aX,x,y
2840 MOVE x,y
2850 ENDPROC
2860 I

2870 DEF PROCldraw

2880 INPUT* aX,x,y
2890 DRAW x,y
2900 ENDPROC
2910 I

2920 DEF PROCmess(t*,x,y>
2930 PROCdrawwindow(x,y,LEN(t*>,0,1)
2940 COLOUR 128:COLOUR 7

2950 PRINT TAB(x+l,y+l)it*|
2960 ENDPROC

2970 J

2980 DEF FNok

2990 SOUND 1,1,4,10
3000 PROCmess("Press a button to exit o

r ESCAPE",4,29)
3010 dummy-GET
3020 PROCcem

3030 —1

3040 i

3050 DEF PROCdrawwindow(x,y,w,nX,f)
3060 LOCAL a

3070 GCOL 0,0:PROCR(x*32,1024-((y+nX+3)
*32),(w+2)*32,(nX+3)*32,1)
3080 IF f-0 THEN ENDPROC

3090 GCOL 1,1:PROCR(x*32+16,1024-((y+nX
+2)*32+16>,(w+l)*32,(nX+2)*32,0)
3100 PROCR(x*32+24,1024-((y+nX+2)*32+24

),(w+l)*32,B,l)
3110 PROCR(<x+w+2)*32-16,1024-((y+nX+2)
*32+24),8,(nX+2)*32, 1)
3120 ENDPROC

3130 I

3140 DEF FNgpi(len,effect,valid*)
3150 LOCAL a*,b
3160 a*-""

3170 PRINT STRING*(1en,".")jSTRING*(1en
,CHR*(B))|i*FX 15,1
3180 b-GETiIF b-13 THEN -a*

3190 IF b<32 THEN 3180

3200 IF b-127 AND a*-"" THEN 3180

3210 IF b-127 a*-LEFT*(a*,LEN(a*)-l)iPR
INTCHR*b;"."J CHR*(8)|:GOTO 3180
3220 IF effect-0 THEN 3250
3230 IF effect-1 b-b AND 223 ELSE b-b 0

R 32

3240 IF effect=3 AND(RIGHT*(a*,1)=" » 0
R a*-"") b-b AND 223

3250 IF LEN(a*)=len OR INSTR(valid*,CHR
*b)=0 SOUND 1,1,4,20:GOTO 3180
3260 PRINT CHR*bj:a*-a*+CHR*b:GOTO 3180
3270 :

3280 DEF PROCvalid

3290 cap*-" ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ"
3300 low*-" abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz"
3310 nos*=".0123456789"

3320 pun*-" -_!**X&'()-?/*:+?.,<>"+CHR*
34

3330 all*-nos*+cap*+low*+pun*
3340 ENDPROC

3350 l

3360 DEF PROCem(t»)
3370 SOUND 1,1,4,10
3380 PROCmeBB<t*,20-INT((LENt*)/2>-1» 29

)

3390 A*-INKEY*<200)
3400 PROCcem
3410 ENDPROC

3420 :

3430 DEF PROCcem

3440 VDU 4

3450. PRINT TAB(0,29)|STRING*(119," ");
3460 VDU 5

3470 ENDPROC

3480 :

3490 DEF PROCdump
3500 CALL start

3510 ENDPROC
3520 5

3530 DEF PROCdumpallcards
3540 PROCprinter
3550 LOCAL c

3560 file=FNload(stack*)
3570 PROCdump
3580 FOR c=l TO last

3590 PROCget(c)
3600 PROCdump
3610 NEXT

3620 CLS:file=FNload(stack*)
3630 PROCdc

3640 ENDPROC

3650 :

3660 DEF PROCprinter
3670 PROCmesaC'Setup printer then press
a button",3,29)
3680 REPEAT UNTIL GET

3690 PROCcem

3700 ENDPROC
3710 I

3720 DEF PROCgo(p.b)
3730 ERF=3

3740 IF p=l THEN PROCprinter
3750 LOCAL c,match,hit
3760 hit-0

3770 target*-FNwhat
3780 IF target*-"" THEN PROCget(card):P

ROCdc:ENDPROC

3790 IF b-1 VDU 4:CLS:VDU3-piPRINT "Sea
rching for: "target*
3800 FOR c=l TO last

3810 IF b-0 PROCmesa("Searching Card: "
+STR*c,11,29)
3820 match-FNsearchget(c,target*,b)
3830 IF match-TRUE AND b-0 THEN PROCget

(c)ihit-c

3840 IF match-TRUE AND b-1 THEN PRINT"f

ound: "|brief*
3850 IF match-TRUE AND p-1 AND b-0 THEN
PROCdump
3860 IF match-TRUE AND p-0 AND b-0 THEN
PROCsfnC PreBB a button for naxt card

")

3870 NEXT

3880 VDU 3

3890 PROCsfnC'No more cards - Press a b

Continued •
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<4 Listing 2. Stack dealer continued
utton")

3900 IF hit>0 THEN card-hit

3910 PROCget(card):PROCdc
3920 ERF-2

3930 ENDPROC

3940 :

3950 DEF FNwhat

3960 VDU 4

3970 PR0Cdrawwindow(8,8,22,5, 1)
3980 PRINT TAB(14,9);"Search for?"
3990 PRINT TAB(11,13)}"or RETURN to can

eel"

4000 PRINT TAB(9,11)J
4010 =FNgpi(22,0,all*)
4020 :

4030 DEF PROCsfn(t»)

4040 PROCcem

4050 PR0Cmess(t*,5,29)
4060 REPEAT UNTIL GET

4070 PROCcem

4080 ENDPROC

4090 :

4100 DEF FNsearchget(c,target*,b)
4110 -FNgetload(STR*c,target*,b)
4120 :

4130 DEF FNgetload(f»,target*,b)
4140 LOCAL t*,aX,flag,x,x*,cfId
4150 cfld=0:brief*-""

4160 aX-OPENUP f*:IF aX-0 THEN =0

4170 INPUT* aX,t*:VDU 4:flag-0
4180 REPEAT:INPUT* aX,t*
4190 IF t*-"CHECK" THEN INPUT* aX,x,x:U
NTIL 0

4200 IF t*-"RADIO" THEN INPUT* aX,x,x:U
NTIL 0

4210 IF t*«"TB" THEN INPUT* aX,x,x,x,x,
x,x,x,x,x,x,x*:UNTIL 0

4220 IF t*="FR" THEN INPUT* aX,x,x,x,x,
x*,x,x,x,x:UNTIL 0
4230 IF t*-"R" THEN INPUT* aX,x,x,x,x:U
NTIL 0

4240 IF t*="B" THEN UNTIL 0

4250 IF t*-"F" THEN UNTIL 0

4260 IF t*-"T" THEN INPUT* aX,x,x,x,x*:
UNTIL 0

4270 IF t*-"D" THEN INPUT* aX,x,y:UNTIL
0

4280 IF t*-"M" THEN INPUT* aX,x,y:UNTIL
0

4290 IF t*«"RECORDS" THEN INPUT* aX,x:U
NTIL 0

4300 IF t*-"FIND" THEN INPUT* aX,x* iUN
TIL 0

4310 IF t*-"FI" THEN flag=FNcompdata(ta
rget*,b)
4320 UNTIL t*-"X" OR flag-TRUE
4330 CLOSE* aX:=flag
4340 :

4350 DEF FNcompdata(t*,b):LOCAL txt*,fl
ag

4360 INPUT* aX,txt*itt*-txt*:IF tt*-"CH
ECK" THEN tt*-"

4370 IF tt*-"CHECKIN" THEN tt*-" X "
43B0 IF cfld<3 THEN brief*-brief*+tt*+"

/"icfld-cfld+1

4390 IF LENbrief* >-73 AND p-1 THEN bri
ef*-LEFT*(brief*,72)icfld-3

4400 IF LENbrief* >-33 AND p-0 THEN bri
ef*-LEFT*(brief*,32):cfld-3
4410 IF INSTR(txt»,t*)>0 THEN flag=TRUE
4420 -flag
4430 :

4440 DEF PROCassemble
4450 DIM start 8cllO
4460 0SW0RD-&FFF1
4470 OSWRCH-fcFFEE
4480 byte-&70
4490 pk-&71
4500 Vlo-&72
4510 Vhi-*73

4520 Hlo-&74
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4530 Hhi-&75

4540 Vblo-&76

4550 Vbhi=8<77

4560 pixel-&78
4570 FOR pass-0 TO 3 STEP 3
4580 PX=start

4590 COPT 0

4600 .start

4610 LDA *25:JSR OSWRCH

4620 LDA *4:JSR OSWRCH

4630 LDX *4

4640 .oloop
4650 LDA *0:JSR OSWRCH

4660 DEX

4670 BEQ oloop
4680 LDA *29:JSR OSWRCH

4690 LDA *4:JSR OSWRCH

4700 LDX *4

4710 .Aloop
4720 LDA *0:JSR OSWRCH

4730 DEX

4740 BEQ Aloop
4750 LDA *2:JSR DSWRCH

4760 JSR out1:LDA *27:JSR OSWRCH
4770 JSR out 1:LDA *65:JSR OSWRCH

4780 JSR out 1:LDA *8:JSR OSWRCH
4790 JSR out 1:LDA * 10:JSR OSWRCH
4800 :

4810 LDA *1020 DIV 256:STA Vhi
4820 LDA *1020 MOD 256:STA Vlo
4830 .nextrow

4840 JSR startrow

4850 LDA *0:STA Hhi:STA Hlo
4860 .rowloop
4870 LDA *0:STA byte:STA pk
4BB0 .pkloop
4B90 SEC

4900 LDA Vlo:SBC pk:STA Vblo
4910 LDA Vhi:SBC *OsSTA Vbhi
4920 LDA *9:LDX *Hlo:LDY *0:JSR OSWORD
4930 LDA pixel:BEQ over
4940 LDA *1:STA pixel
4950 .over

4960 CLCiROL byte
4970 CLC:LDA byte:ADC pixel:STA byte
4980 CLC:LDA pkiADC *4iSTA pk
4990 CMP *32:BNE pkloop
5000 JSR out1:LDA byteiJSR OSWRCH
5010 JSR out 1:LDA byte:JSR OSWRCH
5020 CLC

5030 LDA Hlo:ADC *4:STA Hlo
5040 LDA HhitADC *0:STA Hhi

5050 CMP *5

5060 BNE rowloop
5070 JSR outliLDA *10:JSR OSWRCH
5080 SEC

5090 LDA Vlo:SBC *32:STA Vlo
5100 LDA Vhi:SBC *0:STA Vhi
5110 BMI over2

5120 JMP nextrow

5130 .over2

5140 JSR out 1:LDA *27:JSR OSWRCH
5150 JSR out 1:LDA *64:JSR OSWRCH
5160 LDA *3:JSR OSWRCH

5170 RTS

5180 •outl

5190 LDA *1:JSR OSWRCH
5200 RTS

5210 :

5220 .startrow

5230 JSR outl:LDA *27:JSR OSWRCH
5240 JSR outl:LDA *76:JSR OSWRCH
5250 JSR outl:LDA *12BxJSR OSWRCH
5260 JSR outl:LDA *2:JSR OSWRCH
5270 RTS

5280 ]

5290 NEXT

5300 ENDPROC
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See Maps, page 85

Listing 1. Maps

10 REM Listing It Maps 200 VDU 23,230,0,0,0,16,0,0, 6+RND(16)

20 REM by Peter Voke 0,0 360 GCOL 0,1
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E 210 VDU 5:GCOL 0,3:FOR YX-8 370 MOVE IX,JX:IF AX<2 VDU 2
40 REM (c) Acorn User Janua TO 1024 STEP 12:MOVE 0,YX:DRAW 30:GOTO 420

ry 1988 1280,YX:NEXT 380 IF ABS(ZX)-AX:VDU 225+RN
50 i 220 ?&1F01= 1:''J<1F02»2;F0R IX D(4):GOTO 420
60 MODE 1:HIMEM»8<1F00:DIM C =3 TO 10 390 GCOL 0,?<&1F01+(AX+1-ABS

<3> 230 IF I7.?I<1EFF=2:IX?8<1F00=>R (ZX))/8):VDU 225
70 REPEAT:VDU 4,20,12,10 ND(3) ELSE IX7&1F00-2 400 VDU 8
80 INPUT "RANDOM SEED",SX 240 NEXT 410 GCOL 0,?(8<lF01+(AX+5-ABS
90 IF SX>0 SX-RND(-SX) ELSE 250 AX-i:B7.= 16+RND(31) :RX-4+ (ZX))/B):VDU 224

SX-RND(-TIME) RND(2) 420 NEXT:IF RND(8)<8 THEN 45
100 CLS 260 FOR XX-4 TO 76 0

110 VDU 19,0,0|0j:C<0>-4 270 AX-AX+RND(RX)-3:BX-BX+RN 430 IF BX-AX>30lMOVE IX,RND(
120 VDU 19,3,4|0|tC(3>-5 D(7)-4 512):VDU 230
130 VDU 19,2,3jO;:C<2>-2 280 IF AX<-1:AX-1:BX-16+RND( 440 IF BX+AX<30:M0VE IX,1024
140 VDU 19,1.2}0|tC(l)-3 31) -RND(512):VDU 230
150 VDU 23,224,0,20,0,85,0,8 290 IF AX>24:AX-AX-1 450 NEXT

5,0,0 300 IF BX+AX>60:BX=BX-2 460 *FX 15
160 VDU 23,225,0,0,170,0,170 310 IF BX-AX<4:BX-BX+2 470 REPEAT:Z-GET-4B

,0,40,0 320 IF AX>76-XX:AX-AX-2 4B0 IF Z>-1 AND Z<4 THEN C(Z
170 FOR IX-226 TO 229 330 IF AX<-0 THEN BX-16+RND( )=(C(Z)+1) MOD 8:VDU 19,Z,C(Z)
1B0 VDU 23,IX,RND(64),RND<64 31):GOTO 450 ;oj

),RND(64),RND(64),RND(64),RND< 340 FOR ZX—AX TO AXsYX-BX+Z 490 UNTIL Z>9
64),RND(64),RND(64> X 500 UNTIL 0

190 NEXT 350 IX"XX *16*RND (16) uJJi-YX* 1

Listing 2. Planets

10 REM Listing 2: Planets 370 PROCplanet ELSE GCOL 0,C4
20 REM by Peter Voke 380 GCOL 1.C5 760 87.-1280/ (2*KX+1): YX-548-
30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C/E 390 MOVE 0,512:MOVE 1280,512 SX

40 REM (c> Acorn User Janua 400 PLOT B5,1,1024:PLOT 85,1 770 XX-SX:MOVE 0,YX
ry 1989 280,1024 780 FOR JX—KX TO KX

50 : 410 GCOL 0,C6 790 IF LX>1:DX-0:ELSE DX-(KX
60 MODE 7 420 FOR YX-512 TO 1024 STEP -JX+IX) MOD B*SX/32
70 INPUT "Seed Number",sXlS 12 800 DX-D7.*(IX MOD 2*2-1)

X-RND(-sX) 430 MOVE 0,YX:DRAW 1280,YX 810 IF GX-1:DRAW XX+SX,YX-DX
80 PRINT" "Planet Type:""" 440 NEXT :ELSE MOVE RND(1280),YX:PLOT 1

MVEMJSUNP"'"12345 450 ENDPROC ,RND(SX*4)-SX*2,-DX/2
6 7 8 9" 460 : 820 XX-XX+SX

90 INPUT TX:IF TX<1 OR TX>9 470 DEF PROChills 830 NEXTtNEXT

THEN 80 480 JX-512:KX=0:YX«512+RND(H 840 ENDPROC

100 INPUT "Subtype 1 TO 4:"t X) 850 :

X 490 XX-KX*320 860 DEF FNc(CX)

110 IF tX<l OR tX>4 THEN 100 500 MOVE XX,YX:MOVE XX,JX 870 =(CX AND 1>+(CX AND 2)*2
120 IF TX>4 AND TX<9iQX-tX+( 510 REPEAT UX-XXiWX-YX +(CX AND 4)*4+(CX AND 8)*8

TX-5>*4:INPUT "Moon Type 1 TO 520 XX-XX+DXX 880 :

4:"tX 530 YX-YX+RND(VX)-VX/2 890 DEF PROCplanet
130 IF QX>12 QX-QX-4 540 IF YX<JX:YX-1024-YX 900 LOCAL AX,BX
140 RX-(TX-l)*4+tX 550 GCOL 0,C9 910 IF RX>32:ENDPROC

150 PRINT'"Terraint"'"1. con 560 PLOT 85,XX,YX:PLOT 85,XX 920 IF RX<17 CA=3:CB=3:CC-3:
toured"'"2. flat"'"3. sea" ,JX rX-350-RX*16:G0T0 950

160 INPUT LXlIF L%<1 OR LX>3 570 GCOL 0.C10 930 RE8T0RE (1690+QX*10):REA
THEN 150 580 MOVE UX.WX+4 D CA,CB,CC
170 BX-2:IF LX-2 THEN BX-3 590 DRAW XX,YX+4 940 rX-150+RND(256)

180 PRINT'"1. unbroken"'"2. 600 MOVE XX,JX 950 xX-RND(1280):yX-500+RND(
broken" 610 UNTIL XX>12B0 256)

190 IF LX-2 PRINT "3. recedi 620 KX-KX+1:YX-512-KX*8: VX-V 960 zX-0

ng" X*2:JX-YX 970 IF yX>512:zX=512-yX:IF y
200 INPUT GX:IF GX>3 OR GX<1 630 IF KX<4 AND RND(2)-1 THE X-rX>512:zX—rX

THEN 180 N 490 980 FOR YX-zX TO rX STEP 4

210 HX-64:IF LX-3:HX-0 640 ENDPROC 990 XX-SQR(rX*rX-YX*YX)+8

220 RESTORE (1320+RX*10> 650 : 1000 AX-RND(2*XX)-XX

230 READ C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C 660 DEF PROCground 1010 BX-RND(2*XX)-XX

7,C8,C9,C10 670 GCOL 0,C4 1020 IF BX<AX:CX-AX:AX-BX:BX-

240 IF LX-3 THEN C9-C1:C1-C3 680 GCOL 0,'C4 CX

:C2-C3 690 MOVE 0,508:DRAW 1280,508 1030 MOVE xX-XX,yX+Y7.
250 DXX-RND(8)*12 700 IF CI JGCOL 0,CliFOR YX-0 1040 GCOL O.CAjDRAW xX+AX,yX+
260 VX-HX/4 TO 504 STEP 8:MOVE O.YXiDRAW YX

270 MODE 2:VDU 23;ll|0|0»0j 1280,YX:NEXT 1050 GCOL 0,CB:DRAW xX+BX,yX+
2B0 PROCsky 710 IF C2:GC0L 0,C2:F0R YX-4 YX

290 PROCground TO 504 STEP 8:MOVE O.YXtDRAW 1060 GCOL 0,CC:DRAW xX+XX,yX+
300 IF HX PROChills 1280,YX:NEXT YX

310 IF RX>8 AND RX<12 THEN P 720 IF GX-3:0X-RND(12B0):GCO 1070 NEXT

ROCdwel1 L 0,C4:M0VE 0,504:MOVE 07.-8*64 1080 IF RX<21 ENDPROC

320 *FX15 1 0,0: PLOT 85,07.-640,504:FOR XX- 1090 GCOL 0,7
330 U«GET:RUN -640 TO 640 STEP 16:MOVE OX+XX 1100 oX-RND(1024>

340 I ,504:DRAW 0X+8*XX,0:NEXT:MOVE 1110 MOVE xX+oX,1024:DRAW xX-
350 DEF PROCsky 1280,504:PLOT 85,0X+640,504:EN oX*(yX-512)/(1024-yX),512
360 IF C5-0 AND C6-0:5C0L 0, DPROC 1120 ENDPROC

CBtFOR IX-I TO 50:PLOT 69,RND( 730 IX-RND(64> 1130 l

12B0),RND(512)+512:NEXT:PR0Cpl 740 FOR KX-15 TO 1 STEP-1 1140 DEF PROCdwell

anet jENDPROC 750 IF KX MOD 2-0:GCOL 0,C3: 1150 IF LX-3 ENDPROC

Continued •
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-4 Listing 2. Planets continued
1160 MOVE 320,500 1420 DATA 0,2,4,3,0,4,0,0,2,3 1630 DATA 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,7,0,7

1170 FOR IX-1 TO 9 1430 DATA 6,2,4,2,0,4,0,4,2,7 :REM C

HBO JX-RND(B): RESTORE (1820+ 1440 DATA 2,4,4,3,4,0,4,7,0,2 1640 DATA 0,0,7,0,0,0,0,6,0,4

JX*10) 1450 DATA 5,1,1,4,0,1,0,5,0,6 iREM ROCK

1190 READ X1,Y1,X2,Y2,X3,C :REM MARS 1650 DATA 0,1,4,5,0,0,0,7,0,1

1200 X1-X1*4:Y1=YI*4 1460 DATA 3,1,1,2,0,1,0,0,1,2 :REM PLUTO

1210 X2=X2*4:Y2=Y2*4:X3-X3*4 1470 DATA 5,1,0,4,0,0,0,1,5,7 1660 DATA 0,4,1,2,0,0,0,7,0,4

1220 IF C:GCOL 0,0:ELSE GCOL 1480 DATA 1,0,1,2,0,0,0,5,0,4 1670 DATA 0,4,4,2,0,2,0,0,6,3
0,7 1490 DATA 7,6,2,4,0,0,0,7,7,6 1680 DATA 0,4,7,1,0,5,0,0,0,6

1230 PLOT 1,X1,Y1:PL0T 1,X2,Y :REM ICE 1690 REM line 930 must point

2 1500 DATA 7,7,1,4,0,0,0,7,7,2 here

1240 PLOT 1,X3,-Y1-Y2:PL0T 1, :REM SNOW 1700 DATA 7,3,5:REM JUPITER
-Xl-X2-X3,0 1510 DATA 7,0,0,1,0,0,0,6,0,5 1710 DATA 3,6,2

1250 GCOL 0,RND(4) :REM DIRTY 1720 DATA 2,6,5

1260 PLOT 0,8,4:PLOT 0,X1,Y1- 1520 DATA 6,4,4,2,0,4,0,0,4,7 1730 DATA 7,3,2

8 «REM H20 1740 DATA 3,1,5:REM SATURN
1270 PLOT B1,X2+X3-16,8-Y1 1530 DATA 0,0,4,7,0,0,0,4,0,5 1750 DATA 3,4,5

12B0 PLOT 81.-X3.Y1+Y2-8 :REM Ni 1760 DATA 2,4,5
1290 PLOT 0,B-X1-X2,4-Y1-Y2 1540 DATA 0,0,2,4,0,0,0,7,0,6 1770 DATA 5,4,1
1300 PLOT 0,RND(256)-128,(RND :REM A10 1780 DATA 1,4,4:REM URANUS/NE

(2)-l)*-4 1550 DATA 0,0,6,7,0,0,0,7,7,3 PTUNE

1310 NEXT:ENDPROC :REM SiO 1790 DATA 5,4,4
1320 REM line 220 must point 1560 DATA 0,0,1,5,0,0,0,7,0,1 1800 DATA 6,4,4

here :REM FeO 1810 DATA 6,4,5
1330 DATA 7,3,7,4,0,0,0,3,0,6 1570 DATA 0,6,4,5,0,6,0,0,0,2 1820 REM line 1180 must point

:REM MERC :REM NH3+ here

1340 DATA 3,1,3,1,0,0,0,7,0,5 1580 DATA 0,4,6,5,0,0,0,7,0,5 1830 DATA 0,5,8,0,0,7:REM DWE
1350 DATA 0,3,3,4,0,0,0,7,4,6 :REM NH3 LLINGS

1360 DATA 4,4,3,5,0,0,0,6,4,1 1590 DATA 0,0,1,4,0,5,0,0,0,1 1840 DATA 1,7,7,1,1,3
1370 DATA 7,7,6,1,6,1,7,0,0,6 :REM CH4+ 1850 DATA 0,6,15,0,2,5

:REM VENUS 1600 DATA 0,0,4,1,0,0,0,7,0,4 1860 DATA 2,8,11,1,2,2

13B0 DATA 7,6,2,5,6,4,6,0,5,0 :REM CH4 1870 .DATA 4,15,4,1,2,7
1390 DATA 7,6,4,0,6,7,5,5,0,7 1610 DATA 0,3,4,2,0,3,0,0,0,7 1880 DATA 0,15,8,0,0,1
1400 DATA 6,6,7,5,7,2,5,7,4,0 :REM H2S+ 1890 DATA 2,10,4,10,5,4
1410 DATA 2,3,4,2,0,4,0,6,5,2 1620 DATA 0,0,3,7,0,0,0,3,0,2 1900 DATA 0,15,6,15,4,7

:REM EARTH :REM H2S 1910 DATA 3,6,15,0,3,1

Listing 3. Mazes

10 REM Listing 3: Maze Game :ELSE VX-VX-i:PROCM:DX-4:GX-9: 620 UNTIL FNC(KX,LX,4)-0
20 REM By Peter Voke VDU 4:UNTIL FALSE 630 PROCE(KX-IX+2):ENDPROC

30 REM for BBC B use PAGE=& 360 IF GX0139 THEN 380 640 :

1100 370 IF FNC(IX,JX,32)-0:VDU 7 650 DEF PR0C2

40 REM <c> Acorn User Janua :ELSE VX-VX+1:PROCM:DX-4:GX-9: 660 KX-IX:LX-JX+1

ry 1989 VDU 4:UNTIL FALSE 670 REPEAT:LX-LX-1
50 : 380 CLS:WX-0 680 IF FNC(KX,LX,1>-0 PROCW<
60 MODE 130:VDU 23;llj0;0j0 390 IF FNCdX, JX, 16) :PROCT (1 1,JX-LX+1) ELSE IF FNC(KX-1,LX

5 ) ,2) PR0CD(l,JX-LX+2,12) ELSE P
70 HX-3:*FX 4 1 400 IF FNC(IX,JX,32):PROCU(1 R0CD(l,JX-LX+2,14)
80 *FX 9 0 ) 690 IF FNC(KX,LX,4)-0 PROCW(
90 VX-500: IX-8:JX=B:GX-O:SX 410 IF DX-1 PR0C1 -1,JX-LX+1) ELSE IF FNC(KX+1,L

=0 420 IF DX-2 PR0C2 X,2) PR0CD(-l,JX-LX+2,12) ELSE
100 DIM D*(B> 430 IF DX-4 PR0C4 PR0CD(-l,JX-LX+2,14)
HO DIM MX (15,15) 440 IF DX-8 PROCB 700 UNTIL FNC(KX,LX,2)-0
120 D*<S>»"N":D*(4)-"E" 450 PRINT TAB(7,1)D»(DX),SX 710 PROCE(JX-LX+2):ENDPROC
130 D*(2)="S":D*(1)-"W" 460 GX-INKEY 0:IF 6X<0 THEN 720 :

140 PR0CM:GX=9 460 730 DEF PROCB
160 REPEAT 470 UNTIL FALSE 740 KX-IX:LX-JX-1
170 FOR KX-1 TO 6 4B0 : 750 REPEAT:LX-LX+1

1B0 VDU 19,KX,1+(VX+KX) MOD 490 DEF PR0C1 760 IF FNC(KX,LX,4)=0 PROCW(
6;0; 500 KX-IX+1:LX-JX 1,LX-JX+1) ELSE IF FNC<KX+1,LX

190 NEXT 510 REPEAT:KX-KX-1 ,8) PR0CD(l,LX-JX+2,12) EL8EP
200 IF GX«81:PR0CQ:G0T0 3B0 520 IF FNC(KX,LX,8)-0 PROCW< R0CD<1,LX-JX+2,14)
210 IF GX>127 OR GX-13 OR GX 1,IX-KX+1)ELSE IF FNC(KX,LX+1, 770 IF FNC(KX,LX,1>-0 PROCW<

-9 THEN 300 1) PROCDd, IX-KX+2, 12)ELSE PRO -l.LX-JX+1) ELSE IF FNC(KX-1,L
220 IF GX<49 OR 6X>576 GX-49 CD(1,IX-KX+2,14) X,B) PR0CD(-l,LX-JX+2,12)ELSE
230 FOR TX-49 TO GX 530 IF FNC(KX,LX,2>-0 PROCWt PR0CD(-l,LX-JX+2,14)
240 IF FNC(IX,JX,DX)-0:VDU 7 -1, IX-KX+DELSE IF FNC(KX,LX-1 780 UNTIL FNC(KX,LX,B)-0

:TX-GX:GOTO 290 ,1) PR0CD(-1,IX-KX+2,12) ELSE 790 PROCE(LX-JX+2)
250 IF DX-1 IX-IX-1 PR0CD(-1,IX-KX+2,14) 800 ENDPROC
260 IF DX-4 IX-IX+1 540 UNTIL FNCCKX.LX,1>-0 810

270 IF DX-2 JX-JX-1 550 PROCE <IX-KX+2>:ENDPROC 820 DEF FNC(XX,YX,DX)
2B0 IF DX-B JX-JX+1 560 : 830 QX-&900+XX*16+YX
290 NEXT 570 DEF PR0C4 840 =(?QX> AND DX

300 IF GX-9 5X-SX+RXiQX-&900 580 KX-IX-1:LX-JX 850 :

+IX*16+JX:?QX=?QX OR &80 590 REPEAT:KX-KX+1 860 REM VERTICAL
310 IF GX-137 DX-DX/2:IF DX- 600 IF FNC(KX,LX,2)-0 PROCW( 870 DEF PROCV(SX,ZX,TX)

0:DX-8 1,KX-IX+1) ELSE IF FNC(KX,LX-1 880 HX-512/ZX
320 IF GX-136 DX-DX*2:IF DX- ,4) PR0CD(l,KX-IX+2,12) ELSE P 890 PX-640+SX*614/ZX

16:DX-1 R0CD(1,KX-IX+2,14> 900 PLOT TX,PX,508-HX
330 IF GX-13 DX-DX*4:IF DX>8 610 IF FNC(KX,LX,8)-0 PROCW( 910 PLOT TX,PX,50B+HX

:DX-DX/16 -1,KX-IX+1)ELSE IF FNC(KX,LX+1 920 ENDPROC
340 IF GX013B THEN 360 ,4) PR0CD<-1,KX-IX+2,12) ELSE 930 :

350 IF FNCdX, JX, 16)-0:VDU 7 PR0CD(-1,KX-IX+2,14) 940 REM HORIZONTAL

Continued •
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YELLOW PABES
i R A P H 1 C S

•4 Listing 3. Maze continued

950 DEF PROCH(SX.ZX) 1590 DRAW 640-614/(ZX+1),508- 2260 OX-QX+1
960 HX-512/ZX 512/(ZX+1) 2270 NEXT:NEXT

970 BX-614.4/ZX 1600 DRAW 640-614/(ZX+1),508- 22B0 VDU 5

980 MOVE 640-BX,50B+HX*SX 512/ZX 2290 IF VX MOD 2:7&900-7&900

990 DRAW 640+BX,50B+HX*SX 1610 MOVE 640+614/ZX,508-512/ OR 16:?&90F-?8<90F OR 32:ENDPR0
1000 ENDPROC ZX C

1010 : 1620 DRAW 640+614/(ZX+1),508- 2300 7&90F-7&90F OR 16
1020 REM PERP'R 512/(ZX+1> 2310 7&900-7&900 OR 32

1030 DEF PROCP(BX,TX,AX,ZX) 1630 DRAW 640+614/(ZX+1),50B- 2320 PROCwhere

1040 MOVE 640+614/AX*TX,508+5 512/ZX 2330 ENDPROC
12/AX*SX 1640 ENDPROC 2340 :

1050 DRAW 640+614/ZX*TX,50B+5 1650 : 2350 DEF PROCwhere:VDU 5
12/ZX*SX 1660 REM UP 2360 MOVE 250+IX*4B,16B+JX*4B
1060 ENDPROC 1670 DEF PROCU(ZX) 2370 IF DX-1 PRINT "<"
1070 : 1680 PROCHd.ZX) :PROCHd,ZX+l 2380 IF DX=2 PRINT "v"

1080 REM SIDEWALL ) 2390 IF DX-4 PRINT ">"
1090 DEF PROCW(SX.ZX) 1690 MOVE 640-614/ZX,508+512/ 2400 IF DX-8 PRINT "~"

1100 IF (DX AND 5) GCOL 0,1+J ZX 2410 MOVE 264,168
X MOD 7 ELSE GCOL 0,1+IX MOD 7 1700 DRAW 640-614/(ZX+1),508+ 2420 IF VX MOD 2 PRINT "d" EL
1110 PR0CV(SX,ZX,4) 512/dX+l) SE PRINT "u"

1120 PR0CV(SX,ZX+1,85) 1710 DRAW 640-614/(ZX+1),508+ 2430 MOVE 264,888
1130 WX-WX+1 512/ZX 2440 IF VX MOD 2 PRINT "u" EL
1140 ENDPROC 1720 MOVE 640+614/ZX,508+512/ SE PRINT "d"

1150 ZX 2450 *FX 15

1160 REM ENDWALL 1730 DRAW 640+614/<ZX+1),508+ 2460 U=GET:VDU 4:ENDPROC

1170 DEF PROCE(ZX) 512/(ZX+1) 2470 :

1180 IF FNC(KX,LX,16) PROCT(Z 1740 DRAW 640+614/(ZX+1),508+ 2480 DEF PROCN(GX,HX)
X-l) 512/ZX ' 2490 IF CX ENDPROC

1190 IF FNC(KX,LX,32) PROCUd 1750 ENDPROC 2500 KX-AX+GX:LX»BX+HX
X-l) 1760 : 2510 IF KX<0 OR KXM5 OR LX<0

1200 IF (DX AND 5) GCOL 0,1+K 1770 DEF PROCQ OR LX>15 ENDPROC

X MOD 7 ELSE GCOL 0,1+LX MOD 7 17B0 CLS:GCOL 0,7 2520 IF MX(KX,LX) ENDPROC
1210 PR0CV(1,ZX,4) 1790 PRINT TAB(4,1)"LEVEL "VX 2530 NX-NX+1

1220 PR0CV(-1,ZX,85) 1B00 FOR XX-0 TO 15 2540 CX-TRUE

1230 IF ZX<>2 OR WX<2 OR FNC( 1810 FOR YX-0 TO 15 2550 IF KX<AX PROCG(0,4,0,47)
IX,JX,8<80)<>0 OR FNC(IX,JX, 16) 1820 IF FNC(XX,YX,2)-0 MOVE 2 :MX<AX,BX)=MX(AX,BX) OR 1:MX(K
<>0:RX-0:ENDPROC 56+XX*4B,12B+YX*4B:DRAW 256+XX X,LX)-MX(KX,LX) OR 4:ENDPROC

1240 U-RND<-VX*37-IX*43-JX*19 •4B+4B,12B+YX*48 2560 IF KX>AX PROCG(48,4,48,4
) 1B30 IF FNC(XX,YX,1)=0 MOVE 2 7):MX(AX,BX)-MX(AX,BX) OR 4:MX
1250 VDU 5:MOVE 560,180:GC0L 56+XX448,12B+YX*4B:DRAW 256+XX (KX,LX)»MX(KX,LX) OR 1:ENDPROC

0,7 *4B,12B+YX*48+4B 2570 IF LX<BX PROCG(8,0,47,0)
1260 RX=RND(7) 1B40 NEXT:NEXT :MX(AX,BX)-MX(AX,BX) OR 2:MX(K
1270 ON RX GOSUB 1290,1300,13 1B50 MOVE 256,896:DRAW 1024,8 X,LX)-MX(KX,LX) OR 8:ENDPR0C

10,1320,1330,1340,1350 96:DRAW 1024,12B 2580 IF LX>BX PROCG(8,48,47,4
12B0 ENDPROC 1860 PROCwhere B):MX(AX,BX)-MX(AX,BX) OR 8:MX

1290 PROCobj<"ooo"):PRINT TAB 1870 ENDPROC (KX,LX)-MX(KX,LX) OR 2
(7,3)"chain":RETURN 18B0 : 2590 ENDPROC

1300 PROCobj("8 8"):PRINT TAB 1890 DEF PROCM 2600 :

(7,3)"coins":RETURN 1900 FOR AX-0 TO 15 2610 DEF PROCS

1310 PROCobj ("+—") :PRINT TAB 1910 FOR BX-0 TO 15 2620 REPEAT

(7,3)"dagger":RETURN 1920 MX(AX,BX)-0 2630 AX-RND(16)-1:BX-RND(16)-

1320 PROCobj(":.:"JiPRlNT TAB 1930 NEXT:NEXT 1

(7,3)"jewels":RETURN 1940 CLS:GCOL 0,7:AX-RND(-VX* 2640 UNTIL MX(AX,BX)<>0

1330 PROCobj ("^ "):PRINT TAB 53) 2650 ENDPROC

(7,3)"pearIs":RETURN 1950 PRINT TAB(4,1)"LEVEL "VX 2660 :

1340 PROCobj("XX "):PRINT TAB 1960 FOR XX-0 TO 768 STEP 48 2670 DEF PROCG(PX,QX,RX,SX)
(7,3)"crown":RETURN 1970 MOVE 256+XX,128 26B0 XX«256+AX*4S:YX-12B+BX*4

1350 PROCobj("* *"):PRINT TAB 19B0 DRAW 256+XX,896 8

(7,3)"gold":RETURN 1990 NEXT 2690 MOVE XX+PX,YX+QX:DRAW XX

1360 DEF PROCobj(A») 2000 FOR YX-0 TO 768 STEP 48 +RX.YX+SX

1370 PRINT A*;:PLOT 0,-160,-4 2010 MOVE 256,12B+YX 2700 ENDPROC

:PRINT A* 2020 DRAW 1024,128+YX

1380 VDU 4:ENDPROC 2030 NEXT

1390 : 2040 NX-0

1400 REM DOOR 2050 GCOL 0,0

1410 DEF PROCD(SX,ZX,FX) 2060 AX-RND(14)

1420 IF ZX<2:ENDPROC 2070 BX-RND<14)

1430 IF (DX AND 5) GCOL 0,1+K 20B0 FX-RND<6)*5

X MOD 7 ELSE GCOL 0,1+LX MOD 7 2090 DX-<RND(2>*2-3>

1440 IF FX<14 FX-10 2100 EX-(RND(2>*2-3)

1450 HX-512/ZX 2110 REPEAT

1460 AX-640+HX*SX*1.2 2120 CX-0

1470 BX-640+512/(ZX-FX/16)*SX 2130 IF RND(FX)-1 AND NX THEN

*1.2 2180

1480 MOVE AX.50B-HX 2140 PROCN(DX.O)

1490 MOVE BX,50B-HX 2150 PROCN(0,EX)

1500 PLOT B5,AX,508+HX 2160 PROCN(-DX,0)

1510 PLOT 85,BX,508+HX 2170 PROCN(O.-EX)

1520 ENDPROC 21B0 IF CX-0 PROCS:GOTO 2130

1530 : 2190 AX-KX:BX-LX

1540 REM DOWN 2200 UNTIL NX>254

1550 DEF PROCT(ZX) 2210 GCOL 0,3

1560 PROCH(-l.ZX) 2220 QX-0

1570 PR0CH(-1,ZX+1> 2230 FOR AX-0 TO 15

15B0 MOVE 640-614/ZX,508-512/ 2240 FOR BX-0 TO 15

ZX 2250 QX?&900-MX(AX,BX)
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OFFERS-
THIS MONTH'S LISTINGS

We have put together many utilities to help
get your 1989 computing off to a good
start. Included in Hints and Tips this month
are: a fade to black routine which protects
the monitor automatically while the key
board is not being used; a one-line function
procedure lister; a utility to provide a word
wrap on Interword; and a file back-up for
Wordwise Plus.

Agora features programs that explain
the sound system on the Arc including

converting samples into modules. There is
also a disc sector copier and a Master to
Arc font converter.

Joe Telford has come up with a User
Card to rival Apple's HyperCard. There are
also all sorts of digitised pictures. The
monthly discs are available in 3.5-inch and
5.25-inch versions, please see page 115 to
place your order.

See in 1989 with the
January's listing disc

Ten of the best Acorn User games on one
80-track double-sided 5.25-inch disc.

Whether you're into arcade or adven
ture type games this new disc has some
thing for everyone. The games included
are Warlord, Wizalon, Castle of Night
mares, Run Silent, Run Deep, Polyomi-
noes and Quadline. We have also in

cluded three of the most popular one-line
games from recent Abusers. Test your
knowledge with Mastermind and start

DAMES DISC
playing Varpon and Lurch to win. Make
sure you get your disc of fun and enter
tainment and send off for the Games disc
today. At only £8.95 it will make the
perfect Christmas gift.

Games galore
for just £8.95

'8 7 COMPILATION DISC

Acorn User has put all your favourite
programs, routines and utilities from
1987 on one disc.

Featured are: Kiddie Art; Tapestry; PCB
by CAD; Autumn and Theme, our music'
programs from April '87. Also on the disc
is Joe Telford's GEM-like front end for the
Master including a desktop calendar and
year planner.

Other useful utilities include a prop
ortional screen dump, a View printer
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driver generator, a monitor-testing
routine and a routine for printing spread
sheets sideways.

The second half of the disc is devoted
to graphics, with a video image enhancer
and six of the best Graphics Bonuses.

The Acorn User '87 Compilation disc
comes in 5.25-inch 80-track format, with
a comprehensive manual which includes
all function key strips and instructions
needed for the programs.

All the very best
of '87 on one disc
ORDER BY TELEPHONE (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
SOFTWARE & GRAPHICS

Great graphics
utilities

The 40-track 5.25-inch Graphics Utilities disc, keenly priced at
£7.95, features 16 stand-alone machine code utilities, an
advanced teletext editor, several useful Basic procedures, an
easy-to-adapt disc headerand index. Included are: *ROTATE,
rotatesarea through 180 degrees; *SWAPC0L, swaps two
colours; *C0LFILL, a colour fill routine; *SVPIC, saves a
compacted picture; *LDPIC, reloads a compacted picture.
There are many utilities to manipulate graphics.

IflcornUser
By David Uurincf CO Bcor

ERITIAid

Memo to all Network Users...

The i: i pad is just one of mang useful
utilities on the Acorn User

Sideways Ran Utili

Sideways RAM
made simple

The Acorn Usersideways RAM disc gives you many more utilities
for yoursideways RAM. These include: RAMpad - yourcomputer's
answer to the pad and pen; six different on-screen fonts available
inall modes; a 15k printer buffer; Screen Swap- store and recall
mode 4 or 5 screens; *R0MHEAD - standard service ROM header;
*RL00K - allows you to examine sideways RAM or ROM.

There are many more utilities on this 40/80-track 5.25-inchdisc
and it's a snip at £9.95.

Micro masterpieces on
Portfolio for £9.95

JonathanInglis, freelance illustrator, has
assembled a Portfolioof his best work
exclusively forAcorn User.

The disc contains screens that have been
usedby national andregional publications.
Included are Seurat's Bathers, a Time Out
coverfromAugust1985, and twofamiliar
Acorn Usercovers, Willow (Nov '86)and
Magician (Jan '86), as well as several
picturescommissioned by The Times.

Three of Jonathan's favourite
masterpieces are on the disc;Seurat's
Riverside, Vermeer's Ladyatthe Virginal
anda copyofa famous lithograph by
Matisse. Sadefanswill probably be more
interested inthe twostunning portraitsof
the singer included on the disc.

You cancreateyourownpiece de
resistance using the Pixel Editor andSuper
Painterprograms. Pixel Editor allows youto
draw inand alterminutedetail, while Super
Painterenables youto drawlines,texture
your screen and shade bymixing theeight
standard colours.

Portfolio comes in 80-track 5.25-inch

format witha comprehensiveinstruction
sheet telling youabout the picturesand how
the artist created them. This disc can be

yours for only£9.95.

TO ORDER USE THE FORM ON PAGE 116
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5.25-INCH DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS 5.25-INCH MONTHLY DISCS

Yes! Please startmy 5.25-inch discsubscription with the issue. 1987 1988 • JUL 0234-8
• FEB 0217-8 • JAN 0228-3 • AUG 0235-6
• MAR 0218-6 • FEB 0229-1 • SEPT 0236-4

01 UK • £40.00
02 UK (withBBC Acorn D £50.00

• APR 0219-4 • MAR 0230-5 • OCT 0237-2
• MAY 0220-8 • APR 0231-3 • NOV 0238-0

usermagazine)
03 EUROPE (Airmail) Q £76.00
03 OVERSEAS (Surface) • £76.00
04 OVERSEAS (Airmail) • £84.00

• JUL 0222-4 D MAY 0232-1 • DEC 0239-9
• SEP 0224-0 • JUN 0233-X 1989
• NOV 0226-7 • JAN 024°-2
• DEC 0227-5

TOTALVALUE£ TOTALVALUE £

3.5-INCH DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS 3.5-INCH MONTHLY DISCS
1988 1989
• AUGUST 0501-0 • JANUARY 0506-1

Yes! Please startmy3.5-inch discsubscription with the issue. • SEPTEMBER 0502-9
• OCTOBER 0503-7
• NOVEMBER 0504-5

01 UK • £55.00 • DECEMBER 0505-3
02 EUROPE (Airmail) • £76.00
02 OVERSEAS (Surface) • £76.00 Monthly 3.5-inch discs aresuitable for theMaster Compact and the

03 OVERSEAS (Airmail) • £84.00 Archimedes.

UK = £6.95
Europe = £7.95

TftTAT.VAT.TIF £ TOTAL VALUE £ Overseas = £8.95

MAGAZINESUBSCRIPTIONS MAGAZINEBACK ISSUES
1986 1987 1988

Yes! PIpjisp startmysiihsnfiptinn with the tssnp • JAN 0032-9 • JAN 0044-2 • JAN 0056-6
(UK subscribers should seepage76.) • FEB 0033-7 • MAR «>46-9 • FEB 0057-4

• MAR 0034-5 • APR 0047-7 • MAR °°58-2

12issues 27issues • APR 0035-3 • MAY 0048-5 • APR 0059-0

01 UK £18.95 £35-°° • MAY 0036-1 • JUN 0049-3 • JUN 0061-2
02 UKWITH5.25-inch DISC £55.00 • JUN 0037-X • JUL 0050-7 • JUL 0062-0

03 EUROPE £28.00 £50.00 • JUL 0038-8 • AUG 0051-5 • AUG 0063-9
04 MIDDLE EAST £35.00 £60.00 • AUG 0039-6 • SEP 0052-3 • SEPT 0064-7
05 THE AMERICAS AND £40.00 £70.00 • SEP 0040-X • OCT 0053-1 • OCT 0065-5

AFRICA • OCT 0041-8 • NOV 0054-X • NOV 0066-3
06 REST OFTHE WORLD £45.00 £80.00 • DEC 0055-8 • DEC 0067-1

UK = £1.95
TOTAT.VAT.TIF. £ Europe = £2.95

TOTAL VAT .TIE £ Overseas = £3 95

BINDERS
UK = £4.95
Europe = £7.95

TOTAL VALUE £ Q MAGAZINE BINDER 1201-7 Overseas - £14.95

^____

24-HOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE (0672) 40825
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ORDER FORM
ACORN USER ROMS ACORN USER SPECIAL CASSETTES

a USER DUMP 1001-4

• USER ROM 1002-2
• AXR ROM 1003-0

TOTAL VALUE £.

GRAPHICS UTILITIES DISC

40-track 0830-3 •

EDUCATION DISC

40-track 0815-X •

VIEWCHART DISC
40-track 0920-2 D

1987 COMPILATION DISC
80-track 0990-3 D

TOTAL VALUE £.

UK = £19.95
Europe = £20.95
Overseas = £21.95

a ACORN USER GRAPHICS

D BEST OF ACORN USER
D FINEST FAVOURITES

TOTAL VALUE £.

ACORNUSER SPECIAL DISCS

UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas = £9.95

UK = £12.95
Europe = £13.95
Overseas = £14.95

UK = £6.95

Europe = £7.95
Overseas = £8.95

SIDEWAYS RAM

UTILITIES DISC
40-track 0825-7 •

CALLIGRAPHY

40/80-track 0950-4 D

PORTFOLIO DISC
80-track 0970-9 •

NETWORK UTILITIES
DISC

80-track 0809-5 •

GAMES DISC D

80-track, double sided0610-6

0601-7

0602-5

0604-1

UK = £2.95

Europe = £4.95
Overseas = £5.95

UK = £9.95
Europe = £10.95
Overseas = £11.95

UK = £19.95

Europe = £20.95
Overseas = £21.95

UK = £8.95
Europe = £9.95
Overseas = £10.95

• I enclose a cheque/postal orderfora totalof£ made payable to Redwood Publishing Ltd

D Please debit my • Visa (Barclaycard) D Access (Mastercard)

Credit card number

SIGNED

MR/MRS/MISS/MS INITIALS

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Expiry date

DATE

SURNAME

TELEPHONE

Please return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd, Acorn User Mail Order, Marlborough Rd, Aldbourne, Wilts SN8 2DD.

ForOffice Use Only 0 0 •

2001X 299 N m a
B41

24-HOUR TELEPHONE SERVICE 0672 40825
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Dabhand Guides for the BBC

HyperDriver: Printer
Prowess

Rave reviews have praised the
simplicity and ease of use of
HyperDriver. This ROM will
transform the way in which you
use your printer.

From BASIC simple star com
mands allow you to access the
entire range of your printers
special effects. These same *
commands can be embedded

within products such as Inter-
Word and WordWise Plus. A

printerdriveris included for View
and View Professional users.

The special text print facility al
lows text to be previewed on
screen before printing. The NLQ
font gives high quality printed
output and a macro facility al
lows you to create your own *
commands. All this and much,

much more.

HyperDriver costs £29.95 for
ROM, disc and 100-page man
ual, or £24.95 for an SRAM
version. (SRAM and ROM ver
sions are identical in operation.)

VIEW: A Dabhand Guide

Thistop sellingguide to the VIEW
wordprocessor has been highly
acclaimed by all the BBC maga
zines. In comparison with Mas
tering View, ViewSheet and
ViewStore Beebug said:
"...much more to offer the com

petent VIEWuser...practicaland

MiniDriver: Printer

Power for Mini Office II

MiniDriver is a must for all users

of Mini Office II, providing real
printer power from within any
module and a ViewData termi

nal in one!

Simple mnemonic commands
which may be embedded in your
wordprocessor text allow you to
gain full and simple access to all
of your printers special effects.
Not only that but the special
preview option allows you to see
on-screen the appearance of
yourtext before printing thereby
saving you time and paper.

Aproportional NLQ font ensures
all users of Mini Office have let

ter quality print output, An inte
gral ViewData terminal allows
access to electronic mail areas

such as Prestel, and Micronet

MiniDriver works with all ver

sions of Mini Office II and is

supplied on ROM with a 40 page
manual and disc. Price. just
£24.95 or £19.95 for SRAM

version.

down-to-earth...for those who

want a complete, thorough and
readable guide to VIEW then
Bruce Smith is your man." Even
BBC Radio said: "It's verygood'.
254 pages and includes cover
age of ViewSpell. Utility pro
grams. Book: £14.95 or £17.95
with programs disc.

Master Operating
System

David Atherton's book is quite
simply - the Master Owner's
Bible. This "invaluable" (A&B)
guide to the inner workings of
the Master 128, Compact and
B+ contains a wealth of vital

information on the MOS, Tube,
filing system,* commands and
much, much more. Beebug
said in comparison with the
New Advanced User Guide

and the WE Ref.Guide: "...cer

tainly has more detail on the
MOS as one would expect."
Price: £14.95 or £17.95 with

programs disc.

MOS Plus

Master 128 owners, MOS Plus

is an invaluable extension to

your micros OS providing a
wide range of facilities. For
example, it supplies ADFS
*FORMAT,*EXALL, "VERIFY,
'BACKUP, and *CATALL in
ROM. There are many new
commands - *FIND locates a

file anywhere on disc. New
'CONFIGURE options allow
you to configure startup
colours. The Masters alarm

feature is fully supported.

Beebug said: "MOSPlus is an
excellentproduct". We agree!
£12.95 (ROM)/£7.95 SRAM.

Free catalogue.
Phone or write

today!

5 Victoria Lane (AUJ), Whitefield, Manchester M25 6AL

Tel: 061-766 8423 BT Gold: 72:MAG11596 Prestel: 942876210

Prices include VAT and P&P (UK/BFPO/CI). ACCESS/VISA accepted by post/phone/Mailbox/
in person. Cheques and POs to address above. Dabs Press products available from all good
dealers. Add £2.50 (£12 air) if outside UK. Official orders welcome.
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contex ^
Archimedesis a trademarkol AcomComputersLtd.

BANK MANAGER lordiscsystems only
The mostadvancedand versatilepersonal bank account management programavailablefor
all BBCcomputers. Consistently acclaimed!

"data entry is a delight... professional... excellentproduct" - Micro UserApril '86
Entercheques and receipts.Standingorders any frequency.Automatic date sequencing.
Reconcile statements. Search, amend and delete. Unreconcile. Move forwards or backwards.
Analyse expenditure. Forward cash flowforecast. Upto 36 simultaneous 'bank accounts'
online,inter-account transfers. 9999standingorders. 99 anajysis categories. 12 actual and 12
budgets percategory,over4,000postingson an 80tkdisc. Reports toscreen or printer.
Graphics. Foreign currency support. Password. File recovery. Auto exec file. Field editing.
Itemised look ahead. Programmable report writer.

Standard Bank Manager for tha BBC B, B+ £17.50

BANK MANAGER MASTER (ordisc systems only
Version 2 nowavailable.Includesallof the facilities of the Standard BankManagerplusADFS
file systemsupport,shadow screens, uses sideways RAM, 40 or80 columnscreen reports,
improvedgraphics, m/c windows,functionkey support and onscreen labels, additional
functions added to the already extensive report facilities.

Bank Manager Matter for the MASTER and MASTER COMPACT £22.50

ARCHIMEDES BANK MANAGER
All facilities ofMasterversion plushighspeed 'native'mode,wild cardanalysisenquiry,
analysis code sort and other enhancements.

"Impressed,ideal, easy to use"-Micro User, March '88
ARCHIMEDES BANK MANAGER £25.00

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITIES (ordisc systems only
For the 'professional' who also uses the BANK MANAGER to control the business accounts
theBUSINESS UTILITIES adddoubleentrytrial balanceandprogrammable spreadsheet
analysisreports.Generated fromcheque and cash transactions keyed intoBANK MANAGER.
Just pass the reportstoyouraccountant!Available forallBankManagerversions,state which.

Bank Manager Buainesa Utility Pack 1 £12.00

TYPING TUTOR
Quickly learntotouchtype.Over90smoothly grades lessonsgraduateyoufrom the basic
homekeystocomplete keyboard mastery. Unique word scan linechecking. TargetWPM and
percentagecorrect.Youmayrevicethe targets or lessons as required.Audiokeyclickfor
positivekey depression. Establish a typingrhythm using the automatic metronome. Free
format option. Disc version includes severalenhancements eg.on screen keyboard, exact
mode, on screen parameters. Recommended.

Cassette £12.50, Disc for BBC B, B+, MASTER and COMPACT £12.50
Disc for ARCHIMEDES(all models) £15.00

ALLPRICES FULLYINCLUSIVE.FREE POSTAGE WITHINUK.
Enquiries and Access Creditcard orders telephone 023 03 347

Pleasestate:cassette,ZWdisc, 5V4" 40tk disc, or5VV 80tkdiscandcomputer type
(B,Compact, Master or Archimedes).

CONTEX COMPUTING
(REF. AU)

15 WOODLANDS CLOSE, COPLE, BEDFORD MK44 3UE

ES

Succeed with LCL Self-Tuition Courses

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE

MICRO FRENCH (8-GCSE)
MICRO MATHS (11-GCSE)
MICRO ENGLISH (S-GCSE)

MEGA MATHS

HOME COLLEGE

Highest ever marks in
recent review.

Hons. graduate/teacher authors.
World leader (24 countries)

W:mYtIII for beginners (from
ages 4 to adult), exam candidates

or teachers with any BBC Micro (B, B+, Master, Compact,
Electron or ARCHIMEDES Bffl)
IgJ^JJfl immediate dispatch
£5 off total for 2 courses, £10off for 3, £17off for four, £24offfor five
SOFTWARE. Each course includes 24 programs on up to
105 topics held on 2-4 discs/tapes and usually with 2 books
and a voice tape and costs only. £24.
READING WRITING COURSE

aqes^Roa

Teaches using moving colour pictures and
speech |W3ffl|
All anirnatedT colour graphics extra two
disks available for £5 (4 discs)
With real speech &graphics adventure game
Best seller, highly acclaimed
Eng. Language or EFL with real speech
(new enlarged)
A-level course with all Calculus by graphics
Open learningcourses ofvideo,softwareand books.
Choice of MATHS, ENGLISH, or FRENCH. Only
£49.99 each

SEND COUPON OR PHONE ORDERSOR REQUESTS FOR FREE
COLOUR CATALOGUE AND POSTER TO:
LCL(Dept A) Thames House, 73 Blandy Road, Henley, Oxon RG91QB

• OR RING (0491) 579345 (10am-10pm)

NAME •ADDRESS

TITLE COMPUTER Disc/Tape/3'/2"disc

n8

SOLID STATE PARALLEL
PRINTSHARER/PRINTERCHANGER/PRINTCROSSOVER

OURSOLID STATE DATA SWITCHES CAN USE CABLES AS
LONG AS 30M ON INPUT AND OUTPUT WITHOUT ANY

DATA LOSS/ERROR

SPECIAL OFFER FOR BBC USERS

FREE INPUT CABLES
PRINTERSHARER

(SEVERAL MICROS TO 1 PRINTER)
3 WAY - 26 PIN - £60 (a) (3 X 6FT INPUTCABLESFREE)

6 WAY - 26 PIN - £110 (b) (6 X 6FT INPUTCABLESFREE)

PRINTCHANGER

(1 MICRO TO SEVERAL PRINTERS)
3 WAY - 36 PIN - £60 (a) (1 X 6FT INPUT CABLE FREE)

6 WAY - 26 PIN- £110 (b) (1 X 6FT INPUTCABLE FREE)

PRINTERCROSSOVER
(2 MICROS TO 2 PRINTERS)

26 PIN - £70 (2 x 6FT INPUT CABLES FREE)

FOR IBM & COMPATIBLES
PRINTERSHARPER/PRINTERCHANGER

WITHOUT INPUT CABLES WITH INPUT CABLES
2 WAY £70 (a) 2 WAY £90 (b)
3 WAY £80 (a) 3 WAY £110(b)
6 WAY £140 (c) 6 WAY£200 (c)

FORSERIAL & PARALLEL SMART& BUFFERED SWITCHES
& INLINE BUFFERS, PLEASE CONTACT

CUSTOM CABLE-MAKING SERVICE AVAILABLE

Add Postage: (a) £4.00 (b) E6.00 (c) E7.50 + 15% V.A.T
KEVZONE COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD
454 Sunleigh Road
Alperton. Wembloy
Middlesex HA04NW

Telephone: 01-900 1525 Telex: 881 3271 GECOMSG

USE A PERSONAL ORGANISER?
YOU NEED THE

|FAX*FILEORGANISER|
Combine the powerof your BBCwith the flexibility and
convenience of a personal organiser (Filolax, Lcfax etc)
to create a personalised data base. Using special sized
computer paper or single sheets to print:

* Diaries including your data (on disc)
* Address book pages, up to 48 entries sorted by

name.

* Custom designed forms.

The program is menu driven with plenty ol" on-screen
help. The graphics are superb and the printed pages will
match the high quality of your personal organiser.

The Organiser will run on a BBC B or a Master 128. It
requires an Epson FX80 compatible printer. Extra
computer paper (tractor feed, pre-punched) is
available.

DIARY

"simple but effective product, very easy to use"Acorn User
"Extremely friendly. I cannot fault it" Beebug
"1 have no reservations about recommending this product" Micro User

FORMS

;. ittnm

0 !
•

£12.95 INC P&P

DISC, 40/80 track (state which)
manual

sample pack of paper.

ARC Version

Phone for

details.

MEWsoft

11 Cressy Road
London NW3 2NB

(01-267 2642)

MEWsoft's latest product: THE A4 FORMS DESIGNER
'A cheap and effective program' Acorn User Sept, 88

Similar to the Forms Designer feature of the Fax*file Organiser
but with block copy, scrolling A4 size page, data insertion, etc.
Ideal for Schools, Clubs, and for invoices, membership forms
etc. For Master/Compact, ARC, Model-B with Shadow RAM.

5'/4" Disk £9.95 Arc Version £12.95 3'/2" Disk.
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QUAZER - The Experience Starts Now!
Fifteen million years ago there waspeace in thegalaxyuntil the Werros
came from the distantgalaxy of the Toosaheab.

Some arrived in their fast streamlined Geith ships, others in the less fast but
moremanoeuvrable Roufs. Some even flew the one-man Lucls ship.
Propelled by powerful Roa engines they travelled through Rervi-hyperspace
to tfte Milky Way for the battle that they called "The Tagerta": the battle
that was to affect every single member of the galaxy.

They attacked, no-one was ready. Almost before the Milky Way's fleet
could bealerted they had sent their enslavers - The Theeaamas - to capture
planets. The whole galaxywas taken over ina matter of months. It was
thebiggest catastrophe theyhadeversuffered.

Now it is timefor the tables to be turned - rebelintelligence has locatedthe
base planetof the Werros and it is YOUR job to destroy it....

You are incommand of the specially commissioned Quazer spaceship in
this super fast action Archimedes cult spectacular. Itfeatures themost
amazing graphics ever seen with superb parellax scrolling andstunning
sound effects.

Reflexes alone will notbe enough todeal with thewaves of co-ordinated
alien fleets and theirdeadly attack formations. You must manoeuvre your
ship through increasingly difficult terrains and use strategies of attack,
defenceand bluff to stay alive.

To complete anylevel you must destroy specific alien land bases and these
increase in number as youprogress. You can start at any level thatyou
havecompleted using thepassword system orjump straight to your
highest attained level.

Da at em!
j HOW TO ORDER 7 \jo: |mpact Software, Neepsend House, 1Percy St.,
wmm^mm^mi^^mm-' \ Sheffield, S3 8AU.
Vimply fill in the coupon andsend with a |

Please send me the following:

QUAZER
Archimedes 3 V Disc ONLY £11.95

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Name ..

Address

cheque or postal order toImpact Software
>• All "Quazers" despatched by 1st

ClassPoston same day as order
[Unparalleled Service).

> Freepostage and Packing
ImpactSoftware
Neepsend House
1Percy St.

enclose a cheque/PO (made payable to Impact Software)
for £11.95.

uldalso likeloorder at the same limeplease see
vertelsewhere in thismagazine).

C.* Jt/If^UtC' Sheffield S38AU . iN B |f,(,„,„ oro any omor gomes you wo.
^OffW™' Tel. (0742) 769950 | [he comprehensive Impact &mes (flub od Postcode



SPECIAL

OFFER

1st DEC

TO 10th JAN

TechnoLOG
The ultimate Back-Plane and Disc-drive Interface for the

ARCHIMEDES series of computers

En33HEE3— features include: Four slots with
optional external expansion-Ability to plug in a Math co
processor (400 series) — Options for use of the internal

power supply on external boards

Quality PCB & components-complete with all fixings

Introductory offer £39.95
Norm, price £44.95

Optional single external slot £13.50

EE33ZM3BSni3S33- features include: Up to 3
ext. drives-switch 1st ext. drive to O or A (useful for
PC's)-ext. Power connector-use 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" drives-

fully bufferered - and many more . . .

Price £29.95

Mail order only. All prices exc. VAT and P&P. Please add £2.50 for P&P
and 15% VAT to the total.

TechnoLOG Ltd

22Fineshade Ave, Leicester LE3 9TN
Tel: (0533) 510610

Mijas Software
** Bringing th«newsoftware world to YOUR BBC Micro

Technical Assistant

Based in St Albans, BEEBUG is a company which
specialises in the publication of computer magazines
and computer software for the BBC micro, Master
and Archimedes. We need someone to work in our
magazine department to provide technical support.

The successful candidate should have a good
knowledge of programming in Basic, and preferably
an understanding of Assembler. Experience of using
these languageson a BBC micro is highly desirable.
Thework will involve dealing with technical queries
relating to our magazines, evaluating contributions,
writing, editing and testing programs for use
internallyor for publication, and generallyproviding
technicalexpertiseand support

Ifyouareinterested in working fora friendly but go-
aheadcompany in an interesting and challenging job
thenwe would like to hear fromyou.

To apply, write to The Personnel Manager at the
address below, giving full details of yourself, your
educationand work experience <if any),and convince
us youare the rightperson for the job.

BEEBUG Ltd, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hilt
St Albans, Herts ALi 1EX.

The Professionals
choice for

65(C)02 Systems

The Complete Software Development Package
For the BBC B and MASTER

Complete System for
MASTER or BBC B

with 64K of s/w RAM
Included on 80T disk

Small 'C, Assembler, Linker
and Source-Level DEBUG

£50

Small 'C
Many times faster than BASIC, 40K+ Program space in stand-alone mode.
Makes testing easier, save time, patience and printer paper.
Full implementation of Small 'C with BBC graphics extensions.
Professional-style assembler, modular, relocatable, disk to disk.
Full Specification Linker giving compact run-files anywhere in memory.
Full Source Code provided for the *C compiler, add your own featuresl
Source-Level Debug for rapid and effective testing of 'C or assembler.
Full Library facilities, 'C and assembler Libraries provided ( with sources ).

Post-sales support, low cost updates.

Check with us for
availability on other systems.

New Product

Professional printing you can afford today.
Our new LASER TYPESETTING PROGRAM
prints multi-window multi-column, multi-
-page Text & Graphics.
Software £25. Requires one of the new
low-cost Laser printers with proportional
fonts. Written in Small 'C to run on any
BBC B or MASTER.

Coming Soon
Development system for the
new versions on the 6502 as
well as the 6502 and 65C02.

Write software for single board
computers and other industrial
applications using your BBC
computer. Available early 1989.

Existing Users - Update your system to Version 1.5k - send £5 and your old disk
New features, faster code, updated linker, extended libraries.

Write for full details
or order today from:-

Mijas Software
Winchester Rd.
Micheldever

Winchester
Hants S021 3DG

H
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1or 2 Player Action
Keyboard or Joysticks

ZENON - You wouldn't dare
Imagine a land so dangerous that onlythemostheroic ofspaceexplorers would
dare to tread. A land filled with more evil foes than can possibly be overcome.

Imagine Zenon

Zenon is totalarcade action forone or twoplayers. Playingalone is fantastic.
Playing simultaneously with a friend is unbelievable.

Beaming downto thesurface ofZenonfrom yourintergalactic cruiserimmediately
puts you intotheactionamongst a hostofdeadlyandroids, meteorites, fireballs,
missiles and other unforeseen perils. Set against a background ofscrolling stars
you must run foryourlife orboostintotheairusingyouratomically-powered
jetpack.

Initiallyyou are armedwith onlya simple RepeatLaserwhich you willquickly find
inadequateto deal with the sheer volume of enemies. Watch out for the opportunity
tograbmorepowerful weaponryincluding the Twin-Shot Laser, Atomic
Blasterand not forgetting the ultimateweapon • the lethal MachineLaser.

No space explorerhas yet reached the heart of Zenon. Thereare 250 levels to be
completed and new inconceivable monstrousandroidswill tryto thwartyou as you
advance.

No one knows all of the aliens that await you, but many will undoubtedly require
several hits to destroy them. Documented proof exists ofonly a few: the massive
Terrapedes (snarie-likeandroids), Orbitroids (giant steel eyes), Roamodrons
(walkingmachines) and various typesofShapeoids; plusRods, Zebbadoids,
Packoids, DuckadronsandRambodroids. »-» »*__ _ j

Don t go alone

HOW TO ORDER 7 ^°: lmPact Software- Neepsend House, 1Percy St., Sheffield, S3 8AU.
Please send me the following:
ZENON Electron/BBC Cassette @ £4.95

ZENON BBC B/Master 5 1/4" disc @ £4.99

ZENON Master Compact 3 1/2" disc @£6.95

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Name

Address

)UD

cheque or postal orderto Impact Software.
>- All "ZENONS" despatched by 1st

Class Poston same day as order.
(Unparalleled Service). flF9^!

> Free postageand Packing. w \ j
f^ ImpactSoftware

:Neepsend House
1Percy St.
Sheffield S3 8AU

enclose a cheque/PO (made payable to
Impact Software) for

•
a
a

(N.B. Ifthereore any othergamesyouwould also like loorder at thesame lime please see the^p y* sSJf& Sheltield bo bAU (N.B, It there ore any other games you would also liKe lo oraer at tne :
.^fllCCM™™*^ Tel. (0742) 769950 comprehensive Impact Games Club advert elsewhere in this magazine

Postcode
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a fax machine
and more

- —r___i ~_r^ri3^^^M

With the ever increasing popularity
of FAX machines this form of

document communication is set to replace

conventional postal deliveries with a fast,

reliable, strike free, electronic mail service.

FAX PACK brings this world of facsimile
document transfer to the Archimedes. By
combining the facilities of a FAX machine with
the power and flexibility of a computer, FAX
PACK offers considerable benefits over

conventional FAXsystems.

FAX PACKbasicallyallows any document, be it
printed text or graphics, or an electronic
document such as a word processor file, to be
sent to FAXmachines anywhere in the world, in
seconds. Thisis doneby scanning (digitising)
the document and then sending it digitally over
a normal phone line to the receiving FAX
machine which re-constructs the image and
then prints it.

THE HARDWARE

The basic FAX PACK consists of a modem

podule that plugs into any Archimedes
computer, and thesoftware todriveit. Avariety
of options are available such as scanners and
power switching boxes.

The podule has connections for a scanner and
power switching box (see below) and a
conventional telephoneline. An adapter is
provided allowinga conventional phone to be
paralleled with FAX PACK so thatonly one
telephone line is required for both FAX and
conventional use. However if a lot of FAX mail

is going to besent/received then a separate
dedicated line is advisable.



Unlike many normal FAX machines the
hardware also provides both auto-answer and
auto-dial facilities making it convenient and
allowing completely automatic operation
without human intervention.

THE SOFTWARE

As part of FAXPACK this not only provides all
the basic mechanisms for communicating with
FAX machines but also includes high level

WIMPbased facilities for viewing FAXes on
screenwithin a window, where they can be pixel
edited, scaled, cropped,printed, etc.

This WIMP based software is simplicity itself to
use so FAXPACK can be used in the office by
staff with little or no computer experience. Of
course unlike any conventional FAX machine
FAXescan be viewed on screen, or filed away on
disc for future reference without ever getting

onto paper.

The software also allows text, word processed
files, even graphics, to be automatically
converted to a suitable FAX format for sending

to other FAX machines. The paperless office
becomes closer to reality since it is now possible
to write articles, documents or letters and then

send these directly to remote machines without
involving paper.

However facilities are also included for printing
FAXes to a range of 9 and 24 pin dot matrix,
inkjet and laser printers.

SUPER FAST MODEM

The FAX podule actually consists of a 9600bps
auto-answer, auto-dial modem, and so can be

used for much more than just FAX transfer. The

software can detect the type of remote machine,
and if it finds a similarly equipped computer
(rather than a FAX machine) at the other end it

can then transfer ANY file fully error checked
and glitch free. And by using some very
advanced transmission protocols it can transmit
data 4 times faster than most conventional

modems on normal telephone lines.

THE SCANNER

In order to send printed material it is necessary
to digitise the page. An optional hand-held, A4
width, 200 dpi scanner can connect to the FAX
podule. Being hand-held it is not only
supremely compact, but it can digitise complete
A4 pages, or pages from books or other awkward
shaped documents.

Of course images scanned in this fashion are
not only useful for FAX purposesbut also for
inclusion in word processor or desk top

publishing programs. FAX PACK software
allows company logos and signatures to be
scanned, cropped and then
included as part of
other FAXed

material.

An associated

motorised sheet feeder

can be supplied to go with

this scanner. The scanner

mounts on this sheet feeder which

then automatically feeds A4 sheets

under the scanner. This not only tends

to be more accurate than scanning by hand

but is also more convenient.

%
Computer Concepts Ltd

Gaddesden Place,
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 6EX

Telephone: 0442 63933 Fax: 0442 231632

This external power switching box can
automatically switch the computer on in order
to answer incoming FAXes. The FAX podule

can then answer the phone, receive the FAX and
file it to disc, and then switch the computer off
again. The computer can therefore be switched

off and left completely unattended for very long
periods of time.

GUARANTEE

Not only do we provide a one year

guarantee for the product, but also a

. day money back no quibble
larantee. Owners can also receive

free software updates as enhanced or
new facilities are made available.

FAX PACK Podule and software

£499 +VAT

200 dpi hand-held scanner
£299 +VAT

Associated sheet feeder

£150 +VAT

wer switching box
"*WAT

y*

The above prices include post and packing.
Contact Computer Concepts or your local
dealer for prices and availability.

Access/Barclaycard welcome.



SOFTWARESuitable for standard, Master Series and Archlmdes Computers
Inc Vlt

CASHBOOK Double Entrybookkeeping inmemory lor clubs
CASHBOOK Double Entryrandom access disc bookkeepingtor schools
ACCOUNT Double Entry random access bookkeeping withcreditcontrol,
statements, ledgers and analysis lor businesses
ACCOUNT PLUS as abovewithdata sort,autostatemenlgenerator, invoice,
order,quotationsetc. mailshot merge etc
MICRO-TRADER The complete BBC accounts system. (Demo disc.£25)
MICRO-STOCK 4000 ilems suitable lor use with Micro-Trader
RANDOM MAILING mailmerge,5 sorts. 1,2,Or3 across labels
EXTENDED PAYROLL "Impressivepackage- Micro Ui«r"
1,2,4weekly &monthly, contracted in&out.3 overtime, personnel tile.2
payslipformats,plus, plus (Version suitable lor IBM PCor MS-DOS
compatible)
SPECIALTHREESTAR OFFER- ALL THREESTAR PROGRAMS
STATPACK the stats packagetor students,30 dillerenl results
FAMILY TREE 340/750 people 100/250marriages. Ancestral, descendant &
family tracing withfullIrceprintout, sortedlist.Review in Feb'87 issue
FAMILY TREE 3500/6000people 1500/2000marriages Archimedes

Business

***

A kto

Statistics

Genealogy

**ARC"

£13.74
22.94

£34.44

£57.44

£230.00

£86.25
£34.44

£57.44

£49.95
£89.95

£11.44

£19.95

£24.95

DFS/ADFS WeconvertyourDFS discs to ADFS MasterorArchimedes D/Llormat £4.50

ROMS INTER-BASE The successlul database ROM Irom Computer concepts £49.95
INTER-CHART data display"Quite clever - wellveryclever" £3000
INTER-SHEET spreadsheet "Not bad!- its the best" £45 00
INTER-WORD "The WISIWYG superwordprocessor I use&taught with." £47.00
SPELL-MASTER The fastest, largest spelling checker anywhere £54.95
DELTA-BASE "Theeconomical database tor the Archimedes" £29.95
SYSTEM DELTA "The cleverer thanclever program language database" £62.95
SYSTEM DELTA extended programming language manual £19.95

eprommer UVIPAC Eptom Programmer. 16kor32kmodels please specify which. £21.50
UVIPAC Eprom Eraserthat handles 3 epromsat a time £21.50
Toolkit Eprom Blower Software on ROM £7.95

Computers AMSTRAD PC1512 Dual DiscDrive Mono complete with£300 software £573.85
AMSTRAD PC1512Dual DiscDrive colour £73140
AMSTRAD PC1640 Dual Disc Drive Colour CGA £849.85

*• New ** AMSTRAD PPC640 Lap lopIBM PC compatible portable £449.00
AMSTRAD CPC664 Green Screen monitor andWordprocessor ROM £199.00
CAMBRIDGE Z80 Full range lorthissuperb machine available. £32085
ACORN MASTER 128 £44900
ACORN ARCHIMEDES Full range available p.OA

BBC/IBM/BBC Description olhowto senddatabetween thetwomachines £4.95
PRINTERS Large range ofprinters available. Please askfor latest prices. PQA

RIBBONS. FX, RX. LX-80,1200, GLP. Amstrad. Shinwa Irom £3.50
PRINTER CABLE Suitable forBBC/Electron to parallel printers £7.95

DISCS DISC DRIVE 800kCumana orsimilar twin double sidedcased,40/80 £274.85
DISCS 5.25"10 Double sided/density 40/80tracks 5 colours boxed £9.95
DISCS 3.5"10 branded double sidedhighest quality, boxed £1208

LISTING PAPER Box 2000 lanlold perforated IVx 9.5" 60gsm (Best value paper) £13 45
LABELS For Mailing 20002 across3.5"x 1.4375 £1145

For Mailing 10003 across5"2.75x 1.4375 £6.33
for Disc labelling 5001 across 5"x 15/16" £2^95

Ask for detailedbrochurefor moresoltware and other items.
Pricesinclude VAT. Add57p forp/p. Printers add £9.95

PLEASE NOTE OUR MOVE AND CHANGE OFADDRESS FROM CORNWALL

nTicro Rid

ce Computing

*
Euclid

The 3-D modelling
and animation system for
the Acorn Archimedes.

Here's what the reviewers say:

"...remarkable value. It already matches or exceeds
manyfunctions ofother visualisation packages—most
of which are far more expensive."
A&B Computing October 1988

"...very useful indeed."
Micro User September 1988

"...Euclid will be a great success and a useful tool for
any future 3D design programs (a standard even)."
Archive July 1988

"...well worth the attention of anyone interested inthis
field."

RISC User July/August 1988

EUCLID - Explore a new dimension!

Price: £45 (inc VATand P&P).

Available by mail order from:
Ace Computing, 27 Victoria Road, Cambridge CB4 3BW.
Or from your local dealer.

Buiindiuoo 33W

124

Klldonan Courtyard, Barrhlll, S, Ayrshire, ff8^
Scotland. KA26 OPU. Tel:0465-82288 FN. ^

DAISY WHEEL IMPACT PRINTERS
AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE PRICES!

£75-YES-£75
(Plus VAT and Post and Packing)'

AND THIS IS WHAT YOU GET . ..

SANYO PR3000
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER

Brand new in manufacturers original cartons
Centronics parallel interface, 8 CPS(Shannon text) Print
ing Speed, Elite 95Character Daisy Wheel, 10/12 ch/inch
Selectable Character Pitch, 1000ms/6.67 inches CR
Speed, 8.5 inches Paper Width, 6.67 inches (80ch/12
pitch 66ch/10 pitch Print Width, Copy 1sheetoriginal Plus
3 copies copy capacity.
RWE has concluded an amazing bulk purchase ofthese
brilliant printers-normal recommended price £199+VAT
and is able to offer them at the bargain price ofjust £75
plus VAT, Postage and Packing. Immediate delivery
whilst stocks last!!!

Send your cheque for£92.00* payable to:

1&\RW Electronics
ROBERTS WARR ELECTRONICS LTD.
P.O. Box 2, Honiton, Devon, EX14 ONB
Tel: 040484 568. Telex: 42513 Sharet. Fax: 040484 575

ALAN DEAN SOFTWARE

Integrated Software for
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

• Pupil records
• Option Fitting
• Profiling
Available in 80Track

format for BBC B,
B+ and MASTER

inoneY
-\oe^r

Wfciro

0602 31 2180

Timetabling
Aids

Ongoing
Development
Full Support
Updating service

MAIN

SYSTEM

PRICE £160
FURTHER DETAILS

David Harding
37 Bridle Road
BURTON JOYCE

Notts. NG14 5FS
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REVIEWS
THE GAMES PAGE

FIGHTING FUN
Sam Greenhill surveys the best and the rest of games

to get hooked on

Over the past year there have been fewer
games on the BBC and Electron market
than in previous years, but software
houses have made up for this by adding
quality to their products. One of the
reasons could be the advent of the
Archimedes - a number of companies,
notably Minerva, have pulled out all
their resources to produce software for
the 32-bit machine, and have rather
neglected the Beeb.

There were only about 30 games that I
considered for nomination, not enough I
thought, for a real Top Ten. I decided to
narrow the field down to-just five of my
favourite 1988 games. There is a very
small pool of BBC games that I've been
unable to get my hands on for previewing
in this column, so they don't stand a
chance of being nominated for the Top
Five, any more than the games that
appear after my deadline, though these
willbe reviewednext year.

In addition to my Top Five, I've
compiled a Top Three award to cater for
Archimedes owners, but more about this
later....

THE TOP FIVE

1.Exile; Superior software
Graphics: ****
Addictiveness: ****

Value for money: *****
It pains me to consider the complexities
involved in writing a game such as
superior's Exile, but I can assure you the
results are definitely worth it. Ever since
I got my copy I've been inventing
excuses to play it, and this includes a
theory that sleep isn't necessary.

Set in the future, you are returning
from a mission when your spaceship
receives a distress call from the planet
Phoebus. A party of travellers have been

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

abducted by the evil professor Triax. In
addition to rescuing the stricken crew,
you must also find supplies for your own
ship, and deal with many futuristic pests
- all in a vast underground labyrinth.

This game outsmarts all others for this
year and I recommend you get it soon,
especially if you have a Master or a BBC
with some sideways RAM.

2. Tetris; Mirrorsoft
Graphics: *
Addictiveness: *****

Value for money: ****
Although the graphics and sound of this
game wouldn't be enough to make you
look twice, only a few goes and you're
hooked. The object? Fit falling shapes
exactly into a block without producing
any holes. A game of simplicity, but very
addictive. It also represents some sort of
milestone in glasnost, as it was originally
coded in the Soviet Union, and only-
converted over here by Mirrorsoft.

Tetris is a perfect example of how a
game can be good on an addiction factor
alone, despite poor graphics and sound.
3. Icarus; Mandarin
Graphics: ***
Addictiveness: ****

Value for money: ***
Icarus is Mandarin's first attempt, al
though originally programmed by Power
house, and it's a good one. Battle
through 20 decks to reach the ship's

computer — and on the way shoot the
lifts disgorging killer droids. Nothing
particularly new here, but when added to
the facility for two players to work
together, again in itselfnothing new, the
combination works well and a good
game is produced. The only thing that
seems to be missing is a screen designer.
Also look out for Mandarin's Level 9
adventures; they're good, especially the
latest, Lancelot.
4. Empire Strikes Back; Domark
Graphics: ***
Addictiveness: ****
Value for money: ***
Just like the film, the Empire is not
defeated by the destruction of the Death
Star, and returns to seek revenge. If
you've seen the film, there's not much to
describe. If you haven't then you should
have - I haven't got enough room here!
However I can tell you that it is a worthy
enough sequel to Star Wars. But the bad
news is that Domark's part three, Return
of the Jedi, will not be making an
appearance on an Acorn machine.

/. Pipeline; Superior Software
Graphics: ****
Addictiveness: ***

Value for money: ****
This is Superior's second title in the
chart, and it's the sequel to Ravenskull
(which incidentally came fifth last year!).
Pipeline was written by two 15-year-olds

I2J
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and the idea is to collect 'collectables'

while dodging through a maze of pipes
and monsters. It's a good game because
of the ability to design practically
everythingyourself.

ARCHIMEDES TOP THREE

/. Zarch; Superior Software
Graphics: *****
Addictiveness: *****

Value for money: *****
It is unusual for the first game on a new
machine to be good, never mind come
first, but I still think Zarch is the best
game available for the Arc to date. There
isn't much to describe - anyone with an
Archimedes will already have Lander, but
Zarch takes a good thing further and if
you haven't already bought this game
then make a point of doing so. Although
the game doesn't 'develop' much after
your first flight, it is still great fun. It has
also been ported onto the Atari ST, and
(laughably) the Spectrum. Arc owners
will be cheered to know they have the
best version.

2. Terramex; Grand Slam
Graphics:*****
Addictiveness: ****

Value for money: *****
Terramex is Grand Slam's first game for
an Acorn machine, and it's a particularly
good debut. You are one of five
explorers on the trail of Professor
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Eyestrain who, to cut a long story short,
is the only one who can save the world.
Set in a weird and wacky world of funny
creatures and excellent graphics, the
game is highly amusing and very playable.
Another good feature is the stereo
backing - easily the best sound on the
Archimedes yet.

A good arcade-adventure.

_?. Quazer; Impact Software
Graphics:**** •
Addictiveness: ***

Value for money: ****
Although there are two Uridium clones
out for the Arc, Alerion by Dabs Press
and Quaker from Impact Software, they
are virtually identical and so almost came
joint third. Due to Quaker's slightly
lower price, I've chosen it to collect the
honours. The idea is to fly over a
landscape plastered with gun stations,
destroying various targets while shooting
interceptor aircraft. With some slight
variations, the games are very similar and
veryaddictive.

I think I slightly prefer the graphics in
Alerion, and the idea of flying over a
'homebase' to allocate a fall-back position
should you die struck meas very novel.

But on the other hand, Quaker has a
catchy tune and only one fire button!

Superior Software, Regent House, Skin
ner Lane, Leeds LS7 iAX.
Mirrorsoft, 66-73 Shoe Lane, London
EC4P 4AB.
Mandarin, Europa Hse, Adlington Park,
London Road, Adlington, Macclesfield,
Cheshire.

Domark, Domark House, 22 Hartfiekl
Road, London SW19 3TA.
Grand Slam, 12-18 Paul Street, London
EC2 4JS.
Impact Software, Neepsend House, 1
Percy Street, Sheffield S3 8AU.

And now for some miscellaneous

comments. Tynesoft receives a prize for
it's vast numbers of fun simulations,
especially for the lion-taming in Circus
Games. Unfortunately I haven't been able
to get hold of a copy yet, likewise for
Superman, its other game. But you never
know, either of them could have been
my number one!

Minerva gets an award for producing
the greatest number of Archimedes
games - not one of them made it into the
Top Three, although Orion was very
close and the latest, Jetfighter, wasn't
ready before my deadline. Actually,
Minerva gets two prizes, its second one
being for the most absurd idea for a
game ever invented; Freddy Phrogg, come
on down! (Seepage 129).

If Superior can look up from its
compiling for a few seconds, then it'll see
that it has received a prize for its series of
Play it Again Sam's. At present it's stalled
at Play it Again Sam 6 (or is it 7?), but by
the time this article comes out I estimate

the figure to be somewhere around the
26 mark.

Sam was said to be too busy to be
present at the ceremony.

I've had some new Revs times sent in

to me that beat L Surguy's records!
Unfortunately I've managed to misplace
them. Could whoever sent them bear to

give meanother copy?
On the subject of Revs, I've had a

letter from a Barnes Cook all the way
from America who claims to have a

Brands Hatch time of 1:21.3, tnat's M
seconds faster than the current record.
Barnes says he has a Beeb and was sent a
copy of September's Acorn User by a
friend in which I made a plea for faster
Revs times.

The main news in the games world
this month is a new Repton. Repton
Infinity is a complex games designer, that
you can use to build up your own games:
Repton, Ravenskull, Pengo, Pipeline, possibly
even Space Invaders and a spreadsheet -
they are all possible. It comes with three
example games, and you can compile any
number of new versions. It should be out

mid-November.

Next month's Games Page will be
back to normal, but this doesn't give you
an excuse to miss it!
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ARCHIMEDES REPTON 3
The Thinking Man's Arcade Game

The Repton series of games is the most successful software
ever published for the BBC Micro/Electron computers and has
aptly been described as "the thinking man's arcade gamer

Now, a massive enhanced version is available for the
Archimedes, comprising four complete games:

• Repton 3 • Around the World in 40 Screens
• The Lifeof Repton • Repton Thru Time

Enhanced game features include:
• A choice of four tunes
•A position Save/Recall facility

In addition, the software includes a sophisticated Screen Editor.
and a Character Editor with a choice of 16 colours from a total
of 4096 hues. An enhanced feature is that you can design
new screens on the Screen Editor and immediately test them
by entering the game section.
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c The Character Editor
Rory Mc Repton brandishing his claymore!

For the Archimedes computer: £19.95 (on31/2" disc)

M~? SUPCMOR
soFTuinnc& ACORNSeFT

~7
(Acornsott is a registered trademark ol Acorn Computers Ltd. Superior Software Ltd Isa registered user.)

Dept AR1, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone:(0532) 459453

Please make
all cheaues
payable lo
"Superior

Software Ltd".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE

i All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by tirst-class post,

i Postage and packing is free
' Faulty cassettes and discswill be
replaced immediately.
(this does not alloci your siatutory rights)



MOON
WALKING

Clogger; Impact Software, BBC and
Electron cassette £4.95, 5.25-inch disc,
£4.99,or 3.5-inch disc, £6.99
Clogger is Impact Software's third game
and carries with it a strange and
mysterious story-line. The curious
Clogger is a type of creature with three
feet and no head, as depicted on the flag
of the Isle of Man.

The Cloggers have a great love for art,
and juvenile cloggers must prove their
artistic appreciation by undertaking a
series of tests. The tests come in the form

of levels not at all dissimilar to the

Repton series - 18 landscapes in three files
of six. Each level has a map like Repton
and in each the Clogger must collect
pieces of a painting, which it uses at the
endto build jap a picture.

The bad news is that there's .a time

limit, and thegoodnews is that pneumatic
drills are on offer - useful for a stubborn
brick wall. There are also springs,
lawnmowers and 'rebounding gyro
scopes' to deal with. I know the games
scene is getting conventional, but this is
ridiculous!

Compatibility was a problem, and I
only got the game working on the third
Beeb I tried it on - removing most of the
ROMs. In play the game is virtually
indentical to Repton. Cloggin' along and
pushing around puzzle pieces is the long
and the short of it, but nibbling at cakes
and fruit and mowing the deadly grass
do liven things up slightly.

The characters are of only average
graphical quality, but the animation
passes without fault. Maps are available,
and there is also an enlarged picture of
the painting your Clogger has to produce.

Despite an amusing scenario, Clogger is
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just a three-legged Repton. Although it's
less than £10, I can't recommend this
very strongly.

Sam Greenhill

MEDIEVAL
QUEST

Lancelot; Mandarin, BBC B, B+ and
Master, 5.25-inch disc, £14.95
Can you complete the quest for the Holy
Grail? That's the question being asked in
Level 9's latest release, Lancelot, available
through Mandarin.

You play the leading knight of King
Arthur's Round Table, Lancelot, whose
ultimate goal is to retrieve the Holy
Grail. The game is played in three parts;
Camelot, Logris and The Quest for the
Holy Grail. I managed to complete the
first part with difficulty but didn't do
particularly well on the othertwo.

Lancelot has a medieval atmosphere
which is enhanced by being written in 'ye
Olde English' - which you'll either find
fun or intensely annoying. Eitherway it's
easy enough to understand. The instruct
ion booklet describes the game well and
includes a shortened version of Sir

Thomas Malory's 'Morte d'Arthur'. I
suggest you read the instructions care
fully, even if you'rea regular Level 9 fan.

Lancelot has some good features, in
cluding an undo command which retraces
your last instruction. When you run the
game you get a choice of where to start,
but first-timers should begin with the
Camelot section.

I like this game purely for the text.
The graphics are reasonable but should
have been better. The colouring of the
graphics isn't very good, but the BBC's
limitations are to blame.

Lancelot is to the usual high standard
of Level 9. Michael Barnes

CASTLES AND
CANNONS

Freddy's Folly; Minerva, Archimedes,
3.5-inch disc, £14.95
Freddy's Folly is one of the latest from the
Minerva Archimedes games department.
In Freddy, you own one of two castles
that are separated by a narrow sea. The
other is owned by Sir Freddy Phrogg,
who is jealous of your palatial dwelling
and intends to destroy it. To thwart the
attack - made in hot-air balloons - you
have a single cannon mounted on a cart
and a three-person crew. But Freddy has
pre-empted this and employed several
gun-ships, each of which has a go at
defacing your battlements. The ships
have far more cannons than you do and I
fail to understand why they don't all
concentrate their efforts on your castle -
they'd succeed!

The game uses detailed andpicturesque
sprites throughout, which are very smart
ly animated. Not only is the entire
framework of the game amusing, but
there are many little quirks added too.
For example, one of the gunships blew a
hole in my cannon's track and, being the
clever player I am, 1 pushed the cannon
down the hole. One of the operators fell
down with it, so the other two came
over and helped him up again!

At the end of the game a statistic chart
is displayed, and the cannon is rolled off
while one of the operators juggles with
cannon balls. Good fun, but it took me
no longer than 15 minutes to sink all the
ships and destroy the balloons. Left with
nothing to do, I turned off my Arc and
walkedaway. The game is too simple.

Freddy's Folly is graphically impressive,
the sound is good, and the game is
highly amusing, but I'm afraid that's all.

Sam Greenhill
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IT'S A
YUPPIE'S LIFE

Corruption; Rainbird, Archimedes,
3-5.inch disc, £24.95.
A couple of years ago, Rainbird released
a game that was to change the face of
adventure games. The Pawn was regarded'
by many as the definitive graphical
adventure. Versions were released for
virtually all the computers around at the
time, except the humble BBC. Now that
Acorn has ventured into the 32-bit

REVIEWS
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market Arc owners can at last experience
the delights of Magnetic Scrolls' adven
tures like The Pawn.

Unlike the swords and sorcery-soaked
plots of previous games Corruption is set
in the bang-up-to-date City of London.
You begin as a new partner in a firm of
stockbrokers, and have to fight hard to
keep your head above the financial water.

The game is littered throughout with
the lifestyle trappings of the yuppie, from
the CD player in your partner's office,
through to the Porsches and BMWs in
the undergroundcar-park.

The packaging is of the high-quality
expected of Rainbird and even that has
not escaped 'yuppification'. All the in
structions are printed on 6-hole Tilofax-
type' paper. A cassette of the Corruption
music, plus a doctored interview featuring
'yours truly', is included.

Unlike most other adventures, there is
no ultimate quest, although staying alive
could be regarded as important. Points

are awarded for carrying out tasks and
overcoming problems. Like other games,
these often have to be carried out in the
correct order, and to make it really hard,
all at the right time. Every move you
make counts as one minute, so think
before you act. With luck, there are
many other people to meet on your
travels - be kind to the Tramp, and
whatever you do, don't let Nurse Steph
enson catch you creeping about!

This has to be one of the best games
I've ever played. For someone weaned
on text-only 'classics' as Philosopher's
Quest and Snowball, Corruption seems to
have everything that I've ever wanted in
an adventure game. With excellent pic
tures to illustrate the locations and a
command parser that understands even
complex sentences, Corruption gets top
marks in my view. Well done Rainbird!
Now let's have The Pawn, The Guild of
Thieves andJinxter to complete the set.

Robert Miller

THE FIRST TRUE
MULTI-USER GAME OF

ACTION, STRATEGY
AND ALLIANCE!

•FOR UP TO 16 PLAYERS!

•VAST GRAPHIC PLAYING
AREA

•USES SIMPLE RS232 LINK -
CABLE SUPPLIED!

BOLO is the first in a new generation of networking games! A mammoth tank battle to
gain control of an island by offensive action, strategic planning, and alliance! The main
aim is to knock out the enemy tanks and capture and hold the island's refuelling bases!
To acheive this you'll have to tame the hostile terrain by clearing forests and building
roads and bridges; build up strength by capturing pillboxes, laying minefields, and con
structing defensive fortresses; form and break alliances with other players!
Each player uses his/her own computer and monitor, with their own view of the map of the island - you can
see whatan enemy is up to in the sector that you are looking at, but you will not be able to see what they're
doing at the other end of the islandI But you can send messages to other
players, thus allowing communication and the formation of alliancesl

BBC Version - £29.50 Disk only - requires 128K RAM
Available only from... MIL, 12 Chiltern Enterprise Centre
Station Rd., Theale, Berks, RG7 4AA. Tel. (0734) 302600
Send cheque/PO or phone with ACCESS or VISA number! HI-TEK ENTERTAINMENT
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COMING
TOGETHER

One way of getting more mileage out of
old games is becoming increasingly
popular among the software houses -
issue them as compilations and market
the new package as value for money.

But are they? Acorn User invited three
games enthusiasts to assess some of the
latest offerings. Sam Greenhill wrestled
with Mastertronic's Megaplay, while Mark
Elmer and Paul Thornton explored Play
itagain Sam, Parts 3and 4.

Mastertronic is one of the few compan
ies in the BBC market which refuses to
move with the times. To be fair, this is a
compilation of some very old games,
written in the days when almost any
game was a winner. The package,

Grand Prix:create your own race track

apparently only available on tape, com
prises six of the most boring games it has
ever been my misfortune to review.

The first is Galactic Patrol and provides
a simple exercise in destroying aliens.
Next is Vegas, which presumably means
it involves gambling of some kind. But it
failed to load, so I shall never know.

The Way of the Exploding Fist is the
best game on the tape. A standard
martial arts game, with a complex set of
keys to press. Sadly they aren't
redefinable. But the game is bearable
and a two-player option is available.

Eddie Kidd is the worst, of the lot - a

creative use of boredom. The idea is to

jump over various obstacles on your
motorbike. However, the run-up takes
almost a minute: you are treated to trees
and fences drifting by while the white
lines on the road zoom past at an
astonishing speed. When at last I was
woken by ramming into barrels, I realised
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that I had missed my chance to jump.
Geoff Capes's Martech strongman chal

lenge makes an appearance too, but all I
managed to succeed in doing with my
newfound muscles was dropping a car
onto my badly drawn figure's head -
thus squashing myself flat. Finally, Kane
'entertained' me with atrocious music,
pointless graphics and a boringchallenge.

Most compilation reviews end with
the words 'represents great value for
money'. But not Mastertronic's collec
tion, I doubt if any discerning games
fiend would want to buy it. SG
The Play it again Sam } package follows
tradition and consists of four games,
Commando, Palace of Magic, Killer Gorilla
and its sequel Killer Gorilla 2.

Commando has a strong challenge -
shoot enemy soldiers without getting
wounded while battling through to a
fortress, armed only with a machine gun
and sixgrenades.

Palace of Magic has been described as
Citadel Part 2, as the challenge in both is
to find and activate the Transporter. You
have been reduced to a dwarf by the evil
wizard Caldeti. He has left you in one of
his old homes, the eponymous palace.
Your life depends upon energy that
quickly runs out but is restored by
collecting top hats.

Killer Gorilla was a classic: Micro-

Power's answer to the then popular
Donkey Kong arcade game. The idea is
to avoid the barrels, bowls of custard and
'springy things', scattered across the
scaffolding, while rescuing your beloved
from the clutches of the gorilla.

Killer Gorilla 2 is Superior's own
sequel and involves rescuing the kidnap
ped monkey who has been locked up in a
steel cage. This time you are in the shoes
of Killer Gorilla himself, and being
about six shoe-sizes too big this causes
problems in manoeuvrability. The worst
part is the music, but it can be silenced.

Overall, the compilation is a good one,
and although a couple of the games are
looking a bit dated, the package is held
up by two very good titles. ME
Take three old games, plus one from
Aardvark and one from Alligata, mix
well: the result is Superior's Play it again
Sam 4. There's Spellbinder, Grand Prix
Construction Set (BBC only), Frak, Guard

ian (for Electron only) and the new
release Cosmic Camouflage. The Electron
fares well, with a screen designer for
Frak - something that would have been
good to have on the BBC version - and
Guardian, a sort of Defender.

Superior describes the completely new
game Cosmic Camouflage as '...An exciting,
new sequel to Meteors, with many novel,
advanced features ...' Most of the new

features are aimed against the player! The
game involves shooting rocks and the
occasional spacecraft.

To add to the problems, just as you
get used to moving about effectively,
gravity takes effect, weakly at first, but
becoming fairly strong in the later stages

Frak: has screen designer in Elk version

of the game. Manoeuvring in the strong
gravity takes some getting used to, but I
found it easy after a few games.

You gain one very useful trick - the
camouflage cover. This is extremely
useful, as when you cannot be seen you
cannot be homed in on. The cover, warp
drive and 'smart' bombs can be replenish
ed by little canisters that are released
when certain types of craft are hit -
essential if you wish to stayalive.

I'd recommend Play it again Sam 4 to
anyone who has not already bought the
games on it. PT
Superior's tactic of mixing old and new-
and other company's games - gave it the
edge in this consumer test. Certainly Play
it again Sam 4 won the most enthusiastic
response of all, whereas Mastertronic
won nothing but a ripe raspberry for
repackaging the prehistoric in games
software.

Megaplay by Mastertronics, available
from Virgin Publishing, tape only £9.99.
Play it again Sam, 3 and 4 are available on
cassette, £9-9J, j.2j-inch disc, £n.9J, and
j.j-inch disc, £14.9>/.
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ALPHA MICROTEC LTD.
SECOND FLOOR, 321 STRATFORD RD.,

SHIRLEY, WEST MIDLANDS B90 3BL.
TEL: 021-745 8998

Official West Midlands Centre for:-
- ARCHIMEDES - ECO NET
- MASTER 128 - MASTER COMPACT

AND THE ELECTRON

fully equipped Acorn-dedicated workshop on the premises
Acorn spares for sale to the public

THIS MONTH ONLY
ARCHIMEDES COMPUTERS

AVAILABLE ON
0% CREDIT

Second hand bargain corner:-
Acorn overview for Master 128
Watford Shadow RAM

Viewstore ROM
Intersheet ROM
Interbase ROM

Watford view printer driver ROM
Cumana DUAL single-sided 40/80T disk drives

and MANY MORE ...

49.00

25.00

20.00
20.00
20.00

10.00

99.00

December hours of business Mon-Sat 9.15-6pm
021-745-8998

We with all ourcustomers a merry Christmas anda very happy new yearra
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THE CONCEPT KEYBOARD

SOFTWARE HOUSE

have moved to

OLD SOLENT HOUSE

111/117, FOUNDRY LANE
SHIRLEY

SOUTHAMPTON

SOI 3GB

Tel: 0703 701694

We are always interested in hearing about
your projects using the Star Microterminals
Limited Concept Keyboard and will consider
publishing software on your behalf.

Please write to DAVID JUPP at the above
address.

The Ultimate Assembly Language Development Tool

ADE+ Is q 65CO0 series assembler system supporting all the mnemonics ot the
65C12 plus the additional 'Rockweir instructions ADE+ is fast, faster in fact
than the in-built BASIC assembler and all rival products that we have tested
The assembler produces absolute code that can be 'RUN or linker modules
that can bo merged with the output from other programs using the ADE+
linker. ADE+ supports a powerful linker which drastically cuts assembly time;
a feature normally only found on minisand mainframes Full librarysupport for
both the linker and the assembler is provided - fast searching for unknown
instructions In a random access macro library. A print spooling system uses
sideways RAM as a print bufferto eliminate waiting time; your listing runs offa
background job! Use the print spooler from BASIC or your own programs
ADE+ uses ALL available memory. With a second processor attached the IO
processor spare memory is used as a buffer to reduce the amount of disc
access All available memory is handled by ADE+'s Intelligent memory
management module Use your own favourite editor or the one provided
Assemble from disc or memory. Full utilities include librarians, converter for
BBC BASIC etc.

Features
• Runs on BBC B.B+, Master, Compact,

ADFS, DFS, ANFS, NFS
• Full use of all available memory
• Intelligent memory management unit
• Automatic search for macros on disc
- Assemble absolute orrelocatable code
- REPEAT.UNITL_WHILE.WEND.etc
- Macros nestable to any depth
• Excellent error diagnostics
• Linker

- Editor and symbolic disassembler
provided

Access and Barclaycard welcome

Further Information availablo

Versions and prices
Recommended lor Master Compact
ADE+MMUand65COO series assemb
lers on disc (3.5"ADFS) 32K sideways
RAM required
-42.00 +vat

Recommended lor BBC B.B+
ADE+ MMU and65COO series assemb
ler on 2 16K EPROMS with DFS 5.25"
utilities disc

E46.00 +vat

Recommended lor Master 128, lurbo
ADE+MMU and65COO series assemb
ler on EPROM cartridge with 5.25" DFS
utility disc
E49.00 +vat

Please add C1.25 P4P per unit

Upgrades also available

Dept A

Fifth Floor. Sheaf House

Sheaf Street Sheffield S1 2BP

Tel: (0742) 768682
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WORTHY PRINTER
The last Panasonic 24-pin printer we reviewed was a disappointment

but the KX-P1124 is very good value, as Graham Bell discovered

The first Panasonic 24-pin printer Acorn
User reviewed, the KX-P1540 (in August
1988), didn't find particular favour.
Although it was the only wide-carriage
model reviewed and had good paper
handling, it suffered from poorer print
quality than the competition.

Its newest model, the KX-P1124,
seeks to redress this. It looks good, cool
and business-like, and seems to be built
well. The mouldings are substantial and a
greater proportion of the mechanical
parts aremetal than with many printers.

Putting the printer together is simple
once you've found somewhere to put it,
for this printer is considerably bigger
than previously reviewed Epson and Star
models. However, this means it is big
enough to take A3 paper, which the Star
LC24-10 and Epson LQ500 cannot do.
The usual parallel cable is used to
connect to the Beeb or Arc, but you can
geta serial interface as an option.

The tractor feed can pull or push, and
paper can be fed from the rear or from
the front through a slot. This turns out
to be ideal for feeding in sheets of
letterhead or even envelopes - difficult
on the Epson LQ models.

Fitting the cartridge ribbon is really
easy, and like other Panasonic cartridges,
it can be re-inked by pushing a button on
the cartridge. This should reduce your
ribbon costs.

But getting the printer to work with
your micro is a little more difficult.
There's a comprehensive front panel
which allows you to set up all manner of
font, pitch and paper combinations;
there's also three 'macro' settings which
store complete combinations.

I couldn't get the macro settings to
work without some help from Panasonic.
This was due to an error in the draft

manual which is being amended. The
intention is that you store commonlv
used printer settings - condensed Courier
for printing spreadsheets, a proportional
ly spaced font for letters and so on. But
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The rather noisy KX-P1124 scores on print quality and software compatibility

9-pin quality

Draft

Bold PS

Sans serif

Courier

Prestige

Double
Laser quality

Draft to double shows range of built-in fonts

you can't use the macros to change
between Epson and IBM emulation,
which was what I wanted to do.

You have to go into a special mode to
alter the initial.set up conditions - the
software equivalent of DIP switches. The
manual suffers from a lack of clarity here.
The special mode allows you to set the
usual features like automatic line feed

and the default font. But this relies on

the front panel, and using it to set the
default conditions is not simple - the
markings on the front of the printer refer
to normal use of the panel, not the
special mode, so constant reference to the
manual is necessary. A separate overlay

for the front panel would be a good idea.
Macro 1 overrides some of the initial

settings too - very confusing.
If you find DIP switches difficult to

understand, this won't be easier. The
best system is that on the NEC P2200,
where the printer asks multiple-choice
questions and you answer.

Paper parking is good - two buttons
to press and the continuous paper slides
out the back. You can then feed single
sheets through the front or rear with a
single button press, and another press
brings the continuous paper back when
you've finished. The excellent short tear-
off allows you to feed the paper up half
an inch, tear it, then lower it back down
with two button presses - so you can
tear within a quarter-inch of the bottom
of a sheet of continuous paper.

The print quality is excellent, perhaps
the best yet from a 24-pin printer; the
figure shows the five resident fonts
(Courier, Prestige, Script, Sans Serif and
Bold PS) plus the fast-draft style. You
can do italics, sub- and superscripts in
letter quality, although you don't have
the 'decorative' outlining or shadow
options offered by, for example, the
Epson LQ500 and the Star LC24-10.
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This is due to the printer emulating
the Epson LQ2500, not the smaller
LQ800 or 500 models. Plus there's no
facility for adding new fonts on cards -
you have to use downloadable characters.
And if you decide you want to redefine
the whole character set you must have
the optional 32k printer buffer. The
built-in 7k buffer is only enough for
about 50 characters in LQ mode.

As recompense, there is double height
and width, and the printer can feed the
paper backwards reliably. The quiet
mode is often vital, as the printer seems
noisier than many of its rivals. The
printer alsoemulates the IBM P,roprinter,
which is useful if you have an Arc and
the PC emulator.

The Epson-style graphics commands
work faultlessly, in both 8-pin emulation
and 24-pin modes. Tried with the 24-pin
screen dumps printed in Acorn User
(April and May 1988 issues), it was
noticeably slower than the Citizen HQP-

Full graphics compatibility...

40, but produced fine quality dumps. In
common with other 24-pin printers,
paper feed is in units of i8oths and 6oths
of an inch, and there is no emulation of
the Epson ESC '*' 5 command, used for
proportional screen dumps.

This means there are problems with
software that expects an Epson FX80-
type graphics printer. But tested with
software configured for an Epson LQ
printer, there were no problems. It even

...with Epson LQ 24-pin dumps

works with the proportional spacing
printer driver printed in September
1988's Acorn User - not all 24-pin
printers do.

With a suggested retail price of £447,
but typically selling for around ,£350, the
KX-Pi 124 is very good value.

To sum up, the combination of good
software compatibility and print quality
recommends this printer, even though it
is noisy and a bit difficult to set up.

flICRO I1EDIH Computer Supplies Ltd.
5Vi Unbranded Discs

25 50 100 250
SS/DD 9.30 17.50 31.92 69.90
DS/40T 10.40 18.64 34.48 72.50
DS/80T 11.60 20.80 38.80 81.80
DSHDPCArs 29.90 48.96 87.52 205.00

5% Coloured Discs
DS/40T 12.45 23.56 39.96 91.50

DS/80T 13.45 25.40 47.40 100.00

5.V4 Reversible 2Index Holes &Notches
DS40/80T 14.90 26.95 51.95 118.95

3Vfc 10 20 SO 100
DS/DD 11.30 21.76 47.90 91.50

SVa t-iiCROiiEDiti Brand Discs
SS/DD 6.40 12.10 28.30 51.70
DS/40T 7.50 14.15 33.15 61.30

DS/80T 8.50 15.95 36.25 71.25

DS/HDPC AT'S 14.90 28.60 68.25 130.50
IfcVERSIBLE 9.75 18.50 43.85 81.50
Alldiscs supplied ate with labels 5'/i"write protects,
envelopes & hub rings. 100% certified error free
lifetime guarantee.

3V5 fittoww Brand Discs
SS/DD 13.70 26.90 64.40 122.60
DSDD 14.90 28,60 68.20 130.50

DS/HD2MB 37.95 72.40 172.40 319.60

Anti

MD120 Static

Printer Ribbons
Priceeach Ribbon 2 6 12

Acorn Ink Jet 3.75 3.45 3.15
Acorn API 00 2.85 2.65 2.45

Centronics GLP 3.65 3.45 3.15
R.BLGR.BR.Y 4.65 4.40 4.00

Canon 1080/1156 2.99 2.85 2.60
R,BL,GR,BR.Y 3.99 3.85 3.70
Citizen 120D 4.30 3.95 3.70
EpsonMX, FX, RV80. FX800,
R,BUGR,BR,Y 4.35 4.20 4.05
MXI00/FX1000/FXI05 5.40 5.00 4.60
R.BL.BR 4.95 4.70 4.50
Epson LX80/86GX 80
R.BUGR.BR.Y 3.80 3.65 3.40
Epson EX800 5.50 5.10 4.70
Juki 6100 MS 2.85 2.70. 2.60
KagaKP810/910 2.99 2.85 2.60
R,BL,GR,BR,Y 3.99 3.85 3.70
Panasonic KXP 4.65 4.40 4.20

R.BLGR.BR.Y 6.50 6.20 5.85
ShlnwaCP80MS 4.10 3.85 3.55

Star LCI 0 3.50 3.10 2.85

NECP220 5.95 5.65 5.30

Please mix colours and types for best prices
R • Red. BL = Blue. GR = Green. BR = Brown,

Y = Yellow

II the ribbon you require Is not listed
please let us quote.

Computer Paper
Rain fanfold, micro pert edges
Size Weight 1000's Price per box

gsm per bx 1 box 3 bxs 5 bxs
11x9V? 60 2000 14.50 13.90 13.25
11x9V? 70 2000 17.60 15.30 14.45
llx9'/2 80 2000 19.75 18.10 16.05

EXACTA4
11%X9'/4 70 2000 20.50 19.25 17.99

80 2000 23.95 22.50 19.65
90 1000 13.90 12.85 12.30

Computer Labels
Continuous fanfold, sprocket fed
Price per 1000 1000 3000 5000

70x362%xl'/i(, 4.85 3.85 335
89x363Viy.l7/ie 5.35 4.50 4.10
89x493^x1 'Vi6 7.50 6.60 5.90

Please state no of labels across sheet (1.2 or 3)

Disc Storage Boxes
Priceeach 1 <• 34 6+

MD1205V« x 120 10.70 ' 9.65 8.95
MD1005'/4xl00 8.90 7.99 7.40
MD505'/4X50 6.75 6.10 5.65

Printer Stands weeeach
Space Saver 80 col 28.50 27.25 25.30

132 col 35.50 32.90 31.25
Coated Wire 80 col 13.70 12.75 11.85

132 col 15.70 14.60 13.60

Swivel Bases
12" 55 x 280 x 260mm

14" 55 x 355 x320mm

28.50 27.25 25.30
35.50 32.90 31.25
13.70 12.75 11.85

15.70 14.60 13.60

Price each

11.90 10.40 9.60

13.50 11.80 10.90

Freepost, Dept. AU, Rydal Mount,
Baker St., Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3BR

(5 lines)
Access & Visa

0707 52698
Out of Office Hours (Answer Machine)

Orders despatched 24 hrs

Please allow 5 days for delivery
Forguaranteednextdaydelivery pleasering

From £2.50 extra.

Postage covers UK only.

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF DELIVERY
AND VAT

Personal callers welcome
Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 9.30am - 1.00pm

Autumn catalogueout now -12 pages

Please ring or write for your free copy.

Wire Printer Stand

adjusts by front
dial turn 360°

Tilt up &
down 25°

12" 55 x 280 x260mm

14" 55 x 355 x320mm 80 col HI 00 W310 D610mm

132 col H100 W430 D610mm
automatic

refoldina of paper

/ ll!_l\U I ILUII I I n MmHB



fA rchimedes Games

ORION intPrrpDtor to defend
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Hoverbod is a traditions HOVERBOD

s starf t0 materialise mi/
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MINOTAUR

reloaded for use at a later time may be saved and

NEW RELEASE — JET FIGHTER
NOW AVAILABLE
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DISCOUNT!
ARCHIMEDE

* ESTABLISHED SUPPLIERS *

ENTRY

SYSTEM

MONO

SYSTEM
COLOUR

SYSTEM

A305 629.00 679.00 804.00

A310 729.00 784.00 909.00

A310M 784.00 834.00 959.00

A440 2119.00 2174.00 2299.00

PRINTERS

STAR LC10 £175

STAR LC10 COLOUR £214

STAR LC24-10 £269

CITIZEN 120D £119

NEC P2200 £269

PANASONIC KXP1081 £139

MONITORS

NEC MULTISYNC II

PHILIPS 8833

PHILIPS 8852

£449

£219

£249

«Era 01-650 9152
Phone for other prices

Please add £6 delivery charge
+ 15% VAT to all orders

To: VMS Enterprises Ltd, Unit 1, Bouverie Lodge, 4
Rectory Road, Beckenham, Kent BR3 1TU

I wish to order.

I enclose cheque/PO for £_

or charge my Access/Visa No:

I I I I I I I I M

Name

Signature

Address

Postcode.

I.
.36

H
inc VAT

Exp date-

, Tel No:.

zzo %,
OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE (0633) 340114 (24 HOUR8)

COMPUTER SUPPLIES AT WHOLESALE PRICES
PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE OF VAT & DELIVERY (UK ONLY)

TOP BRAND DISKS

3" Artisoft CF2 £23.90

BRAND

SONY

DATALIFE

DYSAN

3M

DSDD

£17.90

£16.90

£18.90

£18.90

3ft"

DSHD

PS/2

£39.90

£37.50

£45.00

£45.00

DSDD

48TPI

£ 8.90

£10.90

£ 8.90

5%"
DSQD

96TPI

£14.50

£15.50

£14.50

DSHD

AT DISKS

£19.50

£16.50

£19.50

Prices per box of 10 disks

BULK DISKS Certified & Guaranteed

25 50 100 200

5%"DSDD40T £9.90 £18.90 £31.90 £59.90

5%"DSDD80T £10.90 £20.90 £36.80 £68.90

Supplied with Envelopes, Labels & Write Protects

10 25 50 100

3'/j" DSDD 135T £10.90 £24.50 £47.50 £89.00

Supplied with Labels

DISK STORAGE BOXES • DISK AND BOX OFFER

Type

534"

5%"

5'/4"

334"

3V*"

Capacity

50

100

140

50

80

Price With

£5.90 50 Disks

£6.90 100 Disks

100 Disks

48T 96T

£21.90 £28.90

£31.50 £39.50

£35.50 £42.50£9.90

£5.90

£6.90

25 Disks £29.50 50 £51.50

50 Disks £52.50 100 £92.50

All Storage Boxes are with Lock and come with 2 Keys

PRINTER RIBBONS

Amstrad 8256/8512 £3.95

Amstrad DMP 2000/3000£2.75

Citizen 120D £4.25

Epson FX/MX 80/FX 800 £2.90

Epson LX 80/86 £2.40

NEC P2200 £3.90

Panasonic KXP 1081 £3.90

StarNLIO £3.90

Star LC10 £3.90

Shinwa CP 80 £3.75

Most other makes of Ribbon available, phone for details.

HEAD CLEANING KITS

£2.50 £3.75

COMPUTER PAPER

PLAIN FANFOLD PERF. EDGES

11 x9'/2" 60 gsm 1000 £ 9.50

11 x9'/2" 60 gsm 2000 £14.50

A4 11%x9%" 85gsm 1000 £13.90

PRINTER CABLES

COMPUTER LABELS

SELF ADHESIVE, C0NTINU0UIS

PACKED 2000 1, 2 or 3 across

3% x 1'/16" £ 9.50

4x1'/,6" £10.50

PRINTER STANDS |l MOBILE PRINTER STAND

K/D Printer Stand

80 Column £24.90
132 Column £29.90

With

adjustable
arm

80 Column

£14.50
132 Column

£19.50

Desk Top
£8.90

Rugged steel frame.
Height adjustable basket
for output paper & base
shelf for input paper.
Self assembly -
includes castors.

80 column £57.50

132 column £74.50

-3p9

Available in RS232 or Centronics

2-Way £24.50 4-Way £39.50

3-Way £32.50 Cross 0ver£45.00

OVERSEAS MEDIA DISTRIBUTORS
30 GREAT MEADOW ROAD, BEAUMONT LEYS .^

LEICESTER LE4 0QA. TEL: 0533 340114 ""

EDUCATIONAL, GOVERNMENT AND PLC ORDERS ACCEPTED. TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989



REVIEWS

HARDWARE

CAPTURED IN COLOUR
Rob Wilmott sees both good and bad in the

production version of a video digitiser for the Arc

A digitiser takesa 'TV-style' video signal
and allows you to store it in the memory
of yourcomputer, or display it on screen.
An Archimedes video digitiser was
probably the first add-on expansion
podule ever demonstrated for the Arc —
it was first seen at the Acorn User show

in 1987, when the Arc madeits debut.
The production version is now avail

able for £287, from Watford Electronics.
It is a single-width card which slots
directly into the rear of an A440; 300-
series machines need a backplane fitted
before you can add any podules. The
printed circuit board is competently
designed, but the soldering is not that
neat and some of the components are of
low quality (particularly the capacitors).

This cheeseparing is also shown in the
use of a BNC connector attached to the

board by a loop of wire — a board-
mounted socket would have been better.

The rear metal bracket lacks the usual

Acorn-inspired T-piece, but is a simpler
and cheaper arrangement that does the
job admirably. The board fits in and runs
without problems when combined with
all of the other cards tried (including
hard discs, sound samplers, Acorn I/O
podules and ROM boards).

The manual is remarkably lucid and
excellently produced — it is easy to
understand the software side of things.

Installing the card is simple, as it
connects up to a video source like a
video camera or a TV tuner. There's no

bother with software — it's all stored in

ROM on the card itself and downloaded

into the Arc automatically. And there's a
nice selection of demonstration routines,
which give you an idea of what the
digitiser and its software are capable of.

It shows you can grab still images
from video, grab individual frames from
moving pictures either when a key is
pressed or continuously, and manipulate
the images on screen in a variety of
entertaining ways. A simple *SEE com
mand allows you to see whatever video
you feed into the digitiser on screen. So

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

Simple test with saturated colours

Slight tone changes: a more demanding test

Colour picture, digitised in three passes

you can grab an image, scale, rotate and
distort it and even fill areas on the screen

with the picture — the software can scale
the image to fit in any space on the
screen. There are a number of SWI calls

provided so you can use these effects in
your own programs: well-written demon
stration programs show you how.

On test, the unit proved able to
digitise pictures from almost any video
source, from videocassette players (in
particular those with a video out-socket
and a mono switch), laserdisc players
such as the Domesday system, cheap

black and white video surveillance cam

eras through to professional broadcast-
quality cameras and test equipment.

The screenshot of the coloured bars

shows some of the quality of the
hardware, but is a simple test because the
colours are all full-strength (saturated)
colours: the test equipment fed the
digitiser with pure red, green and blue
signals. The digitiser performs extremely
well in this area.

A more demanding test involves a
picture with gradations of tone, and lots-
of slight colour changes. The toning
function of the software does a reasonable
job of getting the picture to look good,
but this does show up a lack of 'bit
resolution' — there are 64 colour levels,
a good number for most applications
(compare the 64 levels with eight on a
typical BBC eight-bit digitiser). But it's
not quite enough for tones to blend
smoothly: greys tend to jump from one
value to another abruptly.'

Part of the problem here is the display:
on an Arc you can only display 16 shades
of grey, rather than the 64 necessary.
You really need a composite video input
to your monitor to show this digitiser at
its best. Almost all mono monitors have

composite inputs, but the standard Arc
colour monitor has its compositecircuitry
removed; the similar Philips 8533 model
retains it. All the pictures grabbed by the
digitiser are essentially monochrome,
though as well as grey, 'pseudo-colours'
may be usedon screen to display them.

The software allows you to grab video
images in any mode, even the multisync
modes of a 440. The highest resolution is
512 by 512 pixels, or 512 by 256 in a
normal mode. The number of shades

displayed depends on the number of
colours available in the current mode. In

two or four colour modes, dithered
patterns of dots are used to represent the
grey shades. And in mode 12 (16 shades),
you can take a digitised picture and turn
it into a sprite. Pictures can be used in
your own programs with *SCREEN-

'37



ARCHIMEDES QUEST
A New Advanced Information Handling Package

WHAT IS ARCHIMEDES QUEST?

A fast and powerful new version of our very popular Quest data handling
package. It has been substantially re-written to run in the Archimedes native
32-bit environment.

WHAT ADVANTAGES DOES ARQHIMEDES QUEST HAVE OVER OTHER VERSIONS?

Very large datafiles - well over 3Mb of data in RAM on an A440, yet Archimedes Quest works equally well on an
A305.

Very fast - 7 seconds to count every reference to Hamlet spoken in the first act of the play.
Graphics and statistics built in - bar charts, pie charts, scattergraphs, histograms, percentages and more in full
colour. Created quickly and easily on a whole file or selected subsets.
Improved command language - search files using queries like sex is "male" or name starts "Eli" as well as all the
commands from previous versions.
Numerous other improvements as suggested by existing Quest users - for example extra fields can be added, fields
can be deleted, serial fields can be created and much more.

CAN I USE DATA FROM OTHER PACKAGES?

Archimedes Quest is fully compatible with existing Quest datafiles. It can import and export data in both CSV and
TSV formats allowing interchange with packages such as Pipedream and 1st Word Plus. It also supports the File
Interchange Format allowing data to be transferred to and from other machines such as the RM Nimbus.

WHEN WILL ARCHIMEDES QUEST BE AVAILABLE?

Archimedes Quest is available now for only £30. To order Archimedes Quest or for details of any of our products
contact:

)

J-,
Advisory Unit for Microtechnology in Education

Endymion Road, Hatfield, Herts ALIO 8AU Tel: 07072 65443

SATELLITE PICTURES ON YOUR BEEB!
With one of our high performanceweather satellite

receiving stations you can receive and display
up-to-the-minute weather satellite pictures from

American, European, or Russian satellites!
The systems are suitable for
BBC models B, B+ & Master

WXSAT

" STANDARD RESOLUTION WEATHER SATELLITE STATION
Acomplete hardware and software package comprisingMSA20 aerial, MSR20receiver, and
MSS20 decoder/interface with WXSAT software package. In a recentreview byRadio &
Electronics WorldMagazine they concluded ".. .have reviewed tourdifferent weathersatellite
receivingstations in thepast twoyears, varying inprice from£400 toaround£800. but thisone
must surely beat the lot."

£182.04 +VAT

PRICE I 1ST

NET CARR & INS
MSR20 Receiver 132.65 6.00
MSA20 X-Dipole Aerial 26.75 5.00
WXSAT Basic Station 234.35 7,20
MSS20 Interface 74.95 1.50
MSG20 Graphstore 347.75 6.00
MSD20 Dish Aerial 121.50 18.00
MSC20 Down Converter 138.65 1.50

ADD 15% VAT TO ALL ORDERS

MSG20 GRAPHSTORE
j

HIGH RESOLUTION
FRAMESTORE/GRAPHICS PROCESSOR

Ahighresolution(512 pixel x 512 linex 128greyscale) digital framestore/graphics processor
of unparalleled performance. Coupled to the BBC Micro and MSR20, satellite receiver is
capable of viewing weather satellite pictures as never before. Powerful features include
zooming, scrolling, film mode, text overlay, picture enhancements.

Complete with software package £347.75 + VAT
Complete weather station £767.30 + VAT

| STOP PRESS: Archimedes System now available
| demo disk £5 I

^0gk KSMCH KlOdS Remote Sensing
108 Queen's Road, Farnborough, Hants GUI4 6JR Tel. (0252) 515666 Telex: 859489 (MARTLC G)

i}8 ACORN USER JANUARY 1989



LOAD, or as sprites. The BBC Volcanoes
interactive video disc used hand-drawn

diagrams, digitised then tidied up in
Artisan, then recorded on the laserdisc.

There is a built-in screen dump that
prints out the digitised pictures on 8 or
24-pin printers. You can vary the final
size of dump, even printing it as a mosaic
on several sheets of paper. And there's a
dot-pattern editor included so the grey
tones used by the dump canbe altered.

The most impressive feature for people
used to previous Beeb'digitisers is that it
can grab pictures in 'real time'. That is, a
single frame of moving video can be
digitised, then transferred into the mem
ory of the micro, before the next frame is
received a twenty-fifth of a second later.
In fact this isn't quite true, as in higher
resolution screen modes, only every
second or third frame is grabbed (because
it takes too long to transfer to the Arc's
main memory). But it is possible to
watch EastEnders using the digitiser and
a TV tuner. And you can apply effects

REVIEWS!
HARDWARE

Captured - a single frame of moving video...

-'.•" _;.i'..-'.'
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and again a twenty-fifth of a second later.
In fact, in higher resolution screen modes,
only every second or third frame is grabbed.

such as moving the picture around the
monitor screen at the same time.

One of the utility programs on disc
allows you to capture colour pictures
even with a simple mono camera: you
need three colour filters to grab the red,
green and blue components of a scene
one at a time, and the mouse-driven
utility combines the three images into
one colour picture.

The podule software also contains a
couple of image-processing commands.
One smooths the image and removes
spurious noise by averaging every pixel
with its neighbours, but reduces the
detail. The other is a median filter that

tries to remove some noise from the
image by altering only pixels that seem
wildly different from their neighbours.

The Watford digitiser is simple to use,
some of the software is impressive, and it
is possible to put the pictures it grabs to
good effect. It looks expensive, consider
ing the overall construction quality, but
Still offers reasonable value for money.

Archimedes Shareware Discs
These discs consist of programs sent in by subscribers to the
Archive Magazine (alsopublishedbyNorwich ComputerServices). AISO Available...

Graphics Demo 1
(£3.50)

49 graphics demo programs plus
"MenuMaster" - a program to
allow you to edit the demo order
and add your own demos.

Shareware Disc N2 1

(£3.50)
MenuMaster with 7 more

graphics demo programs plus
Life, Mandelbrots, European
Geography, Structured Direct
ory Lister.

Shareware Disc N2 2

(£4.50)
DFS reader, backup and
archiver. Nine more graphics
demos, Connect Four,

Mastermind, Solitaire and Star
Trek games, 256 colour Sprite
Editor, CMOS ram Editor, Disc
Editor, LQ printer Font Definer,
Matrix Functions, Memory
Mapp-ings & Vector Listings,
BASIC Fast Screenload.

Save £1.50 - Buy all three for just £10.

WIMP Template
Editor (£8)

Design your own windows,
icons, menus and sprites -
completely freehand in a
WYSIWYG format. Create

WIMP templates which can
easily be loaded from your
own program - no need for
endless data blocks!!!!

Based on the original "Form
Editor" program from Acorn
Computers, modified and
extended (with Acorn's
permission!).

Norwich Computer Services, 18 Mile End Road, Norwich, NR4 7QY. (0603-507057)



EPROMS, 8271

1-9 27128 250nsS2'V
10* 27128 250nS<"V

1-9 27128 250nS 12 5V
10* 27128 2S0nSi?5V
1-9 2764 250nS
1-9 27256 250nS
10- 27256 250nS

1-9TTL/Cmossr!
1-9 8271 control er
1-96264 LP 150nS
Acorn 8271 DPS

Acorn 1770 DFS

Exc VAT
430
3 87

3 22

2 91
260
422
383

3 91

39 13

699
45 22

4522

Inc VAT

4.95

4.45

3.70

3.35
299
4.85
4.40
4.50

45.00

9.20

52.00

52.00

5V4 DISC DRIVES

Cumana CSX100
Cumana CSX400
Cumana CD800S
MD400A 400* No PSU
MD400B 400k & PSU
MD802C BOOKNo PSU
MD802E 800* S PSU
MO602O BOOK - Stand

Ex VAT

90 43

117 39
252 17

85 22
100 67

173 04

190 43

204 35
Pnone lor Vigien & To'cn Wtnchcsters

Inc VAT

104 00

13500

290 00

98 00

11600

199 00
21900

235 00

MONITORS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

IPhillpsCM8852 251.30 269.00
'Philips BM7S02 Green 65.22 75.00
'Philips BMStana 7.78 8.95
IPhilipsTVTune- 60.00 69.00
'Taxan KXP31 G-een 68.70 79.00
TaxanKX1201 Grpen;p39: 68.70 79.00
Taxan KX Amber 82.61 95.00

IMicrovitec 1451 221.74 255.00
IMicrovilec 1451 Ap 260.00 299.00
'(Prices inc. BBC Cable)

PHILIPS CM8833
with BBC cable

£230.00 (£207.83 + VAT)

ROMS
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Inler-Word 35.85 41.00
Inler-S'-eot 35 65 41.00
Inter-Base 4i>96 54.00
Wordvue Plus 37 39 43.00
MEGA 3 71 30 82.00
Spell Metier 4C 00 48.00
View Spell 26 00 29.90
View Ploi OiSC 19 13 22.00
ViowSheci 36 52 42.00
View Store 36 52 42.00
Overv.ew I&II 68 70 79.00
View Professional 62 61 72.00

DISKETTES 100% error tree
(lilelima warranty)

10 Banana Rovers
1035DSlpl
10 96lpiDSDD
1096tpiDSOD.
50 %'.;» D S 0 D 1
100 96lpl D S D D
40 Disc Box 3.5

50 Disc Box hinge toe*
100 Disc Box hirgo iot.«
Black Librarycase

boxes

n boxes

lock

Exc VAT

8.65
8 61
604

517

1717

32 09
5 17

5 65

6 52

. . .1.21

Inc VAT

9.95
9.90
6.95

5.95

19.75

36 90

5 95

650
7.50

1 39

MASTER/ARCH
Master 128K Micro
Archimedes 305 from
512 Co-processor
TurboUpgrado
Acorn Canndgos . ....
Care Canndgos trom
View3 ViewShoet guides
Reference Manuals.
Mastor& BBC Dust Covers
Second user BBC Bs avajlac*

Ex VAT

365 22
699 00

9000

98 78
10 87

.8 65

900

14 00

300

Phone lor details

Inc VAT

420 00

803 35

103 50

113 50

12 50

995
900

14 00

3 45

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Delia 14B single 11.26 12.95
Delta 38 single 9.52 10.95
Delta 3B twin 15.61 17.95

PANASONIC KXP 1081
with BBC cable & paper

£159.00 (£138.26 + VAT)
with Screen Dump 2m cable and

paper
£165.00 (£143.48 + VAT)

Exc VAT Inc VAT
KXP 1080 Fabric ink ribbon 4.26 4.90
KXP 1080 View Printer driver ...7.83 9.00
KXP 1080 Control Dump rom 13.00 14.95

PANASONIC KXP1082
(as 1081 but 160cps)

with BBC cable & paper
£189.00 (C164.35 VAT)

CITIZEN 120D
with BBC cable & paper

£135.00 (£117.39+VAT)

STAR LC10
with BBC cable & paper

£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)

STAR LC10 COLOUR
with BBC cable & paper

£259.00 (£225.22 +VAT)

STARLC2410

with BBC cable & paper
£335.00 (219.30 + VAT)

Kaga/Taxan KP915
with BBC cable & pacer

£315.00 (£273.01 + VAT)

PRINTER RIBBONS
LX FX 800 Print Ribbon
LX-80 Print Ribbon
NL-10 Print Ribbon
LC-10 Print Ribbon
120D Print Riebon

KP PW Pnnt Ribbon . .
Juki 6100 Pnnt Ribbon ...

Phone lor quantity discounts

4.00
400
3.39

1.30

3 45

3 45

552

460

460

390

150

KAGA/TAXAN KP815
with BBC cable & paper

£175.00 (£152.17 + VAT)

CANON PW1080A
with BBC cable & paper

£159.00 (£138.26 + VAT)

EPSON LX800
with BBC cable & paper

£219.00 (£190.43 +VAT)

EPSON LQ500
with BBC cable & paper

£325.00 (£282.61+VAT)

EPSON FX800
with BBC cable & paper

£339.00 (294.78 + VAT)

PRINTERS/CABLES/ETC.
Exc VAT Inc VAT

Epson LQ850 465 22 535.00
Epson FX1050 462.09 490.00
MP480 (480cpj) 260.00 299.00
1.6m (4tool)BBC Cable 4 00 4.60
2.0m (6 fool) 6.00 6.90
Compact primer cable 6 00 6.90
IBM Archimedes cable 6 00 6 90
LX800 Shool Feeoe- 62 61 72.00
LC10 Sheet Feeder 56 52 65.00
NLIOSheol Feeder 4? 83 55.00
2 way printer twitch 20 00 23.00
Printer Dust Covers 4 00 4 60

Phono for our boat price boforo placing your ordot
EDUCATIONAL& GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Prices subject to variation without prior notification

We are closed some Saturday afternoons
Carriage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

Acorn Dept.

UleSerue
Larger items

delivered

by SecuricorEJ

140

128 West Street,
Portchester,
Hants.

P016 9XE.

Tel: 0705 325354

p&h micros
CHINEHAM SHOPPING CENTRE 22-24 GUILDFORD ROAD

BASINGSTOKE, HAMPSHIRE BAGSHOT, SURREY
TEL: 0256-28588 - 24 HR TEL: 0276-73078 - 24 HR
ON A33 Reading Road. WAT ,K|r* 3mins Jet 3M3

A rchimede.
A305 No Monitor C753.25
A305 Mono Monitor £828.00
A305 Colour Monitor f 1000.50
A310 No Monitor £914.25
A310 Mono Monitor £977.50
A310 Colour Monitor £1150.00
A310M No Monitor • MS-DOS £977.50
A310M Mono • MS-DOS £1035.00
A310M Colour • MS-DOS £1219.00
A410 No Monitor - £1499.00
A410 Mono Montior £1560.00
A410 Colour Monitor C1725.0O
A440 No Monitor £2760.00
A440 Mono Monitor £2829.00
A440 Colour Monitor E3013.O0
ARCH-PODULESIUPGRADES

0.5 Mbyte RAM lor 305 £155.00
Floppy Disc £13S.00
20 Mbyte Hard Olsc - Podule £535.00
Podule Back Plane £42.00
ROM Podule £b4.00
I/O Podule £92.00
Midi odd-on lo 10 £42.00
Midi Expanalon £75.00
Arch Rel Manual £29.00
PC Emulator £106.00
MASTER SERIES

Mailer 128 £425.00
Mailer Turbo Module f 115.00
Mailer 512 Module £215.00
Master Eprom Cartridge £14.00
Mailer Manual 1 or 2 £14.95

CUMANA DISC DRIVES

5.25" DRIVES WITH PSU

CS400S 400K 40/80T Switchable £145.00

CD800S BOOK Dual 40/80T Swllchable £270.00
5.25" DRIVES WITHOUT PSU

CSX400S 400K 40/80T Swllchable £125.00

CDX800S 800K Dual 40/80T Swllchable £245.00
3.5" DRIVES WITH PSU

CS354 720K 80T Double sided £120.00

CD358 1.4MB Dual 80T DS £200.00
3.5' DRIVES WITHOUT PSU

CSX354 720K 80T Double Sided £105.00
5.25" f 3.5' COMBINED DRIVES
CCD200 80T DS 3.5"/5.25" DS40/80 £250.00
BRIDGE UNITS WITH BUILT-IN DRIVES

CB400Dual40T OS In Bridge £260.00
CB600 Dual 80/40T Switchable In Bridge £295.00
5.25" EXTERNAL DRIVE FOR ARCHIMEDES

CA400 400K 80/40T OS Swllchable lully bullered Interlace,
cablet, mounting kit £185.00

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

Ansl C £105.00
lio Pascal £105.00
Fortran 77 £105.00
Loglitit £105.00
Twin.. £30.00
Llip... £210.00
Prolog X £210.00
PC Emulator £105.00
ARCH GAMES
Kormll ES2.00
First Word Plus £85.00
Clares Artlian £35.00
Clares Image Writer £26.00
Mlislle Control £13.50
Hovobed £13.50

Toolkll £35.00
Flying Start II £63.00
SpellMaster £50.00
InlerWord £40.00
InlerSheel £40.00
InlerChart £26.00
Con Comp Podule ... £54.00
•I above - battery £65.00
Zarch £18.00
Conquerer £22.50
Minotaur £13.50
System Oelta Plus (O Base) £65.00
Beeb lo Ark -.miter kit £31.00
Sigma Sheet (Spread Sheet) £65.00
Personal Accountant £250.00
Auto Sketch (Cad) _ -.... £82.00

PSION HAND HELD

Pilon Organlier II Mod CM £90.00
Psion Organiser II Mod XP £125.00
8K Datapack C12.00
16K Datapack £18.50
32KDatapack £32.00
64K Datapack lor XP £63.00
128K Datapack tor XP £90.00
32K Rampack lor XP £50.00
Spreadsheet to- XP £38.00
Comma Link Adpt to BBC -...£12.00
Finance Pack _ _ C27.S0
Maths Pack - £27.60

FREE CARRIAGE ON ALL PSION ITEMS
Spelling Checker £27.50
Comms Link PC/XT Plug £55.00
Mains Adaptor £12.00
Organiser Flnger'Lelter £32.00
Diary Link £12.00
Mini-Formatter. . £32.00
Complete Guide Book £9.50
Harvester Superchlp £94.00
Games Organiser _ £33.00
Hangman Game £28.00
Leather carry case £13.00
Fllo-lax style carry case £65.00

Z88 LAPTOP SPECIAL £270.00

FREE CARRIAGE ALL Z88 ITEMS

Malm Adaptor £».50
128K RAM Pack £47.00
128K EPROM Pack £47.00
EPROM Eraser £38.00
Parallel Cable £29.00
BBC Link £23.50
512K RAM Pack £194.00

Carry Case £9.50
32K RAM Pack £19.00

32K EPROM Pack _ £19.00

PC Link II £34.00
Serial Printer Cable £9.50
Modem £167.00
SpellMaiter . £55.00
Parallel Printer Cable £29.00

BOOKS FOR ARCH/BBC MICRO

Forth Manual.

BCPL Manual
Intro to Comal

Logo Rel Man
View Store Ma
Lisp Manual

£10.00

£15.00

£10.00
£7.50

£10.00

... £10.00
£10.00

Intro to Logo £10.00
6502 Dev System Manual . . £7.50
View Sheet guide £10.00
Arm Assembly Lang prog (Arch) £12.95

15 hr W.P BBC/Wordwlse * £4.95
Advanced Graphlce with the BBc £10.50
Advanced BBC user guide £15.95
Assembly Lang lor the BBC £9.50
Maater 128 High Flyers £10.95
New Advanced user-guide
- Mailer -B C1P.95

6502 Applications £13.95
6502 A55 Lang Prog 2nd Ed £19.95
6502 Reference guide £10.95
Programming 6502 £16.95

Prices Indude VAT at 15%.
Instant Credit up to £1000 lor callers only at both shops.

Order by Phone or Letter
Cheques to be made out to:

P&HELECTRONICS LTD.
CHINEHAM SHOPPING CENTRE

BASINGSTOKE, HANTS

Books. Software, Upgrades, Accessories - Carriage Free UK/BFP0
Disc Drives £6.00 Micros, Monitors, Printers £9.00
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OFFERS
PIPEDREAM

Power to

your fingertips
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Acorn User readers can now buy the brand new Pipedream
SpellChecker \o\ £49.95 as well as the integrated software
packages, Pipedream and View Professional'for only £99 and £65
all inclusive. View Professional works on the BBC model B and
the Master series while Pipedream is available for the Archimedes,
the Master 512, the IBM PC and compatibles.
Pipedream features:
* load/save file, insert file, load/save row selection
*save column range; load/save spreadsheets formats
* up to 8192 columns, 536870912 rows
*sort in ascending/descending order, alphabetically, numerically

and chronologically
* linking files to pass numbers between documents
*user-defined colourdisplays •
*foreign character editing and printing
*copy, move, and delete block *save cursor position, go to old
position * redefinable keys; swap case; force page break
* multi-file documents; print mail shots
*flexible printer drives, microspacing
* leading and trailing characters; English/American date formats
*decimal places, minus/brackets Wysiwyg display
* Lotus 123 compatability
Pipedrean SpellCheckerfeatures:
*90,000 word dictionary
* checks 40,000 words a minute
* user dictionary

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

^ powerful browsing utility and is fully intergrated with Pipedream
This new package is destined to become as indispensible as
Pipedream itself.

'For business reports with a mixture of numbers and text you
can't beat it... Pipedream is ... indispensible.' Acorn User
October 1988.

Please send me

Please tick: MS-DOS 5.25-inch disc • MS-DOS 3.5-inch disc •
Archimedes 3.5-inch disc •

View Professional packs at £65
Pipedream SpellChecker-at £49.45

.Pipedream packs at £99

enclose my cheque payable to Colton Software Ltd for £.

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard
AccfTTT
Expiry Q3
Name

Address

TTT1 I I I I I

n

Postcode

Send this coupon with your remittance to Pipedream Offer, Acorn User
Merchandising, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place,

I London N1 6DJ
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REVIEWS

DRIVEN TO DISTRACTION
Getting your micro to communicate with your printer is not always

easy. Robert Elwell examines two utilities that should help

It would be intriguing
to know just how many
pleas for help with a
computer problem real
ly relate to a printer.

Getting our British computer to talk to a
(usually) Japanese printer can be difficult.
These two ROMs are an attempt to
simplify the process, and they allow you
to use the whole range of your printer's
capabilities with a wordprocessor.

One of these ROMs supports the View
wordprocessor in particular, while the
other is a general purpose printing
utility, which can enhance the use of
View. Although both packages can drive
daisywheel printers, their real relevance
is in gaining fuller use of a dot-matrix
printer. In theory, dot-matrix printers are
completely flexible; in practice endless
patience and unlimited paper are likely to
be needed. Both of these ROMs can help
youget the most from your printer.

Watford Electronics' View Printer

Driver ROM seems initially to be the
complete solution to View users's frustra
tion. I am a fan of View. I persevered
withversion 1.4when the onlyalternative
was the original Wordwise. Now I use
version 3 with a Watford Shadow RAM
Card, and I've often cursed the difficulty
of getting text printed in the way I've
wanted it.

Yet I am. not certain whether this

ROM is the solution. Part of my dismay
comes from the accompanying manual -
it's an excellent manual: clear, informative
and quite open about the limitations of
the ROM software. These limitations

stem largely from the nature of View
itself..

A virtue of View is that text to be

printed is passed through a printer
driver, which interprets highlight codes
in the text, and outputs the appropriate
control codes to the printer. A different
printer with different control codes
doesn't mean editing the entire document
(as might be required in Wordwise); you

HYPERDRIVER PROPORTION

This is Hyperdriver's NLQ t^
combination of Palatino anc

Wallace NicolL Printing is o
double density graphics for
but always use a good qual:
A special feature is that Hy
commands in a line of NLQ \
printer's tabulation and ma
reliable high quality propoz
this* -

Hyperdriver: can print from any language

Driver Printer

FX80 Epson FX80/100
FX85 Epson FX85/105
GLP Centronics GLP

Brother Mi009
Facit Facit 8105
Flowriter Ricoh Flowriter 1600

HI80 Epson HI80
HR15 Brother HR15

JPlOI Acorn/Olivetti JP101
JX80 Epson JX80
Juki Juki 6100
Kaga Kaga/Taxan KP810/910

Canon PW1080/1180

LX80 Epson LX80
MX80 Epson MX80/100
NLQ Watford Epson NLQ ROM
RX80 Epson RX80/100

Table 1: View Printer Driver ROM

just need the right driver for your new
printer. The disadvantage is that the
memory available for the driver is limited
so it can't be too complex, and there are
cumbersome collections of formatting
characters visible on the screen. You

wouldn't want to get what you see in
View.

Watford Electronics' solution is charac

teristically sophisticated. Its ROM con
tains a range of 15 ready-made drivers
for the most common printers, listed in
the table. And it also has a driver

generator - a program which will
producea driver for anyprinter providing

you know the control codes it uses. The
resulting driver has to be saved to disc.
In addition, there is a preview mode that
shows what you will get on the screen.

Acornsoft's extended highlight se
quences and microspacing are mirrored
in the Watford ROM. There's a bonus

for anyone still using View 1.4: a routine
in the ROM will allow you to print from
memory, instead of having to save your
text to a file, and then printing it.

If this were all there was to the ROM,
it could be dismissed immediately as
unnecessary expense. Acorn User has
published several programs to generate
drivers, and there's also a driver-gener
ator bundled with View 3.0 (drivers for
screen, memoryand common printers are
included).

But Watford's ROM comes into its

own in the additional control it can

provide over the printer. It offers
XDRIV (extended DRIVer) facilities,
which can give control over characters
per inch, lines per inch, and character set
selection, as well as a mnemonic way of
achieving printing effects - 'NLG' means
enlarged text, 'BOLD' means bold. If
your printer has a Near Letter Quality
mode, you can control this from the text.
If you don't have NLQ but you do have
Watford's NLQ ROM, your printing can
take advantage of the other ROM's
presence.

The disadvantage of using XDRIV
stems entirely from the inadequacy of
View itself. When formatting text, View
quite properly disregards the highlights
on a line when counting the line length.
But it treats XDRIV mnemonics as text

- it counts them as characters. The result

is text which is justified neither on screen
nor when printed out.

In text which is only going to be
printed once, the answer is to type,
review and format the text, then add
XDRIV codes afterwards. But to amend

the text again would be a nightmare.
You'd have to remove the codes, edit,
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reformat, then-add the codes again in
order to maintain the justification. It
would be fairly unusual to want to use
the XDRIV facility in this situation.

The final limitation of the ROM is

that for any of its printer drivers to
work, the ROM must be in the machine
doing the printing. A ROM image on
disc won't work. You will not be able to

take your text files, with their particular
embedded XDRIV codes, to another
Beeb with a better printer, unless it too
has a similar ROM fitted.

Hyperdriver
The second ROM to be reviewed here,
Hyperdriver, has the alternative title 'The
Ultimate Printer Control System'. This
isn't quite accurate, but it is a reasonable
attempt. Unlike the Watford ROM,
which is protected against piracy,
Hyperdriver includes a ROM image on
disc, as well as help and demonstration
files. The difference between this ROM

and the Watford one is that the print
facilities are available from any language
- not just View - and even from second
processors and different operating sys
tems like DOS Plus or CP/M.

Hyperdriver is far more complex in
operation than the Watford ROM, and
its 90-page manual is a delight. Not only
does it explain the ROM's facilities in
great detail, but it also has an illuminating
chapter on the vagaries of printers. A
technical section reveals which areas of

the computer's memory Hyperdriver uses
for workspace.

On the disc accompanying the
Hyperdriver ROM are programs to work
out what degree of compatability your
printer has with the Epson 'standard',
and to demonstrate all the possible
effects. Amusingly, you can use this to
show not all Epson printers are complete
ly Epson-compatible! There are example
files showing the capabilities of the ROM
when using View, Wordwise, Wordwise
Plus and InterWord.

All the facilities of Hyperdriver are
accessed by star commands. They consist
of a two letter mnemonic, so *LF is a
line feed, while *LFio is 10 line feeds.
The list of commands is exhaustive, even
setting horizontal tabs, vertical tabs,
changing colour and disabling the end-of-
paper detector are possible from simple
star commands. There's also a primitive
ROM manager: Hyperdriver can pass on
commands to any other ROM in your
machine.
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One disadvantage of Hyperdriver is that
the less Epson-compatible your printer,
the more effort you will have to invest in
getting all the features to work. This is
because for non-compatible printers, you
can defineyour own command sequences,
called macros, which will pass to the
printer the control codes you have
selected to achieve a particulareffect.

So if your printer needs special codes
to do bold, you define these as a macro
that replaces the original bold command.
There can be up to 10 macros, and once
defined, they work exactly like the pre-set
commands. It is a very simple matter to
save, reload, and modify macro lists.

Not only can the ROM produce very
strange and wonderful effects like con
densed italic subscript, it also serves as its
own NLQ ROM: there's a complete and
attractive proportionally spaced typeface.
Another interesting facility is that it can
print the contents of the screen, but
using the screen's character definitions.
And this of course will include any of
your user-defined characters set with
VDU 23. A final refinement is 'keyboard
recording', which effectively acts as an
extra function key.

When using View, typing *VD loads
Hyperdriver's printer driver. All
Hyperdriver's commands can then be
embedded in the text, allowing good
flexibility in print out. It is easy to get
carried away with the sheer variety of
typestyles available. Highlight 1 starts a
command sequence, and Highlight 2
finishes it. The commands are exactly the
same as the star commands.

However, Hyperdriver is no better than
Watford's ROM in copingwith formatted
text containing the printer commands.
The highlights are ignored, but the
instructions between them are treated as

ordinary text. Just as with the Watford
ROM, it is better to lay out the text first,
then add the printing instructions. And if
you change things like the number of
lines per inch, it is up to you to work out
how many there is going to be on the
page - otherwise View will get the page
breaks wrong. Again the effects are only
available from a micro equipped with the
Hyperdriver ROM or the ROM image in
sideways RAM.

Both Watford's ROM and Hyperdriver
are pushing View just a little beyond its
natural limits. A wordprocessor should
improve ease of writing and clarity ofa
presentation. Both ROMs can improve
the latter, but at the expense of consider

able effort in composing the document in
the first place. View ) is now three years
old, and it's unlikely to be upgraded
again. So software authors are stuck with
the screen handling of printer commands.

While I personally am content with
View, if I had to achieve a variety of
unusual effects in my printing I would
probably export my text to a desktop
publishing package. At least I'd have a
better idea of what was going to go
where on the paper.

If I had no other printer driver
software, or if I was starting from scratch
with View and a dot-matrix printer, I'd
buy Watford Electronic's View Printer
Driver ROM. It's robust, compatible
with all my hardware and software, and
can work at virtually whatever level of
sophistication is demanded by the task to
hand. It's virtue - dedication to View - is

also its limitation. It's a lot of money to
pay for something which works with no
other wordprocessor, and which dupli
cates many of the functions provided in
free or bundled software.

You wouldn't want to start with

Hyperdriver as your only View printer
driver. It may be that you can't appreciate
just how clever Hyperdriver is until you
experience the frustration of cajoling
your printer to do something odd. It
does make a super upgrade to Computer
Concepts' now obsolete Printmaster
ROM. Hyperdriver is more of a general
purpose utility - which incidentally
enhances View. It also enhances Wordwise,
Wordwise Plus, InterWord, and probably
any other program which sends output
to the printer. If you want to improve
printing generally, buy Hyperdriver.
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YOUR CHOICE - THEIR FUTURE

If you purchase or specify education
technology, the choices you make
today will have a profound effect on
the futures of pupils, students and
trainees tomorrow.

Education technology has made in
roads into every sphere of learning.
From primary school to industry. So
now's the time to do your
homework and swot up at
BETT '89.

The biggest, best, most ex
citing show of its kind -
providing the perfect forum
for in-depth discussions on

w

technology in education today.

It's your opportunity to meet over
140 leading manufacturers and
suppliers under one roof, covering
the complete spectrum of education
technology.

It's a show in a class of it's own.

Featuring a comprehensive series of
^ITLS^\ FREE seminars unique to BETT

'89 — places are limited so
book now!

BEIT '89. Be there for them,
it's their future. Clip the
coupon today!

J«A1H#'
Sponsored by DOOQ and

Educational Computing Magazine.

1

JANUARY 18-21 1989
BARBICAN, LONDON

r
NAME (MR/MS).

JOB TITLE

COMPANIESTABLISHMENT.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE.

Further details required:

LJ Please send me

TEL.

. complimentary tickets
LJ Please send me details on the seminars.

Return this coupon to: Elisabeth Coles. E.MAP International Exhibitions
Ltd. 12Bedford Row. London WC1R4DU. Telephone: 01-4044844

', Complimentary 24hr ticket hotline:0203 470075 aii/ian/891



BUSINESS
THREE GOOD IDEAS

Roger Carus takes a look at some more suggestions for making
practical use of the BBC micro

Starting the eighth of this series it
seemed a good idea to look back and see
who was coming up with all these good
ideas for business applications for the
BBC micro. So I looked at the 30 or so I
have written about: there have been

about as many more ideas suggested, but
not written about, and 23 readers have
asked for information about those which

have been reported.
The ideas have come from all over the

place, with four from Ireland and two
coming from the Netherlands. To my
surprise London and the home counties
have produced less than their fair share
and the Midlands quite a lot more than
you'd expect.

The people writing are equally varied.
There have been several teachers, particu
larly from higher education, but not
nearly as many of them as 1 expected at
the start, and there has been almost no
shopkeepers who had originally seemed
the most likely group.

Instead, I've heard from printers,
auctioneers, bankers and debt collectors,
plus several engineers and designers.
Perhaps the greatest surprise is the
number of contributions from people
working in the arts as graphic artists and
potters. About a quarter of those writing
are retired and I am sorry to say that
there have been only two women.

The type of ideas that have been
produced almost always arise from the
work the contributors are doing or from
their leisure activities, and are mostly
specialist applications. The most popular
types seem to be concerned with textile
design, and records of weather and
personal finance. The range of applica
tions is very wide and extends from
fortune telling to yacht design!

Everyone is welcome to contribute
suggestions and I acknowledge all ideas
that I get, even though I cannot use
every single one of them in the magazine.
Some of the readers who write want my
opinions about their work and that is
much more difficult, as a lot of it is
beyond me. Not many of those who
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Screen from Alan Dean's school admin system

write are trying to make money out of
their ideas, but a few have succeeded in
doing just that.

The first report this month is from
two men who have been very successful
in marketing their work. Alan Dean
from Nottinghamshire has written a
comprehensive school administration sys
tem which his partner David Harding is
helping to market. He has been so
successful that it is now being used in
about 150 schools. As David says, you
do not need to have an IBM to produce
the information that schools have to keep
these days, and the BBC micro offers a
much more economic solution. Their

system sellsat £160.
It is suitable for use in primary and

secondary schools and is so complete that
I could not find any type of listing that it
did not have ready, but I must admit to
having been away from real school
administration for a long time.

If you are interested in learning more
about it, get the specifications from
David Harding, 837 Bridle Road, Burton
Joyce, Notts NG14 5FS, or telephone
him on (0602 31) 2180.

A completely different report came
from John Kemp in Zambia a year ago,
just before hereturned to Kingston-upon-
Thames. While in Africa he worked with

the Christian Literature Press, a non
profit making organisation based in
Zambia. Its main objective is printing
Christian literature for use by missions
thereand in surrounding countries.

They introduced BBC model B com

puters in 1984 to help with administra
tion, particularly job-costing and invoic
ing, for which programs were specially
written. This was very successful, but the
original model B was stolen and in 1986
replaced by a Master 128k with dual disc
drives and an Epson FX85 printer.

As well as the earlier programs, John
wrote software to carry out payroll and
cost analysis tasks, and a hard disc has

'since been added to cope with the
customer database. This database will

eventually contain information about all
jobs done since 1972, when the Christian
Literature Press was first founded. They
have even more plans for future software
developments.

The last story this month is from
nearer home, in Scunthorpe, where Dr
Gordhandas, a general practitioner, is
making good use of a BBC B for his
records at the Ashby Clinic. He keeps the
usual patient register on an integrated
program he has written which also has
the facility to separate the modules. The
suite has a capacity of 8000 records.

Dr Gordhandas has also converted the

program for use on a Master with a hard
disc. This downloads data to floppy
discs, which gives him a convenient
automatic back-up.

By way of relaxation, he has also
written an integrated wages program so
that all the quarterly information required
by the Family Planning Clinic is ready
and waiting!

Have you done something to add to
the collection or would you like to get in
touch with any of the people mentioned?
If so, let me know.

IDEAS WANTED

If you use your micro for business or
pleasure or have written a piece of useful
software and would like to share your
knowledge and experience, write to
Roger Carus, c/o BBC Acorn User,
Redwood Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick
Place, London Ni 6DJ, or via British
Telecom Gold: 81RED001.
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'duality Products for the BBC Microi

PRINTER SWITCH-BOXES

These high quality 3 and U way printer switch
boxes are ideal for use in schools and colleges.
The switch is extremely cost-effective, it will
allow up to four rrticro's to share just one
printer by simply pressing a button. Both ver
sions come complete with all cables. The PSli
box has 2 x 3.7m . 2 x 1.7m . 0.4m to the

printer, the PS3 has same but only 1 x 3.7m.
Data buffers are fitted to the extra long
3.7m cables to give reliable data transfer.

PS3 3 BBCs to 1 Printer L59.50
PS4 <t BBCs to 1 Printer 169.50

CNC LATHE INTERFACE

Retrofit to
your Lathe
SEND for...

fONECT
u 121

Successful and proven system for teaching
CNC. Already in use in over 200 education
establishments. Complete with disc software
and comprehensive Manual. Only requires BBC
B, B« or Master set-up. ISO standard part-
programming. Send for your FREE 1NPOPAK.

These uselul switch boxes arc ideal

for use in the office or at school.
No need to keep .swapping cables
over just press the buttonl The
cables supplied are 2 x 1.7m * 0.*m
with appropiate connectors fitted.
Both versions may be used with a
plotter if required. Super value.

32K RAM MODULE
Store all your ROMs on disc, then
load them into the RAM module as

and when required. Plugs into just
one sideways ROM slot giving two
separate 16K banks. Complete with
write switch, software on <(0 or SO
track disc plus full documentation.

RM2 32K RAM module .... 119.95

TERRELL ELECTRONICS
7-B ESSEX GARDENS HORNCHURCH ESSEX RM11 3EH

PLEASE ADD 15X VAT TEL: Q40 24 71426 P051 * PACKING FREE
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME ' QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

v*>^ A quality art package specially developed for use by the
professional artist and the home enthusiast alike.

Art Nouveau is a versatile, easy to use menu-driven package
which offers the user a choice of more than 100 different
options including:

Facility to load Mode 12 and 15 screens from other packages
User defined screen gridx16 Pixel Editor

Cut, distort and paste
Etc

Archimedes

ART NOUVEAU
The New Art Package

by Barry Christie

ART NOUVEAU

Scratch pad

ONLY £42.50 including VAT and P&P

Order now on our 24-HOUR ACCESS CREDIT CARD HOTLINE on
(0698) 733775 or send a cheque/postal order for £42.50 made payable
to 'COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING LTD' at the address below.

Please send me.

Name:

Address:

ART NOUVEAU Package(s) at £42.50 each

Postcode

Payment is by cheque/P.O. No.
or

Please debit my Access account card number.

Card expiry date

Signature.
COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING LTD (DEPT AU)
Strathclyde Business Centre
Princess Road
New Stevenson ML1 4JB

Please send S.A.E. for Further Details.
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iiiniiiiiiiii iiiimii mini
SCHOOL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

P
\^^^ Deluxe 120Deluxe 120 Disc capacity

lockable Disc Box worth
over C14. (Please state il
youwantthe100capacity
Box instead). when you buy

25 disks DS/DD for £17.95
or 50 dlskB DS/DD for £26.95 —
or100 disks DS/DD for £43.60 JJ

FREE CATALOGUE WITH EVERY ORDER j.
Nebulae,deptMH, FREEPOST.Kilroot E\^ m

Park Industrial Estate. Carricktergus, -_
Co Antrim. BT38 7BRTel (09603) 51020 '"{!&,;

(Mon-Fri 9 to5) Tf"* ^Z
7 Day Delivery. Oneyearguarantee &14day m
moneybackperiod. Pricesinc.VAT + postage —

All disksJapanese Hlgrade 8J" 96TPI come with ~~
envelopesandwriteprotect tabs 55

II III III III II Tel: (09603)51020 III III
raEEPOSTYpUR ORnERTODAY^NO STAMP REQUIRED^ __}

VISA

TRADE IN YOUR BBC B AGAINST ANY
MICRO OF YOUR CHOICE

We will offer £150 or more for any working
BBC B against the following micros:

£454
from £800

Superpack £399
£499
£399

£401.35
£458.85

Acorn Master 128
Acorn Archimedes
Arati 520STFM
Atdrft040STFM
Commodore Amiga A500
Amstrad PCW's from
Amstrad PC's from

or any other popular micro
Retail shop open 6 days 9.30am-5.30pm

Portobello Trading Company
300-302 Portobello High Street,

Edinburgh EH152AS ^^e
Tel: 031 657 3941 (3 lines) •—•

EUROWORD
for WORDWISE and WORDWISE PLUS

Converts Wordwise to a European Wordprocessor
• On-Screen Accents
• On-Screen Underlining
• Menu to Set Preferences
• Customise to Printer
• 40 Page Manual

Provides a minimum of 26 European Characters, all of which can be used in a
single document.

Printer drivers for Epson, Citizen, Diablo/Qume, Juki, Ricoh and IBMmode
printers.
Other useful features, such as additional embedded commands for Wordwise
similar to those in Wordwise Plus.

Charm Micro Soft
31 Freshmeadow Lane, Helsby,
Cheshire WA6 0QU. Tel: 0772-616705

Price:£14.90 inclusive
Add £2 for a 3.5" disc
Specify 40/80T and printer type

page
for

Superb Christmas
Subscription offer

the price rise
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CHAIRMAN'S
REPORT

Sir, In his November review
of Chairman of the Board,
Michael Leete makes two ma

jor criticisms. The first is that
the exercise does not precisely
mirror the operations of a real
business. This is true, but the
distortions deliberately en
hance the learning process.
The second is that a calculator

is needed when using the
exercise - this aspect is not an
oversight. Planning outside
theexercise (usinga calculator
or a spreadsheet) is an integral
part of the learning process.
The exercise is a surrogate for
the real world, in which a
calculator or spreadsheet
would be used as a matter of

course.

L..n U.1U H..O.U.. ,r...nl...
Chairnan of the Board

A real business operation?

Chairman of the Board sells
for £39.95 and not the £"60
that Mr Leete quotes. We do
not believe any other package
offers better value. For readers

who would like to test this

assertion for themselves, a
demonstration copy of Chair
man of the Board is available
for £5.

Paul Finlay
Leen Valley Associates

36 Trevor Road
West Bridgford

Nottingham NG2 6FT
ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

BBC Acorn User, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ. BTG/TTNS 81:RED001

POLISH OP
YOUR POLISH

Sir, It is probably quite rare
that you receive letters from
Eastern Europe. However,
there are a number of people
like myself in Poland who
own Acorn computers. I am
writing to tell you of a BBC
User Group that we organised
this summer in Warsaw. There

are about fifteen people, most
ly with Masters.

We rarely travel to England
and are therefore limited to

our small society. Any corre
spondence would be greatly
appreciated to the following
address:

Piotr Pagowski
ul Perzynskiego 13/70
01-855 Warsaw
Poland

1 look forward to any
letters or contact with BBC

users visiting our country.
Piotr Pagowski

Warsaw

LEADING
QUESTIONS

Sir, The company 1 work for
produces both software and
hardware for a range of eight-
bit machines. Recently it has
upgraded to a range of 16 and
32-bit machines including sev
eral Archimedes 310 com
puters.

Obtaining interfacing parts
for the eight-bit and the other
16 and 32-bits was not a
problem but it was for the
Archimedes.

As there is no user port on
the Archimedes we decided to

use the mouse port to register
values for hardware such as

trackerballs and graphics tab
lets. However, all our enquir
ies could come up with was a
DIN plug similar to the one
on the end of the mouse cable

on the Arc.

We would be grateful if
youcould help us in this area.

Sol Brown

Tearsoft

Trackerballs can enter mouseholes

In fact, a BBC-compatible
user port is part of the
Acorn I/O expansion card.
We have no knowledge of
where the 'mouse-sized'

DIN plugs can be obtained
(you might try one of the
larger electronic compo
nents suppliers such as RS
or Farnell). But Pineapple
(39 Brownlea Gardens,
Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex
IG3 9NL) sells a lead that
links a trackerball through
the Arc's mouse port.

READING FOR
THE DAR

Sir, I am interested in building
a bar code reader for a BBC

Master computer. Despite not
owning such a computer, I
would like to make a bar code

reader for my school.

I looked through my in
complete pile of Acorn Users,
but to no avail. Could you
please help me find a relevant
article, as I am sure this has
been done before. The Radio

Spares bar code reader costs
£200!

Matthew Shaw

Stroud

An article about bar code

readers did appear in the
December 1984 issue. This
described the use of readers,
plus the theory and practice
of how they work. Details
of the reader concerned can

be obtained from PMF

Datapoint, Noak Hill Rd,
Noak Hill, Romford, Essex
RM3 7LL; tel. (04023) 48956.

TERRIFIC
TERRAMEX

Sir, The point I would like to
make is that after reading
your review of Terraxex in
the November issue I went

out and ordered it straight
away because it really looked
and sounded good.

After playing it for many
sleepless nights I have come
to the conclusion that the

review of this game was an
understatement (not being un
kind to the reviewer). The
game is brilliant, and I can
definitely recommend it to
anybody with an Archimedes.
And I hope that many more
software houses will recognise
the potential that the
Archimedes has to offer.

S Mansfield
Margate
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FRC ELECTRONICS LTD

DISC DRIVE PROBLEMS?
Read/Write errors? Corrupted Data?

Perhaps it is time you had your disc drives checked.

FRC ELECTRONICS specialise in the alignment and
repair of all makes and models of floppy disc drives

(31/2",5V4" and 8").

For a fast and efficient service at competitive prices

call Reading (0734) 479550 or write to us at
52 Queensway, Caversham Park Village,

Reading, Berkshire. RG4 OSJ.

THE ACCOUNT BOOK
The Account Book does on a computer what
most small businesses and clubs still do man

ually - your accounts, including VAT if you are
VAT registered, but it does it far, far better and
will probably make your book-keeping a plea
sure and not a chore. In the 12 months since its

launch we have received much praise and

many letters of thanks and the following quote
is typical, for which we thank Mr G Allcock of
Southampton. "Without doubt the solution to my
book-keeping problems. It is incredible value

for money and its operation is simplicity itself"
It costs just £27.95 (including free telephone
helpline) and is suitable for the BBC B
upwards. If you would like to order a copy or
want a fact sheet please telephone us or use
the coupon. The Account Book is available on
disc and requires a mono or colour monitor and
dot matrix printer. Latest version includes
enhanced vat return.

NOW AVAILABLE IN ADFS FORMAT FOR THE

MASTER AND 3.5 inch DISC FOR MASTER

COMPACT.

SEE THE BEEBUG REVIEW VOL 7 NO 5.

Please tick: • 5.25" disc • 3.5" disc • ADFS • DFS

• 80 track (minimum 1 double sided drive)
D 40 track (minimum 2 single drives DFS only)
NAME:

ADDRESS:

POST CODE: TELEPHONE:.

ACCESS CARD NO:

YOUR COMPUTER:

SIGNATURE

or send cheque for £27.95 to Apricote Studios,

2 Purls Bridge Farm, Manea, Cambs, PE15 OND

or telephone 035 478 432 with your ACCESS

card number/enquiry. All orders sent by return

of post. •' V
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Reach For The Sky
with GLIDER PILOT 2, our comprehensive flight simulator. Features
cable launch, thermals, cross country with map and practice option.
Extensively machine coded for quick response. Instruction booklet.
With full instrumentation and "solid" colour perspective graphics,
this is not a game but an accurate and challenging simulation. Keys
or potentiometer joystick. Find the thermals and soar!!

Quality and realism . . . "Glider pilots will love it." — Acorn user
1988.

FREE to disc users — "NOTEBOOK" — an easy to use memopad
utility. Use it as a flight log for Glider Pilot 2!
B, B+ and master.

Cassette £7.95, 5.25" Disc £8.95, 3.5" Disc £9.95.

APEX Software, Station Road, Penshaw, Tyne & Wear
DH4 7PE. Tel: Durham 091-385 3091.

MASTER 512K Boards - now only £99

MONITORS

AMBER

HI-RES

only £59.95

LARGE RANGE

OF

ARCHIMEDES

SOFTWARE

IN STOCK

THE COMPUTER DEPOT
205 BUCHANAN STREET GLASGOW G12JZ

041-3323944 E3

CSS COMPUTER CENTRE
Unit3A,

Townfoot Industrial Estate, Brampton,
Cumbria CA8 1 SW

Educational, Home and Business
Systems

Acorn and SJ Research Authorised

Dealers

Network Specialists * Peripherals
•» 06977 3779

Cumbria Software Systems Limited

Acorn#
Government, Pic and Education orders welcome

' OUNOLE

Promotional
Video on
Request

|-fr^^r^|TI f^*"* ' Full Software Support
llv/ Dl I ll/O , Comprehensive Manual

CONTROL BOARD:-

for only 99 pounds
inc VAT and P&P

For use with popular
BBC MICRO SERIES

The RCB1 is an inexpensive, versatile, robust, and powerful interface,
controlled by BASIC or MACHINE CODE ROUTINE (supplied).
FEATURES INCLUDE: NO SOLDERING!

- 8 ADJUSTABLE DIGITAL INPUTS
- 4 ANALOGUE INPUTS

- 8 PUSH/PULL POWER TRANSISTOR

OUTPUTS

- 2 INTERRUPT DRIVEN COUNTERS
WITH DEBOUNCING FACILITIES

EXPANSION BOARDS also available to double functions. LOGIC BOARDS wilh 2 NOT
gates. I AND gate, and 1 OR gate, at ONLY £17.00.
For further details, write lo: The Sales Manager. Oundle Edutech Lid. Oundle School.
Oundle. PeterboroughPE84EN.
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GRAPHIC
DESIGNS

Sir, I run a bench of four
unexpanded BBC Bs at our
school.

One of the most useful

ROMs is Pendown by
Logotron, but it has no
graphics capability. Can you
suggest a program or ROM
that would give me that
capability without interfering
with the Pendown ROM.

Christopher Price
Merton Court School, Sidcup

• • o a a a

WL.
- iM I

Pendown: useful ROM in schools

Almost any graphics ROM,
such as AMX SuperArt or
Watford's Quest Paint, can
be used to produce graphics.
Both are quite easy to use,
and are suitable for most

older schoolchildren. Young
er students can be introduc

ed to BBC Soft's Picture

Craft or Image by Cam
bridge University Press, or
Acorn User's own Kiddie

Art (January 1987 issue -
back issues can be ordered

using the order form on
page 115).

CIRCUIT
TRAINING

Sir, In September's Acorn
User, Andy McLements was
requesting information or cir
cuitdiagrams for6502 control
ler cards.

A suitable diagram for a
6502 controller was published
in Electronics and Wireless World

in December 1984, by Peter

ACORN USER JANUARY 1989

LETTERS

Nicholls. Machine code for

the controller can be devel

oped on a BBC micro, and
programmed into EPROM for
use in the controller.

C Parkinson

Avon

MOVING
SIDEWAYS

Sir, I own a BBC B. 1 now
want to upgrade it to a 64k or
128k machine with sideways
RAM, and also to add more
ROM space. Could you please
tell me which board I should

get as it is starting to drive
me mad reading all these
articles, trying to decide which
one would be best!!!

A R Evans

Wrexham

There are a number of
boards available, although
one in particular might suit
your needs; the Integra-B
from Computech could be

Computech's Integra-B board

ideal for your purposes. The
board is meant to emulate a

Master 128 in that it has 64k
sideways RAM, 12k private
RAM and 20k shadow

RAM. It also has a real-time

clock and eight free ROM
sockets. It costs £130 from
Computech (The Garth,
Hampsfell Road, Grange
over Sands, Cumbria, LA11
6BG); expensive, but good
value if you don't already
have shadow RAM or a

ROM board. The board was

reviewed in the July 1988
issue of Acorn User.

SERVICE WITH
A SMILE

Sir, I recently had my DOS
Plus boot disc modified by
Programmable Systems De
sign to provide the numeric
keypad facility which enables
the BBC B to access the IBM

keys necessary for certain soft
ware applications.

When trying out the modif
ied disc, I encountered some
difficulty in making a back-up
copy and rang PSD for their
advice. My call was taken by
Ken Fullbrook who rang me
back later that evening to
discuss the situation. Al

though it was quickly estab
lished that the fault was not

caused by his modification, he
spent over halfan hour on the
phone establishing exactly
what was wrong.

To meet this courtesy and
consideration following such
a modest financial outlay is
worthy of mention and com
mendation and 1 would like

your readers to be aware of it.
Rex Conway

Carmarthen

MASTERING
SOFTWARE

Sir, Inspired by the recent
price fall of the Master 512
board I rushed around the

M25 to Watford Electronics
and paid my money. Once
home, 1 had no difficulty in
installing the board and get
ting started.

So far I have found that

most of the software I've tried

has worked, but for every
program that doesn't there are
a number that will. So why
worry? Cost — well, yes there
is that, but public domain or
shareware software allows you
to 'try before you buy', for
only the cost of the disc —
between £1.50 and £5. Up to

now, I've not made a dud
purchase. Some of the keys
need to be sorted out as the

Master doesn't always have
those mentioned or the combi

nations don't work, but I find
with a bit of time and effort,
you can usually find one that
does. For example, Mr Camp
bell (Letters, December 1988)
mentions PC File won't func

tion without fio but I've

found that in PC Type+, a
shareware wordprocessor, fo

GEM is great for copying discs

works fine for fio. As PC

Type+ is compatible with PC
File, 1 would expect the same
to happen.

The software I've tested

which appears to work, with
out problem or with only a
few key changes, are:
PC Type+ - Wordprocessor
Flodraw - Flowcharting

program

Sripercalc3.1 - Popular spread
sheet

AsBasyAs - A Lotus 123
clone

Keflex - A database
Delta - A database

Printsbop - Design letter
heads

Cbess88 - Chess program
By the way, GEM is a great

method for copying PC discs
from their original format to
the 512 800k or 640k. Place
the 360k disc in one drive and
a formatted 800k or 640k disc
in the other, point and click.
Asthisleaves lotsofsparespace,
you could create a
directory to hold your datafiles
or, by copying folders, make a
disc set into one.

Ann Terry
Godstone
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Teenage girl pcnfricnd wanted with BBC
B, Discs + pen. Into Adventures,
Neighbours. Robin Keith, 7 Fulford Ave,
Retford, Notts, DN22 7XR.
BBC/Basic books (5), Wordwise, U/lracatc+,
both boxed as new. Exmon EPROM
programmer. All for £50 ono. Tel: Brian
Blandford (0258) 55742.
BBC ROMS for sale: InterWord, lnlerSheel,
Wordwise plus, £ij each. Ownerupgraded
to Mega-ROM. Tel: 01-948 '3970 (South
west London).
BBC B ROM/RAM board dual disc
drives, 20ROMS including I lew, I 'iewsheel
plus games and joysticks, £395 ono. Tel:
Oxford (0865) 591267.
BBC B+ 32K with Watford DDFS,
reference manual and dust cover, £225.
Tel: 01-672 5059, eves.
Magazines Acorn User (from 1982),
Micro User (every issue), A+B User (even-
issue). Will split. Offers? Tel: (0332)
668033.

Music System, sound library, utilities,
£17, Aviator £7-75. CastleQuesI £5.75,
Toolkit EPROM £11, graphics ROM £9.
Tel: 07618-521.

BBC B 100k drive, 32k sideways RAM,
View, Spellmaster plus others. Datacentrc,
joysticks, £300. Tel: (037-881) 4417,eves.
BBC model B ROM board. Wordwise,
Pascal, D Doctor, Seikosha CP500 printer.
Challenger; disc drive, discs £400. Offers?
Tel: (08243)«$•
Opus 40T disc drive with games, £25.
Sideways expansion, eight ROMs plus 16k
battery-backed RAM, £12. Tel: (0664)
69119.
Green screen 12-inch, ageing but useful,
suit BBC. Christmas bargain, only £ij.
Tel: (06284)4874.
Acorn Electron 64k. Plusi. PIUS5, Brother
MR5 printer, Commstar interface. Pace
Nightingale modem, 5.5-inch discs,
T2P5ROM, offers?. Tel: (0555) 43985.
Electron, Plusi, Plus3, ROMbox, I.ogitcc
printer stand, Pace Nightingale modem.
Many tapes, ROMs, cartridges, all manuals
£450. Tel: (025672)4507.
BBC B OS 1.2, Sanyo colour monitor,
computer cassette recorder. Lots of games,
£300. Tel: (0553) 416703.
BBC B Torch Z80 dual drive. V>/8oT
'Perfect' systems. Microvitcc high-resol
ution colour monitor. Interface, joysticks,
manuals, discs, £350. Tel: (0208) 850277.
BBC B+ 64k, Cumana disc drive, 40-80DS,
tape drive, about 40 titles of software,
books. Mint condtion. Offers. Tel: 01-244
9892.

BBC ROMs, Centurion, over 60 utilities,
Spji, lixmonII (latest). Monitor, advanced
toolkit, WordWise Plus manual, £ij each.
Tel: (06284) 4874-
BBC B Wordprocessing system. Twin 40T
drives. EpsonFX80printer. Philips mono
chrome monitor. Sidewisc ROM/RAM,
ViewSpell, £600. Tel: (03-42) 71463.
Philips BM7522 monitor (amber) £40.
View), £25. Viem.t,£ij. ViewSheel, £ij.
ViewStore, £15. Viewspell, £10. Spellcbick
III,£15. Tel: 01-267 «?}}•
BBC B scries 7 with DFS and 40T self
powered disc drive, manual included, £225
ono. Tel: (0755)883800(Gcrrards Cross).
Watford 32k shadow RAM board, £38.
Watford solderlcss ROM board and 16k

RAM and battery, £25. Tel: Guildford
(0483) 223721.
Merry Xmas: Opus D/S switchable drive,
£80. Solidisk 128k sideways RAM, £50.
tel: 01-861 4580 eves.
BBC model B+ DFS interface. Cassette

player, games and manual. Unwanted gift,
still in box, £250. Tel: John (0493) 730193.
Master 512. Double discs, EPROM pro
grammer, ViewSheel, PCB. Diagram II
Meta Assembler. All on board, £600. Tel:
(06286)61064.
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BBC B issue 7, Acorn DF'S, software,
£225. Disc drive, 40T, double sided 20
5.25-inch discs, £75. Tel:Sunbury 788322.
BBC firmware, originals & manuals.
Enigma ROM manager, Wordwise Plus.
Watford print ROM, Disc Doctor utilities,
all £10 each. Tel: (06284)4874.
BBC B 40T disc drive, Kaga high-res
colour monitor, Sanyo tape recorder,
Wordwise, Viewsheet. Many games (tape and
disc), £450. Tel: (037284) 3559.
AB design Microbrush graphics system.
EPROMS, discs, comprehensive manual
for BBC Band Master. Cost £150, bargain
£65. Tel: (0255) 880257.
BBC B OS1.2 DDFS, doublcsided drive,
printer. Quest mouse, paint, software. Cost
£850, selling £350, ono. Tel: (0284) 701779
eves.

BBC B DFS Z80 Torch Pac, + Perfect
software.£375 ono. Tel: (0945) 64486.
Plus 1, View, ViewSheel and Hopper
cartridges cassette recorder. Joystick, soft
ware for Electron. All boxed, £45. Tel:
(0271)72274 Eves.
BBC B colour monitor; dual DS/40/80T
drives; teletext; adaptor board. SVX'
RAM(i6k) ZlF; Replay; cassette; more,
£100. Tel: (0443) 202735.
Swap my Morlcy teletext adator, plus ATS
ROM for Acorn 6502 2nd processor. Tel:
Sheffield 690303 Dave, lives.
Newsletter magazine for Acorn Users.
Send SAEfor details to: Richard l.cggett,
24 Pcnryn Close, Norwich, NR4 7LY. UK
only please.
Archimedes ROM Podule battery 128k
RAM. £60. Acorn AP100A printer, £45.
Sony 3.5-inch disc drive, £60. Tel: (0334)
78171, eves.

BBC B joystick, cassette recorder, manuals
and £400+ worth of software. Includes
Revs, Elite and Cr-aipe Rider, £250. Tel:
(0553) 86309.
Metal case Microvitec 1431 for sale. Used
for about 50 hours, £75. Buyer collects.
Tel: 01-878 5261 (eves).
Master Compact colour monitor. 5.25-inch
40/80Texternaldrive. Software,magazines,
ROM-images, etc. Cost £1000: offers?Tel:
Richard, Nuneaton (0203) 346554.
BBC B issue 7, with new unused Watford
3.5-inch doublcsidcd 1-megabyte, 80T disc
drive,+ ADFS,guaranteed. Bargain, £350.
Tel: (0267) 82588.
BBC B colour monitor, dual drives, Z80
second processor. 14 ROMs, View,
Viewsheel, Enigma, Spellmaster. 60 discs,
games, £499. Tel: (0462)685985.
Microvitcc Cub colour monitor, as new,
boxed. Model 1451, only £100. No offers.
Tel: (0705) 225595,eves, James.
Slogger Pegasus 4000 system. Electron
disc upgrade, £100 ono. Also tapes free.

Tel: Chris Price 01-500 2112eves.
Solidisc sideways RAM, utility disc, cart
ridge base, cartridge manual, £15. Tel:
Taunton (0825) 289578.
Dual BBC joystick, also fits Plus-i, £8.
Edword-2 ROM with manuals, £14. 16k
sideways RAM, new £14. Tel: Holywell
714*74-

Electron Plus-i, data recorder, all boxed
Much software, including View Mini Office,
games, magazines, books. Excellent condi
tion, £120. Tel: (0225) 811802.
Philips 75-2 Hi-res monitor, £60.
Grundig/Newark 14-inch REM/CONT,
colour portable TV/monitor, Mcd-Rcs.
£195. Viglcn Master cart.system, formats,
£12. Tel: (0268) 695770 (Essex).
BBC B +games, utilities and magazines.
Will split. Alloriginals and very cheap, for
details, tel: Mark(0742) 580101, (eves).
Enigma disc imager ROM, £5. Speech
ROM, £5. Mouse ROMS software £55.
SWR, £15. Games, joysticks, £55. Tel-
(0227) 262560.

BBC B issue 7, 40/80Tswitchable d/drive,
£440 ono. ATS ROM +tclctext adaptor.
£70. Wordwise, £15. Disc Doctor toolkit,
£25. Tel: (0227) 262560.
Electron,Plus-1, £100. Games, newpower
supply, data recorder, joysticks. Mags,
manuals, good condition, £100. Tel: 01-855
3109 (eves). ' " '
BBC ROM Wordwise, £10 ono. Tel:
l-'arnham(0252) 722472.
BBC B DFS twin 40T drives, PSU
\'iewi.i Disc Doctor, software on disc,
£500 ono. Tel: (0865) 591721 eves.
BBC B Series-7 52k, leads, manual.
Genuine reason unsuitable for my applica
tion. Going PC. Good working order,
£190 ono. Tel: (0945) 775359.
BBC B Watford DFS, double drive
(40/80T). ROM/RAM board, Microvitcc
1451 AP, TV tuner, PMS 2nd processor,
mouse, software. May split, £600. Tel:
Andy 01-732 3557.
PRES A+3 disc drive and T2+5 ROM,
£90. Acorn PIus-i, Prcs Plus-i Upgrade
ROM, £3 5. Tel: (0267) 231677.
BBC 40T single-sided disc drive. Good
condition, £25. Tel: Rhys(0908)55426.
Epson MX100, £40. Panasonic KXP1081
plus four ribbons, £100. Printerdrivcr
ROMs, utilities on disc. Superior games.
Send SAE: A Provan, 5 Garvcl Rd,
Milngavic, Glasgow. Tel: 041-956 6106.
BBC B (1.2) Cumana Twin DS.DD,
power supply, Taxan KP810 printer. Acorn
teletext. HCR program eraser, Digimousc,
paper, discs, ribbons, software. Bargain.
Tel: (0782) 516610,Ken.
BBC B 16ksideRAMsidcROM Music 500
2x40/80']' drives. Philips colour tv/monitor
230 discs. 20 ROMs. 100s mag/manuals.

£750ono. Steve(051) 6484419.
BBC B no RGB, no RS425, Acorn DFS,
100k disc drive, Solidisk 52k SWR, ROMs,
£500 ono. Tel: (0205) 610268.
BBC B+1770 DFS ATPL ROM/RAM
Inter-Chart ROM, Floppywise ROM car
tridge, 12 spare. Various manuals, £110.
Tel: 01-789 0605.
Electron manuals, leads in original box,
plus £100 software. Good as new. Only
£55 ono. Tel:David (0376) 515205.
Electron with data recorder. Two manuals.
50 games, 50 magazines, excellent condition
£65 ono. Tel: Graham (04027) 58081.
Opus Challenger 5.25-inch disc drive. 512k
RAM disc,ADFScompatibility plus books,
£110. Tel: (0205) 465115.
Master Compact, green monitor, 3.5-inch
and 5.25-inch drives, RS252, modem,
joystick, £450 ono. Tel: Sean, Halifax
(0422)45505 (eves/weckends).
BBC B issue 7, Opus DDFS 40/80T drive.
Replay, RAM/ROM card. Many games,
utilities, books, cassette recorder and Acorn
Users Jan 85-Dcc 87, £475. Tel: Harpcndcn
(05827)61917.
BBC micro, RAM/ROM board, dual
drives, Epson LX'80 printer, AMX mouse,
Wordwise, discs, ROMS, books, software,
£775 ono. Tel:Spencer (0244) 390093.
Eprom programmer and eraser, £30. 20
2764 blank EPROMS, £1.50 each or £25
the lot,Tel: Onkar 021-429 7915.
Master 12, manuals ROMs/discs, £240.
Twin 800k 40/80T drives. Acorn Plinth,
£120. Microvitcc 1451 colour monitor,
£140. Tel: (0525) 576269.
Cambridge co-processor 32016 with
Fortran, Pascal, C, Lisp, all manuals, 25k,
£450 ono. Tel: Mike 01-854 5019.
Watford CLS200 200k 5.25-inch disc drive.
Nearly new, £60. tel: Bcrkhamstcd (0442)
866895.

Archimedes A510M colour, lots of games.
Only a month old, £900 buyer collects.
Tel: 051-661 7663.
Wanted BBC Master 128 system. North
London/East Midlands/East Anglia area.
Tel: (0480) 216278eves.
Wanted Any sideways RAM from 16k and
above for cheap prices. Please write to: 28
Calonne Road, London SW19 5HJ.
Wanted: Gemini DDD-basc disc (prefer
ably 80T). Also DDD-calc with manual.
Tel: (0595) 265987.
Wanted, Archimedes 510, Colour monitor
and software. Sensible prices only. Tel:
(0872)865449.
Wanted Electron ROMs, ViewSlore.
I"tewShect, extension ROM cartridge. BBC
View 2.i for sale.Tel: John (0670) 367429.
Wanted Compact without monitor but
with ViewStore if possible. Good price
paid. Tel: (0270) 878881.

FREE PERSONAL AD SERVICE
Fill intheform below toamaximumof20 words (one ineach box) and send ittoAcorn UserFree Ads, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ. Please use capital letters, write clearly, and remember your name,
address and telephone number. Without this full information, supplied on aseparate sheet ofpaper, we
regret we cannot carry your Free Ad. We cannot accept entries selling orswapping software. This is a
service toreaders- nocompanies please. Oneentry per form only. Free Ads are carried inthemagazine as
space permits, andanyFree Ads not used within a monthof receipt will bedisposed of.
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Human Computer Interface46 Technomatic 34-39
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Intelligent Interfaces 78 Towerhill Computer 26

Karir International 151 Twillstar Computers 74
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MAKE YOUR MICRO EARN!
Yes making money becomes incidental when you know how. Your
micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is
irrelevant. Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own

HOME BASED BUSINESS.
Thismay be themost important move you willever make!

REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's
"ditch". Anyone inthecountry, including YOU, can becomeveryrich
ina relatively short periodoftimejustbydoing a fewbasicthings! It's
more rewarding than playing games. The benefits are many and
varied. Full or part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

.•v. "vv-vuvvuvvvvvu

mwmuMmmm
31 Pilton Place, Dept AU17
King and Queen Street
Walworth, London SE17 1DR

DealersforAmstrad, Acorn and Cambridge Computers
CsExc

fr, VAT.
AllDiskelts - Nashua.

Maxell, Memorex,TDK,
Oysan etc.-Best oilers

All Ribbons - Unbeatable
Prices - Guarantee relunds it

overcharged
Other items: Scientific

instruments. Upgrades. Al1
Accessories etc.

Help Lines: 01 440 0803 or
636 6614

(Callers by arrangement
only)

KARIRINTERNATIONAL LTD
17 BishopsClose,Mays

Lane,

Barnet ENS 2(111

Amstrnd

PC 1640Complete System
PC 1640 Double Colour Syslom
PC208Glrom
PC2286from

Commodore
PC10IIIDDECD
PC20W20mOHDECD

Acorn
Archimedes 305 Colour System
Archimedes 310M ColourSystem
Master 128K
Maslor Compact EntrySystem
Others call VALUE FOR MONEY DEALS

Printers
Epson LX800
Epson FX850
Brother K6256-t60cps
Texan KP815
Panasonic PI082
Canon PW1080AI
Juki 6200
Allother popular makes

Multi-portData switches 2 way
Multi-port Data switches 4 way
IBM Printer Cables from
Centronics toCenlronics

El
£899.00

£739.00
£599.00
£999.00

£899.00

£1199.00

<:tli

OS

<E

£819.00
£999.00
£330.00
£312.00

£209.00

£345.000

£207.00
£204.00
£189.00
£264.00
£375.00

CALL

£29.95
£49.95
£9.95

£14.95

Trade andexport
enquiries most

welcomed

Telex: 8951182
Faxd:01 441 6813

SIGNWRITER/
Quality lettering any size

£29.95 (BBC. some Electrons) £49.95 (Archimedes)

Many extra fonts (£5.75 each), e.g.:

IDECC &B.J* Corn

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC (01) 858 2699
Dept AU. 44 Roan Street. London SE10 9JT

Also: PAPERBASE for bibliographies COLOURED RIBBONS
LABELWRITER for multiple labels

KENDAL

COMPUTER
CENTRE

0% finance on all Arc systems over 12 months
Full after sales dept.

Mail order repair
Authorised dealer

Systems on demo
Free advice

H

0539 22559

KENDAL COMPUTER CENTRE
68 STRAMONGATE
KENDAL, CUMBRIA

LA9 4BD
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terminology
With all this talk of future

computing around, someideas
escaped the brain cells of the
BAU team. TQ's favourite
was the holographic keyboard
for your portable, which
would, of course, roll up to
fit in a pocket.

And what about the new

terminology? All these home-
workers will have 'tabletop'
computers, rather than desk
tops. When speech processors
come out we'll have 'mouth-

ware' and syntax checkers
called 'mouthwash'.

Vision systems will add a
new dimension to computer
specs, with eyeballs replacing
the tracker version. And last

but not least, the day someone
invents a smart input de-vice
that decides to run away we
really will need mouse traps!

-SJaS?5*lit* »*•'

Fax of life
We really wanted to do a news story about
the new Easy Fax system on Uncle Derek's
email service Microlink, but we couldn't
read the fax! It doesn't seem able to write

three lines in a row (see left).
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The fear of
software dying
Phillip Lewis of the DES
came up with the best quote
of the month at Resource's

education conference: 'I don't

appear to have satisfied a lot
of people.'

And at the same meeting,
Mike Matson, the creative
brain behind most of

4Mation's educational output,
told the parable of the desert
island. Unfortunately, it wasn't
a happy tale, the gist of it
being that there wouldn't be
any discs around as far as
educational software was con

cerned if the DBS and DTI

Bell wins ding-dong
Graham Bell and Mark 'Army' Webbing
came out tops in the CDS Tank Attack
contest at the game's launch - it's due soon
on the Beeb. They trounced the duo led by
one of the game's authors, but then he was
severely hampered by Dumbo Darrin from
A&B Nincomputing.

Bell (whose leadership style many people
liken to General Patton) commented: 'At last
my years of training as a paleo-ecologist have
paid off.'

And the launch led to Big Ed Quinn
winning his domestic Chocolate Wars. Better
half Linda had been inundated by pressies
from Citizen •• chocolate coins. But the

National Army Museum's chocolate medal
was four times the size! Thanks to CDS

software for the press pack: the 'knapsack
problem' is a hoary one in computer circles -
but his knapsack was smaller than usual.

•52

didn't sort themselves out.

His views on the DTI's

software subsidy were mainly
unprintable, and delegates were
leftwondering wherethe logic
was in not being able to
spend any of the money on 8-
bit software.

Schools can use the money
to buy a 16-bit Nimbus ver
sion of the four-year-old
Cranny's Garden, but not the
'state of the art' Worlds Without

Words, because it only runs
on an 8-bit BBC.

Teletext star
'The Beeb's a star of the high-
tech Museum of the Moving
Image in London. While a PC
handles the video discs, a

Master runs the teletext dis

play of the top ioo TV
programmes.

And Beebs were in action

again in First Bom, teaching
Gor - the one with an ape for
a mother — to speak. Come
to think of it, we know some
PR men who could do with a

go on one.

Congrats...
Acorn's tenth birthday co
incides with Bruce and Tessie

Smith's wedding anniversary
(congrats). And Dave Clare
got married on November 17
(more congrats). No-one rated
the idea of his honeymoon
spent at Acorn.

New number?
Expect a number change on
the Arc any day now. Acorn
supposedly renamed Arthur 2
as RISC OS because of the

Dudley Moore film of the
same name. We hate to tell

you: Volvo has released a 440.

Designer den
Acorn User has moved offices

again - for the fourth time in
six years. Fortunately, we
didn't go far, just into the
Redwood Dungeon. So if
there are any mistakes in this
issue, they're down to the
damp, dark, airless conditions.

But in these trendy days,
and with the new name BBC

Acorn User, we thought we'd
come up with a designer label
for the new den: BAUHouse.
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For someone else...
Fiay it Again som 3 > or treat yourself!
Play It Again Sam 4
Play It Again Sam 5
By Fair Means or Foul
Pipeline

Exile

Repton Infinity

supcmoR
soFTTunnc

BBCMicro Cassette £12.95

BBCMicro 5'A" Disc £14.95

ACORNSftFT
Superior Software Ltd., Dept M5, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX. Tel: (0532) 459453

(Acornsott isa registered trademark ofAcorn Computers ltd. SuperiorSoftware Lid isa registered user.) The Ultimate Repton - tour puzzling new games and
a complete gomes designer.


